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Introduction
1.

Sir, we now turn to the management of the Special Demonstration Squad, which I
shall refer to as the SDS, between its formation at the end of July 1968 until
approximately 19821. In this hearing we shall be adducing the evidence of eight
civilian witnesses together with evidence relating to a total of 24 early managers or
administrators. Two of the civilians and 7 of the former managers will give oral
evidence.

2.

We expect through a combination of oral and written evidence to establish a clear
understanding of how the SDS was managed internally. We will also begin the task
of establishing how SDS managers worked with their superiors; work which will be
completed by future Module 2(b) investigations. There will be some evidence of the
interaction between managers within the SDS and other police forces, as well as
direct contact between the SDS and the Security Service. We will, of course, be
using the evidence already adduced in Phases 1 & 2 to inform our examinations of
witnesses.

3.

We are guided by the Module 2(a) Special Demonstration Squad Issues List which is
available on the Inquiry’s website and I will take a moment now to list the headline
issues2.
3.1.
3.2.

The establishment of the Special Demonstration Squad.
The function of the Special Demonstration Squad.

An officer will in principle fall within Tranche 1 if he or she commenced their service with the SDS prior to
1983. However, a number of former UCOs who meet this test have been transferred to later tranches: HN67
“Alan Bond”; HN12 “Mike Hartley”; HN20 “Tony Williams”; HN85 “Roger Thorley”; HN65 “John Kerry”; HN19
“Malcolm Sheering” and HN83. In contrast, we have allocated managers to Tranche 1 if they complete the
relevant period of service before the end of 1982. The intention is to minimise the number of occasions on
which we call a manager before an undercover officer whom they managed.
2 Module 2(a) Special Demonstration Squad Issues List (ucpi.org.uk)
1
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3.3.
3.4.
3.5.
3.6.
3.7.
3.8.
3.9.
3.10.
3.11.
3.12.
3.13.
3.14.
3.15.

3.16.
3.17.
3.18.
3.19.
3.20.
3.21.
3.22.
3.23.
3.24.
3.25.
3.26.
3.27.
3.28.
3.29.
3.30.
4.

Size, organisation and composition of the Special Demonstration Squad.
Management and supervisory structure and function.
Selection and recruitment.
Training and guidance.
Legend building.
Targeting and authorisation (which includes both the motivation for targeting
and whether deployments were or remained justified).
The role of supervisors and managers.
Reporting on justice campaigns.
Reporting on the Stephen Lawrence Campaign and Duwayne Brooks OBE.
Reporting on elected politicians, political organisations and political activists.
Reporting on trade unions and trade union members.
Reporting on social and environmental activists.
Management knowledge of and attitudes towards relationships between
undercover officers in their cover identities and those with whom they came
into contact.
Management knowledge of and attitudes towards participation in, or
encouragement of, crime by undercover officers.
Management knowledge of and attitudes towards undercover officers’
involvement in criminal proceedings.
Management knowledge of and attitudes towards undercover officers’
involvement in civil proceedings.
Management knowledge of and attitudes to infringement of legal professional
privilege by undercover officers.
Special Demonstration Squad record keeping.
Whistleblowing.
Withdrawal from deployment.
Debriefing.
Management of post deployment conduct.
The welfare of undercover officers and their families.
The prevention and detection of crime.
Interaction between Special Demonstration Squad managers and those
responsible for overseeing its operation.
Dissemination of intelligence.
Interaction with the Security Service.
Disbandment of the Special Demonstration Squad.

Some of the issues that I have just referred to are not engaged at all in the Tranche 1
era. Most obviously the disbandment of the SDS. In relation to others the evidence
that will be adduced in Tranche 1 may amount to relevant background or context.
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For example, in relation to the issue concerning reporting on the Stephen Lawrence
Campaign and Duwayne Brooks OBE, there is evidence from the Tranche 1 era that
the SDS reported on the activities of black justice campaigns and infiltrated far left
groups which, amongst other things, actively promoted racial equality. SDS reporting
on such matters formed a part of a wider Special Branch interest in racial tension
and, on the face of documents that we will be putting into evidence interactions
between far-left groups and persons of colour.
5.

Other issues are of central importance to our investigation of the management of the
SDS in the Tranche 1 era: how the SDS was formed, constituted and operated; who
it targeted, how and why; what the SDS was reporting, to whom and for what
purpose; whether and if so to what extent its activities were justified; what was known
about the sexual contact between some SDS undercover officers and people they
met whilst undercover; whether the risks of such relationships were appreciated;
what managers’ attitudes to sexual relationships between undercover officers and
people they met whilst undercover were; whether anything was done to stop such
relationships; management’s response to the prosecution of some of its officers; and
the use of deceased children’s identities.

6.

I should make clear first that evidence relating to the management of the SDS is not
confined to this hearing. We have already admitted much evidence relevant to the
management of the SDS in earlier tranches which will not need any formal repetition
now. Further relevant evidence may be obtained as a result of our ongoing
investigations of senior management above the SDS and the state of knowledge of
the SDS within Her Majesty’s Government (all of which fall within our Modules 2(b)
and 2(c)). Secondly, the approach that we are taking involves the admission of a lot
of evidence on paper, an approach which applies both to documents and to the
content of all witness statements. Adopting this approach enables us to proceed
more quickly and to question witnesses with more focus on the most important
issues.

SDS Managers of the Tranche 1 era
7.

Piecing together who the managers and administrators of the SDS in the Tranche 1
period were, which posts they held and especially when they were in post has been a
complex and painstaking task. To assist those following the Inquiry we have
produced a timeline together with an accompanying explanatory note. It graphically
depicts our understanding of who served in the SDS, when, in what role and at what
rank. It is being published on the Inquiry’s website today together with an
explanatory note and signature guide. I emphasise that it is based on the Inquiry
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Legal Team’s interpretation of the material that we have seen to date and is therefore
very much subject both to the oral evidence that will be given in Phase 3 and, of
course Sir, your interpretation of the evidence.

Head of the Special Demonstration Squad
8.

The Head of the SDS was usually a Detective Chief Inspector. There were
exceptions to this rule. Occasionally, a Detective Inspector would fulfil the role. We
have obtained witness statements from all three surviving former heads of the SDS,
namely HN34 Geoffrey Craft, HN218 Barry Moss and HN307 Trevor Butler. All three
are due to give oral evidence in this phase of our hearings. Mr Craft has also
provided the Inquiry with a witness statement relating to his subsequent service as a
Superintendent, at the end of the Tranche 1 era, when he had responsibility,
amongst other things, for the SDS.

Detective Inspectors
9.

The Head of the SDS was usually supported by one or more detective inspectors3.
The number of detective inspectors serving in the SDS at any one time varies during
the Tranche 1 era between 1 and 3. Both Geoffrey Craft and Trevor Butler served as
detective inspectors in the SDS before being promoted and so will give evidence
about their service as both detective inspectors and detective chief inspectors. In
addition, we have obtained witness statements from the three further surviving former
SDS detective inspectors from the Tranche 1 era: HN3378 Derek Brice, HN244
Angus McIntosh and HN2401 Anthony Greenslade. Both Mr Brice and Mr McIntosh
will give oral evidence in this phase. Mr Brice will give his evidence over a video link.

Sergeants
10. Beneath the detective inspectors in the rank structure sat sergeants. Normally, there
were one or two sergeants serving in the SDS at any given time. We have obtained
witness statements from HN3093 Roy Creamer, HN103 David Smith, HN368 Dick
Walker, HN2152 Richard Scully, HN350 Paul Croyden and HN308 Christopher Skey.
Mr Creamer and Mr Smith will give oral evidence. Mr Creamer’s evidence will be
given via a video link.

The exception to this rule appears to have been for a period in 1972 when the SDS was led by Detective
Inspector HN294 supported by one or two sergeants.
3
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Constables
11. At times there were also constables who served in the SDS office in an
administrative capacity. In this category, we have obtained a witness statement from
HN3095 William Furner.

List of Managers and Administrators in the Phase 3 Investigation
12. Appended to the written version of this opening statement is a full list of the 24
managers and administrators in respect of whom evidence is being admitted in this
phase, together with ranks and dates of service. 22 of them served in the SDS. The
others are HN474 Wilf Knight and HN357 David Bicknell. Wilf Knight appeared on
the BBC program “True Spies” and recounted anecdotes about the SDS. However,
on the evidence available to us it appears that he did not in fact serve in the unit.
David Bicknell served as a Superintendent in the SDS chain of command between
1974 and 1975. He is unable to provide a witness statement to the Inquiry but he is
one of the few people involved with the SDS from this era from whom a statement
was taken by Operation Herne. We will be publishing his Operation Herne witness
statement.
Civilian Witnesses
13. The two civilian witnesses from whom we shall be receiving oral evidence are
Lindsey German and Elizabeth Leicester. Lindsey German rose to become one of
the Socialist Workers Party’s senior officials during the Tranche 1 era, with a seat on
the organisation’s Central Committee. She also knew and had significant contact
with the SDS undercover officer HN80 “Colin Clark” during his infiltration of the SDS.
Ms German is a core participant who was affected by SDS undercover policing in
later tranches. We will be requesting further evidence from her in due course. In this
phase we will be seeking her assistance solely in relation to events which occurred
during the Tranche 1 era.
14. Elizabeth Leicester was a member of the Workers Revolutionary Party (or WRP) and,
for a time, one of the permanent residents at its White Meadows education centre in
Derbyshire. She has stated that she cannot remember either of the undercover
officers whom we heard in Phase 2 had infiltrated the WRP, namely HN298 “Mike
Scott” and HN303 “Peter Collins”. However, we anticipate that she will still have
valuable evidence to give about the WRP and White Meadows in particular.
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15. Roy Battersby was, at the material time, Elizabeth Leicester’s husband and also a
member of the WRP. He resided at White Meadows with his then wife and has
provided a witness statement to the Inquiry. It will be admitted into evidence in
writing and posted on the Inquiry’s website today.
16. Five more witness statements have been received by the Inquiry. The core
participant who we are referring to as “Madeleine” has provided further evidence
about HN354 Vince Harvey’s treatment of her and her reaction to the publication of
his real name. In particular, she has found a post card which she states was sent to
her by Vince Harvey, posing as “Vince Miller”, after the end of his deployment. We
anticipate hearing more evidence in future tranches about SDS undercover officers
sending post cards to their groups as part of their withdrawal strategies. Therefore, I
am going to take a moment to ask that the card exhibited to “Madeleine’s” further
witness statement be displayed.

DISPLAY POST CARD [UCPI0000034819]

17. “Madeleine” articulates concerns about the fact that Vince Harvey went on to hold
senior positions including as a Detective Chief Inspector in Special Branch, a
Superintendent in another police force and ultimately as a Director in the National
Criminal Intelligence Service. Work that included responsibility for investigating
sexual offences against children.
18. The Inquiry will be investigating the role of former SDS undercover officers who went
on to hold managerial positions relevant to undercover policing. For example, our
investigation of managers in Tranche 1 Phase 3 includes DCI Michael Ferguson and
DCI Barry Moss both of whom had served as SDS undercover police officers earlier
in the life of the SDS. There is also reference in the documents to HN68 serving as
an SDS Detective Inspector. In this capacity his service straddles the boundary
between Tranches 1 & 2. Using the pseudonym “Sean Lynch” he was one of the
SDS’s earliest undercover officers4.
19. Other former SDS undercover officers went on to manage within the unit at later
dates. We will be particularly interested in HN10 Bob Lambert from this perspective
See the documents relating to him published during the Tranche 1 Phase 1 hearing and our summary of his
service as a UCO appended to our opening to that phase.
4
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because he is a SDS manager who is known to have had a number of sexual
relationships and fathered a child whilst pretending to be “Bob Robinson”.
20. We will also be interested in former SDS undercover officers who rose to very senior
rank in the chain of command for the SDS. For example, HN218 Barry Moss went on
to become Commander Special Branch in the 1990s and will be asked to make a
further witness statement for the purposes of assisting with Tranche 3 of the Inquiry’s
work. We will be investigating what difference their former service as undercover
police officers made to their management of the SDS.
21. “Madeleine” has drawn the Inquiry’s attention to one of HN354’s intelligence reports
which she states relates to a meeting that she thinks it extremely likely, but cannot be
certain, that she attended. Her attendance is not recorded in the report and she
suspects that her name was deliberately omitted5. Whether names were deliberately
omitted from reports and, if so, why is an issue that we will be considering in relation
to HN15 Mark Jenner’s deployment in Tranche 3 and, potentially, others.
22. Julia Poynter was a friend of “Madeleine’s” and a fellow member of the Socialist
Workers Party. She has provided the Inquiry with a statement containing her
recollections of HN354 Vince Harvey and HN155 “Phil Cooper”, her response to the
extensive reporting which names her and her evidence about the nature of the SWP.
I shall not attempt to summarise all of Ms Poynter’s witness statement here but I
should note that she refutes Vince Harvey’s evidence that she was keen to start a
relationship with him. She also provides evidence corroborative of aspects of
“Madeleine’s” account. Her evidence about “Phil Cooper” includes evidence of a
close friendship that he had with another activist and hearsay evidence to the effect
that HN155 “would regularly get stoned”. She states that he said that he had a
girlfriend and she recalls participating in anti-nuclear and anti-racist campaigning with
him. One of the exhibits to her witness statement is a photograph of “Phil Cooper”
and herself taken during the course of their anti-nuclear work. It graphically
illustrates why SDS undercover police officers were colloquially known as “The
Hairies”.
DISPLAY PHOTOGRAPH UCPI0000034799
23. Both “Madeleine’s” and Julia Poynter’s statements will be summarised by junior
counsel to the Inquiry later in this phase.

5
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24. John Rees states that he joined the Socialist Workers Party in about 1977 and was
also involved with the Anti-Nazi League and Rock Against Racism. Amongst other
things he was present both on the picket line during the Grunwick dispute and at the
Battle of Lewisham. Joan Rudder states that she joined the Anti-Nazi League and
began working for that organisation in approximately 1978. She explains her
understanding of the ANL’s aims and methods and provides an eyewitness account
of her experiences at the Southall demonstration on 23 April 1979 at which Blair
Peach was fatally injured. Both of these witness statements will be published on the
Inquiry’s website today.
25. Diane Langford, who gave oral evidence in our Tranche 1 Phase 2 hearings, has
provided the Inquiry with a second witness statement. It addresses two matters.
First, Ms Langford explains why she now thinks that her friend Ethel, who recognised
the SDS undercover officer HN45 “David Robertson”, lived in the same block as the
SDS safe house rather than the same block of flats as HN45’s cover
accommodation. Second, Ms Langford explains that she has now obtained
documents from the Metropolitan Police Service in response to a subject access
request. She makes observations about and raises questions arising from these
documents. We are publishing the record sheet relating to her together with a table
exhibited to Ms Langford’s witness statement which identifies which of the
intelligence reports referred to in the record sheet have been published by the
Inquiry, providing their inquiry reference numbers. These show that Special Branch’s
interest in Ms Langford and the intelligence filed about her went well beyond that
provided by the SDS6.
26. The sequence in which the Phase 3 oral evidence will be called, other witness
statements summarised and the associated written evidence will be published has
been posted on the Inquiry’s website: Hearings - Undercover Policing Inquiry
(ucpi.org.uk). The civilian witnesses will be called first. Thereafter the evidence
relating to individual SDS managers or other back office staff will be adduced in
broadly chronological order. An exception to this approach is that it is necessary to
call Mr Moss this week, out of turn. In each case we will be publishing documents
relating to the individual concerned together with their witness statement where we
have one. As we did in Tranche 1 Phases 1 and 2, we have produced an appendix
to the written version of this opening statement which summarise with some analysis
the evidence relating to each manager or member of the back office staff involved in
this phase of the Inquiry’s hearings.

6
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Further Documents
27. In addition to the witness statements and documents relating to specific individuals to
which I have just referred we will also be adducing in evidence documents in 6
separate categories. First, some documents obtained from open sources. Secondly,
extracts from Special Branch Annual Reports from the Tranche 1 era. Thirdly,
various Special Branch management and Security Service documents. Fourthly,
documents from the Home Office. Fifthly, relevant Police Regulations and General
Orders. Finally, some further reporting by SDS undercover officers and associated
documents. They are being posted on the Inquiry’s website today. I shall be using
much of time this morning to introduce salient features of this evidence.
Open Source Documents
The October Demonstration
28. The earliest of the open-source documents are relevant to the investigation of
undercover policing connected with the Vietnam Solidarity Campaign’s 27 October
1968 mass demonstration. They start with the note of an ad hoc meeting of the
Prime Minister, Home Secretary and four other cabinet ministers which took place on
16 September 1968, together with some associated notes7. The meeting concerned
demonstrations and student unrest. The content of these documents evidences the
fact that the October demonstration was of concern to the country’s most senior
elected politicians. A wide range of measures were discussed to try and control
events.
29. Despite believing there to be a risk of violence at the October demonstration the
Home Secretary, James Callaghan, did not wish to prevent the demonstration taking
place. He is recorded as saying that:
“Amongst the large number of reasonable and essentially peaceful protesters would
be a hard core of agitators and militants, who wanted violence and would seek to
provoke the police into responding with violence. Nevertheless, it would be
undesirable, even if it were practicable, to try to prevent the demonstration or march
taking place”.
30. The Home Secretary was keen to use the courts to deter violent demonstrations,
stating that:
“The attitude of the courts was critical, and when the House reassembled he
proposed to take a further opportunity to remind magistrates of the need to impose
7
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adequate penalties on those brought before the courts on charges arising out of
violent demonstrations”.
31. The Prime Minister, Harold Wilson, was evidently concerned about media coverage
and seeking to influence it. He is recorded as directing the Home Secretary to speak
to senior figures in television in these terms:
“Ministers had also expressed concern at the irresponsible behaviour of television
teams on a number of occasions, and it would be right for the Home Secretary to
talk to Lord Hill and Lord Aylestone on this matter and to invite their cooperation”.
32. Lord Hill was then the Chairman of the Board of Governors of the British
Broadcasting Corporation. Lord Aylestone was the Chairman of the Independent
Television Authority. At that time the country enjoyed a total of 3 television channels:
BBC1, BBC2 and ITV and so speaking to the two men named in the note would
cover the whole of domestic television broadcasting.
33. The Secretary of State for Education and Science, Edward Short, seems to have
agreed and is recorded as having proposed a remarkable degree of control over
what was broadcast. I quote from p.3 of the note of the ad hoc meeting of ministers.
“It might be worthwhile trying to get the television authorities on our side, and to
organise, for example, a confrontation between three leading radical students and
three tough, intelligent, moderate students. The intellectual destruction of the
radicals would have a considerable impact on intelligent student opinion.
Alternatively, an interview might be arranged between a BBC interviewer and a
group of radical students. Only if the interview went well need it be used.”
(Emphasis added).
34. There was also discussion of using the withdrawal of student grants to assert
discipline on university campuses. According to the note the Prime Minister summed
up the discussion as follows:
“…the meeting had shown general agreement that, while the problem of student
unrest was essentially one for university and college authorities to deal with, they
would be well advised to adopt a common policy on the question of reporting
students with a view to the withdrawal of their grants. There was a strong case for
reporting any student who, by boycotting examinations or preventing others from
attending lectures, prevented his university performing its proper function. Every
encouragement should be given to moderate bodies of students to assert
themselves (as they had done, for example, in Bradford) against a small minority
who wished to disrupt the university. He would give further thought to the question
of an approach to the television authorities on this subject”.
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35. The subsequent associated notes contain a number of relevant points. First, a Home
Office note for the record dated 24 September 1968, shows that the authorities
believed that the organisers of the October demonstration were not in favour of acts
of violence8. The Ministry of Defence was nevertheless not reassured that the event
would pass off peacefully and was considering the use of troops to protect MOD
property. The note states that:
“The Ministry of Defence had already made fairly large preparations and were
contemplating providing soldiers within their building. They were told that any
proposal should be agreed by Ministers as it raised wide and sensitive issues”.
(Emphasis added).
36. Another Home Office note for the record, dated September 1968, records behind the
scenes efforts to try to steer events such that the October demonstration would take
place on the 27th rather than 26th October and start from Trafalgar Square. The
author, Mr James, wrote:
“I consulted Mr James Elliott and the Deputy Commissioner of Police. Mr Elliott told
me that the Security Service would prefer the Square to be made available to the
VSC on October 27th. Mr Mark said that the Commissioner remained of the opinion
that there was much advantage in Trafalgar Square being the rallying place for the
large scale demonstration on 27th October…
“I went to see Mr Potts at the Ministry of Works, who is the Principal responsible for
applications for use of the Square. He confirmed that the Square remained free
and that he would not approve any application for its use on 27 th October without
prior consultation with the Home Office …
“I reported the position fully to Chief Superintendent Cunningham, Special Branch,
and to the Security Service. It was agreed that it was up to Special Branch now to
take such steps as they thought appropriate to see that an application by the VSC
for the use of the Square, on Sunday 27th October, reaches the Ministry of Works at
an early date.”9
37. A remarkable Home Office note records that on the morning of 17 October 1968 the
Home Secretary did meet with senior figures from the media10. He was accompanied
by the then Commissioner of Police of the Metropolis and Sir Philip Allen. Not only
was Lord Aylestone present, together with the Chief Assistant to the Director-General
of the BBC, representing Lord Hill; so too were the chairman of no fewer than eight
newspaper publishing companies. The note records the gravity with which the Home
DOC053/10
DOC053/12
10 DOC054
8
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Secretary regarded the October demonstration and the decisions that he was having
to make about it. I quote:
“The Home Secretary said he had summoned the meeting because the
demonstrations raised questions of policy on which he would be answerable to
Parliament. The … demonstration on 27th October was clearly going to be a
serious occasion. It raised the question whether exceptional action should be taken
to restrict it, but he had decided against this. His attitude was that the
demonstrators should have every freedom to demonstrate, but it was a freedom
under the law … the most worrying feature was the appearance of certain splinter
groups, mainly Trotskyists and anarchists, who were primarily interested in
provoking violence.”
38. Mr Callaghan went on to confirm that policing of the demonstration itself would follow
traditional lines and the Commissioner gave the media details of the demonstrators’
plans and the policing arrangements that were being made. The Home Secretary
clearly sought to influence the media’s approach to how it covered the demonstration
and to discourage the making of payments by the media to activist contacts. In
relation to the first of these points the note reads:
“…There was a feeling among the police that the published photographs tended to
concentrate on some retaliation by a police officer, rather than on the blow by a
demonstrator which provoked the police officer. The Home Secretary said that he
was sure that he could be confident that the newspaper proprietors were aware of
that feeling”. In relation to the second point it reads: “The organising committee for
the main demonstration was incurring a substantial loss every month. The Home
Secretary was sure that the newspapers would bear this in mind in any contacts
they were disposed to make”.
39.

The Commissioner laid some emphasis on the possibility that certain premises
owned by media companies might be the targets for the demonstrators. On this point
the note reads:
“The Commissioner of Police mentioned the following vulnerable points on the line
of the main march:- the offices of the Daily Telegraph, the Daily Express and
possibly the Times: Australia House with a possible diversion towards the ITN
Studios: Rhodes House and South Africa House: the Treasury: the Ministry of
Defence (a very likely target): Great and New Scotland Yard: the Home Office:
Downing Street: the Hilton Hotel and the Playboy Club, with a possible diversion in
the direction of the American Embassy”.

40. The media certainly appear to have been concerned by this information. Most
notably, Sir Max Aitken, Chairman of Beaverbrook Newspapers: “…asked if the
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people in the Daily Express building should go out after any demonstrators who
broke into their building and were expelled” and, later: “…whether the courts could be
relied on to deal appropriately with the offenders”.
41. As to media coverage of demonstrations, Lord Aylestone is recorded as saying:
“…that there was a sound technical reason for photographers concentrating on the
police action in a scuffle, since by the time the camera had focussed, the
demonstrators had done their provocation and the police were dealing with it”.
42. It is not the role of this inquiry to examine the relationship between Government and
the media in 1968, interesting as these documents would be for that purpose. For
our purposes this material is relevant as evidence of the importance of the October
Demonstration to the Government of the day; the attention it was being given at the
highest levels of Government and policing; and the lengths that the both the
Government and the Metropolitan Police were going to in response to that
forthcoming event. It was a big deal.
43. Two contemporary newspaper articles from The Times complete the open-source
evidence that we are putting into evidence in this phase of the hearings. The first is
dated 24 October 1968, 3 days before the October Demonstration which reported an
appeal by core participant Mr Tariq Ali: “for marchers to avoid a confrontation with the
police”11. The second is dated 28 October 1968 and contains reporting very
favourable to both the Police and the Home Secretary in the immediate aftermath of
the October Demonstration12. The headlines read: “Police win the day against
militant few in march”, “6,000 In Grosvenor Square fail against “calm wall” and “Good
sense praised by Callaghan”. The latter article includes a passage which may be
significant to the issue of justification in relation to the formation of the SDS and its
operations relating to the October Demonstration. It reads:
“In political terms, there is no doubt that the biggest success belongs to Mr
Callaghan. The Home Secretary had refused to be stampeded into banning the
demonstration on the basis of some forecasts of violence, and his judgment proved
correct. He relied here on reports reaching him from the police, and he made it
quite clear in the Commons last week that he did not expect anything like the
100,000 demonstrators which had been forecast on the march”. (Emphasis added).
44. To what extent the reports reaching the Home Secretary from the Police were based
upon information obtained by SDS undercover operations needs to be considered
and compared to what was available from other sources. But if The Times’ report is
11
12
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accurate then it appears that SDS undercover policing at least contributed to the
Home Secretary’s decision not to ban the October Demonstration and to let
uniformed police deal with it in the ordinary way.
Sir Robert Mark’s Autobiography
45. We are publishing a selection of pages from the autobiography of Sir Robert Mark,
who was the Commissioner of Police for the Metropolis between 1972 and 197713.
Perhaps of greatest relevance to the work of the Inquiry is the passage at p.293 of
the internal pagination which refers to Sir Robert’s time in Manchester Special
Branch and includes the following about subversive activity:
“The simple truth is that fascists, communists, Trotskyists, anarchists et al are
committed to the overthrow of democracy and to the principle that the end justifies
the means. Democracy must therefore protect itself by keeping a careful eye on
them. It is not difficult because they have never represented a serious threat.
Paradoxically, they are less likely to do so if the state continues to treat them, as at
present, as a bad joke”.
46. These are the words of the man who was ultimately accountable, within the
Metropolitan Police, for the SDS and who, as other documents that we have found
demonstrate, undoubtedly knew about the unit’s existence and its work14. He plainly
believed that groups which aimed to overthrow parliamentary democracy should be
monitored. However, the final two sentences which I have just quoted seem hard to
square with Lord Harris’ definition of subversion and the work of the SDS. Lord
Harris defined subversive activities as: “…those which threaten the safety or
wellbeing of the State, and which are intended to undermine or overthrow
Parliamentary democracy by political, industrial or violent means.”15. With this
definition in mind, Sir Robert’s words give rise to two questions both relevant to the
question whether the SDS’s infiltration of such groups was justified. First, if these
groups never represented a serious threat, why did they require monitoring?
Secondly, if the best thing to do was to treat such groups as a bad joke, why infiltrate
them on a long-term basis and report information about them in the way that the SDS
did?

DOC057
MPS-0724161; Witness statement of Angus McIntosh internal p.19, para.59.
15 See Subversive And Extremist Elements - Hansard - UK Parliament per Lord Harris at 9.49pm, column
947. See further our Opening Statement, p.36, paras. 114-116 for further details of the genesis, timing and
meaning of this definition which was first used internally by the Security Service’s Director F in 1972 and
adopted in the House of Lords by Lord Harris on 26 February 1975. Lord Harris’ definition was further
endorsed by the Rt Hon. Leon Brittan MP in an adjournment debate held on 7 November 1979 Police
(Special Branch) - Hansard - UK Parliament column 577. Mr Brittan on that occasion stated that a person
standing for Parliament on a platform ultimately to close Parliament would not fall within the definition of
subversion.
13
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Extract from Diane Langford’s memoir “The Manchanda Connection”
47. The next open-source document that I need to introduce today is an extract from
core participant Diane Langford’s dissertation entitled “The Manchanda
Connection”16. Ms Langford gave evidence that her dissertation dated from 200717.
She undertook to provide this material to the Inquiry at the end of her oral evidence in
Phase 2 because it contains a previous account of the incident at which her work
colleague, Ethel, recognised HN45 “David Robertson” as a police officer18. You will
recall Sir the differences in the evidence given in Phase 2 about this incident by Ms
Langford and HN45. The key passage in the dissertation reads as follows:
“I’d got a job at the Daily Mirror and an Irish workmate Ethel, came along with me to
a meeting at the London School of Economics. John Gittings, Malcolm Caldwell,
Manu and Pat Jordan of the International Socialist Committee were getting an IndChina Solidarity Committee together. Ethel was interested in becoming involved.
Dave was there. When Ethel saw him, she greeted him brightly. “Oh, I know Dave”
she said. He grabbed her by the wrist and said “I want to talk to you outside”. They
didn’t come back. Next day at work, Ethel was cool and awkward with me. After a
week of this she asked me to meet her for a drink.
“Dave works for the special branch,” she told me. “He’s threatened that if I tell you
or Manchanda, he’ll cause something nasty to happen to my family in Ireland”.
“Dave disappeared off the radar and was never seen again …”

Extract from the Authorised History of the Security Service “Defence of the Realm” by
Christopher Andrew
48. We are including an extract from the Authorised History of the Security Service,
“Defence of the Realm”, by Christopher Andrew which relates to vetting. Information
gathered by SDS undercover officers appears to have contributed to the information
filed by Special Branch and the Security Service and used for vetting purposes. In
establishing the facts, the material extract is relevant because it dates the point in
time at which the Security Service ceased to keep a record of rank-and-file members
of the organisations which it considered to be subversive, namely 1992. By that time
the number of groups considered subversive had fallen from over 70 in the 1970s to
around 45; none were considered to represent any significant threat to national
DOC058
UCPI Evidence Hearings: Tranche 1 (Phase 2) - Day 4 (26 Apr 2021) Page 89
18 Transcript of Diane Langford’s oral evidence, 26 April 2021, p.100, lines 11-25.
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security; and there had been no evidence in recent years that any subversive group
had deliberately set out to obtain classified information19.
World in Action – The State of Britain
49. Finally, we are publishing a recording of the World in Action documentary entitled
The State of Britain from 1980 which covered the 1980 Right to Work March which
was the subject of infiltration by the SDS20. HN80 “Colin Clark” and HN155 “Phil
Cooper” were both involved21.
Special Branch Annual Reports 1970-1983
50. The Inquiry has obtained copies of Special Branch’s annual reports for the years
1970-1983. We were informed by the Metropolitan Police that annual reports for
1968 and 1969 could not be found. Special Branch annual reports are lengthy
classified documents. Putting them through our restriction orders process in their
entirety so that we could put them into open evidence was considered both
unnecessary and impractical. Consequently, the approach that we have taken has
been to process one report in full for publication, that for 1979. In relation to the
others, we have put extracts through the restriction orders process. The significance
of these annual reports is that they put the work of the SDS into the wider context of
Special Branch’s work overall, as represented by Special Branch to the
Commissioner of Police for the Metropolis. I am going to draw attention to a number
of passages and features of the reports but must first emphasise that this evidence
is, of course, subject to evaluation in the light of evidence that we have and will
receive from non-state witnesses but also that of state witnesses, other documents
and the legal framework.
Express mention of the SDS
51. There is occasional express mention of the SDS in the annual reports. In the
introduction to the 1970 report the author first stated that:
“Two matters dominated the extremist scene in London during the year – the
campaign against apartheid centred around the South African rugby and cricket
teams; and the activities of the IRA.”22
52. The text then continues first to trumpet the role of the SDS (or Special Operations
Squad as it was then known) in relation to the Stop the Seventy Tour campaign but
DOC063
DOC071
21 UCPI0000033626, Witness statement of “Colin Clark” p.29, paras. 95-97
22 MPS-0747835/3
19
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then acknowledges that the anti-apartheid campaign was no threat to the State and
that many of the protesters were law abiding. The material part of the text reads:
“…Although only one demonstration took place in the Metropolitan Police District –
at Twickenham on 31 January – the agitation around the cricket tour developed
strongly and a considerable effort was mounted by the Branch to ascertain the
plans of the militants. In this situation the value of the Special Operations Squad
was once again emphatically illustrated”.
“Despite the success of the countryside agitation which resulted in the cancellation
of the cricket tour, the extremists (anarchists, Maoists, Trotskyists) were never able
to transform the manifestations of protest they had created into anything faintly
approaching a revolutionary situation, the ultimate purpose of their participation in
all such militant activities. This is indicative of the isolation in which these elements
find themselves, for it became obvious that a significant number of those engaged
in the protests were not prepared to resort to violence but preferred to make their
point in a constitutional and legal way. The backlash of public opinion against the
militancy associated with Anti-Vietnam War demonstrations which was evident in
1968 and 1969 clearly continued into 1970”. (Emphasis added)23.

53. A passage in the 1971 report clearly illustrates a belief that it was worth infiltrating left
wing activist groups just in case public disorder were to break out in the future. The
material passage relates to a contingency which did not, in fact, eventuate and reads:
“It is, I think, in the order of things that the period of relatively quiet demonstrations
must end soon. There are presently stirrings among the students who are
protesting over projected Government control of their college union finances, an
issue which is attracting very strong support. (16,000 turned out in an orderly
demonstration in London in November). This could well have the effect of giving
them a taste for demonstrating on other controversial matters of wider interest. The
question of the Rhodesian settlement has so far produced surprisingly little reaction
among extremist groups but it remains an issue which could well bring large
numbers on to the streets once again should the British Government formally
recognise the independence of the country. In such a situation the patient
undercover work at present being done by the Special Squad should prove of no
little value to our uniform colleagues”. (Emphasis added)24.
54. The 1974 report contains another explicit endorsement of the SDS, on this occasion
in the context of reference to the demonstration in Red Lion Square, on 15 June

23
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1974, at which Kevin Gately died25. Two parts of the quotation that I am about to
read stand out. First, Special Branch’s conclusions about the way in which
revolutionaries were believed to be operating in the Metropolis and secondly the
value being attaching to public order intelligence provided by the SDS.
“The use of violence in the pursuit of political objectives was not, of course, the
prerogative of the IRA. Although our own extremist groups showed little inclination
to resort to the bomb or the gun in 1974, the hard-core of dedicated, clever
revolutionaries which were to be found behind every public demonstration, “pop
festival”, or squat or sit-in showed themselves ever ready to exploit such situations
and use the police – as the nearest and most visible form of authority – as targets
for political and sometimes physical attack. The most extreme example of such
behaviour was to be seen in Red Lion Square on 15 June, when the combined
forces of the extreme left were mounted in opposition to the National Front and,
inevitably, against the police who were trying to keep the two factions separated.
The outcome of that demonstration, which is now a matter of history, underlined the
value of Special Branch intelligence assessments in police preparations for
demonstrations, and the major Special Branch effort in London – apart from the
Irish problem – is now applied to this issue. In this respect the work done by the
Special Demonstration Squad, often in difficult and even hazardous circumstances,
has proved invaluable in keeping uniformed colleagues informed of the plans of
demonstrators.”
55. Were revolutionaries behind and exploiting every public demonstration, “pop” festival,
or squat or sit-in or were Special Branch, even allowing for risks to national security
generated by the Cold War, looking for Reds under the bed? Was SDS reporting for
public order purposes, in all the circumstances, invaluable?
SDS Intelligence reflected in Special Branch Annual Reports
56. There are references in the text which appear to be based upon specific reporting
that we published in the course of Phases 1 & 2. The instances are too numerous for
me to address each one this morning and so I shall consider a few examples.
57. The 1971 Special Branch annual report states, at p.36, in relation to the Northern
Ireland Civil Rights Association (“NICRA”) that: “Even an effort to hold an annual
general meeting on 8 November proved abortive through faulty organisation, but the

25
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attempt finally succeeded on 23 November …”26. HN68 “Sean Lynch” reported on
the abortive meeting of 8 November 1971 and its adjournment to 23 November27.
58. At pp.62-63 of the same report, there is reference to the Women’s Liberation Front, a
group which we have seen was infiltrated that year by HN348 “Sandra”. Specific
events referred to in the annual report can be married up with individual reports. For
example, the intelligence report dated 16 September 1971 about the seizure of
control from Diane Langford of the group by others appears to be reflected in the
annual report28. Similarly, information contained in “Sandra’s” 2 November 1971
report on the first conference of the Women’s National Co-ordinating Committee at
Skegness is also reflected in the annual report29.
59. Page 43 of the 1972 report concerns the merger of the Irish Solidarity Campaign with
the Anti-Internment League. Both the ISC and the AIL were reported on by SDS
undercover officers during this period. For example, no fewer than three SDS
undercover officers signed the intelligence report on the AIL’s National Conference
held on 7-8 October 1972, an event described in some detail in the 1972 Special
Branch Annual Report30.
60. The 1977 annual report encompasses SDS intelligence in relation to the industrial
dispute at Grunwick’s. It reads:
“Whilst the extreme left campaigns against the Criminal Trespass Laws, the current
regime in Chile, and hospital closures, have had little practical effect, they are in
contrast to the massive publicity surrounding communist and Trotskyist involvement
in the dispute at the Grunwick factory in Cricklewood, where a great deal of Special
Branch effort was directed to the successful provision of forward intelligence.”31
(Emphasis added).
61. We know that a number of SDS undercover police officers reported on events
outside the Grunwick’s factory.
62. HN354 Vince Harvey’s reporting is reflected in the 1978 Special Branch annual
report on the Socialist Workers’ Party. In particular, his intelligence report on the

MPS-0747786/13
UCPI0000016070
28 Compare MPS-0747786/15 and UCPI0000027021
29 Compare MPS-0747786/16 and UCPI0000027017
30 Compare MPS-0747796/9 with MPS-0728845 which was signed by HN298 “Michael Scott”, HN338 (cover
name unknown) and HN301 “Bob Stubbs”.
31 MPS-07747790/4
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SWP Irish sub-committee’s 28 January 1978 day school on the subject of Ireland
appears to be the source for a part of the annual report32.
63. His contemporary, HN13 “Barry Loader’s” reporting on the Communist Part of
England (Marxist-Leninist) is also reflected at p.5 of the 1978 Annual Report: in
particular, for example his report on the “Little Red Guards”33.
References to Non-State Core Participants
64. There are numerous references to some of the Inquiry’s Non-State Core Participants
who were politically active during the Tranche 1 era: e.g. Diane Langford, Lord Hain,
Piers Corbyn, Tariq Ali, Joan Ruddock, the National Union of Mineworkers, Freedom
Press and Dave Morris.
Trends and Key Events
65. The Special Branch annual reports record what the key areas of concern for Special
Branch were and how they changed over time. Often these are closely associated
with major public order events, developments relating to the situation in Northern
Ireland or other significant issues of the day.
66. In 1970 the campaign against apartheid (principally the Stop the Seventy Tour) and
the activities of the IRA were described as the two matters which dominated during
that year34.
67. Both 1971 and 1972 were regarded as relatively quiet from a public order point of
view35, notwithstanding angry reactions to the imposition of internment in Northern
Ireland in August 1971 and Bloody Sunday in January 1972.
68. A growing focus on industrial issues is noted in 1972 and forms a theme which runs
on throughout the remainder of the Tranche 1 era. The introduction to the 1972
report stated36:
“…many are seeking to follow the lead of the Communist Party and the Trotskyists
in developing militant support on industrial issues. Much SB attention was directed
towards this problem which, together with student protest, has a real potential for
public disorder in the year ahead”.
Compare MPS-0747791/11 with UCPI0000011803
Compare MPS-0747791/12 with UCPI0000011724
34 MPS-0747835/3
35 MPS-07747786/3 MPS-0747796/4
36 MPS-0747796/4
32
33
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69.

The section on Trotskyism for that year noted: “…a marked increase of interest
shown industrial matters”37.

70. Special Branch’s main concern in 1973 was Irish related terrorism on the mainland.
The introduction to that year’s report reads38:
“The extremist scene in London was dominated for most of the year by the activities
of Irish Republican terrorists who were responsible for a total of 97 incidents
throughout Great Britain involving the use of car bombs, time bombs, letter bombs
and incendiary devices. This represented the long-awaited transference of part of
the IRA’s campaign from Northern Ireland to this country, and the number of
incidents here was the highest since the IRA’s 1939 campaign.”
71. By 1974 public order was of growing concern, principally as a result of the 15 June
1974 demonstration at Red Lion Square and what Special Branch described as the
ultra-left mounting a campaign against the National Front.
72. Specific events such as the battles of Wood Green and Lewisham are mentioned in
the 1977 report as is the dispute at Grunwick’s39. Clashes between the far right and
anti-racists also feature prominently in the 1978 report40. In contrast demonstrations
about Ireland that year were described as orderly and passing off without disorder –
notwithstanding the appearance of the National Front at the Bloody Sunday
Commemoration41.
73. Terrorism returned to the fore in 1979 with the assassination of Mr Airey Neave MP in
London by the Irish National Liberation Army and a spate of letter bombings on the
mainland42. But there was also serious public disorder at the 23 April 1979 Southall
demonstration against the National Front at which Blair Peach was fatally injured.
There was also some disorder at demonstrations relating to Northern Ireland43.
Trotskyist groups were stated to be: “…causing considerable concern within the
Labour Party”44.

MPS-07747796/16 – See also MPS-0747833/14 in the 1973 report
MPS-0747833/3
39 MPs-0747790/4
40 MPS-0747791/3
41 MPS-07747791/7
42 MPS-0727595/6
43 MPS-0727595/40
44 MPS-0727595/12
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74. The 1981 report was dominated by the inner-city riots of that year, especially those in
Brixton45. However, two other matters are of significance to the Inquiry. First, the
revival of the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, SDS reporting on which will be a
key theme in Tranche 2 of our work. The 1981 report described developments in
these terms:
“The revival of interest in the anti-nuclear campaign throughout Europe resulted in a
marked increase in membership and commitment for many environmental
organisations in this country. One such organisation, the Campaign for Nuclear
Disarmament (CND) currently enjoys a respectable image which has attracted wide
support from ordinary apolitical citizens and consequently membership increased
from 4-5,000 to a little over 25,000 persons during the year.
“As a result of this revival, London witnessed crowds in excess of 100,000 at the
annual CND march and demonstration in October. The protest was very well
organised and conducted almost without incident but the event was relatively staid
compared with the early sixties.”46
75. The second matter is also connected to a major theme in our Tranche 2 work,
namely SDS infiltration of animal rights groups. The 1981 report contains the first
significant section on animal rights groups including the Animal Liberation Front, in
connection with serious offences against property and the Central London Hunt
Saboteurs in relation to calls to step up direct action47.
76. CND’s continued growth (up to 200,000 active members) and its reported adoption of
non-violent direct action as a tactic feature in the 1982 annual report. So too does
the animal protest movement which is described as: “A new entrant into the public
order field”48. A particularly significant event in relation to anarchist groups was the
execution of a search warrant at Freedom Press and Little “A” printers which is
reported to have led to the seizure of two publications of concern: “Riot not Work”
and “My Little Black Book (a guide to assassination techniques)”49.
77. By 1983 animal rights and anti-nuclear campaigning had become firmly established
as fields covered by the annual reports. The 1983 report is also significant because
of its reference to the death of Colin Roach and the intelligence gathered about the
formation of and sources of support for the Roach Family Support Committee. It
reads:

MPS-0747793/3-5
MPS-0747793/6
47 MPS-0747793/11-14
48 MPS-0747794/3-5
49 MPS-07747794/8-9 & MPS-07747794/16
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“One event which did cause public order difficulties for police, however, was the
death from shotgun wounds of a coloured youth, Colin Roach, in the foyer of Stoke
Newington Police Station. This incident sparked off numerous demonstrations,
resulting in over 100 arrests for public order offences and led to the formation of two
pressure groups. Attempts by the “white left” to infiltrate one of these groups, the
Roach Family Support Committee, were largely unsuccessful, but the Stoke
Newington and Hackney Defence Campaign drew support exclusively from the
RCG”.50
78.

We have found some SDS reporting arising from the death of Colin Roach and
subsequent campaigning51.

79. The format of the Special Branch Annual Reports includes sections on fields of
activism of interest to Special Branch. For the purposes of Tranche 1 Phase 3, the
contents of the sections on Trotskyists, Maoists, Anarchists, Irish related groups, antiracists and the far right are of greatest relevance.
Trotskyist Groups
80. The 1973 annual report contains the significant observation that: “Unlike the
Communist Party and the Maoists, Trotskyists in Britain have no association with,
and owe no allegiance to, a foreign country52. This observation seems relevant to
the question whether, even in the Cold War era, Trotsykist groups in the United
Kingdom really threatened the safety of the State. We have heard ample evidence of
their subversive aims but without the backing of a foreign power were they a
sufficient threat to meet the definition?
81. The 1974 Special Branch Annual Report contains a passage relevant to that
question.
“Trotskyists share with orthodox Communists the aim of the destruction of
capitalism and the establishment of world-wide socialism. Unlike Communists, who
have seen a partial realisation of their aim, Trotskyists have never come near
holding any sway and their failure has led to an almost obsessive indulgence in fine
theoretical differences and sterile discussion. This in turn has resulted in a selfdefeating and endemic fractionalism which proved, once again, to be the principal
characteristic of the British Trotskyist groups in 1974.”53 (Emphasis added).

MPS-0747795/6
See UCPI0000016951 and UCPI0000018697
52 MPS-0747833/8
53 MPS-0747787/5
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82. The section of the 1976 Special Branch Annual Report which deals with Trotskyism,
commenced in a similar vein but with added observations to the effect that one must
look through their propaganda to their size properly to evaluate their revolutionary
potency. It reads54:
“Trotskyists, unlike communists or Maoists, have no association with, and owe no
allegiance to, any other foreign country; they are essentially international in outlook.
The fact that Trotskyists have little or no success in establishing even the basis of
their aims has resulted in an almost obsessive indulgence in fine theoretical
differences and sterile discussion, which has led to a series of damaging splits
within almost all groups. Those advances that are made are generally inflated out
of all proportion in a torrent of propaganda and for this reason it must be
remembered that, whilst the total number of Trotskyists in this country numbers only
one-third of the card-carrying membership of the Communist Party, they are seldom
out of the public eye.” (Emphasis added)
83. The 1971 report commented on the Trotskyist’s inability to sustain campaigns in the
these terms:
“…the ability of the various groups to initiate any campaign of significance, save on
broad emotional issues, is minimal and they have no capacity in themselves to
sustain such a campaign once begun”.55
84. In contrast to these disparaging passages about the progress of Trotskyist aims the
annual reports go on to record the successful use of entryism by some Trotskyists.
For example, the 1976 report contained the following passage on the use of entryism
into the Labour Party by the Revolutionary Socialist League which became Militant
Tendency56.
“The principle of “entryism” is classically Trotskyist and consists of working under
cover in an organisation, political party or industrial concern in order to influence
and ultimately control its policies. The tactic was first highlighted last year when
attempts were made by the clandestine Revolutionary Socialist League to oppose
re-adoption of Labour’s Minister of Overseas Development, Reg Prentice as
Parliamentary member for the Newham North-East constituency. Since then the
RSL has changed its name to the Militant Tendency and with approximately 1,000
members and 80 branches distributed throughout the country controls the National
Organisation of Labour Students and maintains considerable influence over the
Labour Party Young Socialists, the youth wing of the Labour Party. Despite the
adverse publicity their activities attract, the Militants persist in pursuing their aim,
MPS-0747789/2
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and through obtaining control of constituency labour parties have succeeded in
threatening the positions of an estimated 12 Members of Parliament. Perhaps the
Tendency’s most controversial success during the year was in securing the
appointment of Andy Bevan, one of its members, to the post of National Youth
Organiser of the Labour Party. Being a clandestine organisation, the Militant
Tendency, unlike many of its brothers, does not take to the streets on
demonstrations in its own name and as such cannot at present be regarded as a
threat to public order”. (Emphasis added).
85. In what appears to be a further reference to entryism, the 1979 report stated that:
“Trotskyist groups have again tended to predominate and are causing considerable
concern within the Labour Party”.
86. The 1982 report asserts that the SWP had been seeking to infiltrate CND: “The CND
continues to be the object of SWP infiltration; a situation likely to remain whilst the
SWP leadership considers disarmament an issue the party can use to gain influence,
recruits and publicity”57. However, there is no suggestion that they were a controlling
force:
“Major lobbies within this field are Church groups, the Labour Party, Communist
Party and, to a lesser extent, the Socialist Workers Party and the International
Marxist Group. However, despite considerable energies channelled into the
campaign by the above organisations, no single political body is remotely close to
controlling its overall direction”.58
87. The reports also blame the Trotskyist SWP for major public order problems. In
particular, the 1977 report apportions blame to the SWP for the violence at what
became known as the Battles of Wood Green and Lewisham. It reads:
“…The SWP has also made much political capital out of the anti-National Front
campaign which brought about particularly violent clashes with police at Ducketts
Common, N8, on 23 April and at Lewisham on 13 August. The main initiative for
the physical attacks on the National Front (NF) has come from the SWP although
the notion of a total ban on NF marches is widely supported by most sections of the
Left. The Maoist CPE(ML) have provided small but very violent contingents on antiNational Front marches; the bulk of their membership of about 100 persons is in
East London and are a continuing source of trouble to police”.59 (Emphasis added).
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88. The 1978 report focuses primarily upon the Anti-Nazi League under the heading
public order but with some emphasis on the SWP’s role within that organisation.
“The most serious public order problem arose in some areas of high immigrant
settlement out of opposition to the National Front (NF) and was heightened by
several brutal attacks on members of ethnic minorities.
“The Anti-Nazi League (ANL), spawned by the Trotskyist Socialist Workers Party
(SWP), assumes a broad left base to oppose the NF. It demonstrated an ability to
mobilise substantial opposition to NF public events with a degree of violence.
“On 24 February, when it was clear that an NF march in Ilford during a
parliamentary by-election would result in serious violence, the Commissioner
banned “all public processions other than those of a religious, festive or ceremonial
character” for two months. The ban was successful but prompted much criticism,
particularly from the Trotskyists and those on the extreme right”.60
89. The same report also accuses the SWP of: “exploiting racial tension through the AntiNazi League”61. It later refers to 19 arrests having taken place on 27 April 1978 at a
National Front election meeting held at Walthamstow Senior High School for Girls.
The National Front’s opponents on that occasion are described as consisting
principally of SWP and ANL members. All the arrests are stated to have taken place:
“…after the meeting when demonstrators attacked NF supporters leaving the hall”62.
90. I pause to digress slightly and mention that in dealing with the ANL the 1978 devotes
3 paragraphs to events on 15 April at the National Front’s election meeting at
Loughborough Infants School and Brixton Police Station during which the report
states: “Of those arrested during the day, mainly for public order offences, 8 were NF
supporters and 26 were ANL supporters”. The report does not mention that SDS
undercover police officer HN13 “Barry Loader” who had infiltrated Maoist groups was
amongst those arrested63.
91. There are other passages which attributed violence to the SWP by Special Branch.
The 1976 report refers to 43 police officers being injured and 44 demonstrators being
arrested on 19 March 1976 towards the end of the Right to Work march which is also
described as: “…the most successful Trotskyist-inspired event of 1976”64. The same
report also states that:
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“Frequent confrontations took place between IS supporters and members of the
National Front, many of them occurring at the latter’s weekly meeting place at Brick
Lane, E1, and it was only the presence of a strong contingent of uniformed police
officers on each occasion that prevented any serious violence from breaking out”.
92. On some occasions the SWP is stated to have participated in democratic elections,
for e.g. the Newcastle Central and Walsall North by-elections in 197665. But this was
not always party policy. Special Branch noted that the SWP did not contest the 1979
General Election66. In a passage which may also be relevant to the question whether
the SWP was in 1979 threatening the safety of the State Tony Cliff is recorded as
having:
“…admitted that the policy of participation in elections had been a mistake and that
demoralising failures had caused him to change his mind in 1977. He now believed
that the creation of socialism in Britain would involve a protracted struggle to
overcome the innate conservativism of the working class.” (Emphasis added).
93. Special Branch’s perception of the SWP more generally is perhaps exemplified by
the 1979’s report coverage of Blair Peach’s funeral, SDS reporting on which we
heard evidence about in Phase 2.
“On 13 June, Blair Peach was buried at the East London Cemetery, Grange Road,
London, E3. The funeral was preceded by a carefully stage-managed “lying in
state” the previous night at the Dominion Cinema, Southall.
“There is little doubt that the great majority of “mourners”, particularly the SWP,
regarded the funeral as a secular demonstration of solidarity and a propaganda
exercise. Indeed, the Guardian was moved to comment on Tony Cliff saying “let us
mourn, but let us organise and mobilise” at the same time of the burial.
“…
“Regardless of the outcome of the Coroner’s inquest on Peach, now adjourned to
17 July, the Peach affair will be used by the left for some time as an instrument of
propaganda against police”67.
94. The International Marxist Group (which later became the Socialist League in 1983)68,
although small is also asserted to be a source of public order problems. For
example, the 1972 report states:
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“…[IMG] members were well to the fore in the militant demonstration held under the
auspices of the [Anti-internment] League on 5 February when attempts to breach
uniformed police cordons across Downing Street resulted in 127 arrests.69
95. The 1975 report relates Lord Scarman’s findings about the IMG’s role during the
disturbance at Red Lion Square the year before: “it had assaulted the police in an
unexpected, unprovoked and viciously violent attack”70.
96. The 1979 report states that the IMG, including core participant Piers Corbyn, was
expected to participate in resisting the Greater London Council’s efforts to evict
squatters71.
97. The 1980 report associates the IMG with entryism: “IMG now channels its efforts into
three main areas; namely the infiltration of industry, the Labour Party and the
Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament”72. So too does the 1982 report73.
98. The Socialist Labour League, which became the Workers Revolutionary Party in
1973, is frequently referred to in the annual reports74. However, it is not referred to
as committing crimes, as a public order threat or as an imminent threat to
Parliamentary Democracy75. It is recorded as concentrating on industrial issues and
organising meetings which were well attended and orderly76. It is also recorded as
participating in democratic elections77. From 1976 onwards there are references to it
seeking and, later, receiving funding from Libya’s then ruler Colonel Qaddafi and
adopting the Palestinian cause in return78.
99. Towards the end of the Tranche 1 era, Red Action emerges as a small, potentially
violent Trotskyist group. We will hear more evidence about Red Action and its
infiltration by the SDS later in the Inquiry79.

MPS-0747796/20 See also MPS-0747833/14 and MPS-0747787/11 for assertions linking the IMG to
violent demonstration
70 MPS-0747788/5
71 MPS-0727595/58
72 MPS-0747793/8
73 MPS-0747794/8
74 MPS-07747833/11 records the change from Socialist Labour League to Workers Revolutionary Party
75 For example MPS-0747793/9 – WRP …not considered to be a threat to public order; and MPS-0747795/4
…the WRP has never posed a threat to public order
76 MPS-07477796/19 – see also MPS-0747833/12-13 and MPS-0747787/6 on public order
77 MPS-0747787/5 (WRP would in future put forward candidates at general elections and participation in
1974 General Election); MPS-0727595/12 (1979 General Election); MPS-0747795/4 (1983 General Election)
78 MPS-0747789/7-8 and MPS-0747793/9 WRP …subsidised by the Libyan regime
79 MPS-0747795/4
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Maoist Groups
100. Maoist groups feature regularly in the excerpts from the annual reports up to 1972
but with fewer references to them thereafter. They are typically described as small.
Some, but not all, are described as being associated with violence or disorder. For
example, in the 1970 report the Internationalists are described as a considerable
public order problem whereas the Communists Party of Britain (Marxist-Leninist) is
described as “a long range security problem rather than any immediate challenge to
public order”.80The 1971 report described a reduced level of public order threat:
“Although Maoists were active throughout the year, their proclivity to foment
disorder was seen on remarkably few occasions and their ardour was confined in
the main to a series of internal feuds and schisms.”81
101. The 1978 report explicitly addresses the impact of political changes in China
following Mao’s death in 1976 upon Maoist groups in this country. It reads:
“The political changes in China are perplexing pro-Chinese communist
organisations. The Revolutionary Communist League of Britain is gradually
absorbing the smaller Maoist groups, and the Communist Party of England
(Marxist-Leninist), whose leader, Reg Birch, is the only individual in this area to
exercise any real influence as a senior official of the AUEW, has transferred its
allegiance to Albania”.
102. Although President Nixon’s important visit to China in 1972 and the death of Mao in
1976 appear to have brought about some changes to the activities of Maoist groups
in this country they continued to exist and to be of interest to Special Branch. Some
Maoist groups retained their reputation as a threat to public order. The 1978 report
includes the following passage about the East London People’s Front:
“It was, of course, ELPF members who instigated the trouble at the picket of the NF
election meeting at Ilford on 25 February. It did not escalate into a larger incident
because the Trotskyist elements at the picket would not support the ELPF
agitators.”
Anarchists
103. Anarchists appear to have been regarded as posing little threat to political stability in
this country but as a public order threat. On the extremes of the anarchist scene
were people capable of committing very serious acts of violence, notably bombings.
Bomb attacks carried out by the Angry Brigade were the most prominent but not the
only such incidents.
80
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104. The 1970 report summarised anarchists as:
“…essentially so individualistic in outlook and their philosophy is capable of
so many diverse interpretations that they offer little threat to political stability
in this country. By the same token, however, any type of anti-authoritarian
activity, from passive resistance to extreme violence, can be reconciled with
anarchism and in consequence its adherents continue to pose a public order
problem, despite their small numbers.”82 (Emphasis added)
105. The same report also recorded petrol bombings by both members of the Ninth of May
Movement and four other anarchist-inspired bombings believed to be the work of the
Spanish First of May Group83.
106. The annual reports refer to numerous anarchist groups as well as connections with
activism connected to squatting and the claiming of state benefits (The Claimants’
Union).
107. Incongruously, and perhaps indicative of attitudes within Special Branch towards
women and women’s rights, we note that the activities of the Women’s Liberation
Movement are recorded under the heading “Anarchism and Neo-Anarchism” in some
reports. In 1973, under that heading, what is recorded about that movement involved
entirely legitimate political expression. It reads:
“Most activity within the Womens Liberation Movement is organised at group level,
and the movement as a whole had shown itself unable to mobilise large numbers at
short notice. The only demonstration of note occurred on 2 February when about
120 women demonstrated outside the House of Commons during a debate on the
Anti-Discrimination Bill. Some entered the public gallery where they applauded and
cheered; later about 200 marched to Downing Street to present a petition …”84
108. The 1976 report described anarchist groups in London as generally quiet and
seeking a more respectable image:
“Anarchist groups in London remained generally quiet during the year, due partly to
their inability to bridge the gap between ideology and any kind of effective action,
and partly to their noticeable attempts over the past year to present a more
respectable image. Anarchist ideas have suffered in reputation from the criminal
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activities of groups such as the Angry Brigade and the Baader-Meinhof Group, and
there are currently no personalities in the anarchist field of sufficient standing to
persuade the present student generation that anarchist principles have any
relevance to today’s political problems.”85
109. However, the same report also noted that Anarchist Black Cross remained the most
potentially dangerous of all anarchist factions as it advocated individual acts of
violence by its members86.
110. The 1979 report refers to the trial of the Mills/Bennett group of anarchists which led to
the acquittal of four who pleaded not guilty to conspiring to cause explosions and the
conviction and imprisonment for 9 years of a fifth who pleaded guilty87. It also
referred to proceedings at the Anarcho-Syndicalist conference which had taken place
in November 1978. As well as a reference to core participant Dave Morris the part of
the text is of interest because it sharply contrasts these anarchists with those who
perpetrated serious acts of violence. The direct action suggested at the conference
was limited to: riding on buses without paying the fare; breaking windows; and the
production of stickers for distribution to Anarcho-Syndicalist groups. The latter
suggestion received the most support88.
111. The May section of the 1979 report contains an unusually lengthy passage about an
individual: core participant Dave Morris, who is described as an increasingly key
individual and an archetypal anarchist. The June 1979 section relates the arrest and
charging of a young anarchist who had infiltrated the National Front’s headquarters
and was intending to cause criminal damage there.
112. I referred earlier to the police raid on Freedom Press and Little “A” Printers in 1982
which is the last entry of note about anarchists in the Special Branch Annual Reports
for the Tranche 1 era.
Anti-Racists
113. Special Branch interest in the activities of anti-racist campaigners is reflect in several
ways in its annual reports. In the early years, 1970-1973, there are sections entitled
“Racialism” which cover specifically anti-racist groups: Stop the Seventy Tour, Black
Power, Action Committee Against Racialism, the Anti-Apartheid Movement and Stop
All Racialist Tours. Although there are some mentions of disorder, in relation to
MPS-0747789/11
MPS-0747789/12
87 MPS-0727595/13 & MPS-0727595/71
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some of these groups, a good deal of the content of these sections recites the
groups’ activities. In 1971 there are references in the section to only minor disorder
and the 1973 section states that no serious disorder was expected from the Stop All
Racialist Tours campaign.
114. Clashes between the far right and groups which opposed them feature prominently in
the reports, particularly from 1974 onwards.
115. The monthly sections of the 1979 report include many sub-sections which concern or
touch upon racial issues. A good deal of the content does not expressly concern
public disorder but recites the activities of groups or instances of racial tension: e.g.
there is a section on Community Relations in Islington.
116. As I have already mentioned, the race riots of 1981 feature prominently in the 1981
annual report.
The Far Right
117. The public order section of the 1977 Special Branch Annual Report succinctly
confirms other evidence before the Inquiry which might explain why the SDS in this
era infiltrated far left organisations but not the far right: Special Branch had other
sources. The relevant passage reads:
“The internal threat to public order has come mainly from the organisations of the
extreme left with the occasional incursion from their opponents at the opposite end
of the spectrum. Both factions are under close scrutiny by the Branch.”89
Irish Related Groups
118. Events relating to the Troubles were plainly high on Special Branch’s agenda during
the Tranche 1 era because at that time it had responsibility for Irish related terrorism
on the mainland. In addition to the terrorist organisations responsible for atrocities,
the annual reports refer to many Irish related campaign groups, most of which are
familiar to us from the SDS’s reporting. There is some reference to public disorder
but many demonstrations are described as passing off without disorder. There is
limited reference to fundraising for terrorist purposes. A good deal of the relevant
content of the annual reports concerns the internal affairs of the groups. The 1972
report contains a significant observation about groups campaigning about events in
Ireland: “Our monitoring of Irish Republican extremist groups have shown a distinct
bias in favour of relatively innocuous political and fund-raising roles rather than a
89
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move towards violence”. This conclusion accords with and may well have been
based upon SDS reporting on Irish related groups at the time.

Record Keeping
119. Awareness of the political sensitivity attaching to the keeping of records relating to
public disorder is expressly acknowledged by Deputy Assistant Commissioner Bryan.
He signed the 1979 report which included the passage:
“A substantial increase in civil staff and the formation of a data entry team ensured
significant progress in the computerisation of those selected Special Branch records
concerned with terrorism and public disorder. I am aware of its political
sensitivity”.90 (Emphasis added)
120. An insight into the scale of Special Branch record keeping is afforded by statistics in
the 1979 report. In that year 5,268 dockets were opened, there were 1,179,503
entries in the nominal index and 229,314 searches made91.
Size of Special Branch
121. A snapshot of the size and composition by rank of Special Branch is included in the
1979 report. The effective strength of Special Branch at that time was 386.
Sergeants and Constables were by far the most populous ranks92.
Vetting
122. The 1979 report also provides an insight into the scale of Special Branch’s vetting
work at the time. Amongst other things, in 1979 there were 8,025 “Reports on
information obtained by individual officers” and 2,846 “Enquiries for Box 500” (i.e. the
Security Service)93.
Special Branch Management and Security Service Documents
123. A number of documents evidence liaison between the Metropolitan Police and the
Security Service during the Tranche 1 era. They record what appears to have been
a complex and fluctuating relationship. The earliest document is a memorandum
which shows that on 10 January 1974, the then Head of the SDS, HN294, and his
deputy DI Derek Brice attended the Security Service’s offices. There they were
MPS-0727595/16
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informed that the Security Service was forming a new F6 section which would be
responsible for: “extremist politics to the left of the Communist Party i.e. Trotskyists,
Maoists, anarchists, the alternative society etc.”94. The associated minute sheet
records a defensive response from senior police officers. The then Deputy Assistant
Commissioner, Vic Gilbert, first wrote on 30 January 1974 to the Assistant Chief
Constable: “I shall ensure that senior officers here are even more protective of the
work of the SDS to ensure that any operation by MI5 which goes wrong does not
expose police officers to personal risk or potential embarrassment. In particular, I
propose to limit further the opportunities MI5 may have for personal contact with
supervising officers in charge of the SDS”. Shortly afterwards he passed the
instruction down the chain of command to the Chief Superintendent of C Squad,
through Commander Operations, describing it as a prudent precaution 95.
124. A police memorandum later the same year, dated 13 November 1974, records further
measures being taken to safeguard the SDS in its dealings with the Security
Service96. The material parts read:
“In future all copy reports from this section will bear the initials “S.D.S.” at the top of
the reports by the classification stamp and the file or minute sheet to which the
report is attached will carry the words – “If a copy report is sent to Box 500 it must
be sent under cover to “F6 [redacted]” only.
“As at present the decision to forward such a copy will rest with the Chief
Superintendent of the Squad concerned”.
125. This change to the filing system, which was made to enable dissemination of SDS
intelligence within the Security Service to be controlled, has been of great
significance to our investigation. The resulting files contain solely SDS reporting
which has greatly assisted us in identifying what was sent to the Security Service by
the SDS. However, the reporting under this system was not attributed to individual
officers. This has made attribution to individual officers difficult in many cases. We
note that the decision whether to forward any given report to the Security Service
rested with the Chief Superintendent of the Squad within Special Branch which had
received the report from the SDS. Although it is clear that a great deal of SDS
reporting was sent to the Security Service, it follows that we cannot assume that it all
was.
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126. A series of three documents records an exchange, in late 1975 / early 1976, between
the Security Service and Special Branch about their respective role in relation to the
passing of “security information” about employees to certain employers97. The
relevant employers were described as Government Departments, List X companies
and public corporations including the Atomic Energy Authority, Bank of England,
British Airports Authority, British Airways (European and Overseas Divisions), Post
Office Corporation, British Broadcasting Corporation, British Council, National
Research Development Council and Crown Agents for Overseas Governments and
Administrations. The Security Service described its understanding of its role and the
potential consequences for affected individuals as follows:
“Where a person with an adverse security record is found to be employed in the
Civil Service the Security Service has a duty to establish whether or not he has
access to classified information, to provide his department with a summary of the
information, and to offer an assessment of the risk which the continuation of any
such access might entail.
“The transmission of security information to an employing authority can have
serious consequences for the person concerned, leading in extreme cases to purge
from the Civil Service or, in other cases, to denial of access to classified information
which can have an adverse effect in careers”.
127. Three documents evidence the institution of a system of informal twice-yearly
meetings between senior Special Branch managers and representatives from the
Security Service98. We are publishing notes from the first and third such meetings
held on 11 October 1976 and 27 September 1977. Two of the matters referred to in
the notes of the October 1976 meeting call for comment. First, there is a reference to
the Security Service’s vetting role, which I have just touched upon. It suggests a
streamlining of the work being done to inform vetting:
“There then followed some discussion on Box 500’s need to fully identify applicants
to join subversive organisations in view of their vetting responsibilities. There was
general agreement that basic identification was the main need nowadays and that
the days had passed of long involved reports”.
128. Many of the reports produced by the SDS, including those sent to the Security
Service were reports about individuals, including identifying information and
information about their membership of various left wing organisations.
129. Second, there is reference to Special Branch work relating to racial tension in Brixton
and Notting Hill. I quote from document at paragraph 7:
97
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“Commander Watts then turned to the subject of the build up of racial tension in the
Brixton and Notting Hill areas, he stated that we were not sure of the potential for
serious disorder, but were currently undertaking a study of the problem. A special
section led by a DI and consisting of a Sergeant and a DC from “E” Squad and a
Sergeant and a DC from “C” Squad had been set up for this purpose. The study
would commence in the Brixton area and one of its most important aspects was to
discover to what extent left-wing extremists were influencing the coloured people in
this area”.
130. The study referred to does not appear directly to have involved the SDS but is
notable because it may, together with the Special Branch annual reports help to put
both isolated SDS reporting on race related issues and specific deployments, for
example that a few years later of HN106 “Barry Tompkins” into East London Workers
Against Racism, into a wider context. Such reporting and deployments often concern
the work of left-wing activists with people of colour. But intelligence gathering on this
topic was clearly not limited to the SDS. It was being conducted more widely by
Special Branch and discussed with the Security Service.
131. A final observation on the October 1976 meeting concerns the prevalence of links
between the Special Branch attendees and the SDS. The meeting was chaired by
Commander Watts under whose command, via Chief Superintendent Bicknell, the
SDS was at the time. Commander Saunders was a former SDS manager and
Superintendent R. Wilson had also been involved with the SDS in the past. It is an
illustration of what a small world Special Branch was at senior management level.
132. The September 1977 document is notable for what it records about investigative
journalism. Unfortunately, the document does not fully explain the thinking of those
involved in a discussion about investigative journalism but it states that: “…the
Chairman underlined the need to explain the dangers of investigative journalism to
Special Branch training courses”. We have received evidence in earlier phases of
reporting about journalists and on contact between activists and journalists. Whether
it was simply the result of an unfiltered approach to reporting or whether there is
more to it is presently unclear99.
133. Three documents from 1977 evidence the Security Service and Metropolitan Police
liaising to make the best use of Metropolitan Police Special Branch and Security
Service resources. It was agreed at Deputy Assistant Commissioner level on the
police side that Detective Chief Superintendents would meet their Security Service
counterparts to discuss what was described as “source planning”. For our purposes,
99
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a memorandum from the then Chief Superintendent of C Squad, A. Dickinson, and
Commander Operations recording the outcome of the former’s meeting with his
Security Service counterpart is particularly relevant. It shows an interest in filling
gaps in the knowledge of membership of specific groups on the far left and the
Security Service requesting information about subversive activity within industry.
134. Finally, in this category are documents which show that the Security Service invited
Special Branch officers to a thank you party that was scheduled to take place on 24
October 1983. They include a list of those due to attend which is notable because of
the number of attendees with links to the SDS. Commander Phelan had upon his
recent appointment just assumed responsibility for the SDS. Commander Bicknell,
Detective Chief Superintendents Pryde, Wilson, Kneale, Fisher and Craft had all
been involved in the past with the SDS in some capacity. As had Detective
Superintendent Greenslade, HN200 “Roger Harris” and HN96 “Michael James”.
Altogether they comprised almost a third of the guest list. It is another example of
what a small World Special Branch was.
Home Office Documents
Special Branch Activity in the Industrial Field
135. The first two documents that we have obtained from the Home Office date from 1974
and relate to Special Branch activity in the industrial field. The first is the minute of a
meeting between the then newly appointed Home Secretary, Roy Jenkins, and seven
Labour Members of Parliament, including John Prescott, which took place on 30 April
1974. The MPs were evidently concerned about whether Special Branch was
operating appropriately in the industrial field and the documents are plainly of
relevance to blacklisting generally. There is no specific reference to undercover
policing, or to the Special Demonstration Squad, but the concerns raised are wide
enough to include concern about the use to which intelligence about persons active
in the trade union movement, gathered by Special Branch as a whole, was being put.
That is to say wide enough to include, amongst other things, intelligence obtained by
SDS officers about members of far-left organisations who were also trade unionists.
136. The concern that John Prescott MP raised is recorded as follows:
“…they had come to see the Home Secretary because they were concerned about
Special Branch activities in the industrial field and the relations that might exist
between management and the Special Branch. They felt there was a need for an
enquiry in the light of recent events. Their assumption was that the Special Branch
should direct their attention to activities which endangered the security of the State,
but this was insufficient to account for an interest Special Branch members seemed
to be taking in civil rights organisations, such as the National Council for Civil
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Liberties, and industrial organisations. He believed there were instances of the
Special Branch taking photographs of people at meetings and demonstrations and
composing lists of names of those participating, and there were exchanges of
information between the Special Branch and employers and between the Special
Branch and trade unionists…
137. The MPs pressed for an independent inquiry. Mr Wellbeloved expressed the view
that it was: “unacceptable ..to have what amounted to a political police force” and Mr
Atkinson was concerned about the use to which information gathered by Special
Branch was being put. He is recorded as stating that:
“..Special Branch activity in the industrial field seems to have intensified in the last
two years. Enquiries by the police into trade unions had been taking place. It could
be seen as a part of a general attempt to smear the trade unions. People were
anxious and apprehensive and asked themselves what reason could there be for
the police investigating matters relating to trade unions unless it was to enable the
management to be warned of likely militancy. Basic questions were whether this
was the right use for a branch of the police force and whether employers were
entitled to information about employees and potential employees from Special
Branch sources. There has been recent discussion in the AUEW of the function of
the police”.
138. We have recovered an SDS intelligence report, about the International Socialists,
which covers a strike meeting. The meeting was chaired by an AUEW member who
was suspected of being a member of the Communist Party of Great Britain100. In
other words, collateral reporting on the AUEW.
139. The second document is an internal minute to the Home Secretary, dated 3 June
1974, which is stated to have followed a discussion with Sir Michael Hanley, the then
Director General of the Security Service, that had taken place on 13 May 1974. The
broad conclusions are recorded in these terms:
“(i) We ought not to be too sweeping in anything said about infiltration, because
Special Branches are interested in threats to public order, which are not in
themselves the business of the Security Service, as well as with subversive activity
which is. But there is certainly no infiltration of trade unions so far as the Security
Service is concerned; and, although we have not gone around checking with every
chief officer, it would be very surprising if there was any infiltration for ordinary
police reasons.
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“(ii) We ought, however, to recognise that Special Branch officers engaged in
finding out either about subversion or about threats to public order may very well be
thought to be finding out about trade unions. Since the various subversive bodies
make it an object of policy to infiltrate the unions – not for information but for
influence – and the police may try to infiltrate the subversive bodies, denials about
their interest in the unions may be disbelieved (as I gather they were by Mr
Atkinson).
“(iii) In view of the sensitivity of the subject, it would be as well to remind Special
Branch officers about the particular need for more care and discretion in the
industrial field”.101
140. This is clearly related to the additional guidance provided by Security Service to Chief
Constables, entitled “Subversive Activity in Industrial Disputes” and dated 29 May
1974 which we published in Phase 2102.
141. The minute goes on to deal with the use to which information obtained by Special
Branch officers was put in a passage which is revealing on three counts. First,
because it accepts that this was “dangerous ground”. Secondly, because it appears
to refer to the Economic League without naming that organisation; and, thirdly,
because it also accepts implicitly that information obtained by Special Branch about
trade unionists might well be given either to other trade unionists, or to employers,
albeit without authority. It reads:
“The Members expressed fears that information obtained by Special Branch officers
about trade unions might be given either to other trade unionists or to employers.
This is difficult ground. We know ourselves that some employers plead to be given
warning if known agitators seek or obtain employment with them. The official
response has always been refusal, sometimes with a hint that there are unofficial
bodies which might help. But when a Special Branch officer is himself seeking help
from an employer, or from a union official, it is asking a good deal to expect him to
insist invariably that he is engaged in a one-way traffic. Only good and experienced
officers can maintain this position and the most we can do is run the point home
whenever there is a chance.” (Emphasis added).
Subversive Activity in Schools
142. The next two documents that we have obtained from the Home Office concern the
gathering of information by the police for the Security Service in relation to
101
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subversive activities in schools. They may help to explain why we have found SDS
reporting on children involved in activism, for example the extensive reporting on
Schoolkids Against the Nazis arising from HN125 “Paul Gray’s” deployment between
1977 and 1982. The first document is a circular produced by the Security Service
dated 16 December 1975 which is addressed to Chief Constables103. It seeks
information from police forces about subversive activity in schools, particularly (and I
quote):
“i. members of the teaching or administrative staff at a school who are using their
position for subversive purposes, e.g. attempting to convert pupils or making school
premises available to subversive organisations;
“ii. older pupils (14 or over) who are active in subversive organisations which are
exploited for subversive purposes such as the National Union of School Students
(NUSS);
“iii. Members of governing bodies of schools or of other bodies who appear to be
promoting subversion in the schools for which they are responsible.”
143. Recognising the sensitivity of the territory, the circular goes on to state at paragraph
2:
“We do not ask you to make enquiries in schools on our behalf, but we would
welcome any help you could give us on the basis of information which comes your
way from the local papers or from members of the public, or by recourse to other
sources outside schools which you can use without risk of embarrassment”.
144. The second document is a letter dated 8 December 1978 from the Security Service
to the Home Office records that the circular was agreed between Sir Michael Hanley
and Sir Arthur Peterson104. The latter was the Permanent Under-Secretary of State
in the Home Office at the material time.
Special Branch Training
145. The Home Office has provided the Inquiry with a copy of the timetable for the Initial
Training Course for Special Branch Officers, held between 3rd and 21st September
1979105. This document helps to add some detail to the oral evidence given by
numerous of the early SDS officers that they received formal specialist training when
they joined Special Branch. A day and a half of the course is devoted to subversion
with, amongst others, sessions devoted to the role of the Security Service, Police /
Security Service liaison, subversion in industry, Trotskyists, Anarchists and the
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Alternative Society and (I quote the language used in the document) “Subversion in
the UK Coloured Community”. A further day covered public order, including A8
Public Order, The Ultra Left, Public Order in the Industrial Field and Voting Offences,
Trotskyists and Public Order and Right-Wing Extremism. I pause to note that the
speaker for the session on Trotskyists and Public Order was Detective Inspector Les
Willingale who had served in the SDS as a sergeant and then a detective inspector
between 1975 and 1977. At the end of the first week, there was a 50-minute session
entitled: “the Racial Scene”. During the second week a day and a half was devoted
to the Irish Republican Army (covering both the Official and Provisional IRA) and
Protestant extremism. There is no reference in the syllabus either to the SDS or the
use of undercover police officers.
Terms of Reference for Special Branch
146. The remaining four documents obtained from the Home Office are arguably the most
significant. They relate to the terms of reference for Special Branch’s assistance to
the Security Service. You will recall Sir that we published these terms of reference,
which are dated 8 April 1970, in Phase 1106. The documents that we are now putting
into evidence show that at the end of the 1970s senior officials within the Home
Office had a number of concerns about the terms of reference. They were asking
fundamental questions about the way in which Special Branch was assisting the
Security Service. Insofar as they encompass the work of the SDS, they were
questions that remain pertinent to the work of this inquiry more than 40 years later.
The Home Office’s concerns were such that, at one point, a senior official wrote that
the only thing that the Home Office could not do was nothing. However, we have yet
to find any evidence that anything of substance was done during the Tranche 1 era.
Our investigations are continuing as part of our Tranche 1 Module 2(c) investigation
and will continue into Tranche 2.
147. The documents in question start with a minute from the Home Office’s F4 to Mr
Phillips dated 2 April 1979107. We understand this to be Sir Hayden Phillips, then
Assistant Secretary in the Home Office. It confirms that the Security Service’s June
1970 terms of reference for Special Branch, as supplemented by the circulars on
subversive activities in industrial disputes and subversive activities in schools
remained current. It then refers to a meeting held by the then Permanent Secretary
at the Home Office, Sir Robert Armstrong, on 7 December 1978, which had
discussed the work which Special Branches undertook for the Security Service. At
the meeting it appears that it had been the then Chief Inspector of Constabularies
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who had initially raised concerns about how the relationship between the Security
Service and Special Branch was working in practice. The memorandum reads:
“…HMCIC had expressed the view on an earlier occasion that the Security Service
sought more information from Special Branches than they really needed. And
certainly, as Mr Heaton has noted, the question of how far Special Branches should
go on behalf of the Security Service and who decides this are begged by the 1970
terms of reference which talk only about Special Branches collecting information
about subversives and potentially subversive organisations and individuals, in
consultation with the Security Service.” (Emphasis added)
148. The Permanent Secretary is recorded to have rather tentatively proposed agreeing
an up-to-date statement:
“…Sir Robert Armstrong indicated that, although we should be in no hurry to reopen the question of the existing terms of reference, we should give consideration
to putting forward a note to any new Home Secretary following a general election,
which represented an agreed and up to date statement of what was feasible and
acceptable to the Security Service and the police”.
149. The author of the memorandum records that there had been subsequent discussions
about how to proceed and proposed a working party to produce more detailed
guidance for the police.
150. The only other document in the group of four documents which bears a date is a note
from David Heaton to Mr Andrew and Sir Brian Cubbon, copied to Mr Phillips. It is
dated 8 October 1980 and attaches an internal discussion paper about Special
Branches also dated October 1980. The note appears to have followed a meeting
between (at least) Mr Andrew and Sir Brian Cubbon the day before at which the
internal discussion paper had been mentioned. Sir Brian was by then the Permanent
Under Secretary of State at the Home Office, having succeeded Sir Robert
Armstrong.
151. The discussion paper repays careful reading and I do not pretend to be able to do it
full justice here. However, I will seek to alight upon some of its more salient features.
It sought to identify current issues and, in a preliminary way, how they might be
tackled. It begins by noting that the 1970s had seen: “…a growth in the proportion of
Security Service effort devoted to monitoring terrorism and subversion as opposed to
counter-espionage work” which meant that Special Branches had in recent years:
“…become more heavily involved in those aspects of their duties which are the most
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politically sensitive”. The paper then moves on to summarise criticisms of Special
Branch:
“Generally, [the criticisms] are that Branches are over-secretive and underaccountable, and that they interest themselves in, and record the activities of,
people who are merely undertaking proper political or industrial activity.
Specifically, criticism has centred on Special Branch work in monitoring subversion,
an activity Branches undertake largely on behalf of the Security Service. There has
been concern about the records kept by Special Branches on individuals,
particularly on those judged to be subversive”. (Emphasis added).
152. Specific recent incidents which are described as having fuelled criticism of Special
Branch are then enumerated. None directly concern the SDS but the nature of the
information gathered in these incidents is often not unlike that which we know was
gathered by the SDS. One records the elision of opposition to racism with
subversion: “…a young man who was recorded as of potential subversive interest
because of some badges he was wearing when he passed through Dover which
indicated that he was opposed to racism”. I also note in passing that the police had
distanced themselves from the raid on the WRP’s White Meadows education centre:
“The raid by the Derbyshire Police on the Workers’ Revolutionary Party Training
Centre on the advice of the Security Service, but much against the advice of the
Metropolitan Police Special Branch”.
153. Concerns on the part of chief constables about their work for the Security Service are
recorded:
“There have in the relatively recent past been indications that some chief
constables are not entirely at ease about the work of Special Branches.
Specifically, their anxieties seemed to be about: (a) whether there was Ministerial
approval and authority for the work done by Special Branches on behalf of the
Security Service; (b) the nature of the work done on behalf of the Security Service
and its potential for creating difficulties in ordinary police work and damaging
relations between the police and the public; (c) the weight to put on Security Service
requests for Special Branch to undertake particular tasks”. (Emphasis added).
154. So too are concerns that operational officers in Special Branches seem uncertain
about the proper extent of their role. In the context of whether information that was
being recorded was really of security interest, an example is given of the practice
which is stated to have grown up amongst Port Officers: “of reporting trade union
office holders who left the UK on holiday or to attend a union meeting abroad”.
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155. Having noted that the growth in Special Branch’s assistance to the Security Service
is likely to continue the discussion paper proceeds to consider in turn: “…those
issues on which there is at present uncertainty and to prepare answers to those on
which there is criticism”. The first such issue is the Special Branch terms of
reference and, on this topic, the paper contains two particularly important
paragraphs:
“In the course of last year and in response to the public and police concern
mentioned earlier, F4 Division attempted a consolidation and up-dating of the 1970
terms of reference and subsequent letters of guidance: a copy of the resulting
document was welcomed by HMCIC and the head of MPSB, the Security Service
saw no case for revising the terms of reference and indeed likely disadvantages in
so doing. They suggested that all that might be needed was for some arrangement
whereby the attention of newly appointed chief officers would be drawn to the 1970
terms of reference and other relevant documents.
“The difficulty with this and indeed with the draft revision of the terms of reference
produced last year is that the 1970 document begs a number of very important
questions. Some of the more difficult aspects of the document are indicated by
underlining on the copy at Annex A. It therefore seems that:a) The 1970 document plus additions may not be a satisfactory starting point as a
statement of Special Branch functions;
b) Before a revision of the documents can be attempted, however, certain central
questions need to be answered;
c) Any attempt to continue with a revision of the terms of reference is going to
require careful explanation to and discussion with the Security Service and the
police”. (Emphasis added).
156. We believe that we have a copy of the underlined Annex A referred to in the
discussion document which identifies those parts of the terms of reference which the
Home Office’s F4 Division were particularly concerned about108.
DISPLAY UCPI0000004459
157. The second and related issue considered in the papers is the work of Special
Branches on behalf of the Security Service. F4 describes this work as the most
sensitive aspect of the work of Special Branch and: “..the work which can most easily
jeopardise police – public relations and … also the area in which the police
themselves, or some of them, seem least certain of the authority for their role”. The
papers go so far as to state: “…it may be appropriate to ask how valuable is the work
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which Special Branches do on behalf of the Security Service and what would be the
implications of dropping or curtailing it”.
158. The paper next moves to consider the definition of subversion and contains important
passages which criticise the use of the Harris definition of subversion. Of particular
concern to F4 was the lack of any requirement for conduct to be unlawful before it
could fall within the Harris definition. The relevant passages read:
“This definition has been repeatedly criticised by Mr Robin Cook MP and others,
and contrasted with the definition of Lord Denning in his 1963 report that
subversives are those who would “contemplate the overthrow of the Government by
unlawful means”.
“It is the absence in the present definition of a clear reference to unlawful activities
which prompts most of the criticism. In the Adjournment debate initiated by Mr
Cook on 7 November last year, Mr Brittan answered criticism that the present
definition enabled Special Branches to spy on perfectly proper political or trade
union activity by saying that the “definition is such that both limbs must apply before
an activity can properly be regarded as subversive”. In other words, there has to be
an actual or potential threat to the safety or wellbeing of the State and an intention
to undermine Parliamentary democracy which, taken together, in police terms will
mean the detection of an illegal act or the prevention of a possible illegal act. In
correspondence with Kevin McNamara MP we used the phrase that Special Branch
officers are properly concerned with information relating to terrorism, subversion, or
other breaches of the law. But it may be doubted whether these attempts to impart
the concept of unlawfulness into the present definition of subversion are wholly
successful.” (Original emphasis).
159. I note that whilst focusing on whether the definition of subversion should require
illegality, the paper dilutes the requirements of the Harris definition as to the degree
of threat required by interpreting it widely enough to include not only an actual but
also a potential threat.
160. The paper records the difficulty that Special Branch officers were finding in practice in
defining subversion. It states:
“There is certainly evidence that Special Branch officers find difficulty in practice in
defining the proper boundaries of subversion” and (quoting a senior police officer):
“it is nowadays often difficult to establish where legitimate political activities end and
subversion begins …I am sure that no Special Branch officer doing his job
efficiently can avoid becoming involved, at least on the fringe of legitimate politics
(of either wing), …”.
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161. On this issue the authors conclusions show that they were clearly dissatisfied with
the status quo and felt it to be fundamentally flawed. They wrote:
“Neither the present definition of subversion nor the 1970 terms of reference assist
officers in resolving this dilemma. Nor do they provide Ministers or chief officers
with a water-tight basis on which to justify the work of police officers in investigating
and recording the activities of subversives”.

162. The concerns about the difficulties with the definition of subversion are carried over
into a discussion about record-keeping, particularly in the context of the advent of
computerised records. The authors wrote: “…it seems reasonable to assume that, in
the area of subversion, the difficulty which arises in defining the proper extent of
Special Branch interest also arises in deciding what information should be recorded
…” and concluded:
“...The nature of information stored by Special Branches is in many respects
secondary to the question what Special Branches are there to do. The more clearly
the proper extent of their interest in subversion is defined, for example, the more
easy it should be for officers to judge what they should record and what not. But
there may also be a case for taking more positive steps, perhaps through HM
Inspectorate, to ensure that forces’ procedures for judging what to record and for
weeding out or disposing of irrelevant information are satisfactory”.
163. These are important observations and concerns in the context of our investigation.
The intelligence reports from the Tranche 1 era that we have recovered was not
computerised but, even so, we have retrieved SDS intelligence reports from both
Metropolitan Police and Security Service records, in large volumes, that date back 40
or 50 years or more. They contain a great deal of information about the private lives
of a large number of people. The questions that you must ask Sir are not so very
different from those being asked in the Home Office in 1980. Should all of this
information have been recorded? Should it have been kept for so long?
164. The authors considered the accountability of Special Branches, about which they
also had concerns. They observed that much of Special Branch’s work is carried out
on behalf of the Security Service which meant that the Security Service had an
important say in what work Special Branches actually did. However, they further
observed that: “…the Security Service does not, of course, have responsibility for the
way in which that work is discharged”. As for police authorities and the Home Office
itself, they wrote:
“Neither police authorities nor the Home Office have responsibility for Special
Branch operations, any more than they have for the operational aspects of other
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police work. Chief Officers are, generally speaking and for understandable
reasons, reluctant to disclose to police authorities anything other than the most
general information about their Branches. The Home Secretary’s national powers
and responsibilities (including his special position in relation to the Security Service
and the Metropolitan Police) mean, however, that the Home Office has more of an
opportunity for influence. In recent years, a close working relationship has
developed between the Home Office, the Security Service and MPSB, particularly
on terrorist matters, and under pressure of events, this relationship is gradually
being extended into other areas. But there are limits to which this is particularly so,
of course, in relation to provincial Special Branches. The role of the Home Office in
this area is often limited to picking up the pieces after some unfortunate incident.”
165. In their concluding section the authors returned to their unease about the definition of
subversion, writing that: “…there are a number of respects – most notably that in
relation to the monitoring of subversion – in which it is difficult to ensure that very
generalised definitions are easily turned into readily defended operations and
procedures” and calling for “…a more coherent and coordinated approach on the
basis that we, the Security Service and the police have a clear and common view of
what Special Branches are for and what they are doing”. They then turned to some
of the difficulties which they foresaw in trying to establish such an approach:
“The difficulties in the way of developing this sort of approach are obvious. There is
the inherent sensitivity of the work Special Branch do. There is the operational
independence of Chief officers and, equally important in this case, of the Security
Service. There are the operational jealousies of the police and the Service. There
is the need for us to define more clearly our own role and to recognise the
limitations, eg. because of lack of information, and the need to distance the Home
Secretary from the details of operations, which must inevitably be placed upon it”.109
166. The paper concludes by proposing 5 possible ways in which to take matters forward.
Of particular importance for our purposes are the first two which read:
“(i) we might seek a further discussion with the Security Service on the question of
the work done by Special Branches on behalf of the Security Service. Sir Robert
Armstrong chaired such a discussion in December 1978 but matters have moved
on since then and a meeting now might deal in particular with the questions of the
revision of the terms of reference and of the definition of subversion. It is for
consideration at what point HMCIC and the head of MPSB should be brought in;

We understand the reference to the need for Ministers to remain at a distance from operation detail to be
a reference to the safeguard set out in the 6th paragraph of the Maxwell Fyfe Directive: UCPI0000034262
109
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(ii) we might try to define more clearly the justification for and proper limits of
Special Branch and Security Service interest in some of the more sensitive issues.
A good current example is race;”
167. We do have Annex B to the discussion paper which is F4’s draft consolidation and
updating of the 1970s terms of reference for Special Branch110. Of particular note
are the proposed revision to the definition of subversion and proposed guidance on
the collection and dissemination of intelligence about the subversive background to
public disorder. The proposed revision to the terms of reference read111:
“Subversive activities are defined as those which threaten the safety or well being of
the state, and which are intended to undermine or overthrow Parliamentary
democracy by political, industrial or violent means. This includes the activities of
organisations or individuals which, while operating at present within the law, have
as their long-term aim the overthrow of Parliamentary democracy”. (Emphasis
added).
168. The proposal is striking. It would have included activity which was both lawful and
posed no current threat to the continuation of Parliamentary Democracy. For
example, a group such as the Workers Revolutionary Party (on the evidence that we
have received about it) would appear to fall within the proposed definition whereas it
does not appear to fall within the Harris definition.
169. Turning to the guidance on the subversive background to demonstrations, paragraph
7 of the draft revised terms of reference stated:
“In consultation with the Security Service, to investigate any subversive background
to demonstrations and breaches of public order. The function at 1 above [which is
the provision of intelligence affecting public order] will provide the opportunity for the
collection of information about subversive elements, whether individuals or
organisations, in a particular demonstration. Investigations should go no further
than is necessary to fulfil the function and should be conducted with sensitivity in
order to avoid any suggestion that the Special Branch is investigating legitimate
expression of views.” (Emphasis added).
170. For consideration is whether the above wording, if it had been adopted in the terms
of reference, might have brought about a change in the approach to intelligence
gathering which we have heard former SDS officers give evidence about. An
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approach which seems to have involved applying little if any filter to what was
reported and/or recorded.
171. Before I move to the significant covering note which accompanied the internal
discussion paper, I pause to deal with an important but undated note from David
Heaton to Mr Andrew and Mr Wright112. It seeks Sir Brian Cubbon’s views about the
continuation of the examination of the terms of reference for Special Branches.
Although it is hard to be sure, this document appears to pre-date the discussion
paper113. Of particular significance is the section of the note which deals with the
terms of reference. It is apparent that it was thought that consolidated and updated
terms of reference for Special Branch were needed particularly in order to ensure
that there was Ministerial approval and authority for the work done by Special
Branches on behalf of the Security Service114. However, the draft consolidation had
not satisfied David Heaton. It is not absolutely clear whether he is referring to the
draft terms of reference which I have just spoken to or some earlier version. Mr
Heaton wrote:
“This consolidation has now been done but it has proved to be more of a shoring up
than a pulling together and the result is a poor thing. It is clear that no consolidation
based on the 1970 terms of reference can be satisfactory. This is because those
terms of reference begged a number of important questions which would have to be
examined if consolidated terms of reference were to be issued, whether under the
imprimatur of ACPO or the Home Office. These questions are:
a. How can the work of police officers (which all members of Special Branches are)
in investigating subversion, as currently defined, be justified given that the
definition covers some activities which are not, as such, unlawful? The current
working definition of subversion is: “activities threatening the safety or well being
of the State and intended to undermine or overthrow Parliamentary democracy
by political, industrial or violent means.
b. How valuable is the work which Special Branches do on behalf of the Security
Service and what would be the implications of dropping or curtailing it?
c. Should Special Branches be involved at all in such areas as carrying out
enquiries relating to immigration control?
d. Who should have effective control over individual Special Branches and decide
on the extent of their activities; the chief officer of the force concerned or the
Security Service?
“These are all questions of major importance which need careful examination
before answers can even be sketched out. Time and effort would be needed for
UCPI0000004715 Sir Brian Cubbon took post in 1979, so the document cannot pre-date that time.
We have assigned it the date 1.1.80 on Opus as an approximation.
114 See paragraph 10
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such an examination. We now therefore need to decide whether to proceed further
or whether to let the current terms of reference and Security Service circulars stand
as they are.
“The arguments for continuing the examination further are first the simple one that
times have changed since the present terms of reference were issued and it seems
only prudent to look at them again to see if they are still sensible. Second, there is
no point in Special Branches doing sensitive work likely to attract public criticism if
examination would show that such work was not really necessary or not necessary
to such an extent. Third, new terms of reference issued after such an examination
would, it is to be hoped, dispel most of the anxieties felt by Special Branch and chief
officers about accountability and control and reassure them about Ministerial
approval and support for their work.
“Against these arguments stand the Security Service who have pointed out that the
original proposal to consolidate the 1970 terms of reference was made at a time of
Ministerial questioning of the role of Special Branches, and that part of its purpose
was seen as reassurance to Ministers vulnerable to critics of Special Branches.
There is also a Pandora’s Box argument ie that if we once undertake a radical reexamination of the basis of Special Branches work we may well destroy the
confidence built up between chief officers, Special Branches and the Security
Service, not to speak of the relationship which the Home Office has with each of
them. Finally, there is a question of resources. At present F4 has not the capacity
to undertake such a major exercise: either more staff (? a Principal) would be
needed (admittedly only for a limited period) or some current work in F4 would have
to be diverted elsewhere.” (Emphasis added).
172. Returning now to the covering note which accompanied the October 1980 discussion
paper, Mr Heaton in this document expresses the view that the Home Office could
not do nothing:
“I attach a copy of the paper. It is an admirable and comprehensive analysis. The
question is where do we go from here. There are obvious constraints – not least
the sensitivities of the Security Service, the operational independence of chief
officers and the limited resources which, given F4’s other heavy commitments, we
can afford to devote to this area. But the issues are too important to allow us to do
nothing.
“…
“The first two proposals, particularly the question of the terms of reference and of
the definition of subversion, are important but also more abstract and difficult. You
may like to have the issues in mind when you visit the Security Service with S of S
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on 22 October, and thereafter to have a meeting with Mr Andrew, Mr Phillips and
myself to consider how best to proceed.”
173. We are continuing our investigation of the issues raised in these important
documents and will need to consider them further once our investigation is complete.
In particular, they will need to be analysed in the context of the totality of the Module
2(b) and Module 2(c) evidence and the legal framework.

Police Regulations and General Orders
174. The police disciplinary regime during the Tranche 1 era was provided in The Police
(Discipline)(Amendment) Regulations 1967 a copy of which we are publishing today.
I apologise for the poor copy quality. Of particular note is regulation 1, discreditable
conduct, which appears wide enough to cover inappropriate sexual activity by
undercover police officers. It reads.
“Discreditable conduct, which offence is committed where a member of a police
force acts in a dis-orderly manner or any manner prejudicial to discipline or
reasonably likely to bring discredit on the reputation of the force or the police
service.” (Emphasis added).
175. Regulation 15 is relevant to situations where undercover police officers committed
criminal offences, at least where the offence is committed without proper authority. It
provides:
“Criminal conduct, which offence is committed where a member of a police force
has been found guilty by a court of law of a criminal offence”.
176. We have obtained and are posting on the website the Public and Other Events
section of both the 1969 and 1982 editions of the Metropolitan Police General Orders
and Regulations. I do not propose to summarise all of the relevant provisions now
but make four specific observations. First, the General Orders make clear the role of
the section of the Metropolitan Police known as A8 in relation to public meetings
involving groups at the far ends of the political spectrum. Paragraph 59 of both the
1969 and 1982 General Orders reads:
“Early notification of all important meetings of Communists, Fascists, or other
similar political organisations is to be sent by telephone in urgent cases to Special
Branch and A.8, giving the time and place and, if possible, the names of the
principal speakers.”
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177. Secondly, the 1969 and 1982 orders deal at paragraph 67(2) with police powers to
enter private premises stating that:
“It must be remembered, however, that police have a Common Law right of entry in
certain circumstances, e.g. fear of a breach of the peace or anticipation of seditious
speeches”.
178. Thirdly, the 1969 and 1982 orders both deal at paragraph 68 with the attendance of
plain clothed police officers at meetings, requiring that:
“Officers in plain clothes on duty at meetings should obtain copies of all handbills
and pamphlets distributed or sold, which will be submitted with their reports.
Whenever practicable three copies should be obtained”.
179. Fourthly, in relation to racial disturbances, the 1969 orders state at paragraph 76A
that:
“Brief information of all disturbances or incidents where there is some racial
significant is to be sent forthwith by teleprinter to A.7 and confirmed by a report in
triplicate, with an additional copy for Special Branch”.
180. Paragraph 76A of the 1982 orders contained significantly developed provisions in
relation to racial incidents. It provided that:
“(1) Any incident, whether concerning crime or not, which is allegedly by any
person to include an element of racial motivation, or which appears to the reporting
or investigating officer to include such an element, will be reported to the District
Community Liaison Officer.
“(2) In addition to (1) above, any such incidents which may have serious impact
upon community relations or arouse media interest will be reported immediately to
A.7, A.8, Special Branch, Press Bureau and the District C.L.O. by teleprinter using
the coded format “RACINC” which is contained in the M.P. Directory. A full report
will be submitted in confirmation”.
“(3) Serious racial disturbances will be reported in accordance with the instructions
contained in para. 95”.
Further UCO Reporting and Associated Documents
181. We are adducing 54 further reports and other documents not previously published,
which predominately originate from Tranche 1 UCOs and are relevant to their
deployments and/or NSCPs. A table of UCO attribution (as far as it is known) has
been provided to assist comprehension of these documents.
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Open Transcripts and Excerpts from the Tranche 1 Closed Hearings
182. Last autumn we called 5 fully anonymous former SDS undercover police officers from
the Tranche 1 era to give oral evidence at a closed hearing. The transcripts of those
hearings have been put through the Inquiry’s restrictions order process and are being
published today. There are five attributed transcripts together with some unattributed
excerpts. The officers concerned are HN21, HN41, HN109. HN302 and HN341.
Time does not permit me to introduce all of this material but I will mention some of
the salient features of this evidence.
HN21
183. HN21 infiltrated the Socialist Workers Party at the end of the 1970s and start of the
1980s. Like most SDS undercover officers he was a married man. He gave oral
evidence that he had had sex on two occasions, six or seven months apart, with a
woman whom he had got to know quite well at an evening class he attended whilst
undercover. He stated that the woman was a-political and not an activist. He
socialised with her as part of a small group. His evidence about the first time that
they had both been drinking and:
“It was one evening whereby she was living in [redact] and she was quite frightened
and I stayed overnight because one of the guys [redact] had been making
approaches to her and she was a bit frightened and I stayed there one, one evening
til slightly later and then, and then it happened. We weren’t too pleased about it
because we were friends”115.
184. HN21 described the second occasion on which he had sex with the same woman in
the following terms.
“I accept there was one other occasion when she moved flat [redact], so I, it was
one of the things that, because I had a car, you shift stuff around and that happened
at her new flat and that was just a relaxing time, but it was some time
afterwards.”116
185. HN21 described getting amorous, by which he meant kissing and cuddling the
woman on other occasions117.
186. HN21’s oral evidence about sexual activity in his undercover identity was inconsistent
with his witness statement which refers to two women. HN21 raised the fact that he
wished to change his evidence in this regard prior to the hearing and, at the hearing,
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described the reference to the second woman in his witness statement as a mistake
which he did not spot before he signed the statement118.
187. HN21 described being a part of the small group of friends, to which he and the
woman he accepts that he had sex with belonged, and attending events with them
was quite important to his cover. He stated that he had alluded to his back story but
did not go into detail with her. He used contraception119.
188. He expressed regret about what he had done but could not explain why he did it
saying initially: “I don’t really know”. He later said:
“…It was a particular time and place which was slightly surreal and there were
occasions when you were deployed that became surreal. It became unreal. You
forgot about what your actual work was and you started to relax, which is really
dangerous. That’s when things go terribly wrong. So, I regret from a personal point
of view, from my upbringing and also from a professional point of view, but it was a
weakness which I regret.”120
And: “…it was me not being professional and not following what I should have
done”.
189. HN21 knew what he did was wrong and said that he did not tell anyone121.
190. HN21 also gave significant evidence of his experiences whilst infiltrating the SWP,
including being involved in violent incidents and being directed to attend Blair
Peach’s funeral which he did to identify people there122. As to who was initiating
violence on the streets he stated:
“It depended on exactly where it was and how many people were there. From the
SWP side, it was mostly shouting. From the Far Right thing, it was mostly physical
violence. You know, you knew if the police weren’t there, then you would have to
run for it."
191. He described Maoist activists being violent towards the police: “…it was mostly
scuffles, but, against the police, it was full-on, full-on, [Redact]. Yes, they were a
very strange bunch.”123
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192. HN21 has provided the Inquiry with name for the woman with whom he had sex
during his deployment. We have attempted to identify and locate the woman in
question using an inquiry agent. However, those inquiries did not produce details of
any person who sufficiently fitted the information which the Inquiry has about the
woman in question from HN21 to justify an approach.

HN41
193. HN41 was present at the demonstration at Southall at which Blair Peach died. He
may have provided intelligence in advance about this event124. His managers had
some reservations about him attending “because uniform police were going to clamp
down on the demonstrations”125. He provided a statement to police investigating
Blair Peach’s death but he had no involvement with material events and did not recall
coming across Mr Peach during the day126.
HN109
194. HN109 is one of the few officers from the Tranche 1 era who recalls any written
training material. However, he cannot recall there being any written instruction about
sexual contact with people in his undercover identity. He does recall oral instructions
to the effect that it was not permitted and understood that the SDS recruited married
officers because: “…it had the potential to prevent involvement with others in sexual
contact”.127 He received glowing reports for his work which was described as
extremely important to Special Branch and the Security Service128. He recalls
congratulations from Downing Street being passed to the SDS for success in
combating public disorder129.
HN302
195. HN302 gave evidence that whilst undercover and building up his cover he met a
woman at meetings and got to know her over a period of months. He could not
remember her name. He said that he did not deliberately pick her out but that a
certain frisson developed between them. He socialised with her both with others and
alone. He felt that their friendship bolstered his cover. He described her as a
MPS-0748063/4
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“peripheral activist” whom he did not see again after they had sex. He said that he
had sex with the woman after an evening in the pub in circumstances where both had
been drinking but neither were drunk. He invited her back to his bedsit where they
had sex. He used contraception. She did not know that he was a police officer and
suspects that she would not have consented had she known. He thought having sex
with her might have enhanced his cover but it didn’t. He answered no when asked
whether it had crossed his mind that he was a police officer on duty during this
episode. He did not tell his supervisors or superiors because he didn’t think that it
was necessary. He thinks that if he had told them he would have been given words
of advice. He told no one else130.
196. On the question of subversion and the revolutionary potency of the groups that he
infiltrated, HN302 said that: “Given the opportunity and the leadership and the right
catalyst, the social circumstances perhaps at the time, I believe there was a
possibility that that outcome might have taken place or attempt[ed].”131
HN341
197. HN341 gave evidence of a relaxed and communal atmosphere in the safe house but
did not recall any conversation about women being targeted or women in the groups
being targeted, or UCOs sleeping with women132. He felt that he had provided
valuable public order intelligence during the course of his deployment which was its
primary purpose133. His deployment was terminated after an incident which was
stress related134. He found the work very stressful and smoked and drank a great
deal to self-medicate135.
Excerpts
198. On the topic of using deceased children’s identities, one officer gave evidence that
he decided to adopt some particulars of a deceased child and did so after his
managers accepted the proposal136. Another officer recalls being told by “the office”
that HN297 Richard Clark’s cover had been blown when he was presented with the
death certificate of the child whose particulars he had adopted137.

MPS-0748065/1-7
MPS-0748065/8
132 MPS-0748066/4-10
133 MPS-0748066/16
134 MPS-0748066/15
135 MPS-0748066/11
136 MPS-0748061/7
137 MPS-0748061/10
130
131
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199. An officer gave evidence that during the course of his deployment he attended a
small wedding in his undercover identity having been invited and secured the
authority of his managers. He also babysat during the course of his deployment138.
He did both because they were good for his cover. The same officer also took
cannabis during the course of his deployment.
200. An officer witnessed violence on one of the occasions on which HN13 “Barry Loader”
was arrested and describes Maoists as being involved in the fighting. The officer
himself was chased by supporters of the far right139.
201. In relation to the industrial dispute at the Grunwick factory, one officer describes
attending about half a dozen times, witnessing some violence and his managers
being pleased with the intelligence which the undercover officers were providing140.
Another recalls being present and telephoning through intelligence consistent with
that described in the SDS Annual Report for 1977.
202. In relation to the Battle of Lewisham and the sort of advance intelligence provided by
the SDS, one witness stated that the sort of intelligence provided was:
“That it was going to kick off. That it was, that this was going to happen. If they
marched that particular route at that particular time, coming up that road, then a lot
of my comrades seemed to be aware of where they were going to come out or the
only possible way they could go and so the focus was on that, on that particular
area.”141
203. On the topic of sexual relationships, one witness described HN67 “Alan Bond” being
ribbed, or subjected to banter by, possibly, HN354 Vince Harvey suggestive that
HN67 might have fathered a child:
“…I think one of the words was “I saw somebody pushing a pram and it looked just
like you”, or something in that region. I thought that was a bit of banter, but I didn’t
think there was any basis in that particular comment”.142
204. A witness described HN300 “Jim Pickford” as a sexual predator and an alcoholic but
was not aware that HN300 had married someone he met in his undercover
identity143.
MPS-0748061/17
MPS-0748061/26-27
140 MPS-0748061/28-29
141 MPS-0748061/31
142 MPS-0748061/37
143 MPS-0748061/43
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205. A witness described HN297 Richard Clark as a womaniser and carnivore144. He also
recounted that Clark had told him that: “he had been involved in in fact two sexual
relationships which led to his compromise”.145However, the witness was convinced
that Richard Clark would not have told Geoffrey Craft about this sexual activity:
“Because Geoff Craft’s attitude was sort of conservative and straight down the line
and I cannot believe for a second he wouldn’t have been apoplectic about that and
we wouldn’t have all been lectured at length about it. I am sure he and the office
weren’t aware, utterly convinced of it”.
206. The same witness went on to describe being shocked because the account of
Richard Clark’s compromise given in the safe flat by his managers146 was not the one
that he was later given in the pub:
“I was shocked … Because I had been told a story, and I can’t remember whether it
was on the same day, I am sure it probably was on the same day, in the, in the flat
about him being presented with a birth certificate and then I am getting a completely
different story in the pub and I just thought it was, leaving aside the morality of it, it
was incredibly stupid to do that sort of thing whilst you were engaged in undercover
work because it was a quick road to disaster, as it turned out to be for him.”147
207. He described the conversation in the pub as involving four, five or six people in the
pub. He did not report what Richard Clark had said to management.
208. The same officer also gave evidence that HN300 “Jim Pickford” had confessed falling
in love with someone in his group (although not to actually entering into a
relationship)148. The officer explained the position to “the office” and that rapidly led
to HN300’s withdrawal from his deployment in December 1976. The witness
described “Jim Pickford” as a man who couldn’t hold himself, not a carnivore but a
man who: “…genuinely fell in love with people all over the place”149. When asked
who in the office he had spoken to the officer stated that it was Angus McIntosh. He
said managers did not speak to officers about what had happened to “Jim Pickford”
and the dangers of relationships150.

MPS-0748061/47
MPS-0748061/44
146 MPS-0747061/54
147 MPS-0748061/45
148 MPS-0748061/50
149 MPS-0748061/46-47
150 MPS-0748061/52
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209. When told of the other undisputed sexual activity which the Inquiry has received
evidence of in Tranche 1 he said that he was shocked at the stupidity and the
wrongness of it151.
210. A witness recalls Richard Clark saying that there was a lot going on in his group as
far as “horizontal politics” was concerned, meaning sexual activity152. Another
witness recalls that: “Rick had a certain reputation and it gradually came out that he
had had a sexual relationship which led to his being compromised, and that was, to
my way of thinking, generally well known among the existing SDS officers”.153
The Tranche 1 Phase 3 Witness Statements
211. A number of broad observations can be made about the content of the witness
statements that we have obtained for this phase of the Inquiry’s hearings. These
observations are, of course, subject to the oral evidence which is to come. There are
also many other issues that I and other members of the counsel team will be
exploring in oral evidence with those who are being called.
211.1. All of the witnesses had prior experience within Special Branch before
assuming either an administrative or managerial post within the SDS.
211.2. There is no evidence of a formal application process for a role within the
administration or management of the SDS.
211.3. All state that there was no formal training provided specifically for a role
within the management or administration of the SDS. Any training was
informal and on-the-job.
211.4. The SDS, as a unit, issued no formal guidance to its officers to set
boundaries when it came to the extent to which undercover officers interfered
with private lives, became involved in sexual activity in their undercover
identity or reported on legal professional privilege.
211.5. There was no equality or diversity training.
211.6. Although some of the early witnesses had attended meetings or
demonstrations in plain clothes whilst in the SDS, none of the witnesses
worked undercover in an assumed identity.
211.7. There are differing recollections about who made decisions on targeting and
tasking.
211.8. None of the witnesses states that he was aware of any sexual activity
between contemporary SDS undercover officers and people whom they met

MPS-0748061/52
MPS-0748061/59
153 MPS-0748061/61
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undercover. However, there is some evidence of an awareness of the risk
that this might occur.
211.9. None of the witnesses give first-hand contemporaneous evidence of the
SDS’s decision to adopt the practice of using deceased children’s identities
as part of the process of building a cover identity. There is evidence that the
SDS was not the first either to have the idea or to use this technique. Many
witnesses give evidence to the effect that the technique improved the
officer’s cover and/or that they did not think that the families would ever find
out.
211.10. There is evidence relevant to the arrests and prosecutions of HN298
“Michael Scott” and HN13 “Desmond / Barry Loader” none of which suggests
that the relevant courts knew that the men in front of them were undercover
police officers.
211.11. No Phase 3 witness states that he knew of violence being used by an SDS
undercover police officer.
211.12. The managers’ evidence is that trade unions were not specifically targeted
and any reporting about trade unions arose because the SDS’s targets were
involved with them.
Next Steps
212. The approach that we have taken in Tranche 1 has been to publish evidence relating
to the management of the SDS, the dissemination of its reporting and the
involvement of relevant government bodies as we have proceeded. Thus, some
Module 2b and Module 2c evidence has already been adduced. However, our work
is ongoing in this area. We are moving away from our original plan which was to deal
with these issues in a separate tranche: Tranche 6. Instead, we are seeking to deal
with them by incorporating them into the chronological approach that we are taking in
Tranches 1 to 4.
213. The approach that we are taking to evidence gathering in Module 2b (i.e. senior
management and the dissemination of intelligence) was recently outlined with the
Draft Module 2b SDS Issues List that we have circulated for submissions. A draft
Module 2c SDS Issues List will also be produced and circulated for submissions.
214. The Inquiry has been notified that sadly both HN80 “Colin Clark” and HN106 “Barry
Tompkins” have passed away. I know that you Sir will be considering whether to
review the restriction orders which prohibit publication of their real names.
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215. We will need, amongst other things, to cover the legal framework. It is essential to
the assessment of whether the SDS’s activities were justified and to the fulfilment of
other parts of the terms of reference154. In that regard we are grateful to Ms Kilroy
QC and her team for the helpful legal submissions that she is going to make at this
hearing and which we have had advance sight of. We are considering them. We
also anticipate that state core participants will wish to respond once they have had
sufficient opportunity to do so.
216. Once our Module 2b and 2c investigations are further advanced decisions will be
taken, based on the evidence obtained, as to whether oral hearings will be necessary
in relation to the Tranche 1 era.
217. I know Sir that you wish to produce an interim report in order to enable those who
had participated in Tranche 1 to have your findings without having to wait until the
end of the Inquiry. The scope of that report is a matter which I also know you will be
considering once the further Tranche 1 era investigations that I have just mentioned
are further advanced. The timescale will, of course, be dependent upon the scope of
the interim report and the completion of the necessary investigations. Those who
have participated in Tranche 1 (including those representing the co-ordinating group
of Non-State Core Participants) will be afforded the opportunity to make closing
submissions in due course.
218. Turning to Tranche 2, we intend to start evidential hearings in the spring of 2024.
Unlike Tranche 1 we are preparing to hear the evidence of officers and relevant
managers within the SDS without long gaps between phases that have been
necessary in Tranche 1. I am afraid that it is not possible to provide a firm timetable
for the remainder of the Inquiry at this stage. Work is ongoing on Tranches 3 & 4
concurrently with our work on Tranches 1 & 2.
219. Finally, I would like to thank all of those who have contributed to the preparations for
this phase of the Inquiry’s work. As with previous phases it has involved a great deal
of effort on the part of a great many people both within and outside the Inquiry. We
are grateful.
Counsel to the Inquiry
4 May 2022

154

See especially the last two bullet points under the heading purpose Terms-of-Reference.pdf (ucpi.org.uk)
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Appendix 1 – Overview of Special Demonstration Squad Managers: Tranche 1 Phase
3
Key in relation to rank:
DC – Detective Constable
DS – Detective Sergeant
DI – Detective Inspector
DCI – Detective Chief Inspector
Note: those who are known to be deceased are named in italics
Nominal

Name

Rank on SDS

Known dates

HN325

Conrad Dixon

DCI

1968-69

HN474

Wilf Knight

n/a

n/a

HN1251

Philip Saunders

DI & DCI

1968-71

PN1748

Riby Wilson

DI

1968-70

HN3095

William Furner

DC

1968-(70?)

HN3093

Roy Creamer

DS

1968-9

DS

1970-74

HN103

David Smith

HN294

Anonymous

Also CSI C Squad in T2
DS, DI & DCI. Included in
P1

1969-74

DI

1968-69

Returned as DCI

1971-72

HN332

Anonymous

HN2401

Anthony
Greenslade

DI

1973-74

HN3378

Derek Brice

DI

1973-74

HN819

Derek Kneale

DCI & Supt

1974-1976

Also Ch Supt of ‘S’ Squad

1978-80
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Nominal

Name

HN34

Geoffrey Craft

HN368

Richard Walker

Rank on SDS

Known dates

DI & DCI

1974-77

Also Ch Supt of ‘S’ Squad

1981-T2

DS

1974-1978

Supt of ‘S’ Squad

1974-1975

Also Ch Supt of ‘S’ Squad

1976-77

HN357

David Bicknell

HN1668

Leslie Willingale

DS & DI

1975-77

HN244

Angus McIntosh

DI

1976-79

HN2152

Richard Scully

DS

1977-79

HN608

Kenneth Pryde

DCI

1977

Also Supt of ‘S’ Squad

1977-79

HN135

Michael Ferguson DCI & Supt

1978-80

HN307

Trevor Butler

DI & DCI

1979-82

HN218

Barry Moss

DCI

1980

Also Supt of ‘S’ Squad

1981

HN350

Paul Croyden

DS

1979-81

DS

1978-82

Immediately after the SDS
he was the SB liaison with
A8.

n/k

HN308

Christopher Skey
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Appendix 2 – Details of Special Demonstration Squad Managers: Tranche 1 Phase 3
HN325 – Conrad Dixon (deceased). Head of the SDS from 30 July 1968 to July 1969
1.

HN325 Conrad Dixon is deceased. His Central Record of Service indicates that he
joined the police in December 1947 and he was transferred to Special Branch on 29
May 1950155. He was promoted to Chief Inspector on 1 February 1968. The Special
Demonstration Squad (‘SDS’) was founded on 30 July 1968 under his command. He
remained in his post until July 1969 when his second in command, HN1251 Detective
Inspector Phil Saunders, took over.

2.

Contemporaneous documentation shows that at the unit’s inception Conrad Dixon
had three Detective Inspectors working under him; HN1251 Phil Saunders, PN1748
Riby Wilson and HN332, although HN332 left the role in January 1969. HN325
Conrad Dixon’s first back-office sergeant was HN3093 Roy Creamer, with DS HN294
joining the squad in January 1969. HN3095 William Furner served as the back-office
constable for the duration of Conrad Dixon’s tenure, with HN328 Joan Hiller working
alongside him briefly from November 1968 to April 1969. When Conrad Dixon left
the unit in July 1969, he was succeeded by HN1251 Phil Saunders. Amongst the
undercover officers serving with the SDS during Conrad Dixon’s tenure were HN68
“Sean Lynch”, HN218 Barry Moss, HN318 Ray Wilson, HN321 “William Lewis”,
HN323 Helen Crampton, HN326 “Douglas Edwards”, HN327 Dave Fisher, HN328
Joan Hillier, HN329 “John Graham”, HN330 “Don de Freitas”, HN331, HN333, HN334
“Margaret White”, HN335 Michael Tyrell, HN336 “Dick Epps” and HN135 Mike
Ferguson.

3.

HN325 Conrad Dixon’s tenure as an SDS manager was the subject of detailed
analysis in paragraphs 65 to 67 of the second appendix to Counsel to the Inquiry’s
Opening Statement for T1P1, which is equally relevant to T1P3.156 Those
paragraphs are not repeated here. The analysis that follows builds on those
paragraphs with a consideration of documents and evidence which was not part of
the T1P1 bundle.

4.

Before the SDS was established in July 1968, Dixon’s previous involvement in the
policing of Vietnam Solidarity Campaign (‘VSC’) activities clearly played an important
part in the formation of the squad. Two additional documents in his T1P3 bundle are
linked to his report dated 2 April 1968157 on the possibility of prosecuting individuals

MPS-0722818
Counsel to the Inquiry's Opening Statement (ucpi.org.uk)
157 MPS-0722106
155
156
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involved in the chaotic 17 March 1968 anti-Vietnam War demonstration (likely the
genesis for the SDS) under Section 2 of the Public Order Act 1936. A minute from
Deputy Commander Ferguson Smith shows that the Director of Public Prosecutions
effectively commissioned Conrad Dixon’s report after the Attorney-General Sir Elwyn
Jones was asked to provide a substantive response to a Parliamentary Question158,
thus indicating again how the demonstration (and the police response to it) were
politically sensitive issues for the government which led to the establishment of the
SDS. Conrad Dixon appears to have responded quickly and comprehensively to the
DPP’s request159, and is shown to have taken some statements from participants in
the march himself160. Notably, the minutes show that these documents were
disseminated not only to the DPP, but also to the Home Office and to Commander A
Squad161.
5.

As the Inquiry has heard, Conrad Dixon thereafter became a central figure in Special
Branch’s policing strategy for the October Demonstration; to gather as much advance
intelligence on it as possible. In this respect, minutes from July 1968, around the
time the SDS was created, show senior officers’ seeking to obtain intelligence on the
prospects of violence at the upcoming VSC demonstration of 27 October 1968, and
enlisting the help of Chief Constables in England and Wales162. In a minute from
August 1968 relating to a high-level meeting about the October demonstration,
Commander Ferguson Smith makes it clear that measures taken to alleviate the
Government’s “considerable concern” about the demonstration include taking “firm
preliminary steps to obtain as much information as possible about it163”, which must
include the formation of the SDS. This is illustrative of the Government’s and by
proxy, Special Branch’s determination not to be caught out, and possibly to
compensate for errors made in March 1968 by policing the October demonstration
effectively.

6.

The Inquiry has now received written evidence from two managers who served with
HN325 Conrad Dixon and mention him in their evidence:
6.1.
In respect of recruitment to the unit, HN3095 William Furner (who served as
a back office constable in the early days of the unit) recalls being told to
report to Conrad Dixon as part of a group, at which meeting Dixon explained

MPS-0730939/2
In addition to his substantive report dated 2 April 1968 at MPS-0722106 (which is referred to as “7D" in
the minutes, which was produced only 12 days after the original request, Conrad Dixon provides a summary
of prosecution outcomes and cases pending from events at the demonstration, VSC literature, (MPS0730912 – referred to in the minutes at “7C”), and also a pack containing statements from officers and
protestors (referred to in the minutes at “7D”).
160 See for example MPS-0730911 pages 13 and 19
161 MPS-0730939/3
162 MPS-0738674/1 and MPS-0738674/4
163 MPS-0730060/1
158
159
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6.2.

6.3.

6.4.

to everyone that the aim of the unit was to infiltrate organisations and to
feedback information. He recalls that they started straight away164. HN3093
Roy Creamer recalls being approached by Conrad Dixon and PN1748 Riby
Wilson who told him they wanted him on their new squad to work in the
office. He states that he had no choice about joining165.
Interestingly, Roy Creamer recalls Conrad Dixon consulting him about where
best to start SDS operations, and that he advised targeting the VSC. In
common with a number of witnesses, William Furner also describes him
performing both senior management and UCO tasks such as directing
operations and liaising with seniors, but also joining organisations166.
Similarly, Roy Creamer asserts that Dixon joined one branch of the VSC and
was good at undercover work. He recalls that he pretended to be a retired
sea captain and he thinks that his cover name may have been “Captain
Birdseye” 167. By working undercover, he states, he led by example168.
Roy Creamer recalls that reporting was imparted orally to Dixon and PN1478
Riby Wilson, who would meet field officers daily169. Creamer recalls that
when field officers provided significant information, he and Conrad Dixon
would discuss it and while he would make suggestions about what should go
in the report, Dixon had the last say. He states that the reports had to be
concise and were designed to help A8 work out how best to police the events
in question. He observes that while A8 had other sources, the SDS was their
only source of information on the groups’ politics170. Creamer asserts that
Conrad Dixon would confide in him, telling him what he thought he needed to
know, or what he wanted to achieve, and that they worked closely
together171.
In common with several UCOs, both William Furner and Roy Creamer
describe Conrad Dixon running the SDS with a “loose reign”.172 Roy
Creamer states that Dixon wanted everyone to be comfortable, that he was
supportive and primarily concerned with the welfare of the Squad. An
anecdote from Roy Creamer suggests that Conrad Dixon had a degree of
sympathy towards the anti-Vietnam war protestors. He recalls that the
Commissioner once asked Dixon directly about how to respond to a
demonstration and opined that either the protestors could be given the width

HN3095 WS para 10 – MPS-0747104
HN3093 WS para 20 and 23
166 HN3095 WS para 31 – MPS-0747104
167 HN3093 WS para 11 - MPS-0747215
168 Ibid., paras 12 and 77
169 Ibid., para 37
170 Ibid., para 39
171 Ibid., para 25
172 HN3095 WS para 31– MPS-0747104, HN3093 WS para 77
164
165
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6.5.

7.

of the road and all traffic could be closed, or that they could give them half
the road. Dixon, he states, advised him to give them the whole road. Roy
Creamer states that “everyone was het up about the Vietnam war and you
could not treat people like they were villains”, an attitude that he infers was
shared by Dixon173. This provides further evidence of the more informal
aspects of the SDS under Dixon’s leadership which has been previous been
described (and complemented) by some who served within it174.
Finally, HN3095 William Furner states that Conrad Dixon as head of the SDS
briefed Jim Callaghan, the then Home Secretary, on at least one occasion175,
which reinforces the contemporaneous evidence the Inquiry has received
regarding the interest taken in the October demonstration by those in
government.

An analysis of the additional documents in HN325 Conrad Dixon’s T1P3 bundle gives
rise to the following observations:
7.1.
The additional reporting therein relates to groups linked to the October 27
Demonstration and shows an embryonic unit that has yet to develop a
consistent style of reporting and intelligence gathering. For example, a report
from HN218 Barry Moss signed off by Conrad Dixon from September 1968
on a small group, which again included Albert Manchanda, meeting up and
going to the pub before an RSSF meeting, the content of which is not
reported on176, appears to be the product of Special Branch observational
methods rather than infiltration, and resembles standard Special Branch
reporting. In contrast, other reporting from HN218 Barry Moss from that
month (and signed off by Conrad Dixon) on a private meeting of the ‘Joint
Committee for Communists’ at which Albert Manchanda suggested taking
over the Revolutionary Socialist Students Federation (RSSF) at its
forthcoming conference to ensure that it “followed the correct political line”177,
is detailed and suggests that HN218 Barry Moss had infiltrated the Maoist
scene to some degree.
7.2.
Conrad Dixon signs off reports from HN330 ”Don de Freitas” and HN334
“Margaret White” on the Havering VSC178, the meetings of which organisation
HN334 states they were instructed to attend in the guise of girlfriend and
boyfriend179. It seems likely that this instruction came from Conrad Dixon
and again shows the shift towards more involved infiltrations.

HN3093 WS para 77 MPS-0747215
See HN328 WS paras 21-22
175 HN3095 WS para 61 – MPS -0747104
176 MPS-0739230
177 MPS-0733966
178 MPS-0731910
179 HN334 WS para 21 -MPS-0746257
173
174
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7.3.

7.4.

7.5.

Similarly, the Inquiry has retrieved a police telegram from an ‘SPS’ based at
Forest Gate to the Chief Superintendent Special Branch, regarding an
individual with ’an interest in the October 27 demonstration’ attempting to
persuade school children to supply him with chemicals from the school labs
to enable him to make smoke bombs. This document is annotated by
Conrad Dixon tasking HN330 ’Don de Freitas’ to make further enquiries and
to report back180.
In a report on a meeting of Havering VSC (one of the more moderate
branches) held 2 days after the demonstration, HN330 “Don de Freitas”
records a consensus that ’October 27th’ was a ’complete and utter
disaster’181. This would clearly have provided some support to the
authorities’ perception that the event was policed in a highly effective way, for
which Conrad Dixon appears to have been given much credit.
One of the last SDS reports signed by Conrad Dixon (for the Chief
Superintendent) obtained by the Inquiry also provides a hint of what was to
come next and shows the SDS extending its reach by reporting on groups
related to Irish republicanism. In the report on a meeting of the Irish Civil
Rights Solidarity Campaign on the 15 July 1969, HN68 “Sean Lynch” records
Gery Lawless objecting to what he saw as MPS attempts to dictate the route
of a march to the Ulster Office and commenting “if they (the MPS) got funny
on Sunday, they may find they have more trouble than they bargained for”,
which was no doubt seen as the sort of useful intelligence which was capable
of supporting the SDS’ continuation182.

HN3093 Roy Creamer. Detective Sergeant in the Special Demonstration Squad from July
1968 to mid 1969.
8.

HN3093 Roy Creamer joined the Metropolitan Police Force in 1954 and Special
Branch in 1958. He spent four years in C Squad, moving to the port of London for
approximately three years before returning to C Squad in 1966-1967. He joined the
Special Demonstration Squad at its formation in July 1968 and served with the
Squad as one of two Detective Sergeants in the Squad until the summer of 1969,
returning to C Squad and then on to the ‘Bomb Squad’183 dealing with the Angry
Brigade for ‘a couple of years’, finally back to C Squad and then finally, in 1978

MPS-0731909
MPS-0731912
182 UCPI0000008667
183 See UCPI0000022118 for report dating from this period
180
181
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completing his police service with two years at the Naturalisation Squad184 He has
provided a witness statement and will give live evidence.185
9.

The management team at the SDS during Roy Creamer’s period of service was
made up of HN325 Conrad Dixon who was Chief Inspector with HN1251 Phil
Saunders, PN1748 Riby Wilson and HN332 serving as Detective Inspectors. By
January 1969 HN294 joined the Squad as a second Detective Sergeant186. HN3095
William Furner and HN328 Joan Hiller had largely back-office roles. The other
officers whose SDS deployments coincided with Roy Creamer were HN218 Barry
Moss, HN318 Ray Wilson, HN323 Helen Crampton, HN331, HN333, HN327 David
Fisher, HN329 “John Graham”, HN321 “William Lewis”, HN335 Michael Tyrell,
HN330 “Don de Freitas”, HN334 “Margaret White”, HN326 “Douglas Edwards”,
HN336 “Dick Epps” and HN135 Mike Ferguson.

10. The following matters are of note from an analysis of Roy Creamer’s witness
statement and associated documents:
10.1. Prior to his SDS posting he had spent approximately 5 years in C Squad
where he specialised in dealing with the extreme left wing and in particular
the Trotskyists and the Anarchists. The Vietnam Solidarity Campaign was
one of the groups which fell under his area of special knowledge.187 Within
his C Squad role, whilst he did not undertake any undercover policing or use
a cover identity, he would attend meetings seeking out information without
disclosing that he was police officer.188
10.2. Roy Creamer explains that following the widespread public disorder of the
VSC organised demonstration on 17 March 1968, Ferguson Smith, then the
head of Special Branch, sought suggestions from senior Special Branch
officers as to how to counteract this threat. An undercover unit was
proposed. Roy Creamer states that ‘in those early days, there was carte
blanche to do this work and there were no specific instructions from the top’.
The management team were then formed and they handpicked a squad, of
which Roy Creamer was one.189
10.3. Roy Creamer states that Conrad Dixon ‘ran the SDS with a light reign’ and
that he led by example, undertaking some undercover work himself with
HN3093 WS para 5-8
MPS-0747215
186 HN3093 WS para 82 HN3093 has no memory of HN294 being a member of the SDS during his period of
service.
187 Ibid., para 16. In this para HN3093 states that the VSC was the province of B Squad were he was a
Sergeant. There is no other reference to him being a member of B Squad whose were largely a Squad
which dealt with Irish matters.
188 Ibid., para 6, 9
189 Ibid., para 11, 15
184
185
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10.4.

10.5.

10.6.

cover name “Captain Birdseye”. Dixon’s main concern was with officer
welfare. Roy Creamer states that ‘anything to do with the politics of [the
Squad] and how we represented what we did to the hierarchy was left up to
me in terms of report writing and what we could expect’. He liaised closely
with Conrad Dixon and acted as an advisor to him. Although HN1251 Phil
Saunders was the nominal second in command at the SDS, Roy Creamer
does not appear to have much knowledge of what role he played; PN1748
Riby Wilson was the de facto second in command. Roy Creamer considers
HN332 to have played a management role. He divided his time between
undercover work in a group and time in the SDS office. He was not involved
in the collating of assessments. HN3095 William Furner was the member of
staff who dealt with the administration.190
It appears that Roy Creamer was a key member of the early SDS Squad: it
was he that suggested to Conrad Dixon that officers anonymously join
branches of the Vietnam Solidarity Campaign, a suggestion embraced by
Conrad Dixon who despite his role as head of the newly formed unit, became
a member of North West London branch of the VSC. Other officers joined
other London VSC branches. Roy Creamer did not seek to join a branch of
the VSC because his face was too well known amongst left-wing groups due
to his lengthy period of time spent in C Squad.191 Special Branch coverage
of VSC meetings had been sporadic and haphazard. This changed with the
advent of the SDS because officers were embedded in branches, there was
continuity of personnel attending meetings and also there was no need to
simply rely on what could be gleaned about the organisation in publications.
Infiltration of branches was useful in that branches would be aware of any
‘conspiracy to do anything’ but branches were poorly attended and not a
significant source of recruitment for demonstration. Recruitment came
through student activism, Trade Unions, political parties and to a much lesser
extent branch activism.192
Roy Creamer states he had thought that once the VSC threat had receded
‘the SDS would pack up anyway because we had done our job with the
Vietnam Solidarity Campaign’.193
From the outset officers working undercover were issued with very few formal
instructions, nor were there any formal written policies or procedures
according to Roy Creamer. They were instructed not to take on roles as
agent provocateurs or occupy leading positions or persuade others to behave
in particular ways. They were also permitted to work without attending

Ibid., para 77-83
Ibid., para 11
192 Ibid., para 16, 18
193 Ibid., para 7
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10.7.

10.8.

10.9.

Scotland Yard so that they could dress as activists rather than members of
the Metropolitan Police Service. Secrecy was of paramount importance
according to Roy Creamer: officers were verbally briefed by Commanders
and senior officers in Special Branch to the effect ‘“we do not want the SDS
to get out” “do not create trouble” and “do not make waves”.’194
Officers at the SDS operated at the service of the Superintendent who would
tell them ‘what he wanted and what he did not want’. Officers chosen to work
within the SDS were chosen on the basis of their intelligence and ability to
show initiative. In Roy Creamer’s view management of the SDS was broadly
that of the rest of Special Branch “do your best lad and we will back you
up”.195
Roy Creamer expresses some scepticism as to the realisation of the aims of
the SDS because his view was that demonstrations were ad hoc and spur of
the moment and there was rarely any ‘deep-seated plan’ which involved the
use of violence. ‘When the Yard expected Special Branch to come up with
specific information, it was asking for the moon and this could not be done.
The SDS made an effort and did find out a lot of information. However, the
idea that the SDS would find out and reveal plans was wishful thinking, I
think’.196
Roy Creamer occupied a largely office-based role, undertaking research and
collating intelligence gathered by undercover officers and keeping an up-todate record and preparing written assessments for senior management.197
He worked closely with Conrad Dixon. He was not responsible for writing up
intelligence reports from individual officers, this was the preserve of William
Furner; he was concerned in the ‘overall vantage point’.198 His recollection
was that reporting from undercover officers was largely done by word of
mouth during almost daily meetings between Conrad Dixon and Riby Wilson
and officers. He is surprised by any suggestion that undercover officers
wrote their own intelligence reports. If they did, these reports were never
provided to Roy Creamer. He was told about any matters of importance
which had been reported by the undercover officers by Conrad Dixon and
then he and Conrad Dixon would discuss the information and Roy Creamer
would draft an appropriate report to provide to A8. This report would be

Ibid., para 12, 66
Ibid., para 28
196 Ibid., para 14
197 See UCPI0000014320 for an assessment containing a mixture of undercover reporting and general
contextual knowledge.
198 Report MPS-0731633 is signed by HN3093. At para 53 of his WS he expresses some surprise at this
since it would appear that the report is of a meeting attended by HN321. He suggests either that he was
asked to add additional information to a report written by an undercover officer, or that he is the author of the
report of a meeting attended by another, a task usually undertaken by William Furner. At para 59(ii) he
addresses another report (UCPI0000026382) signed by him but, he believes, not written by him.
194
195
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approved by Conrad Dixon and then stand as the report of the unit. A copy
would also be sent to the Home Office and the Security service if it was
important enough. No truly sensitive information was included in these
reports. The reports comprised a collation of information most of which was
publicly, if not widely, known, and information given to him by Conrad
Dixon.199200.
10.10. Roy Creamer also attended public meetings himself and wrote reports on
them but he attended them as he had done in his Special Branch role, not in
an undercover capacity; if he was asked a name at the meeting he might give
a false one and he might dress in a more scruffy manner. He can recall
attending a large meeting at Conway Hall, and meetings of Earls Court VSC
amongst others. He would attend any meeting at which major figures like
Tariq Ali were present. These meetings would also be attended by
undercover officers but it was not expected that these officers would write a
report of the meeting, Roy Creamer would write up the report on their behalf.
In his report he would not mention he presence of an undercover officer. 201
He does not believe he attended the VSC demonstration on 27 October 1968
and thinks he remained in the office.202
10.11. The expression ‘secret and reliable source’ which was used to head up
intelligence reports was an elastic phrase which could have a number of
different meanings: that the information came from a private informant, from
the Security Service or other government source, or from an SDS officer. He
can recall an occasion that an officer became aware of a shed in London
containing explosives. This kind of information would appear in a report as
coming from a ‘reliable source’.203
10.12. The information from the SDS was only one of the sources of information
available to A8. A8 also spoke to the organisers of the demonstrations about
numbers expected to attend demonstrations and had ways of ascertaining
how many buses of demonstrators may attend. The SDS provided the
political context for the information which A8 could derive from other sources.
Much of what he wrote in reports of meetings was an individual judgment,
rather than information that came from an informant. Attendance figures

HN3093 WS para 25, 30-39, 43
See Ibid., para 59 for HN3093’s comment on the reports signed by him.
201 Ibid., para 25, 68
202 But see MPS-0733954 which is a police telegram from DI Saunders to Chief Superintendent of Special
Branch, dated 27 October 1968 containing an account of an officer who is with a group of Anarchists who
are confronting the police. The report is signed by HN3093. We shall need to clarify who it was who was
with the group of anarchists.
203 HN3093 WS para 41
199
200
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10.13.

10.14.

10.15.

10.16.

10.17.

would have been taken from the information provided by demonstration
organisers to A8 and only corrected if the figure was blatantly incorrect.204
Roy Creamer describes SDS reporting during this period as ‘slap dash,
probably inefficient and wrong. I do not know what happened after I left the
SDS, but I gather that it improved and became more formal’.205
As an acknowledged repository of knowledge on the Anarchists and the left
wing, Roy Creamer agrees that he was an available source of information for
undercover officers to consult to learn more about different groups and which
might be more valuable sources of information. He had no role in tasking or
directing undercover officers however, this was the personal responsibility of
Conrad Dixon. He appears however that Roy Creamer had an advisory role
in this tasking due to his expertise in this area: ‘I told Conrad what should be
done and he tended to agree with me…I was concerned that we would not
waste our time with the wrong groups’. Roy Creamer indicates that there
were a number that fell into this category, including ‘those with Vanessa
Redgrave’ i.e. the WRP. Notwithstanding this assessment by Roy Creamer,
the WRP was subsequently infiltrated by the SDS by HN303 “Peter Collins”
and HN298 “Michael Scott” between 1973 and 1977.206
Roy Creamer has been depicted as a mentor by HN333. Roy Creamer
states that he had no official pastoral role but he would meet with the
undercover officers socially and would dispense what he calls ‘fatherly advice
like not taking drugs, not getting involved in mischief, not getting illnesses’.
He does not believe he ever attended the safe house207 but remembers an
anonymous pub where he would meet undercover officers.208
It appears to be Roy Creamer’s view that little was learned through the SDS
infiltration of VSC branches because there was nothing to learn. The value
was in the reassurance that there were ‘no hidden conspiracies anywhere
and nothing hidden going on; there was no suggestion amongst the groups,
for example that they were going to set fire to things or do anything
outrageous. This was reassuring’. Although the SDS kept the Security
Service apprised of ‘salient matters’ no clearly subversive activity was
found.209
Following his departure from the SDS, Roy Creamer does not believe he had
any further dealings with them. He states that it is difficult to know whether
he sought, received, used, disseminated intelligence from the SDS following

Ibid., para 39, 44
Ibid., para 46
206 Ibid., para 55-57. Note that Creamer’s assessment of the WRP accords with that set out in the Special
Branch Annual Reports.
207 This is contrary to HN333’s recollection who remembers chatting to HN3093 at the safehouse.
208 HN3093 WS para 13, 63-64
209 Ibid., para 19, 100-101
204
205
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his SDS posting and that it possible that he did. It appears that he was the
occasional recipient of SDS intelligence: an SDS report dated 7 October
1974210 regarding a public meeting of the London Committee of Communist
Federation of Britain (Marxist-Leninist) is marked ‘D/I Creamer to see’. Roy
Creamer explains that at this time he was in charge of the desk for left-wing
groups such as anarchists, communists, Maoists and fringe groups211
involved in assessing forthcoming demonstrations in London and this may
have been why he was sent this report. There are a series of reports in July
and then September 1977, a period during which Roy Creamer was serving
in C Squad, signed by HN34 Geoffrey Craft and countersigned by Roy
Creamer for the Chief Superintendent. Roy Creamer suggests that the
Senior officer may have been unavailable and that he simply signed these
reports as the most senior officer in the office.212
HN332 Detective Inspector in the Special Demonstration Squad July 1968 to mid-1969.
Head of the SDS September 1971 to February 1972
11. An analysis of documents obtained by the Inquiry, indicates that HN332 occupied a
management role in the SDS at its inception as a Detective Inspector. He is
attributed the duty ‘Poster Workshop’ in Annexe A of Penetration of Extremist
Groups. It would appear that he left the SDS sometime in mid-1969 returning to
become head of the unit as Chief Inspector in approximately September 1971,
succeeding DCI Saunders. He remained in the role until approximately February
1972213. HN332 was Chief Superintendent S Squad between December 1974 and
October 1975. In January 1975 he commissioned a documented history of the
Squad “before members of the original ‘Hairies’ memories fade”. He adds “in future
years it may help future SB historians”214. The note indicates that “only one copy will
be made – for obvious reasons”. The Inquiry have not been able to locate any such
document. Due to ill health, HN332 has not been able to provide a statement to the
Inquiry.
12. Our understanding is that of the SDS undercover officers whose cover identities are
not restricted, the following were deployed when HN332 was a Detective Inspector
on the SDS: HN318 Raymond Wilson, HN323 Helen Crampton, HN328 Joan Hillier,
HN331, HN327 David Fisher, HN329 “John Graham”, HN321 “William Paul Lewis”,
MPS-0737449
It would appear that HN3093 was serving with C Squad during this period.
212 HN3093 WS para 112. See reports UCPI0000017571, UCPI0000011136, UCPI0000011024,
UCPI0000011039, UCPI0000011055, UCPI0000011059, UCPI0000010997, UCPI0000011005.
213 MPS-0730219/18 and timeline DOC070
214 MPS-0724137
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HN330 “Don de Freitas”, HN334 “Margaret White”, HN335 Mike Tyrell, HN326
“Douglas Edwards” and HN333.
13. The following undercover officers were deployed whilst HN332 was Chief Inspector,
in charge of the SDS: HN338, HN339 “Stewart Goodman”, HN346 Jill Mosdell,
HN340 “Andy Bailey/Alan Nixon”, HN45 “David Robertson”, HN348 “Sandra”, HN298
“Michael Scott”, HN345 “Peter Fredericks”, HN342/299 “David Hughes”, HN343
“John Clinton” and HN68 “Sean Lynch”215. Of particular note:
14. During HN332’s tenure there were 5 female undercover officers; HN323 Helen
Crampton, HN328 John Hillier, HN334 “Margaret White”, HN346 Jill Mosdell and
HN348 “Sandra”. HN348 appears to be the first example of a female officer tasked
into a group in order to fit in, being deployed into a very small group interested in
campaigning for and promoting women’s rights.
14.1. HN339 “Stewart Goodman” became Treasurer of Lambeth branch of IS, a
very early example of an undercover officer achieving such a position. For
question will be how this developing practice was compatible with the
guidance provided that officers “must not take office in a group”216.
14.2. HN68 “Sean Lynch” was the first long term SDS deployment. He was
deployed when HN332 was both DI and CI in charge of the unit. HN68’s
reporting centres on groups involved in campaigning on matters relating to
the political situation in Northern Ireland.
14.2.1.
As Chief Inspector of the SDS, HN332 signed reports containing
the intelligence gathered by HN68 during his infiltration of Irish
campaign groups217. He also signed a number of reports into the
London Irish Solidarity Campaign218. It is not known whether he
attended meetings of this group, or he signed these reports on
behalf of another member of the SDS.
14.2.2.
The deployment into Irish groups appears to have been
considered sufficiently important for “Sean Lynch” to be kept in the
field for more than 4 years. For consideration will be to what
extent this deployment contributed to the decision to maintain the
SDS.
14.3. HN45 “David Robertson” is an early example of a longer SDS deployment
which spanned more than 2 years. During his deployment, HN45 was invited
to run Banner Books. In a memorandum to the Commander, dated 7
February 1972, HN332 sets out his wish that HN45 be allowed to temporarily
Deployed throughout this period whilst HN332 was both a DI and CI
WS para 46; Penetration of Extremist Groups MPS-0724119 page 6
217 See for example UCPI0000008136; MPS-0738310; MPS-0728445
218 See MPS-0738299; MPS-0738301; MPS-0738302
215
216
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assume this responsibility and gives four reasons: (a) to enhance HN45’s
legend; (b) to understand how the bookshop operated; (c) to obtain access to
the bookshop’s records and mailing list; and (d) to obtain a plan of and keys
to the buildings219. HN332’s document appears to evidence examples of the
sort of intelligence that the SDS was interested in and the reference to keys
seems to afford some corroboration to HN336’s account that he was asked to
take an impression of the keys to the IMG’s offices.
15. The most notable activities of the SDS during 1971, in the eyes of MPS senior
management, concerned the provision of intelligence relating to Sinn Fein with the
results accruing from the squad in the Irish field to be of “inestimable” value.
Commander Rodger states that the SDS had “enjoyed a very fruitful year in the
timely supply of intelligence not otherwise obtainable”, and HN332 should be
congratulated220.
16. DCI HN332’s own stated view of the SDS’s work (as set out in the 1971 Annual
Report) was that the most significant infiltration of an organisation was into Sinn Fein.
He describes that “Black Power”, and allied organisations remained an obvious
problem, remaining as targets that the SDS wished to infiltrate but had not been able
to. The arrival of a second female officer “added considerably to the Squad’s
flexibility and proved invaluable in the comparatively recent field of “Women’s
Liberation””. HN332 records that “The high proportion of single officers has helped to
reduce the inherent social problems encountered by this type of work”. The Inquiry
will be exploring to what extent the marital status of undercover officers was of
importance to the SDS and why221.
17. An analysis of the documents linked to HN332 give rise to the following observations:
17.1. There is some evidence in the documents related to HN332 at a very early
stage that his SDS work was not entirely related to undercover policing: on 4
September 1968 he reports information obtained from a “source of unknown
reliability” about the support to be given to the October Demonstration by the
International Socialists and the Young Liberals;222 on 5 September 1968 at
the behest of the Chief Superintendent of Special Branch he attended on
Lady Jane Birdwood (“well known to Special Branch for her anti-communist
views and activities”) together with Detective Inspector Riby Wilson, another
member of SDS management, to reassure her that the police were aware of

MPS-0730516
MPS-0730219/18-20
221 MPS-0728971
222 MPS-0738581
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17.2.

17.3.

17.4.

the October Demonstrations and taking them seriously223; on 13 September
he dealt with a report from the “Wanstead Crime Collator” of the recent thefts
of copper steralising drums and street electric light time-switches. The
information had been passed to the SDS because it was suspected that
these thefts had a connection to the forthcoming October Demonstrations224.
Also in the lead up to the 27 October 1968 demonstrations, there is an
example of intelligence being reported into the office via telegram. On 25
October 1968 a police constable provides information intended for DI HN332
concerning checks carried out on a camping site for foreign students. The
information is to be conveyed to CI Dixon by phone and CI TN39225
He, like other managers of this era did however undertake an undercover
role in the earlier part of his deployment.
17.3.1.
A report dated 16 September 1968 indicates that HN332
undertook a patrol of proposed site of meeting of Kilburn VSC
together with HN334, an undercover officer and author of the
report226.
17.3.2.
On 17 September 1968 HN332 is shown on a Routine Meeting
report as in attendance at a meeting of the VSC October 27 Ad
Hoc Committee at which the targets of the demonstration to be
held on 27 October 1968 were discussed227. Of the 250 people in
attendance 8 of them were SDS officer, 4 of whom occupied
managerial roles (HN325 CI Conrad Dixon; HN332; HN3093 Roy
Creamer; DI Saunders) and four of whom were field officers
(HN318 Raymond Wilson; HN327 David Fisher; HN329 “John
Graham”; HN218 Barry Moss)228.
17.3.3.
He attended a number of other VSC meetings, often with Chief
Inspector Dixon and HN329 in advance of the October
Demonstration229 and after the demonstration there are a number
of reports indicating that he attended meetings of the Camden
branch of the VSC alone230.
The intelligence reports in the bundle which are signed by HN332 as head of
the SDS show typical SDS intelligence reports crossing his desk. The
majority are countersigned by Chief Superintendent Saunders. For
example:

MPS-0738582
MPS-0738579
225 MPS-0730068
226 MPS-0738580
227 MPS-0738583
228 See summary in respect of HN329
229 8 MPS-0733973; MPS-0722099; MPS-0722099; MPS-0733952; MPS-0738435
230 UCPI0000007752; UCPI0000007766; UCPI000005800
223
224
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17.4.1.

17.4.2.

17.4.3.

17.4.4.

17.4.5.

17.4.6.
17.4.7.
17.4.8.

Nine reports dated between 13 September 1971 and 20
December 1971 concern the Terence Mc Sweeney Cumann of
London Sinn Fein. These generally relate to weekly meetings
attended by a small number of individuals and one to the AGM231.
Report on IMG attaching a leaflet232. Another report concerns
militant members of the IMG, called Red Defence Force, alleged
to have received training in unarmed combat233.
Six reports dated between 22 September 1971 and 16 November
1971 relate to the activities of NICRA including plans for a dance
and torchlit demonstration234.
Three reports deal with activities of the Lambeth and Croydon
branches of IS. Minute sheets show that reports were
disseminated to Security Service, Room 892 and DI Wilson. 235.
Six reports focus on the Irish Solidarity Campaign (ISC) whose
activities include assisting the AIL at a demonstration and
organising a party. The ISC did not at that time support the IRA’s
bombing campaign in England as it was felt that the group would
lose support of the working class236.
Two reports concern the Comhairle Ceantair of London Region of
Sinn Fein237.
Three reports dated 6 - 18 January 1972 relate to the Anti
Internment League238.
Undercover officer HN348 “Sandra” provides intelligence on the
activities of the Women’s Liberation Front (WLF), these include a
conference held in Skegness and discussion of the constitution239.

13 September 1971 MPS-0741375; 14 September 1971 MPS-0728438; 17 September 1971 MPS0728439; 28 September 1971 MPS-0728441; 22 October 1971 MPS-0728446; 16 November 1971 MPS0728448; 22 November 1971 MPS-0728449; 13 December 1971 MPS-0728457; 20 December 1971 MPS0728460
231

232
233

21 September 1971 UCPI0000007925
21 October 1971 UCPI0000015677 (HN338)

22 September 1971 UCPI0000016065; 11 October 1971 UCPI0000016068; 12 October 1971
UCPI0000016066; 14 October 1971 UCPI0000016067; November 1971 UCPI0000016070; 16 November
1971 UCPI0000008136
234

30 September 1971 MPS-0731832; 12 Oct 1971 MPS-0731834; 10 November 1971 MPS-0731843
(HN343)
235

8 October 1971 MPS-0738299; 13 October 1971 MPS-0738301; 29 October 1971 MPS-0738307; 11
November 1971 MPS-0738302; 2 December 1971 UCPI0000024754; 13 December 1971 UCPI0000007799
237 30 November 1971 MPS-0728451; 8 December 1971 MPS-0728453
238 MPS-0740355 MPS-0728802 MPS-0728803
236

239

13 December 1971 UCPI0000010932; 4 January 1972 UCPI0000010931
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17.4.9.

17.5.

Other reports in the bundle concern North London Red Circle, who
are recorded as encouraging pickets to become more militant240; a
talk by Dr Joshua Hall on “China Today”, of the 300 people
present the report describes “very orderly respectable looking
traditionally dressed men and women. However, there were some
fifty Chinese present plus a small hippy element”241; a sit in by
London Sinn Fein (Provisionals) and AIL including a male who is
said to be “clearly capable of being highly dangerous. He claims
to have been an Ardoyne freedom fighter and is fanatical in his
approach to Irish politics”242 and a meeting of the Notting Hill
Spartacus League at home of Piers Corbyn243.
Within HN332’s bundle there is one memorandum dated 31 December 1971,
sent to Commander Rodger requesting funds from the yearly SDS budget244.

HN3095 William Anthony Furner - back-office Detective Constable 1968 to 1970
18. HN3095 William Furner worked in the back-office management of the SDS from its
formation in 1968 to late 1970. He joined the Metropolitan Police in 1964. He had
only been in Special Branch for approximately six months before joining the SDS.245
He was part of the first group of officers brought on to assist the SDS at its
inception.246 He left the Metropolitan Police in 1970 after his posting on the SDS to
take a job at the Ministry of Defence.247 He has provided two witness statements to
the Inquiry – the first dated 1 October 2019248, the second dated 18 September
2020249. In conjunction with his first witness statement, he provided 15 photographs
to the Inquiry of members of the SDS and assisted in identifying the people
pictured.250 He has not been asked to provide oral evidence.
19. Of the undercover officers whose cover names are unrestricted, William’s period of
service overlapped with the following: HN68 “Sean Lynch”, HN218 Barry Moss

240

2 December 1971 UCPI0000008938; January 1972 UCPI0000008942

241

13 December 1971 UCPI0000014310

242

12 Oct 1971 MPS-0728445

243

21 January 1972 MPS-0732360

MPS-0724176
HN3095 WS para 6.
246 Ibid., para 10.
247 Ibid., para 64.
248 MPS-0741665, concerned with the identification of photographs
249 MPS-0747104
250 MPS-0741665
244
245
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(“Barry Morris”), HN318 Ray Wilson, HN323 Helen Crampton, HN328 Joan Hillier,
HN331, HN327 David Fisher, HN329 “John Graham”, HN321 “William Lewis”, HN335
Mike Tyrell, HN330 “Don de Freitas”, HN334 “Margaret White”, HN326 “Douglas
Edwards”, HN336 “Dick Epps” and HN135 Mike Ferguson.
20. Consideration of William Furner’s witness statements and documents associated with
him give rise to the following observations:
20.1. William Furner’s role was administrative.251 He describes his responsibilities
as checking rent books, checking and submitting officers’ diaries, and
ensuring expenses were paid.252 He did not play any part in tasking or
steering undercover officers in their deployment.253
20.2. Furner states in his witness statement that he was not involved in the filing or
writing up intelligence reports from the undercover officers.254 Despite this,
HN326 states that “the key recipient of intelligence in the office was Bill
Furner”255, and suggests that he was involved in collating and typing up
reports alongside HN3093 Roy Creamer. Creamer in turn says that:
“Reports on scribbled bits of paper did not come to me and I was not involved
in intelligence reporting or the writing of reports for undercover officers.
There were only two of us in the office, so Bill Furner must have dealt with
most of the scribbled bits of paper reports.”256 William Furner states that it
may have been HN1251 DI Phil Saunders who dealt with the bulk of paper
intelligence.257 It is ultimately unclear as to who in fact was responsible for
this aspect of management at the time.
20.3. William Furner states that he had done no undercover policing prior to joining
the SDS.258 Although his role was administrative, there were occasions
where he did attend meetings or demonstrations and reported back.259 This
appears to have been a practice undertaken occasionally by administrative
members of the Squad in the very early years of its existence.260 Furner
states that there would be occasions where he was asked to attend an event
as part of an audience and take notes or mingle with a crowd during

Appendix B to Penetration of Extremist Groups (MPS-0724119) states ‘D.C. Furner –
Clerical – Joining date 31.7.68 - Not involved operationally could remain longer than one year’.
252 HN3095 WS para 17.
253 Ibid., paras 22, 53.
254 Ibid., para 21.
255 HN326 WS para 224.
256 HN3093 WS para 36.
257 HN3095 WS para 34.
258 Ibid., para 7.
259 Ibid., para 12.
260 An example of such attendance can be found in document MPS-0738806, which reports on a routine
public meeting of the Notting Hill VSC attended by DC Furner, DS Fisher and DS Wilson.
251
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20.4.

20.5.
20.6.

20.7.

20.8.

demonstrations.261 He confirms in his witness statement that he did not join
any subversive organisations or use a cover identity at any point.262
William Furner states that a major part of his job was reading information
from the Security Service.263 It was his responsibility to go through
information provided by the Security Service on groups of common interest
between them and the SDS and extract and relevant details and file them.264
Despite this, he states that he had no direct contact or dealings with the
Security Service while on the SDS.265
William Furner also appears to have been involved in assisting senior
management with research requests.266
William Furner was based in Scotland Yard, though would attend the regular
safehouse meetings with the officers.267 He states that officers would provide
written and oral reporting at these meetings, and there would be general
discussion about who would attend specific meetings and demonstrations
based on the intelligence available.268 He notes that at the beginning of the
SDS, undercover officers might attend meetings at both the safehouse and
Scotland Yard, but that attendance at the Yard decreased over time as
deployments were underway and greater discretion was warranted.269
William Furner states that he reported directly to Conrad Dixon, the head of
the SDS, and Phil Saunders, the second-in-command who ran the back
office.270 He describes the SDS as not a ‘rank-conscious’ organisation, and
confirms that he had a lot of personal interactions with Conrad Dixon.271 His
closest working colleagues were Phil Saunders and Roy Creamer as they
were all posted in the office together.272 Phil Saunders was involved in
managing the SDS intelligence reports that came into the office and filtering
them to Dixon.273
William Furner worked closely with Roy Creamer in the back office. Their
dynamic is described by Creamer in his witness statement as follows:
“William Furner left the intellectual side to me and did the administrative

HN3095 WS para 55.
Ibid., paras 3, 12.
263 Ibid., para 52.
264 Ibid., para 18.
265 Ibid., para 58.
266 See Document MPS-0730781, a Minute Sheet regarding the 27 October 1968 demonstration includes a
note by HN325 Conrad Dixon for William Furner to ascertain the details of the registered owner of a vehicle
and submit a brief report. This request is then followed up in document MPS-0730788.
267 HN3095 WS para 26.
268 Ibid., para 21.
269 Ibid., para 42.
270 Ibid., paras 30, 34.
271 Ibid., para 33.
272 Ibid., para 34.
273 Ibid., para 34.
261
262
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work, passing on of messages, etc. He had been a Superintendent in the
Colonial Police Force so he was a very competent man, but he was very
modest. He came in late into the Branch and had not been to any political
meetings much. He would do any mundane jobs that needed to be done. I
don’t mean to put him down in this regard: he was later my boss at the
Ministry of Defence.”274 Furner appears to agree with this characterisation of
their respective roles, describing his own work as largely administrative while
stating that “Roy was a fount of all knowledge as far as the subversive leftwing organisations were concerned. Undercover officers would come to him
asking for advice and direction on these groups.”275
20.9. William Furner and Roy Creamer would man the SDS office and take calls
that came in of relevance to the SDS.276 Furner notes that he would sign
such documents to indicate that he was the one to have taken the report over
the telephone.277 If an undercover officer called the office directly, William
Furner states that he would have passed the phone to Phil Saunders to deal
with.278
20.10. In his witness statement, HN326 “Douglas Edwards” describes William
Furner as “the stalwart of the office”.279
20.11. With regards to senior management, William Furner remembers one
occasion where the Assistant Chief Commissioner (Crime) visited the SDS
before the 27 October 1968 demonstration.280 He also recalls that Conrad
Dixon had an interview with Jim Callaghan, the then Home Secretary, at least
once.281
PN1748 Riby Wilson (deceased). Detective Inspector in the Special Demonstration Squad
from July 1968 to May 1970.
21. PN1748 Riby Wilson is deceased. He joined the MPS on 9 January 1950 and was
transferred to Special Branch three years later. He was promoted to Sergeant in
February 1960, and to Detective Inspector in October 1965. Riby Wilson served as a
DI in the SDS from its genesis in July 1968 until May 1970282. He reached the
position of Detective Chief Superintendent before retiring in 1977 due to ill-health.
HN3093 WS para 83.
HN3095 WS para 32.
276 HN3093 WS para 31. Examples of this appear in documents MPS-0746537 and MPS-0746538
277 HN3095 WS para 56.
278 Ibid., para 21.
279 HN326 WS para 68.
280 HN3095 WS para 59.
281 Ibid., para 61.
282 ‘Penetration of Extremist Groups’ (dated 26 Nov 1968) shows that Wilson was a member of the SDS right
from the beginning. The last SDS report obtained by the Inquiry signed by Riby Wilson is dated 18 May
1970 – he signs as A/CI – see MPS-0736368
274
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22. Contemporaneous documentation shows that Riby Wilson worked under HN325
Chief Inspector Conrad Dixon and alongside HN332, and then with HN332’s
replacement HN1251 DI Phil Saunders. His back-office sergeants were HN3093 Roy
Creamer and then HN294. The evidence suggests he and Conrad Dixon shared
responsibility for recruiting officers into the first SDS unit. Roy Creamer recalls being
approached by the pair who told him they were starting the SDS and wanted him to
join283. He states that Riby Wilson and Conrad Dixon selected officers to join the unit
as “they knew everybody’s potential and weaknesses and could make fair decisions
about who would be suitable”284. In its early days the SDS had back-office constable
positions, held by HN3095 William Furner and HN328 Joan Hillier.
23. Amongst the undercover officers serving with the SDS during Wilson’s tenure were
HN68 “Sean Lynch”, HN135 Mike Ferguson, HN218 Barry Moss, HN318 Ray Wilson,
HN321 “William Lewis”, HN323 Helen Crampton, HN326 “Douglas Edwards”, HN327
Dave Fisher, HN329 “John Graham”, HN328 Joan Hillier, HN330 “Don de Freitas”,
HN331, HN333, HN334 “Margaret White”, HN335 Mike Tyrell, HN336 “Dick Epps”,
HN338, HN339 “Stewart Goodman”, HN346 Jill Mosdell and possibly HN45 “David
Robertson” and HN348 “Sandra”.
24. Officers who overlapped with Riby Wilson give contrasting accounts of his
personality. Roy Creamer describes him as “quite a forceful fellow” who could be
strict and was and “more like a sergeant major than an officer”285. HN329 “John
Graham”’s evidence supports this description. He recalls that Wilson tasked him to
go to a meeting which conflicted with one he’d been delegated to attend by a
member of his target group. When for that reason he objected to Wilson’s tasking,
Wilson gave HN329 an ultimatum either to attend his meeting, or to leave the SDS.
When he refused, Wilson sought approval from CSI Cunningham to have him
removed from the unit. His live evidence, in which he describes “the original group,
from Conrad Dixon down” as the “finest representatives of Special Branch” who
“were excellent officers who did exactly the proper job” suggests that he bears no illwill towards Riby Wilson. In contrast, HN3095 William Furner describes Riby Wilson
as “very free and easy” and as someone who “did not pull rank”286. HN326 “Douglas
Edwards” identifies Riby Wilson as one of his SDS managers and describes a “very
whimsical” liaison system in the unit, which lacked a formal chain of command.

HN3093 WS para 20
Ibid., para 24
285 Ibid., para 79
286 HN3095 WS para 36
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25. The bundle contains two photographs of the bespectacled Riby Wilson287.
26. The following observations arise from an analysis of the documents.
26.1. Before the SDS was set up, Riby Wilson wrote a report on the public order
implications of the participation by “aliens” in public demonstrations and of
the influence of such “aliens” on the anti-Vietnam war demonstration of 17
March 1968, which report the MPS Acting Commissioner sent to the Home
Secretary. In it he describes a “terrifying” technique used by the “German
contingent” at the march for overcoming police control, which involved
creating a “compact phalanx” by linking arms, holding back, and then
charging. He notes that “were such tactics to be adopted generally by
demonstrators, the number of police required to maintain effective control
would be greatly increased.288” It seems likely that these insights and
predictions, and his observation that the “militant factions of the extreme leftwing and their student supporters” showed a “complete disregard for public
order” became arguments for, and contributed to, the creation of the SDS.
26.2. In “Penetration of Extremist Groups” Conrad Dixon sets out the role of the DI
and the managerial structure of the SDS at its inception. He recommends
that the DIs, who are “best entrusted with supervision” work in a one-to-three
ratio to the undercover officers, and bear “special responsibility” for their own
three-man team289. As Riby Wilson’s signature appears on reports either
signed by Mike Ferguson or clearly emanating from him, it seems likely that
HN135 Mike Ferguson was in Riby Wilson’s three-man team. Wilson signs
reports from HN321 “William Lewis”, and HN335 Mike Tyrrell (in addition to
his completing a section of Tyrrell’s annual qualification report) which
suggests that these officers may also have been part of his three-man team.
26.3. In the same document, Conrad Dixon considers that the DIs can be
employed on “certain delicate assignments in groups where great experience
is required, on general enquiry and assessment duties, and as liaison officers
with the parallel organisation in the security service.” It is not clear whether
this entailed Riby Wilson attending meetings as a Special Branch officer, but
Roy Creamer is certain he did no undercover work, and this is supported by
the “not operational” designation by his name in ‘Penetration of Extremist
Groups’. Roy Creamer also recalls that Wilson was number three in charge
of the SDS but number two in charge of operations, and that he “roamed
around” more than Dixon290. HN3095 William Furner echoes this, stating that
DI Riby Wilson “would be out and about, sometimes in the office and
MPS-0735439 and MPS-0741663
MPS-0730078
289 MPS-0724119
290 HN3093 WS para 75
287
288
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26.4.

26.5.

26.6.

sometimes doing whatever he was doing with an organisation” and that
sometimes they would go out together. Roy Creamer can explain in
evidence whether Wilson “roamed around” as part of the “general enquiry”
and “assessment duties” outlined in 'Penetration of Extremist Groups’.
In ‘Penetration of Extremist Groups’ Wilson is named as responsible for
“Press and Informants”291. In his statement Roy Creamer comments on the
“Press” aspect, thus: “I think this must be poetic license; he must have done
more than that……I cannot remember us having any liaison with the press.
The rules at the time were that we had no contact with the press in the
branch and I cannot see why the rules would have been different for the
SDS”292. In slight contrast HN3095 William Furner recalls that although Riby
Wilson “dealt with the press”, he does not remember there being a “great
deal of interaction”. He refers to Riby Wilson dealing with specific information
on a potential incident relating to the press but was unaware of any general
liaison293. One report signed by Riby Wilson relates to a press conference
held by the VSC294 and could be an example of work that came under his
“Press” responsibilities.
The evidence suggests that in its infancy, when its sole focus was the
October 27 demonstration of 1968, the SDS used informants, a practice
discarded once the unit took permanent form and became concerned with
public order generally. Regarding the “informants” element of Riby Wilson’s
role identified in 'Penetration of Extremist Groups’, Roy Creamer states “I
agree with the informants aspect of this….I do not know the extent of SDS
interactions with informants. Such was its secrecy that you did not know who
had informants or what they did.295” HN3095 asserts that “[i]nformants were
the lifeblood of the SDS. I only ever met one. I did not know informants to
have been part of Riby’s role. Informants were not something you would
discuss for obvious reasons, so I do not know about the interaction the SDS
had with them.296”
Other documents in the bundle evidence Riby Wilson in a traditional
management role, being named as an onward recipient, or as a signatory, of
Special Branch or SDS reports. As with all founding SDS officers and
managers, his name first appears in relation to reporting on the VSC. He is
listed on a minute sheet alongside Conrad Dixon as an onward recipient of a
Special Branch report dated 19 August 1968 on proceedings at Marylebone

MPS-0724119
HN3093 WS para 79
293 HN3095 WS para 36
294 MPS-0742197 page 1
295 HN3093 WS para 79
296 HN3095 WS para 36
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26.7.

26.8.

Magistrates Court involving members of the VSC but arising from a nonpolitical incident297. Similarly, he appears alongside Conrad Dixon as an
onward recipient of a report from a sensitive source about a VSC branch
meeting, which is annotated “Supt ‘B Squad/CI Dixon for action”298.
The reporting signed by Riby Wilson shows the SDS gradually broadening its
scope beyond the VSC. The first few reports in the bundle relate to
upcoming demonstrations or to the abandonment of demonstrations and
provide some evidence of internal divisions within the VSC as the Vietnam
War apparently loses its potency as a cause, and activists turn their attention
to trade union legislation299. As Acting Chief Inspector he signs reports from
SDS officers on meetings of groups with members or aims in common with
the VSC, such as a private meeting of the Maoist British Vietnam Solidarity
Front300, and the International Marxist Group301. SDS reports signed by Riby
Wilson also suggest a growing interest in intelligence on groups sympathetic
to Irish republicanism, such as one on an IMG summer camp at which a
speaker endorses acceptance of the Irish people’s freedom to choose their
own way of fighting imperialism, even if that means the civil rights movement
in Ireland using “armed self-defence against the Police “B” Specials” or
blowing up water installations302. He also signs a report from HN135 Mike
Ferguson on a meeting of the Islington Branch of the Irish Solidarity
Campaign, attended by Gerry Lawless 303.
Documents in the bundle appear to show Wilson collating intelligence from
SDS sources, which Roy Creamer suggests officers submitted orally during
their near-daily contact with Wilson and/or Dixon304. The reports in his name
include a one-page report on the VSC abandoning plans for a May 1st
demonstration and which contains sensitive information on the organising
secretary of the Provisional Action Committee having a nervous
breakdown305, and a detailed three-page report dated 10 April 1970 on an
alleged plan by the Stop the Seventy Tour (STST) group to distribute to
activists 25,000 small, metal mirrors to shine into the faces of cricketers
during matches between Britain and South Africa306. This seems to be an
example of the SDS assisting Special Branch with its task, assigned by the

MPS-0722098/184
MPS-0722099 page 7
299 See MPS-0731635 and UCPI0000005798
300 MPS-0736470 page 1, MPS-0732689 page 1
301 MPS-0731635 page 1
302 UCPI0000007885
303 UCPI0000008615 page 1
304 HN3093 WS para 37
305 UCPI0000005798
306 MPS-0736221
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26.9.

26.10.

Home Office on the 2 March 1970, to collect, assess and disseminate
information on the STST and its associated organisations307.
Riby Wilson authored a long report on the large Anti-Apartheid demonstration
of 25 October 1970 in Trafalgar Square308, a summary of which appears in
the Special Branch Annual Report for that year309, and which post-dates his
departure from the SDS. This raises a question about the provenance of the
intelligence in the report. Did HN135 Mike Ferguson continue to send Wilson
intelligence after the latter left the SDS? Was this report the combined
product of officers working across Special Branch? In it he describes the
crowd associated with the Anti-Apartheid demonstration as “largely peaceful”
but records the actions of a small group of Maoists who attacked a police
cordon outside Canada House, and disorder which took place outside the
offices of Hawker Siddeley after the demonstration, with 65 arrests made
over the course of the day.
A document shows that Wilson was partly responsible for SDS officers’
annual qualification reports. In a positive report for HN335 Riby Wilson is
deliberately vague about the nature of his role, which illustrates the level of
secrecy at which the SDS operated310.

HN1251 Phil Saunders (deceased) Detective Inspector and second in command in the
SDS from July 1968. Head of the SDS between November 1969 and August 1971.
27. Phil Saunders HN1251 is deceased. He joined the SDS at its inception as Detective
Inspector of the unit and second in command to HN325 Chief Inspector Dixon. He
became head of the unit by November 1969 and was promoted to Chief Inspector in
early 1970. In August 1971 he was succeeded by HN332 and went on to become a
Chief Superintendent of Special Branch.
28. Contemporaneous documentation shows that when he joined the SDS he was one of
three Detective Inspectors in the unit, along with PN1748 Riby Wilson and HN332.
This top-heavy structure was short-lived, and when Saunders was promoted to DI in
March 1970, HN294 (who was promoted at the same time) became the unit’s only DI.
During his time in the SDS, Phil Saunders worked with back-office constables
HN3095 William Furner and HN328 Joan Hillier, although the position effectively
became obsolete a few months after he took over as DCI. The sergeants who
worked under Phil Saunders were HN3093 Roy Creamer, then HN294 until his
Special Branch Annual Report 1970 MPS-0747835/28
MPS-0742860
309 Special Branch Annual Report 1970 MPS-0747835/31
310 MPS-0739154
307
308
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promotion, then HN103 David Smith. He, like other managers during this very early
stage of SDS operations attended activist meetings alongside his managerial role.
29. Amongst the undercover officers serving with the SDS during Phil Saunders’s tenure
were HN45 “David Robertson”, HN68 “Sean Lynch”, HN135 Mike Ferguson, HN218
Barry Moss, HN298 “Michael Scott”, HN318 Ray Wilson, HN321 “William Lewis”,
HN323 Helen Crampton, HN326 “Douglas Edwards”, HN327 Dave Fisher, HN328
Joan Hillier, HN329 “John Graham”, HN330 “Don de Frietas”, HN331, HN333, HN334
“Margaret White”, HN335 Mike Tyrell, HN336 “Dick Epps”, HN338, HN339 “Stewart
Goodman”, HN340 “Andy Bailey/Alan Nixon”, HN342/HN299 “David Hughes”, HN343
“John Clinton”, HN345 “Peter Fredericks”, HN346 Jill Mosdell, HN347 “Alex Sloan”,
and HN348 “Sandra”.
30. Phil Saunders tenure as an SDS manager was the subject of detailed analysis in
paragraphs 68 to 69 of the second appendix to Counsel to the Inquiry’s Opening
Statement for T1P1, which is equally relevant to T1P3.311 Those paragraphs are not
repeated here. The analysis that follows builds on those paragraphs with a
consideration of documents and evidence which was not part of the T1P1 bundle.
31. No doubt building on his experience as Dixon’s deputy in 1968, during his period in
charge of the unit Saunders oversaw the SDS’ development away from its limited early
focus into to a unit which obtained reporting on more general left wing and Irish
groups.
32. He also secured its continuation. A clear theme within the first two SDS Annual
Reports (which he authored) is the question of the continuation of the unit after the
demonstration for which it was first established. In this regard the minutes relating to
the Annual Reports demonstrate efforts to secure funding for the unit and show senior
management trying to pre-empt and to counter possible government objections to the
unit’s continued operation. For example, in a minute dated 23 May 1969 (before
Saunders took charge), when the unit was considered to be a temporary entity, HN151
Commander Ferguson Smith writes:
“The HO view may be that exceptional methods, as practised by the Squad, are
only justified in special circumstances when the importance of the product
outweighs the political danger run by the Govt should its existence and methods of
operation be officially exposed. This, of course, is a matter for the Home Office and
the Government. From our point of view all I can say is that the exercise of is
exceptional value to SB, and I am quite confident that our Uniform colleagues would
311

Counsel to the Inquiry's Opening Statement (ucpi.org.uk)
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wholeheartedly agree that their task is made easier through the type of quality
information they are being provided with by the Squad.”312
33. The case for the continuance of the SDS notwithstanding the decrease in public
disorder is made in the 1969 Annual Report. Phil Saunders sets out the SDS
operational position as follows:
“Following the October 27th Vietnam Demonstration it was decided that the Squad
should continue to operate but within a broader spectrum of the political extremist
left-wing. The difficulties were foreseeable and proved by events. The Vietnam
issue which briefly united the extremist factions appear, temporarily at least, to have
lost its appeal and to date no alternative unifying cause has been found. None of
the potentially troublesome groups has been able to rally significant support for the
various issues they have raised and a feeling of frustration and even lethargy is
evident amongst them. It is known that the absence of serious public disorder is in
part due to the increased efficiency of police, both in obtaining advanced
information of potentially disorderly demonstrations and in handling them on the
day.
Be that as it may, the task of anticipating which of the factions might well be
successful in fermenting disorder, in sufficient time to penetrate them, has been the
preoccupation of the Squad.”
34. The objections anticipated by Commander Smith clearly did not materialise, because
a minute dated 26 January 1970 marks the first time the unit receives funding for an
entire year rather than six months only313. Even though senior officers in the minutes
acknowledge a diminution in protest activity, they cite nervousness about a possible
resurgence, the practical difficulties of reconvening a unit afresh and a sense that the
unit thus far has proved its worth as reasons for its continuance.
35. In the 1970 report dated 18 November 1970 DCI Saunders appears to signal the
operational need to move away from the recommendation set out in “Penetration of
Extremist Groups” of deployments of 12 months maximum period: “the surveillance of
established organisations, once penetration has been achieved, depends mainly on
the skill of the officer but those groups which mushroom in response to topical
matters often present but brief opportunities for infiltration which can only be seized if
a suitably “qualified” officer is available – this, of course is a problem in recruitment
and administration. It is accepted that the longer an officer serves in this field the
312
313
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greater is his product but it is a fact that only one of the original officers on the Squad
remains – due to the progress of the others in their careers and the influence of their
domestic duties”.
36. The officers (and managers) who served with Phil Saunders, and who mention him in
their written and/or oral evidence, do so in a positive way, and he comes across as
an easy-going, good-natured man. Roy Creamer states that despite Saunders’
superior rank they were “pals”314. Similarly, William Furner who worked with Phil
Saunders in the SDS office, describes him as “very free and easy” and recalls that
their interactions were very good315. HN336 “Dick Epps” describes Phil Saunders in
glowing terms316 and HN339 “Stewart Goodman” describes Phil Saunders (and
HN294) as “shrewd, experienced men who we respected.”317
37. Several officers recall an informal unit with no rigid hierarchy318, with everyone using
forenames319, and Conrad Dixon and Phil Saunders attending activist meetings
alongside UCOs320 (which is supported by some contemporaneous reporting). This
adds to a picture of the SDS in this early period as lacking in the division of roles and
routine which became part of its later organisation.
38. In respect of Phil Saunders’ SDS duties, Roy Creamer recalls that he may have been
involved in arranging accommodation321. William Furner, who served with Saunders
on the SDS for much longer, describes Phil Saunders as “the kingpin” and “go-to”
man who ran the SDS office322, and recalls passing the telephone to Phil Saunders
when undercover officers rang in. He thinks that Phil Saunders was involved in
writing up intelligence reports which were then passed up to Conrad Dixon323.
39. In very early days of the SDS, HN218 Barry Moss recalls talking to either Conrad
Dixon or Phil Saunders (who he describes as “somewhat interchangeable as
managers”324) about what he had been doing325, and says the unit did not really have
the formal meetings which became part of SDS operation later. Some SDS officers
who joined a little later also recall weekly, or more frequent round-table meetings at
HN3095 WS para 78
Ibid., para 34
316 HN336 WS para 142
317 HN339 WS para 15
318 See for example HN218 WS para 73, HN329 WS para 62, HN339 WS para 49
319 HN3093 para 34
320 ie HN218 WS para 73
321 HN3093 WS para 78
322 HN3095 WS para 34
323 HN3095 WS para 21
324 HN218 WS para 73
325 Ibid., para 75
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the SDS flat, at which either or both Phil Saunders and Conrad Dixon would be
present326, and from which he would sometimes take officers’ hand-written reports
back to Scotland Yard to be typed up327.
40. HN340 ”Andy Bailey/Alan Nixon” suggests that both HN294 and Phil Saunders would
also meet up with field officers outside of the safe house meetings328.
41. Several officers recall Phil Saunders recruiting them to the SDS329, and describe the
process as “very casual”, and “fairly informal“330.
42. Some officers recall being tasked verbally by Phil Saunders and/or HN294 and that
the overall objective was understood to be the provision of useful intelligence about
demonstrations and people who were believed to be subversive 331.
43. Regarding SDS emergencies, former UCOs portray Phil Saunders as a sympathetic
problem-solver. On an occasion when an SDS colleague was arrested, HN326
“Douglas Edwards” recalls Phil Saunders sorting it all out332.
44. HN336 “Dick Epps” recalls Phil Saunders telling him that a telephone intercept had
overheard Tariq Ali saying that HN336 “Dick Epps” was a reformist, rather than a
revolutionary, and that he would be challenged at the next meeting. After that
meeting, at which the IMG bought him several pints and questioned his politics, an
inebriated HN336 met up with Phil Saunders and another officer. Unsettled by the
IMG grilling, HN336 recalls an appraisal with Phil Saunders soon after at which he
said he wanted to withdraw, and that Phil Saunders was in “sympathetic
agreement”333.
45. At the court proceedings arising from HN339 “Stewart Goodman” crashing his
unmarked police car into a tree and being charged with driving without due care and
attention, HN339 has a vague recollection of Phil Saunders telling him that he had
informed the magistrates in private that he was a UCO334.

HN333 WS para 51, HN348 WS para 114
HN326 WS para 72, 224
328 HN343 WS para 31
329 HN340 WS para, HN343 WS para 26
330 MPS-0738584/6 para 18, MPS-0740414/5 para 13
331 HN339 WS para 36, HN343 WS para 76, HN348 WS para 37
332 HN326 WS para 201
333 HN326 WS para 138
334 HN339 WS para 68
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HN294 (deceased). Detective Sergeant in the Special Demonstration Squad January
1969, Detective Inspector March 1970, DCI November 1972 to March 1974.
46. HN294 is deceased. There is a restriction on the publication of his real name335 He
joined the SDS as a DS in January 1969 and in March 1970 he was promoted to DI.
By March 1972 he was signing documents as the Acting Chief Inspector for the
SDS336 and in November of that year he was promoted to the role proper. He left the
squad in March 1974.
47. HN294’s service in the SDS, as it was understood through documents associated
with him, was summarised in the Annexe to the Inquiry’s Opening statement for the
T1P1 hearing. The following amalgamates that analysis with additional documents
which appear in his T1P3 bundle.337
48. Contemporaneous documentation shows that when he joined as an SDS Sergeant
HN294 worked under HN325 CI Conrad Dixon, and Detective Inspectors PN1748
Riby Wilson and HN1251 Phil Saunders. He worked briefly with HN3093 Roy
Creamer and back-office constable HN328 Joan Hillier, both of whom had left the
SDS by June 1969, and he served with back-office constable HN3095 William Furner
for around a year and a half. In March 1970 HN1251 Phil Saunders was promoted
from DI to DCI of the SDS, and HN294 replaced him as SDS DI. HN332 then took
over as DI in August 1971 when Phil Saunders left the unit. HN2401 Tony
Greenslade worked in the unit for a short period during which HN294 was promoted
from DI to DCI.
49. Amongst the undercover officers serving with the SDS during HN294’s tenure were
HN45 “David Robertson”, HN68 “Sean Lynch”, HN135 Mike Ferguson, HN298
“Michael Scott”, HN301 “Bob Stubbs”, HN303 “Peter Collins”, HN321 “William Lewis”,
HN326 “Douglas Edwards”, HN329 “John Graham”, HN335 Mike Tyrell, HN336 “Dick
Epps”, HN338, HN339 “Stewart Goodman”, HN340 “Andy Bailey/Alan Nixon”, HN342
aka HN299 “David Hughes”, HN343 “John Clinton”, HN344 “Ian Cameron”, HN345
“Peter Fredericks”, HN346 Jill Mosdell, HN347 “Alex Sloan”, and HN348 “Sandra”.
50. HN294 signs off the 1972 (dated 14 February 1972) and 1973 (dated 6 March 1974)
Annual Reports338 and they may reveal something of his outlook and priorities. A
costed proposal339 in the 1972 report to replace the then current SDS transport
https://www.ucpi.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/20171205-anonymity-ruling-SD-Dec-2017.pdf
MPS-0730581
337 See para 72-73 Counsel to the Inquiry's Opening Statement (ucpi.org.uk)
338 MPS-0728970, MPS-0728975
339 MPS-0728970 pages 1-5
335
336
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arrangement (which consisted of a small pool of suspiciously new hire vehicles
shared between officers) with a system whereby each officer has their own car,
shows initiative and foresight. In addition to the increased security for officers and for
the operation that the new system provided, SDS officers have attested that they
were able to use their cover vehicles for protest activity (such as transporting
placards and fly posters and taking activists to protests around London and
elsewhere) and in this way to become trusted and valued members of their target
groups.
51. In advocating for the unit, HN294 sets out the departments which “the SDS was
formed to serve” and in addition to the Security Service, A Squad and Special
Branch, he identifies contributions from the SDS as having assisted Special Branch
and CID with the detection and prosecution of a “number of extremist criminals”. As
a secret unit, the SDS was not concerned with providing evidence for prosecutions,
and it seems that this may be an oblique reference to the SDS having assisted with
the identification of Noel Jenkinson as the perpetrator of the Aldershot bombing in
1972340.
52. In both reports HN294 provides only a brief analysis of the public order scene. In the
1971 report, he ascribes this to the report’s temporal proximity to the 1970 report341,
the result of an alignment of the unit’s financial year with that “of the rest of the force”.
Although the cataclysm of “Bloody Sunday” occurs in the period between the reports,
the relative brevity and tone of HN294’s reference to it seems rather to downplay its
significance. He writes: “In February, following the “Derry massacre” a demonstration
in Whitehall prompted the most militant outburst of the year and resulted in several
arrests. It underlined the lesson police have learned in recent years – that a demo
held about a week after an emotive event, though small, is likely to be violent.342” In
the 1973 report, HN294 argues that the comprehensive nature of the Special Branch
Annual Report for that year obviates the need for him to provide a “too detailed”
analysis of the public order scene. This, in conjunction with other documents in the
bundle, may suggest that HN294 was more focussed on the practicalities of the dayto-day running of the unit, on security measures and finances343, than in engaging in
a holistic strategic review of its targets and of the public order landscape generally.

HN34 first WS para 13
The 1971 SDS Annual Report is dated 18/11/1971, and the 1972 SDS Annual Report, 14 February 1973,
so there are only three months between them.
342 MPS-0728970/11 para 11
343 See HN294’s requests for instalments of the SDS budget – MPS-0724153, or for additional finance when
the unit appears to have slightly exceeded its budget – MPS-0724166
340
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53. HN294 also reveals a tendency to take a cynical view of protest activity. In the 1972
report, for example, in relation to the International Socialists’ involvement in industrial
disputes, he writes “[t]he disturbing implications are that whilst such extremists justify
their intervention in industrial disputes on the grounds of showing solidarity with the
workers, it is never their intention to assist in resolving the disputes, but to
exacerbate them and the massive demonstrations the trades unions can conjure up
provide ideal cover.344” Similarly, he portrays the “Irish groups“ thus: “…the various
series of bombings in London and elsewhere appeared to numb the Irish groups into
temporary inactivity. They recovered, however, as soon as they had some “moral”
cause to espouse, eg the trials and treatment of persons arrested for causing the
explosions….”.
54. The reports also reveal the high proportion of SDS officers in 1972 and 1973
withdrawn from the field for security reasons, which might explain Rollo Watts’
assurances, in minutes addressed to the Deputy Assistant Commissioner, about
SDS security345. Although the 1972 report refers to four officers being withdrawn for
security reasons and the 1973 report notes that “the unfortunate appearance in the
extremist field of a [member of the public necessitated the immediate withdrawal of
two women detective constables]”, a reference to Jill Mosdell and HN348 “Sandra”
being withdrawn following HN45 “David Robertson”’s compromise by “Ethel”, an
analysis of the documentation suggests that the four withdrawals referenced in the
reports are the same ones , and probably include HN347 “Alex Sloan”, withdrawn in
1971 after two members of the INLSF accused him of being a “pig”. As HN294 was
SDS DCI when HN45 “David Robertson” was compromised, he is likely to have been
instrumental in the decision to withdraw HN348 “Sandra” and Jill Mosdell on a
precautionary basis, which shows the importance he placed on the security of the
operation and of the officers concerned.
55. The UCOs’ evidence suggests that they had regular contact with HN294 by phone
and at the safe house meetings346 where officers were generally tasked by DCI

MPS-0728970/12 para 16
MPS-0730219/22 -at minute 77, para 3, dated 19/2/1973–, Rollo Watts writes “DI HN294 acknowledges
the areas of vulnerability from a security standpoint which are present in an undertaking of this nature (para
17 et seq). I am confident that all the officers are aware of the potential dangers and the need for the utmost
prudence in all their operational activities and I am satisfied that everything possible is done to reduce the
risk of detection or embarrassment to minimal level”.
In the same document, page 25, minute 84, para 3, he writes: “CI HN294 fully appreciates that security is of
paramount importance and this is borne out by the absence of adverse publicity since the creation of the
Squad in 1968 (paras 20-24). I am glad to note that this aspect is under constant review as a matter of
routine and am confident that this will continue to be the case.”
346 HN326 WS para 72, HN45 WS para 92
344
345
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Saunders or HN294347, and where HN45 “David Roberson” states that HN294 and
Phil Saunders were sometimes present when UCOs discussed matters between
them348. Officers describe an informal, non-hierarchical culture under HN294 and
Phil Saunders349, with one officer stating that the DI and DCI essentially performed
the same role350. Regarding HN294’s management skills the views are mixed;
HN3095 William Furner remembers his relaxed management style whereas HN2401
Anthony Greenslade, who was in the unit later when HN294 was promoted to DCI,
describes him as “not very good at management” and as the SDS “king pin” who ran
the unit almost as a “fiefdom”351. On a personal level, HN340 “Andy Bailey/Alan
Nixon” recalls getting on very well with HN294352 and William Furner describes him
as a Geordie with a “great sense of humour”353. In a meeting note a Security Service
officer describes him as “personally friendly”354.
56. The following observations arise from an analysis of the documents associated with
HN294:
56.1. A very small number of documents have been seen by the Inquiry relating to
HN294’s period in the SDS as a Detective Sergeant. Examples are a minute
sheet dated September 1969 praising his report on the subject of the
International Socialists involvement in Northern Irish Affairs355 another is a
report dated 9 December 1969 relating to the prospective travel of
Abhimanyu Manchanda356. It is not known if the existence of these reports
indicate that HN294 undertook an undercover role alongside his managerial
role.
56.2. HN294 sent a number of police telegrams disseminating intelligence derived
from SDS field officers to Special Branch357.
HN343 WS para 76 “During my deployment, I was generally tasked at the weekly meeting that all
undercover officers would attend. Tasking was always communicated to me verbally. I would have a
discussion with either Phil Saunders or HN294 at that meeting about what I had been doing that week and
would be told if there were any upcoming demonstrations or anything of that sort that they would be
interested in having more information about IS involvement with.”
348 MPS-0741095 para 41
349 HN45 WS para 90 states that when he was a UCO DCI Saunders was in charge and HN294 was the DI.
He thinks they were both in charge the whole time he was out in the field but it was a “pretty loose hierarchy
and it was all very informal”; HN326 WS para 66: “as far as I was concerned, there was no real chain of
command. There certainly was no formal chain of command or hierarchy as usually exists in policing; it was
a much looser system of liaison in the SDS. It was very whimsical. My liaisons in the office, for want of a
better word, were Phil Saunders, Roy Creamer, William Furner, HN294, Riby Wilson and Dave Smith”.
350 HN336 WS para 142: “The DI throughout my time in the unit was HN294. Although the DCI was in
charge, there was no strict chain of command. We would get guidance from both of the supervising officers,
and generally they would fulfil the same role.”
351 HN2401 WS para 9
352 HN340 WS para 122
353 HN3095 WS para 43
354 UCPI0000030050
355 MPS-0736122
356 MPS-0739232
357 MPS-0739327; MPS-0732633
347
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56.3.

56.4.

HN294’s tenure coincided with an intensification of the Troubles and of IRA
activity in the UK and Ireland, and the volume of reporting in his bundle on
groups linked to Irish republicanism reflects what must have been a high
demand for intelligence on this topic. HN294 as DI signs off a report from
HN340 “Andy Bailey/Alan Nixon” on a meeting of the Irish Solidarity
Campaign (which was believed by Special Branch to be synonymous with the
IMG) which occurs two weeks after the Aldershot bombing, for which some
attendees are reported to have voiced support, endorsing the ISC’s “Victory
to the IRA” as “the only correct line to be taken by revolutionaries”. HN340
“Andy Bailey/Alan Nixon” reporting also refers to police raids on the homes of
ISC members358, and records antipathy between left-wing groups arising
from differing attitudes to Irish republican violence, with ISC members
apparently irritated by negative comments about Aldershot in a then recent
edition of Socialist Worker which conflicted with International Socialist
declarations of support for the IRA at a meeting two weeks previously359. An
IS delegate at an AIL conference in October 1972 displays a similar
ambivalence when he expresses unconditional support for IRA “atrocities”,
although his comrade’s reported efforts to correct the “gaffe” and to reassert
the group’s support for Provisional actions in the six counties, suggests that
this was the group’s position at the time.
HN294’s bundle contains several reports from different officers on the
activities of the Anti-Internment League360, a group formed after the
introduction of internment in August 1971361 and which saw rapid growth
during HN294’s SDS tenure362. Although Commander Rodger states in a
meeting with the Security Service in January 1972 that the “limited effective
life” of the group meant that coverage from a peripheral source was
adequate363, the documents suggest that HN301 “Bob Stubbs” infiltrated the
Hammersmith and Fulham branch of the group a few months later364, a
tasking decision in which DI HN294 must have had a part. Despite the group

UCPI000008501
UCPI000008500
360 See for example MPS-0728841 from HN344, MPS-0728847 from HN301, MPS-0728855 signed by
HN294, MPS-0728862 signed by HN294, MPS-0728860 signed by HN294, MPS-0739269 signed by HN294
but HN244’s cover name is in the appendix, MPS-0728913 from HN301 (at which an ISC member berates
AIL for attitude to IRA, MPS-0739282 signed by HN294, MPS-0728933 from HN301 whose cover name is in
the appendix, MPS-0728836 from HN298, MPS-0728867 from HN301, MPS-0728859 from HN343,
UCPI0000008034 from HN301
361 See for example MPS-0728841, MPS-0728847, MPS-0728855, MPS-0728862, MPS-0728860, MPS0739269, MPS-0728913 (at which an ISC member berates the AIL for its attitude to the IRA, MPS-0739282,
MPS-0728933, MPS-0728836, MPS-0728867, MPS-0728859, UCPI0000008034
362 See para 8, UCPI0000007945, in which the AIL’s John Gray states that over a period of three months the
number of AIL branches has grown from 16 to 36.
363 UCPI0000030066/2 para 5
364 MPS-0728847
358
359
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56.5.

56.6.

leadership encouraging members to be unified in their common purpose and
for factional differences to be put aside, the reports appear to chart its
gradual capture by the IMG365, a group which was perceived to align itself
more with the Provisional than the Official branch of the Republican
movement366.
HN294 oversaw HN68 “Sean Lynch”’s rise in the London Provisional Sinn
Fein hierarchy, from his early forays into the Terence McSwiney cumann
(which in his early reports he misspells “Terence McSweeney” 367, perhaps
betraying his unfamiliarity with this hero of the republican movement) to his
election as a delegate to the Comhairle Ceanntair368. A document in the
bundle shows that HN68’s intelligence on planned pickets by members of
Provisional Sinn Fein369 was escalated to the Commander Special Branch,
who passed it onto Commander A8, an indication that senior management
considered it to be valuable.370 HN294 signs off other reports from HN68
which contain information of note, such as his cumann sending money to the
IRA in Dublin371, the secretary of the Comhairle Ceanntair of London Sinn
Fein (Provisionals) travelling to Ireland to take part in the armed struggle in
Ulster372, and a detailed report on a meeting of the Comhairle Ceanntair with
only 15 attendees373 in which he records antagonism between the Provisional
and Official factions of Sinn Fein, that “Sean Lynch” (his cover identity)
proposed that someone should be chairman of the committee and that this
was unanimously agreed. This raises a question about HN294’s oversight of
the extent to which his undercover officers participated in the meetings of
groups they infiltrated, and the attendant risks of influencing the direction or
policies of those groups.
Documents in the bundle give a sense of the relationship between the
Security Service and the SDS during HN294’s tenure. Minutes by HN103
David Smith from a January 1972 meeting at New Scotland Yard between
the Security Service and senior Special Branch and SDS officers, including
Commander Matt Rodger, HN294 and HN325 Chief Superintendent Dixon,
show the organisations working together to examine their collective coverage
of “extreme left-wing groups in London” to identify gaps and areas of overlap.
The minutes record the professed value of the meeting to both sides and

MPS-0728845 para 18, MPS-0728864
MPS-0739324/3 para 10
367 MPS-0728852
368 MPS-0739324
369 MPS-0728852/4
370 MPS-0728852/3
371 MPS-0728648
372 MPS-0740006
373 MPS-0739324
365
366
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56.7.

56.8.

plans for another one374. Subsequent notes of meetings (from Security
Service sources) attended by HN294 suggest that the arrangement became
less formal, with meetings held at Security Service premises, and with fewer,
and progressively less senior, Special Branch attendees375. The Security
Service meeting notes suggest a slight shift in the dynamic and some friction
between the parties, with the Security Service branding as “excuses” the
reasons given by Chief Superintendent Rollo Watts and DCI HN294 for not
using MPSB officers as talent spotters for Security Service agents in
London376, and a slightly critical description of HN294 as “entirely engrossed
in the affairs of the “hairy” squad”377.
At the January 1972 meeting with the Security Service the SDS identify the
Young Liberals as a possible target group, a suggestion in which Security
Service attendees are recorded as expressing interest. Another document in
the bundle shows that the idea crystallises into HN298 “Mike Scott” infiltrating
the group and attending meetings in the Hains’ family home, with Peter
Hain’s teenage sisters present378. The tasking brings him into the orbit of the
anti-apartheid campaigners and core participants Ernest Rodker and
Jonathan Rosenhead with whom, inter alia, he was arrested at the Star and
Garter on 12 May 1972. In a memo to Commander Operations relating to the
incident HN294 reports that HN298 went to Ernest Rodker’s address (to
discuss the plans for the Star and Garter protest) having rung Peter Hain’s
home and been advised by Peter Hain’s mother that he should “go forthwith
to (redacted) Rumbold Road” if he were interested in doing something
positive. This detail is vigorously disputed by Lord Peter Hain, who describes
it as “so unlikely as to be inconceivable” given that his mother, who had lived
under constant surveillance by the apartheid police, “was incredibly careful
about what she said on the phone”379.
HN294 sought advice about the course to take from the Commander
Operations Special Branch:
“…[HN298] was left with a difficult decision: whether on learning of the
extremists plan, to withdraw and inform me so that counter-measures could
be taken, which would almost certainly have exposed him at the very least as
a police informant, or to go along with them in the hope that he would learn
more of what seems to be a new combination of extremists. He chose to do

UCPI0000030066/3
UCPI0000030049, UCPI0000030050
376 UCPI0000030049, para 7
377 UCPI0000030050 para 5
378 UCPI0000008240
379 See Lord Hain’s transcript from TIPI, page 116, line 25, pages 117, lines 1-14
374
375
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the latter….the decision on which I should be obliged for your guidance is
whether [HN298] should continue his attempt to learn more of them. To do
this he will probably have to apply, as they are doing, for legal aid and attend
meetings with all those arrested to discuss tactics etc. Whilst I am
reasonably confident that [HN298] could, with assistance, carry this off, there
is, of course the potential of embarrassment to police if his true identity
should ever be disclosed.
Alternatively, he could disappear from the political scene.
Both are technically possible but if the latter decision is reached we would
lose intelligence coverage or what in the past has been a troublesome area
of the public order field”380
The decision having been taken to allow HN298 to continue in his undercover
role and be prosecuted under his cover name, HN294’s assessment of the
eventual outcome of the criminal proceedings in respect of HN298 was as
follows: “The case should prove beneficial to us in that [HN298] has proved
himself to the extremists and may well become privy to subsequent mischief;
at the same time, his being bound over is a ready made excuse for avoiding
further arrest”381.
56.9. HN294 was in favour of HN344 “Ian Cameron” taking a trip to Londonderry at
the invitation of the Northern Minorities Defence Force. In considering this
request Commander Roger writes as follows: “I have questioned [HN294]
closely on this matter and he is convinced that [HN344] is held in high
esteem by [privacy redaction] and could handle this new situation quite
easily. He points out the advantages and benefits that would accrue from
such a trip in that our officer’s stock would be even higher within NMDF
thereafter…Are we therefore justified in allowing one of our own officers to
enter such an area which is outside our jurisdiction for a start, quite apart
from the danger to which he will be expose? Is this a function for the
Metropolitan Police officer?” Commander Roger concludes that a dangerous
journey out of the jurisdiction could not be justified.382
56.10. HN294 as DI signs off reports (sometimes on behalf of the DCI) which
feature core participants to the Inquiry such as Diane Langford, Peter Hain,
Ernest Rodker, Jonathan Rosenhead and Norman Temple383.

MPS-0526782 p7-8
Ibid., p3
382 MPS-0724171
383 UCPI0000005807/1, UCPI0000008635/1, MPS-0739227/2, MPS-0739491/3
380
381
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HN103 – David Smith, Detective Sergeant within SDS back office from autumn 1970 to
autumn 1974
57. Detective Sergeant David Smith became the dedicated back-office administrator for
the SDS in October 1970, a position he held for four years. He was the first officer to
undertake this role on a long-term basis. As was universal for those in this role, he
did not use a cover name. His real name remains unrestricted384.
58. The Inquiry understands that, of the undercover officers whose cover identity is
unrestricted, David Smith worked in the SDS back office during the deployments of
HN68 “Sean Lynch”, HN338, HN339 “Stewart Goodman”, HN346 Jill Mosdell, HN340
“Andy Bailey/Alan Nixon”, HN45 “Dave Robertson”, HN347 “Alex Sloan”, HN348
“Sandra”, HN298 “Michael Scott”, HN299/342 “David Hughes”, HN343 “John Clinton”,
HN344 “Ian Cameron”, HN301 “Bob Stubbs”, HN303 “Peter Collins”, HN353 “Gary
Roberts”, HN351 “Jeff Slater”. It is also likely that he was still involved with the SDS
when HN200 “Roger Harris”, HN300 “Jim Pickford” and HN297 Rick Clark (“Rick
Gibson”) were within the unit preparing for their deployments. Of note:
58.1. HN339 “Stewart Goodman” crashed his car after an evening drinking with
those he was reporting on. He was prosecuted, attended court with Phil
Saunders and thinks he pleaded guilty (possibly in his cover name) and was
fined385. This incident is likely to have occurred during the latter part of
HN339’s deployment when David Smith was working within the SDS. David
Smith says that it ‘does ring a bell’ but was not involved in the incident386.
58.2. HN298 “Michael Scott”, was arrested and prosecuted in his cover identity for
his part in a demonstration at the Star and Garter Hotel in Richmond on 12
May 1972. David Smith attended the magistrates court and prepared a
report concerning a preliminary hearing of the case387. He believes that the
magistrates were left unaware that “Michael Scott” was an undercover
policeman but does not know who made this decision388. More generally,
HN298 describes David Smith as ‘HN294’s second in command’389.
58.3. HN340 “Andy Bailey/Alan Nixon” recalls that David Smith was involved in the
SDS response to a photograph which was published of him competing in a
public event and played a part in his withdrawal390. David Smith does not

20211111_update_counsel_explanatory_note_Ruling-20.pdf (ucpi.org.uk)
HN339 WS, para. 68. HN339 Witness StatementWS, paragraphpara 68.
386 Ibid., para 68. Witness statementWS, paragraphpara 68.
387 MPS-0526782, p13.
388 MPS-0747443 HN103 WS, para. 76. Witness statementWS, paragraphpara 76.
389 HN298 WS, para. 224(b). HN298 Witness statementWS, paragraphpara 224(b).
390 HN340 WS, para. 74. HN340 Witness statementWS, paragraphpara 74.
384
385
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58.4.

58.5.

recall the incident but thinks he ‘was probably more the messenger than
being involved in any decisions’391.
HN353 “Gary Roberts” and HN351 “Jeff Slater” (whose deployments both
began in mid-1974) appear to be two of the earliest UCOs to adopt the
identity of a deceased child. It therefore seems likely that David Smith was
working within the SDS when this practice began.
David Smith was also still within the SDS when HN300 “Jim Pickford” and
HN297 Rick Clark (“Rick Gibson”) were recruited to the unit in the summer of
1974392. Both of these officers are later believed to have engaged in sexual
activity and/or relationships with those they were reporting on. Whilst it
appears that David Smith was no longer within the SDS when these events
occurred, a closed officer has given evidence that Rick Clark had a
reputation within Special Branch for womanising393, and HN300 was known
for ‘falling in love all over the place’394. The extent of knowledge of such
reputations and the suitability of these officers for undercover deployments is
clearly of interest to the Inquiry.

59. The following observations arise from a consideration of his witness statement and
associated documents:
59.1.
David Smith recalls being aware of the SDS before he was approached to
join it, and as was common within Special Branch at the time, knew the
squad led by HN135 Conrad Dixon as the ‘hairies’395. Notably, he recognises
that his previous experience in C Squad dealing with public order gave him
an understanding of the area in which the SDS operated396. By the point in
time at which David Smith was recruited into the SDS he could be said to be
an experienced officer, with 8 years of experience within Special Branch and
over a decade within the MPS.
59.2. His involvement is notable for being the first officer to be appointed to the
SDS to deal almost exclusively with its administration following its inception.
He remarks that this was considered necessary by those running the unit at
the time, HN1251 Phil Saunders and HN294, because they wanted more
time to deal with the undercover officers397. His appointment marks a shift in
the organisation of the unit towards a more formal division of management
roles; a single Chief Inspector in charge of the unit, (normally) at least one
HN103 WS, para. 74. Witness statementWS, paragraphpara 74.
MPS-0724152
393 MPS-0748061, p41
394 Ibid., p44.
395 HN103 WS para 8.
396 Ibid., para 9. David Smith also subsequently became the Chief Superintendent of C Squad during the
Tranche 2 era, a role which included oversight of the SDS.
397 Ibid., para 10.
391
392
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59.3.

59.4.

59.5.

other Inspector to help with running its operation and back-office Sergeant(s)
to deal with administration.
David Smith recalls that his role was primarily to process the hand-written
reporting which originated from UCOs on the SDS and were passed back to
him after regular meetings by the DI or DCI. This task required him to add an
introductory phrase and make stylistic or contextual changes only, and then
send reports on to be typed. He does not recall editing reports substantively
or removing any superfluous information and, as appears to be common,
recalls a tendency amongst UCOs to simply report all information they
encountered398.
For the most part he worked from New Scotland Yard, but he would attend
the SDS safe house intermittently - to stand in for the DCI or DI or deliver
files or photos of potential targets - and socialised with UCOs routinely399.
His remit also clearly extended beyond mere administrative tasks and
included ad hoc management of UCOs when more senior officers were
unavailable (such as when HN68 was withdrawn due to a potential
compromise400) and regular attendance at large demonstrations in support of
deployed officers401.
This officer’s particular role also provides some evidence of interest
regarding the tasking and dissemination of SDS reporting:
59.5.1.
He recalls reports in this period would be signed initially by the
Chief Inspector in charge of the SDS402, and that he would then
take them to those in charge of the relevant Special Branch squad,
or higher up the chain of command depending on the urgency of
the report. He notes that it was a decision for the receiving
Special Branch officer as to how the report was acted upon or
further disseminated403, but that this would often involve the
intelligence being passed to A8 (uniformed public order branch),
sometimes directly.
59.5.2.
SDS intelligence would have fed into Special Branch threat
assessments prior to, and reports following large events or
demonstrations404.

HN103 WS para 37.
Ibid., para. 14.paragraphpara 14.
400 Ibid., para. 35.paragraphpara 35.
401 Ibid., parass 21 & 22. Witness statementWS, paragraphparas 21 & 22.
402 He also recalls that copies of each UCOs reporting would be kept on a dedicated file within the SDS.
Such files have never been seen by the Inquiry and are considered likely to have been destroyed due to the
passage of time.
403 HN103 WS, para. 16. Witness statementWS, paragraphpara 16.
404 Ibid., para. 19.paragraphpara 19.
398
399
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59.5.3.

59.6.

59.7.

59.8.

59.9.

David Smith also recalls officers from other parts of Special
Branch attending the SDS office to make requests for information
regarding specific individuals405.
David Smith recalls a visit to the SDS safe house by the then Commissioner
Sir Robert Mark, which included individual briefings given by UCOs on their
activities406. This visit likely took place shortly after he was appointed
Commissioner (which took place in April 1972), making this possibly the
earliest evidence of a visit to the SDS by a MPS Commissioner407. This once
again highlights the knowledge of the unit within the highest echelons of the
MPS and the level of interest taken in its work.
David Smith recalls that he was joined in the back office by DC John
Cheetham around 18 months before he left the SDS408. The Inquiry has
investigated DC Cheetham’s possible involvement with the SDS but has
been unable to identify any other evidence to support this suggestion. As far
as the Inquiry has been able to ascertain, David Smith was the only
permanent back-office Constable or Sergeant during his time on the SDS
and was replaced in this role by DS Richard Walker (HN368).
David Smith does not consider that the SDS and the Security Service
maintained an especially close relationship during his period within the unit,
as this interaction would take place higher up the chain within Special Branch
and requests would then filter down. Typically, he recalls the Security
Service would request the assistance of Special Branch about specific
individuals, and that these would be undertaken with the assistance of the
SDS if necessary409.
The Inquiry has obtained meeting minutes taken by David Smith himself of a
meeting held between senior Special Branch and SDS mangers and MI5 on
13 January 1972 at which mutual targeting was discussed410. Although the
attendees at the meeting support the suggestion that interaction was formally
conducted at a higher Special Branch level, a significant proportion of the
meeting appears to have been dedicated to SDS areas of operation as
articulated by HN294. The Inquiry has also received and published evidence
that direct interaction between the SDS and the Security Service, often
concerning targeting, began to increase during David Smith’s period within
the unit, albeit not necessarily in his presence411.

Ibid., para. 20.paragraphpara 20.
Ibid., para. 81. HN103 Witness statementWS, paragraphpara 81.
407 HN326 recalls that the unit was visited by either a Commissioner or Assistant Commissioner during his
deployment (which ended in late 1970). If correct, this is likely to be Peter Brodie or Sir John Waldron.
408 HN103 WS, para. 42. HN103 Witness statementWS, paragraphpara 42.
409 Ibid., para. 77. Witness statementIbid.,, paragraphpara 77.
410 UCPI0000030066.
411 See UCPI0000030069, UCPI0000030049, UCPI0000030050 and first WS of ‘Witness Z’, para 71.
405
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HN3378 Derek Brice. Detective Inspector in the Special Demonstration Squad at some
time between 1973 and October 1974
60. HN3378 Derek Brice has provided a witness statement to the Inquiry, dated 15
September 2021412. He is due to give evidence during T1P3 hearings. He was a
Detective Inspector in the SDS in 1973 – 1974. His recollection is that he joined the
unit in January 1974 however it is possible that he started as early as March 1973.
He left the SDS and Metropolitan Police Service in October 1974. During his time
with the SDS Derek Brice was in the back office, performing a supervisory role of
undercover officers. He recalls that the Chief Inspector of the unit was HN294, a role
that he himself undertook on an acting basis when HN294 was absent. During his
tenure the use of deceased children’s identities was described as the ‘prevailing
practice’.
61. Derek Brice joined the MPS in late 1957, as a 19-year-old cadet. Approximately two
years later he moved to Special Branch. He was promoted to Sergeant in early 1965
and later to First Class Sergeant in April 1968. He became Detective Inspector in
late 1971. During his time with Special Branch, Derek Brice spent a considerable
period serving on C Squad dealing with extreme left-wing activities and enquiries for
the Security Service. He remained in C Squad until at least 1971 when he moved to
C1 Special Branch Bomb Squad. Whilst in this role, Derek Brice worked with HN135
Conrad Dixon, formally of the SDS, who was Chief Superintendent of the Bomb
Squad. He was called upon to interview Noel Jenkinson, who had been arrested for
the bombing at Aldershot Barracks and gave evidence at trial in October 1972. In an
associated role he acted as a senior officer on the Surveillance Squad413. As a result
of his considerable experience, Derek Brice may be able to assist the Inquiry as to
how the SDS and C squad interacted, how SDS reporting was used by C Squad and
whether there was a need for it.
62. The precise date that Derek Brice moved to the SDS is unclear. In his witness
statement he suggests that having reflected on documents provided to him by the
Inquiry, he must have moved to the SDS in January 1974414. His initial thoughts
were that he had been on the SDS for approximately 20 months from 1973 to
October 1974 415. An analysis of documents obtained by the Inquiry, however
MPS-0747802
HN3378 WS para 10
414 Ibid., para 17. One of those documents records his attendance on an Inspectors course at Bramshill
between September and December 1973
415 Ibid., para 17
412
413
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suggest that in fact it is likely that he was in his position at the SDS by March
1973416. The SDS Annual Report of 1974 describes that the numerical strength of
the unit increased by one during 1973, an increase necessary to provide
improvement in day-to-day supervision and welfare of the officers as well as the
transport arrangements417. This is an area that will be explored during oral evidence.
63. Our understanding is that of the SDS undercover officers whose cover identities are
not restricted, DI Brice managed: HN68 “Sean Lynch”418, HN343 “John Clinton”419,
HN338420, HN298 “Mike Scott”, HN299/342 “David Hughes”, HN301 “Bob Stubbs”,
HN303 “Peter Collins”421, HN353 “Gary Roberts”422, HN351 “Jeff Slater”423, HN200
“Roger Harris”424, HN300 “Jim Pickford”425 and HN297 Richard Clark (“Rick
Gibson”).426 He may have also managed HN45 “Dave Robertson” briefly427. Derek
Brice’s recollection is that, aside from HN300 “Jim Pickford”, all undercover officers
were in position when he joined the SDS. Whilst he was aware of officers spending
some time in the back office prior to his joining the SDS, none did so whilst he was

The earliest document in the hearing bundle connecting Brice to the SDS by name is dated 11 January
1974. It is a Security Service note recording that DI Brice, second in command to HN294, attended a
meeting: UCPI0000030050. However, the ILT has also seen but not published other intelligence reports and
Annual Qualification Reports dated from March 1973 all of which were signed by Brice as either the DI or
ACI. Further there are two organisational charts likely dating to July 1973 which indicate Brice was a DI in
the SDS, along with HN294, Anthony Greenslade and a fourth unnamed DI: MPS-0737401 and MPS0737402 (now included in the hearing bundle).
417 MPS-0730906 page 2 para 7
418 In a memorandum dated 31 May 1974 CI Kneale records that ‘DS HN68 will be leaving the SDS shortly’:
MPS-0724152
416

This is dependent upon whether Brice accepts he was in the SDS earlier than January 1974 as HN343
was withdrawn in approximately December 1973: DOC062 timeline
420 This is dependent upon whether Brice accepts he was in the SDS earlier than January 1974 as HN338
was withdrawn in late 1973: DOC062 timeline
421 HN303 joined the SDS in early 1974 and so was a recruit during Brice’s tenure: DOC062 Timeline.
422 HN353 joined the SDS back office in Spring 1974 and so was a recruit during Brice’s tenure: DOC062
Timeline
423 Brice states that he did not serve at the same time as HN351: WS para 65. HN351 was actively deployed
from May/June 1974, having joined in Spring 1974, although he does not recall Brice: HN3378 WS paras 9
and 73 MPS-0740332.
424 HN200 was asked to join the SDS in April 1974 and so was a recruit during Brice’s tenure: Ibid para 13
MPS-0740968
425 HN300 joined the back office in or around June 1974 and so was a recruit during Brice’s tenure albeit not
actively deployed: MPS-0724152 Memorandum CI Kneale 31 May 1974
426 Brice states that he did not serve on the SDS at the same time as HN297: HN3378 WS para 65.
However, HN297 joined the SDS back office in July 1974: MPS-0741092. It is of note that HN297 had
previously been engaged in surveillance work. For question is whether this was on the same team as Brice:
annual qualification report January 1974 MPS-0741094
427 HN45 lists Brice as being with the SDS during his deployment: HN45 WS para 100. He asserted in his
evidence that he was withdrawn in December 1973 however it may have been as early as February 1973 at
the same time HN348 and HN346 were withdrawn due to potential compromise: transcript 27042021 pages
75-76. Brice does not comment on HN45 in his WS but does states that there were no female undercover
officers during his tenure: HN3378 WS para 65.
419
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with the squad428. This will be an area for question as HN303 “Peter Collins”, HN353
“Gary Roberts”, HN351 “Jeff Slater”, HN200 “Roger Harris” and HN297 Richard Clark
all joined the SDS during his tenure. Of particular note regarding the undercover
officers whose SDS service dates coincided with Derek Brice are the following
matters:
63.1. HN68 “Sean Lynch’s” deployment into Irish groups appears to have been
considered sufficiently important for the officer to have been kept in the field
for more than 4 years. It was the risk of a potential compromise that led to
immediate withdrawal in 1974, an incident HN103 David Smith states he
dealt with in the absence of both the DCI and DI429.
63.2. Four officers recruited to the SDS during Derek Brice’s tenure used the
identity of deceased children: HN351 “Jeff Slater”, HN353 “Gary Roberts”,
HN297 Richard Clark (“Rick Gibson”) and HN200 “Roger Harris”430. At some
point during Brice’s time with the SDS, officers came to understand this to the
be ‘prevailing practice’431. Brice states that to his knowledge such a practice
was not going on during his time and he does not know who devised or
authorised its practice432.
63.3. HN351 “Jeff Slater”, HN353 “Gary Roberts”, HN297 Richard Clark and
HN200 “Roger Harris” all spent longer periods of time in the back office, up to
6 months, learning from their contemporaries. It is of note that the Annual
Report 1973 records that there was a great weight of responsibility on
individual officers to maintain their own ‘cover’ and their susceptibility or
otherwise was usually in direct proportion to the time officers spent in and on
their political backgrounds, cover addresses and employments433.
63.4. In May 1972 HN298 “Mike Scott”, who infiltrated the Young Liberals,
reporting on Peter Hain, was arrested along with other activists including
Ernest Rodker, Jonathan Rosenhead and Christabel Gurney. He was
subsequently prosecuted and convicted in his cover name for obstruction.
HN294 was the Detective Inspector managing the SDS. Having sought
guidance from Commander Rodger it was decided that HN298 would apply
for legal aid and attend meetings with all of those arrested to discuss tactics.

HN3378 WS para 67: MPS-0747802
David Smith WS paragraphpara 35
430 HN353 was told by someone to choose a cover name by going to Somerset House and finding details of
a person of similar age: HN353 WS para 11. HN200 was told it was the normal way and someone from the
back office went with him to Somerset House: HN200 WS para 23. HN34 DI Craft joined the SDS when
Brice left. He records that the tactic was the norm when he arrived on the unit in 1974: HN34 first WS para
51 & 115
428
429

HN351 WS para 15
HN3378 WS para 82: MPS-0747802
433 MPS-0728975 page 5 para 23
431
432
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63.5.

63.6.

63.7.

It was the collective view that the case would prove beneficial to the SDS, the
main concern being the potential embarrassment to police if his true identity
should ever be disclosed434. This incident pre-dates Derek Brice’s
involvement with the SDS however, HN298 remained in the field when he
joined the unit and HN294 his immediate superior. Derek Brice states that he
had no knowledge of the incident435. It will be for question whether the
approach taken was discussed between him and HN294, whose role he
performed when HN294 was absent. It is of note that Derek Brice signed
HN298’s annual qualification report on 15 January 1974, assessing his
performance for the previous 11 months436.
HN351 “Jeff Slater” requested he be withdrawn as he found working on the
SDS intensive, anxious, and debilitating. He states in his witness statement
that his reaction to the work was solely due to his personality and not a
reflection of the support given.437. For question will be what impact, if any,
this had on the method of recruiting and assessing suitability for undercover
work438.
Although HN300 “Jim Pickford” and HN297 Richard Clark’s deployments give
rise to significant issues they largely arose after DI Brice had left the SDS439.
It is of note that both were recruited and spent a period in the back office
during Brice’s tenure. For question will be what, if anything, those who
recruited them knew of their reputation within Special Branch when they were
recruited and what Brice observed of them during this period440.
HN299/342 “David Hughes” and HN353 “Gary Roberts” both reported on
core participant, Piers Corbyn. HN300 “Jim Pickford” reported on core
participant, Ernest Rodker.

64. An analysis of Derek Brice’s witness statement and associated documents gives rise
to the following observations:
64.1. Derek Brice states that he did not apply for the role in the SDS, nor was he
interviewed. He went into the SDS because he was told to do so but does
not recall formally ‘joining’ the squad441. To his understanding there was a
relationship between the Bomb Squad and the SDS; such ‘joint supervision’
MPS-0526782
HN3378 WS para 80:
436 MPS-0722854 p.15. Brice also signed some of HN298’s reports (not on Opus) UCPI0000008265 (28
March 1973) signed by A/CI Brice; UCPI0000017855 (10 May 1973), UCPI0000016345 (22 August 1974)
signed by A/CI Brice (on Opus but redacted).
434
435

437
438

HN351 WS para 37 & 68
HN351 was not withdrawn until early 1975. As such this issue may have arisen after Brice left the SDS.

H300 was due to join the back office in June 1974: MPS-0724152 CI Kneale
MPS-0724152 Memorandum dated 31 May 1974 detailing the recruitment of both officers to the SDS
441 HN3378 WS paras 16, 18 & 19
439
440
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64.2.

64.3.

64.4.

was a good idea in his opinion442. The element of ‘joint supervision’ does not
appear to be borne out on the papers and will be an area for question. Was
there a connection in officers who served on both the bomb
squad/surveillance unit and the SDS443?
Derek Brice’s immediate superior on the SDS was the Chief Inspector. His
recollection is that HN294 was in this role when he joined but not when he
left. Toward the end of his tenure Brice acted up as Chief Inspector, standing
in for HN294 whilst he was sick. For question will be whether Brice stood in
for HN294 more frequently than he now recalls444. Derek Kneale took over
as Chief Inspector from HN294445. The way the unit was run, the division of
managerial duties and the attitude of others in the unit will be for question446.
The desk sergeant was HN103 Detective Sergeant David Smith. He
received the intelligence in note form and typed it into formal reports447.
Derek Brice recalls that there was a relationship between the desk sergeant
and the Chief Inspector that excluded him as the Detective Inspector448.
David Smith’s recollection of Brice is that he was a DI on the SDS, although
perhaps not officially appointed. He describes Brice as taking a pastoral
approach to his role449.
Also in the management chain was HN2401 Detective Inspector Tony
Greenslade450. Derek Brice and Tony Greenslade worked closely together
running surveillance on the bomb squad451. Brice recalls that Greenslade
would perform his role in the SDS, if he was not around452. Tony
Greenslade’s recollection goes somewhat further. He thinks he was probably
brought onto the SDS at Brice’s recommendation453. He states that morale

Ibid., para 16
For example Brice and HN2410 Tony Greenslade
444 HN3378 WS para 20. The ILT has also seen but not published intelligence reports and Annual
Qualification Reports dated from March 1973 which demonstrate that Brice may have stepped into the role of
ACI throughout his tenure.
445 Kneale was CI of the SDS by March 1974 and prior to the unit coming within S Squad: DOC062 Timeline
446 HN294 is described by HN2401 Tony Greenslade as the “king pin” of the SDS, not very good at
management and running the unit almost as a fiefdom. HN2401 Tony Greenslade WS paragraphpara 9:
MPS-0747760. See also UCPI0000030050 In a note of a meeting with the Security Service in January
1974, HN294 is described as “totally engrossed with the affairs of the hairies”
447 Hn3378 WS paras 39 & 55
448 Ibid., para 29
449 HN103 WS para 50
450 Tony Greenslade recalls that he was on the SDS as a Detective Inspector for 6 months from summer of
1973: HN2401 WS para 13. Central Record Service confirms he transferred to Duty at Port as of 21.1.74:
MPS-0747691
451Derek Brice’s recollection is that they worked together on the bomb squad: HN3378 WS para 40. HN2401
WS para 9
452 HN3378 WS MPS-0747802 para 40
453 HN2401 WS para 9
442
443
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64.5.

64.6.

64.7.

64.8.

was low454 and HN1254 Chief Superintendent Rollo Watts455 was concerned
that people be promoted and benefit from their experience on the SDS456.
Greenslade was tasked to purchase 12 vehicles457 and run promotion
classes to improve the pass record for undercover officers sitting exams458.
For question will be why morale was low in the unit at this time and whether
this had any connection in the unit being brought under S Squad in July
1974.
Once on the SDS, Derek Brice describes that there was no formal training
and at no time did he receive training on sex or race equality. He assumes
there was a handover and discussion about how to do things459. He had no
knowledge of officers engaging in sexual activity460.
He states that his role was in the back office, supervising and looking after
the undercover officers to ensure they had what they needed and were
safe461. Additionally, he assisted in procuring vehicles for SDS staff and
undercover officers462.
Contact with the undercover officers was largely facilitated by the twice
weekly meetings held at a safe house. The meetings allowed time for
officers to write up intelligence, train for promotion exams and provided an
opportunity to meet with their contemporaries. He describes in his witness
statement that sometimes deployments were mentioned, possibly if an officer
was having a ‘sticky time’463 but does not elaborate on what such situations
were.
One to one meetings were available, if felt necessary by either the officer or
the manager464. Occasionally Brice would receive a telephone call for an
urgent welfare situation465. Brice felt he would be in a position, having come
to know the officers through regular meetings, to recommend to a senior
officer that a change was needed, for example by way of exfiltration466.

Ibid., para 8: MPS-0747760
Chief Superintendent until March 1974. The SDS fell under the remit of C Squad until July 1974 when
overall control moved to S Squad
456 HN2401 WS para 8:
457 In July 1972 HN294 prepared a report analysing use of vehicles by SDS: MPS-0728970. HN294’s
proposal was subsequently approved by the Home Office: MPS-0728970 page 14 para 25. The 1973
Annual Report (dated 6 March 1974) confirmed that this new method had provided efficacious and secure:
MPS-0728975 page 6 para 28. It is probable that Brice became part of the management chain to assist with
putting this into practice
458 Brice’s recollection is that both he and Greenslade delivered training for the promotion exams: WS para
40
459 HN3378 WS para 24
460 Ibid para 84
461 HN3378 WS paras 27 and 30
462 Ibid., 35
463 Ibid., WS para 28
464 Ibid., WS para 29
465 Ibid., WS para 29
466 Ibid., WS para 38
454
455
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64.9.

From time to time he would think about how to do things better on the squad.
He comments that, whilst officers would not necessarily have told the
Detective Inspector what they were doing, he is pretty “confident they all went
home eventually”467. These areas will be explored further in oral evidence.
64.10. Derek Brice does not accept that he was involved in the following areas of
work whilst a DI on the SDS: recruitment468, training469, tasking or
development of the undercover persona470. Nor did he have any knowledge
of what or why information was being reported471. His recollection is that the
running of the SDS was still informal. He states, unlike his role in C Squad,
he did not have any dealings with the Security Service and has no
recollection of attending a meeting as second in command of the SDS on 11
January 1974 along with HN294472. At that meeting, it is recorded that Brice
agreed to talent spot on behalf of the Security Service473.
64.11. On the issue of recruitment, Derek Brice states that as he gained experience
in the SDS, his knowledge of the unit expanded. He came to understand that
those involved in recruitment looked at the personal circumstances of the
officers, such as whether they were married or single474. There is a
suggestion by several other management level officers that Derek Brice may
have been instrumental in their being invited to join the SDS, particularly
those he had worked with on the bomb squad/surveillance unit475.
64.12. Two further aspects of the role to be considered in oral evidence are Derek
Brice’s involvement in performance reviews and budgetary requests. It
appears that he made assessment of some undercover officers in annual
qualification reports476. There are memoranda dated 17 April 1974 and 14
August 1974 signed by Brice requesting funds from the SDS budget to cover

Ibid., WS para 117
Ibid., refutes the suggestion of one officer that he was involved in the interview process prior to joining the
SDS: WS para 30
469 Ibid., WS para 32
470 Ibid., WS para 34. HN343 states ‘Brice might also have become a manager who tasked me later during
my deployment’ during the weekly meetings: HN343 WS paras 74 and 76:. This can be contrasted by
HN353 who believes that it was DCI Kneale who told him the area and group he was to be deployed into:
HN353 WS para 22.
467
468

HN3378 WS para 71: MPS-0747802
HN3378 WS para 107
473 UCPI0000030050
474 HN3378 WS paragraphpara 31. It is of note that in a memorandum dated 31 May 1974 CI Kneale records
that both HN300 and HN297 were married men with children: MPS-0724152.
475 HN34 first WS paras 13 &14, Tony Greenslade, HN368 Richard Walker states that he was asked by Brice
if he wanted to join before he retired from the SDS/MPS: HN368 WS para 7
471
472

HN299/342 MPS-0722851 p.91 signed annual qualification report dated 14/01/74 for preceding 11
months. HN298 WS MPS-0722854 p.15
476
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estimated outgoings for the following month. The latter signed on behalf of
the Chief Inspector477.
64.13. Regarding intelligence reports, his recollection is that undercover officers
were not given any guidance as to the level of personal detail that would be
helpful in a report478. He does suggest that good intelligence would
sometimes lead to a longer deployment479. Brice states that intelligence
reports did not come across his desk and as such he was not involved in
assessing or approving reports for onward dissemination480 .
64.14. His understanding of the flow of information was that the Chief Inspector of
the SDS provided it to the Chief Superintendent, a role that was outside of
the SDS but on the MPS. Brice believes that the reports went to a fairly high
office to be assessed, as only those at the top knew what intelligence was
available and/or required481. He assumes that the information would be
passed to A8 (public order section) and uniform police as it would be useful
to them in policing demonstrations482.
64.15. The Superintendent toward the end of his time on the SDS was HN357 David
Bicknell. They had direct contact when Brice was acting up as Chief
Inspector483. In a letter dated February 1975, Assistant Commissioner
Woods describes that in July 1974 the day-to-day supervision of the SDS
was placed under the direct supervision of a Chief Superintendent and
Superintendent to aid close supervision, prevent exposure and complacency,
and provide a further degree of control484. David Bicknell’s recollection is that
he was the superintendent in charge of bringing surveillance and covert
surveillance functions together under the newly formed S Squad485. The
SDS remained part of “S” Squad whilst DI Brice was part of the management
chain.

477

MPS-0724122, MPS-0724150

HN3378 WS para 98
Ibid., WS para 24
480 HN3378 WS paras 39 and 41. Brice was not provided with any intelligence reports bearing his signature
or name in the bundle sent to him with the R9R. He has subsequently been provided with a small number of
reports which appear to be signed off by him in the capacity of Acting Chief Inspector, a matter to be
explored during oral evidence UCPI0000008265 (28 March 1973) HN298, UCPI0000007904 (18 Apr 1973)
HN343, MPS-0739211 (25 Apr 1973) HN343, UCPI0000008842 (3 May 1973) HN338, UCPI0000017855 (10
May 1973) HN298, UCPI0000016345 (August 1974) HN298
481 HN3378 WS para 41
482 Ibid., WS para 100
483 Ibid.,WS para 75 – Brice’s recollection is that Bicknell was the Chief Superintendent however at this time
Bicknell was Superintendent: Timeline DOC062
484 MPS-0730906 page 3 -4
485 MPS-0726608
478
479
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64.16. In his witness statement, Derek Brice concludes that in relation to mass
demonstrations and terrorism, the intelligence gathered made things safer for
the public486.
HN2401 Anthony John Greenslade. Detective Inspector in the Special Demonstration
Squad from mid-1973 to end-1973
65. HN2401 Anthony Greenslade assisted the SDS as Detective Inspector during a
period of about six months from the summer of 1973 to the end of the year. He
provided a witness statement to the Inquiry dated 27 July 2021.487 He has not been
asked to provide oral evidence.
66. HN2401 Anthony Greenslade joined the MPS in 1954, moving to Special Branch in
1960. He became involved with the SDS in 1973 while working on the Special
Branch Bomb Squad, which monitored the actions of the Angry Brigade. He states in
his witness statement that he was running surveillance in the Bomb Squad with
HN3378 Derek Brice, who was at the time also involved in running the SDS.488
Anthony Greenslade believes he was brought in on Brice’s recommendation.489
HN2401 retired from the Metropolitan Police in 1987 at the rank of Detective Chief
Superintendent.
67. Greenslade supported the squad in an administrative capacity, and was one of three
Detective Inspectors serving in management positions for the SDS at the time. The
others were HN3378 Derek Brice and HN294, the latter being described by Anthony
Greenslade as ‘the number 1’.490
68. Of the SDS undercover officers whose cover identities are not restricted, Anthony
Greenslade’s period in SDS management coincided with HN68 “Sean Lynch”,
HN338, HN343 “John Clinton”, HN298 “Mike Scott”, HN299/342 “David Hughes”,
HN301 “Bob Stubbs” and HN303 “Peter Collins”.
69. The following observations arise after consideration of this witness statement and
associated documents:

HN3378 WS para 101
MPS-0747760
488 HN2401 WS para 7.
489 Ibid., para 9.
490 Ibid., para 7.
486
487
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69.1.

69.2.

69.3.

69.4.

69.5.

Despite appearing on the 1973 Special Branch C Squad Organogram 491 as a
member of the SDS, Anthony Greenslade states that he did not consider
himself in the SDS. He was formally on the Bomb Squad, and he confirms
that he continued that work throughout his time assisting the SDS.492 Derek
Brice appears to have held a similar position to Greenslade prior to the
latter’s joining, whereby he was simultaneously on the Bomb Squad and
involved in overseeing the SDS.493 This suggests a clear overlap between
the two Squads in terms of supervision for a period of time.
Notably, Derek Brice attended the Inspector’s training course at Bramshill
between September 1973 to December 1973494, which overlapped directly
with Anthony Greenslade’s involvement with the SDS. It is possible that
Greenslade was brought on to the SDS in anticipation of this gap in
management.
Anthony Greenslade denies being involved in recruitment to the SDS, but
accepts in his witness statement that he may have recommended one
individual.495
A letter dated 22 March 1974 to Sir James Waddell from Assistant
Commissioner Woods confirms that Greenslade was brought on to the SDS
provide both administrative support and to assist in welfare matters.496 In
practice, his role appears to have involved three major elements: the
purchase of vehicles for undercover officers, the acquisition of a new
safehouse for the SDS, and running promotion training for officers.
Anthony Greenslade indicates that he was put onto the SDS by then-Chief
Superintendent HN1254 Rollo Watts with the mandate to help in the
purchase of cars for undercover officers.497 Prior to this period, the SDS had
been renting a small number of vehicles for general SDS use.498 Greenslade
was tasked with purchasing 12 used cars for the exclusive use of each field
officer – registered, taxed and insured in their cover identity. Assistant
Commissioner Woods noted in a letter to Sir James Waddell that the overall
cost of running a full fleet of used cars ultimately proved no more expensive
than the three or four hire cars previously used.499 Further, comments in the

MPS-0737402
HN2401 WS para 7.
493 MPS-0747802, HN3378 WS para 16.
494 Ibid., para 12.
495 Ibid., para 22.
496 MPS-0730906, p.2: “The numerical strength of the Squad has been increased by one officer during the
past year; this addition was considered necessary to provide an improvement in the day-to-day supervision
and welfare of the officers as well as the transport arrangements in the field.”
491
492

HN2401 WS para 8.
MPS-0730906 p.1.
499 MPS-0730906 p.1.
497
498
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69.6.

69.7.

69.8.

69.9.

1973 SDS Annual Report indicate that the extra administrative burden of
purchasing and maintaining the cars was seen as worthwhile for the mobility
and security provided.500 This change was seen to have been “both
efficacious and secure”501 and the SDS appears to have continued with the
use of purchased rather than hire cars for the remainder of the T1 period.
A Special Branch Memorandum to Commander Roger from HN294 on SDS
transport finances notes Anthony Greenslade as being involved in the
authorisation of reimbursements to undercover officers for vehicle repair or
servicing costs.502 The memorandum suggests that there were problems with
delays in such payments at the time.
Anthony Greenslade became involved in finding a second safehouse for the
SDS. He states that it was ‘by accident’503 that the responsibility fell to him
as HN294 was not well and DI Brice was unable to be involved.504 The 1973
SDS Annual Report notes that authority was given from the Home Office for
a second safehouse flat “[t]o avoid the risk of attracting unwelcome attention
to the premises by too great a number of officers using them”.505
Anthony Greenslade indicates that part of the reason he was brought into the
SDS was due to a problem with “low morale”.506 He states in his witness
statement that he did not know the cause of the morale problem.507 The
Inquiry would note however that Anthony Greenslade’s involvement with the
SDS began a few months after the unexpected precautionary withdrawal of
HN348 “Sandra”, HN346 Jill Mosdell and HN45 “David Robertson” from the
field following an incident where HN45 was recognised by a member of the
public.508
Anthony Greenslade was tasked to run promotion classes for interested
undercover officers to aid morale. He notes that previously the SDS had “a
bad record of promotional exam success”.509 Promotion classes were run at

MPS-0747833, p.6, see also MPS-0730906 p.1.
MPS-0747833, p.6.
502 MPS-0747708
503 HN2401 WS para 12.
504 DI Greenslade states in his WS that DI Brice was “about to resign” (MPS-0747760, para 12) however, the
Inquiry believes this was more likely the time where DI Brice went to Bramshill for four months for training.
505 MPS-0747833, p.6.
506 HN2401 WS paras 8, 20, 27.
507 Ibid., para 27.
508 MPS-0741698, WS of HN348 para. 107, MPS-0728975 p.5. The 1973 SDS Annual Report (MPS0728975 p.4) further notes that “Of the twelve ‘field’ officers, five left the squad during the year for either
personal or operational reasons – which reduced the average length of service in the SDS by current officers
to two years – and their replacements are in various stages of assimilation. Arrangements had also to be
made for three ‘field’ officers and one supervisory officer to attend police courses, creating gaps in coverage
which, fortunately, did not prove crucial.”
509 HN2401 WS para 8.
500
501
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the SDS safehouse once a week510 for 3-4 hours511. The training was
provided for six officers who had chosen to take the exam. Greenslade
recalls that three of the six officers were ultimately successful.512
HN819 Derek Kneale (deceased) Head of the Special Demonstration Squad March 1974
to April 1976
70. HN819 Derek Kneale assumed command of the SDS in or about March 1974 and
remained in the role until approximately April 1976, when he was promoted to
Superintendent513. HN3378 Derek Brice and later HN34 Geoffrey Craft served as his
deputies in the SDS. Kneale was Chief Superintendent of S Squad between
September 1978 and January 1980514. Between his promotion in April 1976 and
commencing the role of CSI of S Squad, Kneale maintained some contact with the
SDS515.
71. Our understanding is that of the SDS undercover officers whose cover identities are
not restricted, DCI Kneale managed HN298 “Michael Scott”, HN299/342 “David
Hughes”, HN301 “Bob Stubbs”, HN303 “Peter Collins”, HN353 “Gary Roberts”,
HN351 “Jeff Slater”, HN200 “Roger Harris”, HN300 “Jim Pickford”, HN297 Richard
Clark, HN13 “Barry Loader”, HN296 “Geoff Wallace” and HN304 “Graham Coates”516.
Of particular note:
71.1. Many of the officers recruited to the SDS during Derek Kneale’s tenure used
the identity of deceased children: HN351 “Jeff Slater”, HN353 “Gary
Roberts”, HN200 “Roger Harris”, HN13 “Desmond/Barry Loader”, HN297
“Rick Gibson”, HN296 “Geoff Wallace” and HN304 “Graham Coates”517.
Ibid., para 12.
Ibid, para 20.
512 Ibid, para 20.
513 Timeline DOC070. Regarding end date, HN34 suggests that he and HN819 were both promoted a little
more than a year after he joined. He recalls that HN819’s promotion coincided with him leaving the SDS and
his own promotion to CI in charge of the Unit: MPS-0747446 WS paras 8 & 17.
514 HN34 states that HN819 was CSI of C squad when he was CSI of S Squad: Ibid paras 52 & 61
515 Telephone message, 3 November 1976, in which Security Service passed on thanks to A/CSI HN819 for
HN353’s “Gary Roberts” comprehensive report on the IMG National Conference: MPS-0730725. Of note: in
April 1980 Kneale signed a memorandum regarding Friends of the Blair Peach Committee regarding a
discussion of whether to apply for an injunction to prohibit further publication of “names of SPG officers
allegedly involved in the Peach’s ‘murder’”: MPS-0733406 (On Opus but not included in HN819’s bundle) 515
and in June 1982 attended a meeting with the Security Service, in the absence of John Wilson Meeting
concerning an approach made to HN106 by a Soviet Military Attaché: UCPI0000028784 (on Opus but not
included in HN819’s bundle)
516 HN304 was in the back office during HN819’s tenure and may have been deployed for a brief period
before he left the role: Timeline DOC070
517 During the early to mid-1970’s SDS officers began to use the identities of deceased children. HN351
joined the back office in Spring 1974, ready to deploy by May 1974: MPS-0724152. He recalls that HN819
was his immediate boss with whom he had routine contact. He does not specifically recall being told to use a
510
511
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71.2.

71.3.

71.4.

During this period officers spent longer periods of time in the back office, up
to 6 months, learning from their contemporaries.
During Derek Kneale’s tenure, HN298 reported on the Workers Revolutionary
Party (WRP). In September 1975, Kneale requested permission of the CSI S
Squad for HN298 to attend a course at the WRP education centre in
Derbyshire. DCI Kneale stated that “as well as gaining useful security
information, such a visit will undoubtedly do much to consolidate HN298’s
standing in the WRP – an organisation notorious for its security
consciousness”518. In February 1976, HN298 attended a course at the
education centre. In a subsequent report, described by management as
HN298’s “swan song”, it was concluded the group did not seek immediate
revolution and that the education courses did not include incitement to public
disorder519. Of note, in the 1975 Annual Report, it was recorded that the
reason for coverage of the WRP being withdrawn was due to the diminishing
prospect of the WRP’s “potential for public disorder”520.
HN303 “Peter Collins” also reported on the WRP. He was one of the first
officers to penetrate the National Front, between 1975 to early 1976, albeit at
the instigation of a leading member of the WRP rather than SDS
management. It is noted in the 1976 Annual Report that this officer was
described as “obliged to lead a treble life”521.
HN351 “Jeff Slater” was deemed ready to go into the field by DCI Kneale in
late May/early June 1974522. Less than a year later he requested to be
withdrawn as he found working on the SDS intensive, anxious, and
debilitating. He states in his witness statement that his reaction to the work
was solely due to his personality and not a reflection of the support given.
He did not realise in advance of his deployment that he was not sufficiently
robust to complete the role523. In a memorandum dated 20 March 1975 DCI
Kneale informed the Commander that HN351 would return to the CO on 2

DCI but believed it was the prevailing practice: WS paras 15, 73 & 75. HN353 recalls joining the back office
around Spring 1974. He was told by someone to choose a cover name by going to Somerset House and
finding details of a person of similar age: WS para 11 MPS-0740413. HN200 was told it was the normal way
and someone from the back office went with him to Somerset House: WS para 23 MPS-0740968. HN13
joined around December 1974, HN819 authored the memorandum detailing recruitment: MPS-0724142.
HN13’s widow confirms use of DCI: MPS-0740967. HN34 Craft was second in command when HN819 was
CI. He records that the tactic was the norm when he arrived on the unit in 1974: WS para 51 & 115
518 MPS-0741114, memorandum 29 September 1975. Of note is that by the time permission was granted
and the course went ahead in March 1976 HN34 was signing and involved as A/CI, MPS-0741115
519 MPS-0741115/3
520 MPS-0730099/8
521 Annual Report 1975 para 4: MPS-073099. Annual Report 1976 para 9: MPS-0728980
522
523

MPS-0724152 Memorandum dated 31 May 1974 signed by HN819
MPS-0740332 HN351 WS para 37 & 68
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April 1975 and start work in the SDS office524. There is no mention of the
“debilitating” issues experienced by HN351.
71.5. Two officers recruited by DCI Kneale engaged in sexual relations whilst in
their undercover roles: HN300 “Jim Pickford” and HN297 Richard Clark. 525.
At the point of recruitment, it was highlighted by Kneale that both men had
been spoken with and both were married men with children526.
71.6. HN304 “Graham Coates” gave evidence to the Inquiry that DCI Kneale was
aware of the banter about Richard Clark’s sexual activity whilst undercover,
adding that the comments being made were of a gross nature which would
have left nobody in doubt as to the nature of the relationship527.
71.7. Once deployed, HN297 quickly rose in the ranks of TOM and eventually
became Convenor of the Secretariat. In 1975 DCI Kneale proposed to senior
management that Richard Clark, a “responsible, mature officer” who was a
“leading member of the South-East London Branch” of TOM should be
allowed to visit Northern Ireland, a move that would enhance his cover and
provide useful intelligence528. It is of note that the prominent role played by
Clark in TOM was known and endorsed within the SDS529. By this stage he
had engaged in at least one sexual contact with “Mary”.
71.8. Clark’s withdrawal from the field in September 1976 followed what was
described as an “unprecedented move” when he was confronted by
members of Big Flame with official copies of birth and death certificates in his
cover name. Whilst this issue arose after DCI Kneale’s tenure as head of the
SDS, it appears he was still involved in the decision-making process. In a
memorandum dated 24 September 1976 CSI Bicknell documents that
“clearly this situation is disturbing but both Superintendent Kneale and I are
keeping a close eye on it”530.
71.9. HN299/342 “David Hughes” and HN353 “Gary Roberts” both reported on
core participant, Piers Corbyn. HN300 “Jim Pickford” reported on Ernest
Rodker. HN298 “Mike Scott” on Peter Hain and HN297 Richard Clark on
Richard Chessum.
71.10. The most notable activities of the SDS during 1974, in the eyes of MPS
senior management as set out in the covering letter to the 1974 Annual
Report, concerned the provision of intelligence relating to bombing incidents.
MPS-0730681
During evidence given by closed officers to the Inquiry, Richard Clark was described as a “carnivore” who
had a reputation within Special Branch for womanising: Unattributed Excerpts pages 44 and 47: MPS0748061
526 MPS-0724152, Memorandum to Commander Operations dated 31 May 1974. HN304 understood that
single men were generally not admitted to the SDS partly to avoid relationships: para 14 WS MPS-0742282
527 T1P2 hearings, transcript day 12 am pages 40-41
528 MPS-0732954
529 Ultimately the request was refused as it was felt the personal risk was too great: MPS-0732953
530 MPS-0732910
524
525
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It was considered important that SB be informed of activities of the diverse
ultra-extremist organisations.531 It is of note however that, whilst the number
of reports submitted during 1974 was highest for some years, principally
because of greater coverage of International Socialists and Workers
Revolutionary Party, public order activities of right and left extremist
organisations are described as “somewhat less troublesome”. Also of note is
the fact that in July 1974, to guard against “exposure” and “complacency” in
this regard, operations of the SDS were placed directly under the day-to-day
supervision of a Chief Superintendent and Superintendent who were reallocated from other tasks.532
72. The 1974 Report, signed off by Derek Kneale asserts that the purpose of the work of
the SDS had remained fundamentally unchanged from inception: to enable ‘A’
Department to assess police coverage in relation to planned or likely public order by
penetrating extremist groups to the left of the Communist Party of Great Britain, such
groups being “likely to foment problems in the field of public order”. As a by-product
of gathering such intelligence, the SDS was also able to provide a considerable
quantity of information to the Security Service533.
73. The report indicates that the regarded the “finest safeguards” of the security of the
unit was its strong supervision, it being likely that “no other unit of police officers
[was] so regularly or so strongly supervised. The view set out in the report is that
regular meetings with undercover officers provided an opportunity to assess
behaviour so that pressure could be quickly diagnosed and remedied534.
74. Kneale’s management style is described as firm but not oppressive535. One officer
describes him as the type of man who would have had a lot of contact with all
persons in the SDS536.
75. The intelligence reports in the bundle which are signed by DCI Kneale show typical
SDS intelligence reports crossing his desk. For example, there are reports on small
meetings of Freedom Collective, two reports providing information on individual
members of the Workers Revolutionary Party in response to requests for further
information, babysitting rota for branch of International Socialists, a birthday party,
relationship history and information on offspring of a member of the Anarchist
MPS-0730906
See letter from AC(C) Woods at MPS-0730906/3
533 MPS-0730906/8. Field officers were seen by Commander Operations, DAC and ACC.
534 Annual Report 1975 MPS-0730099/4 & 10
535 HN103 WS para 49: MPS-0747443
536 HN368 WS para 52: MPS-0747527
531
532
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Workers Association, details of a 16-year-old member of Hackney Young Socialists
provided in response to a request for updated information and 16 year old school girl
member of Young Socialists537.
75.1. One report concerns core participant, Ernest Rodker and details his arrest 538.
75.2. Two reports concern meetings of All Trades Union Alliance539.
75.3. There are four reports concerning the Troops Out Movement (TOM) and
Richard Clark’s infiltration of that group.
75.3.1.
The minute sheets attached to these reports demonstrate that
reports were to be referred to CSI of C Squad and copied to other
intelligence customers such as the Security Service, B Squad.
75.3.2.
The first of these reports relates to the newly formed South-East
London branch of TOM at which Rick Clark was elected as
secretary540. The other reports document Clark being elected as a
delegate to the National Co-ordinating Committee and later
elected to the Organising Committee. Richard Chessum is
referred to in the reports541.
76. There are a number of internal memoranda in Derek Kneale’s section of the
bundle542. Of those not dealt with elsewhere in this summary, these include:
76.1. Four memoranda, signed by DCI Kneale, containing requests for funds from
the yearly SDS budget543.
76.2. Two memoranda, signed by DCI Kneale, addressing the recruitment and
deployment of SDS undercover officers. On 31 May 1974 Derek Kneale
requested approval of the Commander for HN300 “Jim Pickford” and HN297
Richard Clark to join the SDS544. Later, on 9 December 1974, Kneale details
that HN13 “Desmond/Barry Loader” had been approached and was willing to
join the SDS. It was anticipated that HN13 would take over from HN297 in
the back office in early 1975545. All three new recruits were described as
married men with children.
76.3. Of note is a memorandum dated 15 March 1976 from CSI Watts to
Commander Ops reporting back on the findings of a Working Party set up to

UCPI0000015023 UCPI0000015041 UCPI0000007646 UCPI0000012025 UCPI0000006850
UCPI0000007032 UCPI0000009259 UCPI0000009417
538 UCPI0000012115
539 UCPI0000006947 UCPI0000007036
540 MPS-0728710
541 MPS-0728739 MPS-0728669 MPS-0728755
542 This does not provide an exhaustive list of memoranda obtained and seen by the Inquiry
543 MPS-0724148 (23 May 1974), MPS-0724149 (2 July 1974), MPS-0724144 (30 September 1974), MPS0724139 (19 December 1974)
537

544
545

MPS-0724152
MPS-0724142
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assess whether the continuation of the SDS was justified. The party
comprised of CSI R Wilson, CSI HN332, CI Kneale and DI Craft. All agreed
that, despite a decline in the degree of violence associated with public
demonstrations since 1968, there was every justification for the continuation
of the squad. The decision was based on the “extreme importance” of the
information and assessments on impending demonstrations to Uniform
branch along with the considerable contribution of the SDS to the national
interest of the Security Service546.
77. Three reports in DCI Kneale’s section of the bundle emanate from the Security
Service and document direct contact between DCI Kneale and the Security Service
in his capacity as Head of the SDS on 30 August 1974, 11 November 1974, and 8
January 1976547.
77.1. It is of note that on two occasions the meeting is either led or under the
direction of Commander Rodger.
77.2. The meetings relate to provision of a list of targets penetrated by the SDS,
handling of agent material and the importance of maintaining the secrecy
surrounding the MPSB’s use of SB officers as agents.
HN34 Geoffrey Craft. Second in command of the Special Demonstration Squad between
early 1974 and 1975 and thereafter Head of the SDS until September 1977.
78. HN34 Geoffrey Craft joined the Metropolitan Police as a constable in 1956. He
joined Special Branch as a Temporary Detective Constable in 1962 spending time on
D Squad, Ports duty, C Squad, B Squad and protection duties before being recruited
to the SDS as a Detective Inspector in the early part of 1974.548 He served under
Derek Kneale who was Chief Inspector until Craft was promoted to Chief Inspector,
and head of the SDS, in November 1976.549 Documentation indicates that HN1668
Les Willingale and HN244 Angus McIntosh served as his deputies.550551 He left the
SDS in September 1977. From 1981 until at least the early part of 1984 he was

MPS-0730745
UCPI0000030762, UCPI0000030896, UCPI0000030053, UCPI0000027451
548 WS para 7-8. In his WS at para 8 HN34 identifies his posting to the SDS as beginning shortly after the
Conservative loss of the General Election in February 1974.
549 WS paras 8, 21
550 HN34 has no memory of Angus McIntosh (‘HN244’) but it is evident that he served as DI under HN34.
See the Special Branch minute sheet MPS-0730728 signed by HN34 regarding DI McIntosh’s travel to
Blackburn to safeguard SDS officers.
551 In his WS at para 17 HN34 states that HN218 Barry Moss was his deputy in the SDS; HN218 was a
manager in the SDS between 1981 and 1982 and thereafter became Superintendent when HN34 was Chief
Superintendent.
546
547
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Chief Superintendent in charge of S Squad with oversight of the SDS.552553 Geoffrey
Craft has provided two witness statement, the first regarding his SDS managerial
role,554 the second dealing with his subsequent role in S squad555 and will give live
evidence.
79. Geoffrey Craft managed the following undercover officers (whose cover identities are
not restricted): HN298 “Michael Scott”, HN299/342 “David Hughes”, HN301 “Bob
Stubbs”, HN303 “Peter Collins”, HN353 “Gary Roberts”, HN351 “Jeff Slater”, HN300
“Jim Pickford”, HN200 “Roger Harris”, HN297 Richard Clark (“Rick Gibson”), HN13
“Demond/Barry Loader”, HN296 “Geoff Wallace”, HN304 “Graham Coates”, HN354
Vincent Harvey (“Vince Miller”), HN80 “Colin Clark”, HN356 “Bill Biggs”, HN126 “Paul
Gray” and HN96 “Michael James”. The following events are of note during the
course of Geoffrey Craft’s period of service with the SDS:
79.1. Geoffrey Craft was an SDS manager during the deployment of HN300 “Jim
Pickford” who is alleged to have embarked on a relationship with another in
his cover identity;
79.2. Geoffrey Craft managed HN297 Richard Clark who had sexual contact with a
number of individuals in his cover identity and was compromised when
confronted with his death certificate;
79.3. HN354 Vince Harvey was involved in sexual activity with four women in his
cover identity. HN354 Vince Harvey encountered two of these women during
the early part of his deployment when Geoffrey Craft was in a management
position. It is likely that sexual contact with the remaining women, which
included ‘Madeleine’ took place after Geoffrey Craft had left the SDS;
79.4. He was head of the SDS during HN13 “Desmond/Barry Loader’s” first arrest
and appearance at Barking Magistrates Court on 21 September 1977;
79.5. HN304 “Graham Coates” gave evidence that banter concerning sexual
activity with activists took place in the presence of SDS managers during the
time he was deployed;
79.6. HN304 “Graham Coates” and HN96 “Michael James” both stated that they
visited locations linked to the deceased children some of whose particulars
they used when constructing their cover identities.
79.7. The demonstration that became known as the ‘Battle of Wood Green’ took
place on 23 April 1977 which was reported on by the SDS.

WS paras 11-12
In his WS HN34 states that he believes he served as Ch Spt of S Squad until 1983. A memo dated 14
February 1984 (MPS-0737347-7) regarding the SDS Annual Report is signed off by HN34 as Ch Spt. As at
29 May 1984 (MPS-0737347-9) he is signing memos as A/Commander Ops.
554 MPS-0747446
555 MPS-0748041
552
553
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79.8.

The demonstration named the ‘Battle of Lewisham’ demonstration took place
on 13 August 1977 reported on by the SDS.

80. During the period Geoffrey Craft served in the SDS the focus of the undercover
officer reporting were the so-called ‘ultra left’, pro-Irish organisations, anarchist and
libertarian organisations. In 1975556 there is a reference to the re-tasking of HN303
“Peter Collins” to the far-right at the behest of the Workers Revolutionary Party and
his discovery of the splinter group from the National Front calling themselves the
Legion of St George ‘whose intent is to move even further to the right. Although few
in number, such a group could well pose future public order problems’. The public
order risks presented by left-wing/right-wing conflict increased over 1976 and 1977.
In the 1976 Annual Report557 the response to such a threat is expressed in this way:
‘The potential for violence amongst the revolutionary, ultra-left groupings remains
as strong as ever but is beginning to reveal itself more in comparatively small, local
actions against, in particular, the ultra-right National Front and National Party,
where those involved hope to catch the police off their guard. To combat this, the
SDS has found it necessary to keep a close watch both on the extremist
organisations and on local, broad-front anti-racialist groups through which the
revolutionaries operate’.
81. The 1977 report, written after Geoffrey Craft’s departure from the SDS but covering
the period of his stewardship of the SDS singles out the SWP with its ‘willingness to
take up any platform i.e. hotel and hospital closures, anti-abortion and industrial
disputes and anti-Fascist activity and to have the ability to attract and commit to the
streets large numbers of ‘rent-a-mob’ demonstrators’, and the CPE (M-L) for its
‘policy of immediate physical ‘tit-for-tat’ retaliation to any attack on the immigrant
population. Collectively the left-wing and anarchist groups are characterised as ‘the
type committed to non-cooperation with the authorities (i.e. the police) and to
causing the maximum disorder possible at public demonstration’.558
82. The following matters are of note from an analysis of Geoffrey Craft’s witness
statement and associated documents:
82.1. Geoffrey Craft was vaguely aware of a group known as ‘the Hairies’ but did
not know what they did or their methods prior to joining the SDS. As an
officer on B Squad investigating the Aldershot bombing his team had

MPS-0730099
MPS-0728980
558 MPS-0728981
556
557
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82.2.

82.3.

82.4.

82.5.

benefitted from intelligence emanating from a former SDS officer which
assisted in identifying one of those responsible.559
Geoffrey Craft received no formal training for his role in the SDS. He learned
how to undertake his role from observing others and from reading old
reports.560
Geoffrey Craft’s principal duties were the supervision and care of the field
officers. Geoffrey Craft shares the view of some SDS undercover officers
that hierarchies were not strictly observed within the SDS which had the
effect that the roles of Chief Inspector and Inspector were in effect
interchangeable. When he was promoted to head of the SDS there was no
material change in the work he undertook.561
Geoffrey Craft describes a light-touch external management of the SDS.
Whilst the SDS was a unit within S Squad and the Superintendent and Chief
Superintendent of S Squad shared the responsibility for supervision of the
SDS including safeguarding their welfare and ensuring that the operation was
running as it should and spoke daily to the SDS management, they had
oversight rather than day to day involvement in decision-making unless a
problem was encountered. Geoffrey Craft states that this remained his level
of involvement when he became Chief Superintendent of S Squad.562 The
Commander Special Branch exercised a supervisory role in respect of the
SDS but only through the Chief Superintendent of S Squad. He would
occasionally visit the field officers. Direct involvement of the Commanders
was rare. The Assistant Commissioner had no direct involvement in running
or supervising the SDS, any involvement was through the Deputy Assistant
Commissioner who similarly had no direct involvement but maintained an
interest in the SDS.563 The Commissioner also ‘was concerned for the SDS
and showed this by visiting the SDS safe house’.564
In early 1976 it appears, Geoffrey Craft, together with HN819 Derek Kneale
participated in a working party comprising Chief Superintendents Wilson and
HN322 under the chairmanship of Chief Superintendent Watts (as he then
was) at the request of Commander ‘Ops’ to ‘review the current situation

HN34 first WS para 13
Ibid., para 20
561 Ibid., para 16-17
562 Ibid., para 88-89
563 The covering letter from the Assistant Commissioner to the Home Office enclosing the Annual Report of
1974 (MPS-0730906) states ‘The Commissioner and I have continued to take a close personal interest in the
activities of the Squad’. In the letter attaching the 1976 report (MPS-0728989) the Assistant Commissioner
writes: ‘the Chief Superintendent and the Superintendent responsible ensure the closest supervision of each
of the officers operationally involved. Needless to say, the Commissioner and I also exercise a keen interest
in their activities’. Special Branch memoranda (MPS-0732953) denying permission for HN297 to travel to
Northern Ireland with activists indicates the involvement of the Deputy Assistant Commissioner in this
decision.
564 HN34 first WS para 90-93
559
560
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82.6.

82.7.

regarding the SDS’. The working party’s conclusions are set out in a
memorandum dated 15 March 1976565, 4 days in advance of the
Memorandum to Commander Ops which formed the basis of the 1976
Annual Report566. The recommendation of the working party is that ‘there is
every justification for seeking authority to continue the present working
arrangements of the SDS, using a minimum of 12 operational officers’. After
acknowledging the primary task of the SDS as being to provide intelligence
on the public order field and the current decline in political public disorder the
memorandum goes on to say ‘it is difficult to proportion their value in this field
compared with the “off-spin” information provided for the Security
Service….the contribution made by the SDS to the national interests of the
Security Service is a very considerable one’. The memorandum also
references the appreciation expressed by Commander of ‘A’ Department for
assistance provided to uniformed branch to enable appropriate policing.
There was no formal selection procedure for the SDS. Potential recruits
would be suggested and discussed by the Inspector, Chief Inspector and
Superintendent and then receive a ‘tap on the shoulder and invited to come
in and have a look’. Suitable candidates would have a good professional
reputation within Special Branch, a strong character and a stable home life.
Recruits would spend 4 to 5 months in the back office observing, talking to
other undercover officers and going to meetings. During this time their
suitability for the role would be assessed and they would then be asked
whether they were prepared to go into the field.567 The normal tour of duty
was one of 4 years (as indicated in the 1974 Annual Report568) because this
allowed time for an officer to become established in his target group whilst
ensuring that welfare was not adversely affected by the stress of the
deployment. Geoffrey Craft summarises this approach in this way: ‘it was a
horrible job and so you should never be left there for too long’.569
Geoffrey Craft states that he, together with back-office staff, was involved in
the invention, development and assessment of cover identities although the
undercover officer found the cover names for themselves. The preferred
method for establishment of a cover identity was to find a birth certificate of a
child who had died shortly after birth since these were the most difficult
identities for a person to research. He states that the practice of using the
identities of deceased children preceded his arrival at the SDS. The practice

MPS-0730745
MPS-0730099
567 HN34 first WS paras 23-24
568 MPS-0747446
569 HN34 first WS para 85
565
566
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was popularised by Frederick Forsyth’s ‘Day of the Jackal’.570 He mentions
that he had prosecuted an individual who had used this method to create
false passports for members of the KGB and knew that it was a secure
method. At the time it seemed inconceivable that that parents of the
deceased child would ever become aware that their child’s name was used in
this way.571
82.8. There was no formal training for SDS undercover officers. Such informal
training as there was, was undertaken by spending time in the office and by
speaking to other field officers.572
82.9. Geoffrey Craft states that the key role of the SDS during his service was that
of providing public order intelligence. He characterises the SDS as a support
service responding to the requirements of others. He states ‘the concern
from the SDS was to provide the quality of intelligence which would enable
the policing of public order activities to preserve our right to free speech and
to demonstrate our views, within the rule of law, based upon parliamentary
democracy. That was always the guiding light of what we did.’573
82.10. Geoffrey Craft states that SDS tasking came through discussions between
senior officers in C Squad and SDS managers. The SDS and C Squad were
housed in the same building at that time of Geoffrey Craft’s tenure at the
SDS and discussions were frequent. SDS tasking also came from
Commander Operations who would meet with the operational Chief
Superintendents (of C, B, E and S Squads) every morning at 10:30.
Targeting requirements would be discussed at this meeting and any
foreseeable problems discussed. When a new area or target was indicated
by C Squad or Commander Ops the SDS managers would consider who this
could be addressed to and then task the officer.574
82.11. Geoffrey Craft states that alongside their public order role the SDS also
assisted the Security Service in countering subversion by identifying
individuals in subversive organisations. Geoffrey Craft describes the Special
Branch as ‘the legs of the Security Service in this regard’ and the SDS as
simply ‘a development of that’.
82.12. Whilst Geoffrey Craft states that he had little contact with the Security
Service whilst at the SDS there is some documentary evidence of direct
contact between the Geoffrey Craft and the Security Service575. He states
At para 116 the WS reads that HN34 believes that the practice was taken from this book. ILT have been
informed that this is a misstatement of HN34’s understanding. This will be clarified in live evidence.
571 HN34 first WS para 30, 115-116
572 Ibid para 26
573 HN34 first WS para 27,66
574 Ibid para 27, 69
575 See UCPI0000027451, UCPI0000030057 and UCPI0000030058 which indicates some direct
communication between HN34 and the Security Service
570
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that occasionally an individual at the Security Service may want to know a
little more about ‘a particular area of subversion’ and would ask for direct
contact and on one or two occasions a field officer was permitted to speak to
the Security Service. Geoffrey Craft contends however that during his tenure
at the SDS communication with the Security Service was routed largely
through C Squad.576
82.13. Geoffrey Craft states that occasionally an undercover officer would be tasked
to attend a specific meeting but this was unusual because officers were
already deployed into groups. He denies that undercover officers were
tasked to target specific individuals and reiterates that the focus was in
obtaining intelligence to control public disorder.577
82.14. Geoffrey Craft appears to support the evidence from a number of undercover
officers that undercover officers were not necessarily tasked to a particular
group from the outset of their active deployment but areas of concern were
identified and undercover officers were instructed to ‘float around to see what
was going on’ before joining a specific group.578
82.15. Dealing with specific areas of concern targeted by the SDS Geoffrey Craft
states as follows:
82.15.1. ‘Pro-Irish’ groups were targeted by the SDS because they were
involved in public disorder. The Troops Out Movement was a
broad front organisation involving left wing individuals and
members or Irish Sinn Fein. Infiltration was useful to maintain
public order and also to identify Sinn Fein members who may be
supportive of IRA-active individuals who came to the mainland.
‘Pro-Irish deployments were also of assistance to the Security
Service for vetting purposes.579
82.15.2. Trotskyist, Maoist and Anarchist groups and Big Flame were
targeted by the SDS because ‘they used public disorder and
organisations to push their line of revolution’.580
82.15.3. Geoffrey Craft can recall no specific targeting of race-related
groups by the SDS although there was coverage of the anti-racist
sub-group of the SWP as a result of SWP deployments. Antiracist activities attracted the far-right and so resulted in public
order concerns.581

HN34 first WS para 40, 72 see also para 147
Ibid para 29
578 Ibid., para 29
579 Ibid., para 70
580 Ibid., para 72 -73
581 Ibid., para 75
576
577
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82.15.4.

C Squad had other sources in the far right as so SDS infiltration of
the far right itself was unnecessary.582 Anti-fascist groups were
targeted as a by-product of SDS involvement in the SWP and IMG
as both would join in with anti-fascist groups.583
82.15.5. Trade unions were not of themselves of any interest to the SDS
but information about trade union membership was of interest to
the Security Service and so would be included in SDS reporting for
this reason.584 The Industrial unit, a small unit in C Squad which
monitored the effect of industrial unrest on policing requirements,
liaised with trade unions at the top level about industrial unrest
affecting public order. This had no connection to black-listing.585
82.16. Geoffrey Craft believes that SDS undercover officers would have been given
guidance about the assumption of positions of responsibility in target groups
and that his guidance would have been based on the Assistant Chief
Commissioners consolidated instructions that undercover officers could not
initiate serious crime. They would also have been told that ‘ideally they
would not take on senior roles’: He states ‘whether an office was permitted
to assume a position of responsibility within their target group really
depended on the nature of the group, the quality of the intelligence we would
get and whether that position of responsibility was justified’.586
82.17. Geoffrey Craft states that he had day to day involvement in the deployments
of SDS undercover officers. He saw them in the twice-weekly group
meetings and also individually as and when required. Officers also
telephoned the office daily. As Chief Inspector he attended every twiceweekly meeting at the safe house together with a representative from back
office. When he was Chief Superintendent he attended these meetings
‘every couple of months’ to ensure that he was dealing with the Squad and
not simply the Chief Inspector of the Squad. He also took the Commissioner
and on another occasion the Deputy Assistant Commissioner to the safe
house. These meetings were not recorded. During the group meetings at
which ‘we discussed everything’ the officers would ‘discuss their
deployments, who did what with where, and what was developing in certain

HN34 first WS para 83
Ibid., para 78
584 Ibid., para 148
585 Ibid., para 163. In his WS HN34 mentions that Derek Kneale, CI of the SDS whilst HN34 was DI, ran the
Industrial Squad in the later 1960’s/early 1970s.
586 Ibid., para 114
582
583
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areas’.587 Often one of the undercover officers would cook and the group
would have lunch together.588
82.18. Another area of responsibility for SDS managers was the welfare of the
officers. Geoffrey Craft can recall an occasion on which he and HN819
Derek Kneale maintained observation on HN297 when he was requested to
attend a meeting at a pub and suspected that his cover identity had been
compromised.589
82.19. SDS intelligence reports were written up by back office staff who received the
rough information from field officers and added file references and RF and
PF references where relevant. These were then passed to C Squad who
would decide what was to be done with that information.590 Geoffrey Craft
states that reports were generally signed by the Chief Inspector of C Squad
rather than the SDS although his signature appears a number of SDS
intelligence reports which coincide with his period of service in the SDS. 591
Minute sheets were all completed by C Squad. A field officer would not be
asked or be allowed to review the final intelligence report. C Squad were
also responsible for the assessment of the intelligence contained in the
reports. It was C Squad who forwarded information to A8, the uniformed
branch for inclusion in threat assessments.592 Geoffrey Craft points to the
parts of the 1977 Annual Report which refer to the industrial dispute at
Grunwick and ‘The Battle or Lewisham’ as providing examples of the
practical working of SDS activity; feeding information to the uniformed branch
to assist in the preservation of public order.593
This may be contrasted with the evidence of, for example, HN298, who denies that the details of
undercover officers deployments was spoken about that these twice weekly meetings. HN354, who served
during HN34’s period as an SDS manager, also claims that the details of deployments were rarely shared ‘I
think we discussed freely but not so much about the organisations we were in … this was not a “Oh yes, my
group’s doing this” and “My group’s doing that”. The most you’d get is something like “There’s going to be a
national call out for such and such a thing, are you supporting it?” Or, “I see from your paper that there is an
all London call out … what’s your view on how many people will go?”’
588 HN34 first WS para 22, 32, 48-49
589 Ibid para 33. HN297 was confronted with copies of his birth and death certificates by members of Big
Flame in September 1976. He was subsequently withdrawn. There was evidence at the closed hearing to
the effect that HN297 told at least some of his colleagues that he had been involved with members of the
opposite sex. See MPS-0732910, a memorandum from Chief Superintendent Dave Bicknell, indicating that
HN297 is being withdrawn and that he and Chief Inspector Kneale are keeping a ‘close eye’ on the situation.
Derek Kneale was no longer a member of the SDS at this stage; HN34 had become head of the SDS as
ADCI and HN244 had been posted to the SDS as the DI. In his WS at para 169-171 HN298 describes an
occasion in 1974 when SDS managers came and waited in a nearby location whilst HN298 attended a
meeting at which he feared his cover identity may be compromised. Both Derek Kneale and HN34 were
SDS managers in 1974.
590 See MPS-0732885 however: what appears to be a debrief of undercover officers involved in their
undercover roles in the ‘Battle of Lewisham’ demonstration was passed to the Chief Superintendent of S
Squad with consequent wider dissemination.
591 See for example UCPI0000012161; UCPI0000007017
592 HN34 first WS para 35, 38
593 Ibid., para 86
587
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82.20. When an SDS field officer was required to travel outside the Metropolitan
Police District, concern for his protection would require that SDS
management spoke to a very senior officer in a provincial force and also to
the head of Special Branch in that area. As a general rule Metropolitan
police officers did not travel outside the Metropolitan Police District without
permission of the Chief Constable of the force concerned. The level of
details given to the provincial force would depend on the secrecy of the
activity being undertaken. If there was a risk to the undercover officer
concerned a manager may travel to the police district to oversee the risk to
the field officer.594
82.21. Geoffrey Craft was involved in the exfiltration of field officers and discussed
with officers how this would be achieved and where they would be posted
thereafter. Officers were informed that their names would be protected
throughout their service in the police.595
82.22. Geoffrey Craft’s period of service with the SDS overlapped with that of
HN297 Richard Clark. He states that he was unaware of any suggestion of a
sexual relationship between Richard Clark and any activist until reading
about it in the press. Had he been aware of this at the time, he asserts, any
relationship would have been stopped because ‘to run a relationship was not
on. One could not stand for that. It would have placed him, his family and
his future vetting in jeopardy’.596 Geoffrey Craft claims that he was unaware
that Richard Clark had a prominent role in the establishment of the SouthEast London branch of TOM nor did he know about his positions of
responsibility within TOM and even states that he would be surprised if he
had in fact play such a senior role in the group.597 Richard Clark’s rapid rise
through the TOM ranks is exhaustively documented in his intelligence reports
(he is referred to as ‘a leading member of the South East London Branch of
the Troops Out Movement’ in a memorandum signed off by Derek Kneale as
the Chief Inspector of the SDS598): does this indicate a lack of adequate
supervision, oversight or assessment by senior management?
82.23. Geoffrey Craft’s deployment coincided with that of HN13 “Desmond/Barry
Loader” and documents which relate to his arrest, and appearance in court
Ibid.,para 98-99. See also Special Branch minutes (MPS-0730728) seeking permission for HN244 and
HN368 to travel to Blackburn to safeguard SDS undercover officers participating in a demonstration and
letter from Police Headquarters in Preston (MPS-0730729) expressing gratitude for the assistance of these
officers at the demonstration. The Security Service Note for file dated 16 January 1976 (UCPI0000027451)
details a meeting attended by HN34 and CI Kneale at which the need to ensure that the SDS was a secret
unit even from provincial Special Branch units was stressed by CI Kneale.
595 HN34 first WS para 34
596 HN304 “Graham Coates” gave oral evidence to the effect that banter about HN297 “Rick Gibson's” sexual
relations with activists took place within the earshot of managers, who chose to ignore it.
597 HN34 first WS para 96-97
598 MPS-0732954
594
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on Public Order Act offences in September 1977 bear Craft’s signature.599 A
memorandum dated 19 September 1977 signed by Craft as Chief Inspector
details the circumstances of the arrest and the anxiety that “Desmond/Barry
Loader” may be recognised by the police officer who arrested him. Geoffrey
Craft makes the suggestions that he speak to the arresting officer in the
presence of his Chief Superintendent ‘with a view to putting him partially in
the picture. I would propose doing this along the lines that D.C [HN13’s]
operation was a ‘one off’ job’. A subsequent memorandum dated 21
September 1977 also signed by Geoffrey Craft indicates that he attended
Barking Magistrates Court on 21 September 1977 for “Desmond/Barry
Loader’s” first appearance and there had a ‘long conversation at court with
the arresting officer’.600
82.24. Geoffrey Craft states that he was not aware of any sexual contact between
HN21 and an individual he met whilst in his undercover role, nor was he
aware of HN300 “Jim Pickford” falling in love with an activist whilst
undercover, nor of any sexual contact between HN354 Vincent Harvey and
an activist601. He states the breakdown of Vince Harvey’s long term
relationship which occurred during his deployment would have been of
concern to managers because HN354 would have ‘no break between the two
personalities which was important’ although there is no indication of whether
SDS management were aware of the relationship breakdown and, if
concerned, what they thought they consequences might be and what they
did, if anything, to ameliorate the situation.602
82.25. Whilst he does not recall providing undercover officers with any instruction
regarding sexual contact whilst undercover ‘it was a period of time when such
activity was frowned upon by the Branch [Special Branch] in particular … and
it was assumed that nobody would be so stupid as to risk their careers by
doing it’. Geoffrey Craft states sexual contact between undercover officers
and those they met in that role presented risks to the officer, to their
undercover identity, their family and to the operation.
82.26. Geoffrey Craft was involved in the production of the Annual Report.603 The
Annual Reports were directed to the Home Office highlighting the value of the
SDS and seeking funding to continue for the following year. Both Inspector
and Chief Inspector of the SDS were involved in the drafting with input from
MPS-0526784 p11-12
At WS paras 100-101 HN34 states that he has no independent memory of HN13’s arrest, charge or
appearances in court. The ILT have been informed that this is an error. This will be clarified in live
evidence.
601 We note the evidence from the closed hearing to the effect that HN300 was withdrawn from his
deployment having confessed his feelings for a member of his group.
602 HN34 first WS paras 106-113
603 Ibid para 41, 68
599
600
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82.27.

82.28.

82.29.

82.30.

staff in the SDS office. Geoffrey Craft states that it was important that the
reports were accurate and that in his view they contained ‘no element of slant
or gloss for the audience’.
Geoffrey Craft believes that his SDS experience was a relevant factor in his
promotion to Superintendent of S Squad but more important was his
experience across other areas S Squad had responsibility for, in particular
anti-terrorism work.604
As Chief Superintendent S Squad he had oversight responsibility for five
units of varying size of which the SDS was but one. He was not involved in
the minutiae of any decision making in any of these units but he maintained
daily contact with the managers of each. His primary concern was in
safeguarding the welfare of those for whom he had responsibility.605
Whilst he would have been made aware of the areas in which the undercover
officers were deployed in his S Squad role, he had no decision-making role in
this. Tasking would have come from C Squad and communicated in
discussions between the Chief Superintendent of C Squad and the Chief
Inspector of the SDS although he concedes that there were occasions on
which he would have spoken to the Chief Superintendent of C Squad to
Commander Operations about the work of the SDS.606 Nor did he have any
role in the assessment and approval of SDS reporting (again the
responsibility of C Squad) although he would have been aware of any
significant intelligence reporting form this daily liaison with the SDS
managers.607608
A Security Service Note for File dated 8 March 1984 detailing a meeting
between the SDS management and the Security Service notes that DCI
Short, then head of the SDS, informed Security Service personnel that
Geoffrey Craft was shortly to move to C Squad609 and suggested
approaching Craft in order to facilitate a meeting with HN33/98 “Kathryn
Lesley (‘Lee’) Bonser”.610 Geoffrey Craft rejects any interpretation of this as
indicating he had any liaison role between the Security Service and the SDS
as Chief Superintendent. Any liaison role was carried out by C Squad. He
cannot recall being asked to facilitate any such meeting and cannot recall

HN34 Second WS para 5-6
HN34 Second WS para 7, 8(f)
606 Ibid para 8(e), (n)
607 Ibid para 8(h), 17(b)
608 In a memo (MPS-0737347) HN34 comments on the 1983 SDS Annual Report: ‘the quality of the
information produced, particularly in the troublesome Animal Liberation and Anti-Nuclear areas, has been
first class and much credit is due to the Chief Inspector Short and his staff’.
609 There is no reference to any posting to C Squad in HN34s WS. This is a matter which will be clarified in
live evidence.
610 UCPI0000029239
604
605
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any approach made to him by the Security Service whilst he occupied this
role.611
82.31. As Chief Superintendent of S Squad he was required to approve the SDS
Annual Report and forward it onwards to Commander Ops. The Commander
would then forward the report to the Deputy Assistant Commissioner and
onwards to the Home Office.612
82.32. On a Special Branch Memorandum dated 17 January 1984613 dealing with
the arrest and conviction of HN12 “Mike Hartley” for bill-posting Geoffrey
Craft, as Chief Superintendent has commented ‘This arrest of an SDS field
officer will have done no harm to his standing amongst his ‘comrades’.
Geoffrey Craft is unable to recollect the arrest and conviction of HN12 “Mike
Hartley” but agrees with his contemporaneous comment that the arrest is
unlikely to have harmed this officer’s position. A conviction was an
unfortunate but realistic possibility for SDS undercover officers and was not
encouraged regardless of the possibility that this might enhance the
credibility of the officer within his target group. Geoffrey Craft states that he
never considered the possibility that the conviction of an undercover officer in
their cover identity might amount to a miscarriage of justice. Equally he does
not appear to have considered the possibility that participating in court
proceedings under an assumed name might mislead a court. He states that
were that matter to be contested it is likely that either he or the Head of the
SDS would attend the court and inform the clerk that the defendant was an
undercover officer in order that the court was not misled.614
82.33. Geoffrey Craft states that as Chief Superintendent he was unaware of any
sexual relationships carried out by HN12 “Mike Hartley” or HN67 “Alan Bond”
or HN11 Mike Chitty in their undercover roles and is surprised and
disappointed to learn of this at this juncture.615
HN368 – Richard Walker, Detective Sergeant within SDS back office from 16 September
1974 to 17 April 1978
83. Detective Sergeant Richard Walker was a dedicated back office administrator for the
SDS for nearly four years between September 1974 and April 1978. He did not use
a cover name and his real name remains unrestricted.

HHN34 Second WS para 8(o)
HN34 Second WS para 9
613 MPS-0526785-2
614 HN34 Second WS para 11
615 Ibid paras12-14, 16
611
612
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84. The Inquiry understands that, of the undercover officers whose cover identity is
unrestricted, Richard Walker worked in the SDS back office during the deployments
of HN298 “Michael Scott”, HN299/342 “David Hughes”, HN301 “Bob Stubbs”, HN303
“Peter Collins”, HN353 “Gary Roberts”, HN351 “Jeff Slater, HN200 “Roger Harris”,
HN300 “Jim Pickford”, HN297 Rick Clark (“Rick Gibson”), HN13 “Desmond/Barry
Loader”, HN296 “Geoff Wallace”, HN304 “Graham Coates”, HN354 Vince Harvey
(“Vince Miller”), HN80 “Colin Clark”, HN126 “Paul Gray” and HN356 “Bill Biggs”. Of
particular note:
84.1. Richard Walker was within the SDS when both HN297 Rick Clark616 and
HN300 were withdrawn from their deployments in late 1976. The Inquiry has
heard evidence from ‘Mary’ and Richard Chessum that Rick Clark had sexual
relationships with a number of activists he was reporting on, including ‘Mary’.
Similarly, HN300 is believed to have married someone he met in the course
of his deployment617. Evidence has also been received from contemporaries
that both Rick Clark and HN300 had reputations within the SDS for chasing
after women and that ‘jokey remarks’ were made in the presence of
supervisors in this regard618. Richard Walker is clear that he had no
knowledge of these or any other sexual relationships between UCOs and
those they reported on619.
84.2. In this regard, HN304 “Graham Coates” (who also overlapped with Richard
Walker for 2 years) gave evidence that managers appeared to turn a blind
eye to such remarks and sexual activity whilst undercover more generally620.
Richard Walker disputes this and does not recall conversations of this nature
taking place within the SDS at all621.
84.3. HN13 “Desmond/Barry Loader” was arrested twice during Richard Walker’s
period within the SDS, although the second occasion took place shortly
before he left the unit. Interestingly he recalls being aware of the first
occasion as ‘it would have been general knowledge amongst those who were
within the SDS office at the time’622, which confirms that knowledge of such
matters was not limited to more senior SDS managers. The Inquiry has
found no evidence to suggest that Richard Walker had any particular
involvement in the aftermath of these arrests.

Although Richard Walker notes that he only overlapped with Rick Clark ‘for a relatively short time’, the
Inquiry understands that Richard Walker was within the SDS for the entirety of Rick Clark’s deployment.
617 MPS-0740967.
618 HN304 WS, para 146 and MPS-0748061.
619 First WS of Richard Walker (MPS-0747527), paragraph 125. Witness statementWS, paragraphpara 125.
620 HN304 WS, paras 57, 146 and transcript p52 lines 5-8.
621 WS, paragraphWitness statementWS, paragraphpara 123.
622 Ibid., para 90.
616
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85. Richard Walker’s deployment also overlapped with that of HN21 who admits sexual
contact with another in his cover identity. Richard Walker states that he had no
knowledge of HN21 engaging in any sexual activity during his deployment and only
first learnt of this during the course of the Inquiry623. We note that HN21 claims he
did not tell anybody about the sexual activity in which he engaged624.
86. The following observations arise from a consideration of his witness statement and
documents associated with Richard Walker:
86.1. Richard Walker recalls that he was recommended for the SDS by the then
Inspector on the unit Derek Brice (HN3378)625. He likely replaced DS David
Smith in his role. By the time of his appointment to the SDS, Richard Walker
was a very experienced police officer, with 18 years’ service within the MPS
and 8 years within Special Branch626.
86.2. Richard Walker describes his position as the de facto ‘quartermaster of the
SDS’627. He would assist UCOs with cars, accommodation (once a UCO had
found something suitable) and cash. In common with his predecessor,
Richard Walker also had a role in receiving handwritten reports from UCOs
and would ‘tidy them up before they were sent for typing’628. This did not
involve making any changes of substance, but rather required correction of
stylistic or grammatical issues within UCO reports. Richard Walker notes
that there was no filter on the material which was included in UCO
reporting629, a fact which has increasingly become apparent from the
reporting seen and published by the Inquiry.
86.3. Notably, Richard Walker does consider that his role extended to the
management of UCOs630. He recalls that this would primarily take place by
way of the weekly face-to-face meetings at the safe house, at which practical
as well as welfare supervision would take place by him alongside more
senior managers. This latter aspect of his role was carried out by
conversations with deployed officers to discuss problems and make sure
officers could cope emotionally with their work631. This very much accords
with the evidence of his superior Geoffrey Craft (HN34)632 who considered

Ibid., para 101.
MPS-0748062, p9
625 WS, para 7
626 Ibid., para 4.
627 Ibid., para 11.
628 Ibid., para 27.
629 Ibid., para 31.
630 Ibid., para 29.
631 Ibid., para 30.
632 DI, and later DCI on the SDS during Richard Walker’s time on the unit.
623
624
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86.4.

86.5.

86.6.

86.7.

that SDS Sergeants were part of the management team and recalls Richard
Walker ‘got on well with those in the field’633.
The Inquiry has retrieved a small number of SDS intelligence reports signed
by Richard Walker apparently as the author634. These are unusual for this
period as such reports normally ceased to be signed by the author and were
just signed by (or on behalf of) the SDS Chief Inspector and then by the
receiving Chief Superintendent in Special Branch, often C Squad. By way of
explanation Richard Walker notes that he must simply have been the person
who submitted the reports for typing635. The reports in question certainly
concern matters which are likely to have involved back office support, such
as requiring details of subjects to be looked up or possibly the provision of
intelligence to the SDS office over the telephone (Richard Walker recalls
such calls taking place on occasion)636. Separately, Richard Walker notes
that anyone in the SDS office could sign reports once they had been
completed637, although the Inquiry understands this to be a reference to the
more common practice at this time of signing on behalf of the SDS Chief
Inspector.
The other documents which bear Richard Walker’s name are memoranda
relating to costs and maintenance of SDS vehicles which are occasionally
appended to the SDS Annual Reports638. It is noted that administration of
such vehicles remains ‘in the hands of the SDS supervisory officers’ which
accords with the evidence which the Inquiry has received from UCOs and
managers regarding this aspect of SDS administration.
During Richard Walker’s time in the SDS issues of public order became
increasingly prominent. His predecessor, DS David Smith, notes that part of
the back office Sergeant’s role was occasionally to attend large
demonstrations in plain clothes in support of UCOs639. This feature is
echoed by Richard Walker640, particularly in respect of those events which
took place outside the Metropolitan area.
The Inquiry has obtained documents which suggest that Richard Walker (at a
minimum) attended demonstrations in Blackburn (with HN244 Angus
McIntosh)641, Birmingham642 and Manchester (with HN608 Ken Pryde)643

First WS of HN34, paras 25 & 52.
UCPI0000012800, UCPI0000009219 and UCPI0000017554.
635 WS, paragraphWitness statementWS, paragraphpara 45(b).
636 Ibid., para 128.
637 WS, paragraphWitness statementWS, paragraphpara 35.
638 MPS-0728981, p17
639 HN103 WS, para 21.
640 WS, paragraphWitness statementWS, paragraphpara 9.
641 MPS-0730728.
642 MPS-0730703, see a resulting report at UCPI0000017776.
643 MPS-0730698.
633
634
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86.8.

during the course of his time in the SDS. One document also appears to
confirm that similar arrangements had previously been put in place when
SDS officers attended demonstrations outside London in Winchester and
Leicester644. The documents themselves suggest that the intended purpose
of this attendance was to safeguard the UCOs and to ‘look after our [SDS]
interests’645 and similarly Richard Walker recalls that such arrangements took
place where there was a risk to the UCOs attending the demonstration in
their cover identities, either in terms of violence or of arrest646. Thus, this
appears to demonstrate that SDS managers remained aware of these as
common risks associated with undercover police deployments, particularly
those which took the officers concerned outside of the Metropolis. Notably,
this role sometimes also included liaison with local police, and the Inquiry has
retrieved a letter of thanks from Lancashire Constabulary which names
Richard Walker in this regard647. Although he has no recall of this particular
event, Richard Walker explains that whether another police force was
contacted would very much depend on the specific circumstances under
which the UCO concerned travelled to the area648.
Richard Walker recalls having no particular contact with MI5 as part of the
SDS. Interestingly, the Inquiry has obtained correspondence between MI5
and Special Branch inviting a number of officers to a social event at the
Security Services premises in February 1978, Richard Walker amongst
them649. He recalls the event and recounts a specific recollection of feeling
‘typecast’ by his hosts as a ‘beer drinking policeman’650. Other than to
speculate that he may have been put forward by his superiors, Richard
Walker does not know how his name came to be on the list of invitees 651.

HN1668 Les Willingale (deceased) Detective in the Special Demonstration Squad from
approximately August 1975 to February 1977 and thereafter Detective Inspector in the
SDS to approximately December 1977
87. Les Willingale is deceased. His Central Record of Service shows that he became a
Detective Constable with the Metropolitan Police on 1 September 1962. He joined
Special Branch on 4 January 1965 and between 1965 and 1968 held several Special

MPS-0730728.
MPS-0730703.
646 WS, paragraphWitness statementWS, paragraphpara 46(a).
647 MPS-0730729.
648 WS, para 46(f).
649 MPS-0735795.
650 WS, para 135(a).
651 Ibid., para 42.
644
645
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Branch roles. He was promoted to Sergeant on 8 January 1968652. While it has not
been possible to establish from the documents the precise date he joined the SDS
back office, the earliest SDS report obtained by the Inquiry on which his signature
appears is dated 5 August 1975653. He was promoted to Detective Inspector on the
14 February 1977, and the documents suggest that he left the unit around late
November 1977 to join C Squad654. He was promoted to Superintendent in April
1984 and in this role supervised the SDS from July 1989 to October 1990. He retired
in 1991. The Inquiry Legal team has revised its assessment of HN1668 Les
Willingale’s tenure dates, and now considers his departure from the SDS to be at
least two years earlier than previously thought. Accordingly, his bundle contains
documents which post-date his departure from the unit.
88. Contemporaneous documentation indicates that HN819 Derek Kneale was the SDS
DCI when Les Willingale joined the unit, and Geoffrey Craft the DI until he replaced
Kneale as DCI, and Les Willingale became SDS DI. Amongst the undercover
officers serving with the SDS during this period were HN13 “Desmond Loader”, HN80
“Colin Clark”, HN126 “Paul Gray”, HN200 “Roger Harris”, HN296 “Geoff Wallace”,
HN297 Richard Clark (“Rick Gibson”), HN298 “Michael Scott”, HN300 “Jim Pickford”,
HN301 “Bob Stubbs”, HN303 “Peter Collins”, HN304 “Graham Coates”,
HN342/HN299 “David Hughes”, HN353 “Gary Roberts”, and HN354 Vince Harvey
(“Vince Miller”).
89. Les Willingale was a manager in the SDS when several notable events took place.
He was a DS in the unit during the 20-day Right to Work march of February and
March 1976 organised by the International Socialists, which became what was
described in the 1976 Annual Report as a “running battle”, with marchers “attacking
their police escort”, and which resulted in 44 injured police officers and 43 arrests655.
The 1977 Annual Report shows that the Grunwick dispute spanned Les Willingale’s
transition from DS to DI, starting peacefully in August 1976 and concluding on 7
November 1977, with the final 8,000-strong mass picket and 111 arrests taking place
around the end of Les Willingale’s SDS service. The “Battle of Wood Green” and the
“Battle of Lewisham” also occurred whilst Les Willingale was serving in the SDS.

All from his Central Record of Service, which is unpublished.
UCPI0000007430
654In a note dated 4/11/77 on an SDS policy file, ‘DI Willingale’ is described as one of the ‘supervising officers
of the SDS’. MPS-0732885, page 2. He is identified in a minute dated 11/11/77 as an onward recipient of a
non SDS report and it seems likely this was in his role as SDS DI. There is then no mention of him in the
documentation obtained by the Inquiry until January 1978, when he appears to be working in C Squad. The
1977 Annual Report (dated 13 March 1978) states that the squad has one DI, who is indubitably HN244.
Accordingly, the evidence suggests that HN1668 had left the SDS by the end of 1977.
655 MPS-0728980-page 8 para 27
652
653
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90. Les Willingale’s period of service overlapped with three officers (HN297 Richard
Clark (“Rick Gibson”)656, HN300 “Jim Pickford” and HN354 Vince Harvey (“Vince
Miller”) who had sexual relations in their undercover identities, although the evidence
points to his having left the SDS when HN354 Vince Harvey (“Vince Miller”) slept with
women in his target group657. HN304 “Graham Coates” gave oral evidence to the
effect that banter about HN297 Richard Clark’s sexual relations with activists took
place within the earshot of managers, who chose to ignore it658, and it can be inferred
from their respective dates of service that this must include Les Willingale. The 1976
Annual Report contains an oblique reference to HN297 Richard Clark‘s compromise
and withdrawal from Big Flame659, which occurred when Les Willingale was a DS.
91. Documents obtained by the Inquiry show that as SDS DI in 1977 Les Willingale
managed officers such as HN13 “Barry Loader” and HN303 “Peter Collins” who
attended the large anti-racist demonstration of 13 August 1977 known as the “Battle
of Lewisham”. The Annual Report of that year describes it as resulting in “extreme
public disorder and street violence” and claims that SDS reporting on plans by SWP
members to throw missiles at National Front marchers from an empty house, averted
further violence660. A telephone memo exhibits DI Willingale’s receipt and
dissemination of near real-time SDS intelligence on the day of the protest. It shows
that at 14:55 HN356 “Bill Biggs" provided information by telephone that “Socialist
Workers Party heavies’’ were “being moved to Church Street, Deptford”, and that DI
Willingale passed the information directly to the A8 Ops room661. DI Willingale also
signed off a long report from HN13 “Barry Loader” on the Communist Party of
England (M-L)’s review of their tactics at the Lewisham demonstration in which he
notes the general agreement “amongst members that, with the advent of the police
shield, more sophisticated weaponry is required in the riot situation”. Internal Special
Branch documents show that in the aftermath of Lewisham DI Willingale, along with
HN608 DCI Pryde, HN13 “Barry Loader” and HN303 “Peter Collins” met with DAC “A”
Ops to convey SDS officers’ views on police responses to serious public order
Regarding HN297 “Rick Gibson”, the evidence is that he had sexual relations with activists over the
period of his deployment from early 1975 until his withdrawal in October 1976, some of which period crosses
over with Les Willingale’s time as an SDS DS. See “Mary”’s WS UCPI0000034181 paragraphparas 6.1 and
6.6 and her statement to the Inquiry UCPI0000034306. See also Richard Chessum’s WS UCPI0000034182
paragraphparas 5.2 v) and 5.18 iv). For HN354 Vince Harvey the evidence is to the effect that the sexual
activity with activists took place in 1979, after HN1668 had left the SDS.
657 HN354 Vince Harvey transcript p.124 lines 7-24. In his oral evidence HN354 Vince Harvey (“Vince
Miller”) states that he had sex with two non-activists early in his deployment during which period DI Willingale
was an SDS manager, although this conflicts with his WS in which he is less certain about timings (see
HN354 Supplemented WS, p.48, para. 235 & p.54 para.250). He also asserts that he told no-one about his
sexual activity in his undercover identity.
658 HN304 “Graham Coates” transcript p.52 lines 5-8
659 MPS-0728980/4 para 7
660 MPS-0728981 pages 13 and 14 para 26
661 MPS-0733366
656
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situations662. This meeting resulted from a note from DI Willingale collating the SDS
officers’ insights “with a view to assisting methods of policing future
demonstrations”663. This report focusses on the role of the “ultra-left” and decries the
fact that “groups of left-wing supporters and, more importantly, coloured youths were
allowed to gather” in Lewisham High Street, despite advance warning that “trouble
was likely”. It also contains the observations, perhaps revealing of DI Willingale’s
mindset, that the hatred of “young blacks” for authority “has no bounds” and that this
cohort turned out at Lewisham with the “sole intention of attacking the police”.
92. Les Willingale was in the SDS at the time of HN13 ‘s first arrest in his cover identity
for insulting or threatening behaviour664. This occurred after a clash with the National
Front while HN13 “Barry Loader" marched with the East London People’s Front
(ELPF) outside of Barking Police Station. A memo dated 19 September 1977 from
(then) Chief Inspector Geoffrey Craft to Commander Operations describes HN13
“Barry Loader“ being “knocked to the ground” while trying to shield some children and
being “battered by police” prior to his arrest, resulting in injuries that required
examination by the Divisional Surgeon at Barking Police Station.665 The memo also
identifies the ”complicating factor” of HN13 “Barry Loader” having previously worked
with his arresting officer.
93. The following observations and questions arise from an analysis of the intelligence
reporting of officers working under Les Willingale:
93.1. Some reports contain personal information, such as an SWP member
belonging to the National Union of Teachers666, an SWP member having an
affair and his wife’s attitude to it667, and the sexuality and living arrangements
of a member of Anarchy Collective668. Officers under his management also
reported on children669 and their parentage670 and their ethnicity671. This
raises questions about management’s oversight of the unit. Did
management encourage officers to gather this kind of information? If so,
why? Did gathering and disseminating this personal information help the SDS
to maintain public order and to counter subversion? Was it justified?

MPS-0732885 page 2
MPS-0732886
664 Reports conflict as to whether the arrest took place on 17 September 1977 (MPS-0526784) or 8 October
1977 (UCPI0000011984)
665 MPS-0722618
666 UCPI0000011725
667 UCPI0000017523 – this report is signed by Les Willingale
668 UCPI0000010996
669 UCPI0000010951
670 UCPI0000010971
671 UCPI0000011602 – it is not certain, however, that by this point HN1668 was still in the SDS.
662
663
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93.2.

93.3.

It is possible that Les Willingale was DI when HN80 “Colin Clark” reported on
his election to the position of treasurer of the Seven Sisters branch of the
SWP672. This raises questions about SDS management’s attitudes to officers
taking on positions of responsibility within their target groups.
Officers’ witness statements contain little on Les Willingale beyond the fact of
his being in management. HN200 “Roger Harris” describes him as DCI
Kneale’s “number two” and states that he sometimes attended the bi-weekly
meetings673. HN304 “Graham Coates” recalls that he had routine contact
with DCI Craft and DI Willingale throughout his deployment at the SDS
meetings and in the daily calls674.

94. It can be extrapolated from the 1977 Annual Report that in addition to his usual
managerial duties, DI Willingale also ran, under what were apparently “difficult
circumstances”, an “active weekly promotion instruction class” for DCs675. This
suggests that management took an interest in SDS officers’ career progression. The
same paragraph refers to the “considerable strain" placed on the lives of operational
officers and their families and how recognition of this has always been “accepted as
one of the prime concerns" of senior officers involved in the control of the SDS, which
includes DI Willingale. This raises a question about the ways, if any, in which this
“recognition" manifested itself. What did senior management do to help officers cope
with the strain? How was officers’ welfare monitored?
HN244 Angus McIntosh. Detective Inspector and second in command at the Special
Demonstration Squad between April 1976 and the Autumn of 1979.
95. HN244 Angus McIntosh joined the Metropolitan police as a cadet in 1957. He
became a Detective Constable in 1964, joined Special Branch and between 1964
and 1976 held a number of Special Branch roles in C Squad, A Squad (ports), E
Squad (Middle East) and D Squad (naturalisation enquiries). He was promoted to
Detective Sergeant in 1969 and Detective Inspector in early 1976 and in April of that
year was posted to the SDS where he served until the Autumn of 1979.676
Contemporaneous documentation indicates that HN34 Geoffrey Craft and HN608
Ken Pryde served as Detective Chief Inspector during the early part of HN244’s

UCPI0000011543
HN200 WS para 107
674 WS of HN304 ”Graham Coates” para 136.
675 SDS Annual Report 1977 MPS-0728981/8 para 11
676 First WS of Angus McIntosh (MPS-0747578) para 4-6
672
673
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deployment. Thereafter Mike Ferguson took over as head of the SDS. 677 He has
provided a witness statement and will give live evidence in the tranche 1 phase 3
hearings.
96. Of the SDS officers whose cover identities are not restricted Angus McIntosh
managed HN303 “Peter Collins”, HN353 “Gary Roberts”, HN300 “Jim Pickford”,
HN200 “Roger Harris”, HN297 Richard Clark “Rick Gibson”, HN13 “Desmond
Loader”, HN296 “Geoff Wallace”, HN304 “Graham Coates”, HN354 Vincent Harvey
“Vince Miller”, HN80 “Colin Clark”, HN356 “Bill Briggs”, HN126 “Paul Gray”, HN96
“Michael James”, HN106 “Barry Tompkins” and HN155 “Phil Cooper”. Of particular
note:
96.1. Angus McIntosh was an SDS manager during the deployment of HN300 ‘Jim
Pickford’ who is alleged to have embarked on a relationship with another in
his cover identity;
96.2. Angus McIntosh’s period of time as a manager overlapped with the final few
months of HN297’s (Richard Clark) deployment. Richard Clark is believed to
have had sexual contact with four individuals in his cover identity and was
withdrawn from the SDS after his cover identity was compromised;
96.3. HN354 Vincent Harvey was involved in sexual activity with four women in his
cover identity. Angus McIntosh was the SDS second in command during the
entirety of the deployment of Vincent Harvey.
96.4. HN13 “Desmond Loader” was arrested on two occasions and prosecuted at
Barking and Lambeth Magistrates Courts;678
96.5. HN304 “Graham Coates” gave evidence that banter concerning sexual
activity with activists took place in the presence of SDS managers during the
time he was deployed;
96.6. The demonstration that became known as the ‘Battle of Wood Green’ took
place on 23 April 1977 which was reported on by the SDS;
96.7. The demonstration named the ‘Battle of Lewisham’ demonstration took place
on 13 August 1977 and was reported on by the SDS;
96.8. Angus McIntosh’s deployment overlapped with the first few months of
HN106’s (“Barry Tompkins”) active deployment but the points that arise in
connection with it arose following Angus McIntosh’s departure from the SDS;

At para 23 of this WS, HN244 indicates that he cannot recall working with HN34 Geoffrey Craft and
makes no mention of Ken Pryde. The Special Branch minute sheet MPS-0730728 indicates that HN34 was
head of the SDS in September 1976 and directed HN244 and HN368 DS Walker to travel to Blackburn to
safeguard SDS officers attending a demonstration there. HN34 left the SDS in September 1977. Ken Pryde
succeeded him in the role (see UCPI0000030058) but appears to have been only briefly in post before he
was promoted to Superintendent and Mike Ferguson appointed as head of the SDS in at least February
1978 (see reference to change in head of SDS in 1977 Annual Report MPS-0728964).
678 HN13 was arrested on 17 September 1977 and on 15 April 1978
677
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96.9.

Blair Peach’s death occurred whilst Angus McIntosh was second in
command in the SDS. Undercover officers reported on subsequent justice
campaign and demonstrations and Peach’s funeral.

97. In so far as events concerning anonymous officers are concerned whose
deployments overlapped with Angus McIntosh: anonymous officer HN41 attended
the demonstration at which Blair Peach received fatal injuries. HN21, whose real and
cover identities are also restricted, attended his funeral. An anonymous officer has
given evidence to the Inquiry that he spoke to Angus McIntosh after HN300 “Jim
Pickford” had told him that he had fallen in love with a member of his group. He said
that HN300 was withdrawn from his deployment shortly afterwards.
98. The following matters are of note from an analysis of HN244’s witness statements
and associated documents:
98.1. Although he had some awareness of the existence of a secret Squad
beforehand Angus McIntosh only became fully aware of the SDS when he
was posted to it.679 During his posting the SDS office was housed in
Scotland Yard. It moved to Vincent Square after he left.680
98.2. Angus McIntosh undertook no training for his role in the SDS. He would
have been taught about the scope of his duties by the Detective Chief
Inspector in the SDS who took the role of a mentor. He believes that HN135
Mike Ferguson taught him about the general operation of the SDS as it was
then administered; his administrative duties, how cover identities were
created, methods of introducing new officers and meetings with undercover
officers681.
98.3. Angus McIntosh recalls that the Superintendent or Chief Superintendent
would come to the SDS office daily to discuss problems or progress and the
general running of the SDS. Occasionally the Superintendent or Chief
Superintendent would attend the weekly meetings with the undercover
officers at the safe house.682 Liaison with Special Branch was routine and
there was daily informal contact with S Squad in particular683. More formal
contact would take place between officers of superior rank: he recalls
Commissioners Robert Mark and David McNee visiting the SDS. Liaison
with the Security Service would in general take place between officers of
senior rank although he was present at a small number of meetings. He was
WS para 9
Ibid., para 64
681 Ibid., paras 22-30
682 Ibid., para 102. HN244 does not specify whether these were senior officers from C Squad or S Squad or
both.
683 Ibid., para 59
679
680
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98.4.

98.5.

98.6.

98.7.

not part of any liaison body between the Home Office and the SDS although
he met officials at the Home Office during his career at Special Branch 684.
Angus McIntosh explains that he worked in conjunction with the Detective
Chief Inspector and describes his primary role as the day to day running of
the undercover officers and promoting the morale and safety of the individual
undercover officers in the SDS. This entailed keeping and checking diaries,
monitoring overtime, ensuring they were trained in core police duties and
maintaining contact. He cites officer welfare which he appears to define as
‘morale and safety’ as his ‘primary concern’.685 He also assisted with staff
assessments.
Angus McIntosh was involved in the recruitment of UCOs to the unit686. He
states that ‘Special Branch was like a family, it was easy to find out about
individuals’. Recommendations would be made for recruitment to the unit,
often through the Detective Sergeants in the back office, which would be
assessed when a vacancy arose. He sought stable, reliable individuals with
a flare for amateur dramatics ‘as effectively we were asking the officers to be
actors’. In assessing a potential UCO’s suitability he would speak to
Superintendents, Detective Chief Inspectors and Detective Inspectors. He
would also speak to the officer’s partner in order to gain their trust. The
marital status of the potential UCO was a ‘major factor’ in recruitment into the
SDS: McIntosh states as follows: ‘we wanted married men as they had
domestic stability, which would provide a constant in their life. Being married
was also likely to reduce the temptation of any sexual liaison undercover.’.
Angus McIntosh states that the SDS was a small unit and there was no
formal training offered to UCOs nor any training manuals; the only individuals
who knew anything about the operation of the SDS were those who were, or
had been, part of the SDS. The extent to which the SDS was shaped by
former undercover officers returning to the SDS in management roles, or
taking supervisory roles of the SDS outside the SDS itself, will be a theme
explored by the Inquiry.
Undercover officers were trained by observing others and by a period of time
spent in the back officer during which time the officer built a new identity.
Angus McIntosh had an advisory role in that process which, almost always,
required a search of the register of births and deaths for potential names. 687
This practice was well established by the time he joined the SDS.688 So far
as he was aware no consideration was given to the impact this may have on

Ibid., para 61
Ibid., para 27, 33
686 Ibid., para 34-36
687 Ibid., para 37
688 Ibid., para 155
684
685
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the families of those whose identities were used by undercover officers
because it was not anticipated that any family member may know about it.689
He had no role in inventing, developing or assessing undercover identities.
98.8. He states that HN135 Mike Ferguson, as a former SDS undercover officer,
took the lead on providing instruction on tactics and the practicalities of
undercover work leaving logistical arrangements such as the procurement
and maintenance of safe houses to him.690 This delineation of roles is a
marked change from that described by HN34 Geoffrey Craft who describes a
blurring of hierarchical boundaries and the interchangeable nature of the
roles in senior management in the SDS.691 Was this a cultural shift as a
result of the presence of an experienced former undercover officer as the
head of the SDS?
98.9. Angus McIntosh advised on vehicle procurement for undercover officers
although these were obtained by the T6 unit of the MPS.
98.10. Angus McIntosh describes the hierarchical rank-structure in Special Branch
at the time as ‘very top heavy’ with the consequence that a lot of the work
done at the level of Detective Chief Inspector and Detective Inspector was
done without any real knowledge of why it was being undertaken692. Officers
of these rank, he explains, followed the directions of their superiors.
98.11. As a consequence of this hierarchical structure Angus McIntosh states that
he had no role in deciding on which groups would be targeted by undercover
officers or in any decisions on the tasking of undercover officers, these were
decisions taken by other police and government departments. The tasking
requests would come from ‘other Special Branch officers’ although he does
not specify which Squads these officers served with. McIntosh states that he
also played no part in UCO deployment693. He passed on requests for
information and ascertained whether this request could be met. He recalls
receiving direct tasking requests from the A8 uniformed branch of the
Metropolitan Police. He states that he never received direct tasking requests
from the Security Services or the Home Office but was aware that the
Security Service were utilising the SDS to obtain intelligence. He deduces
from this that any government agency tasking must have come through
senior Special Branch officers. McIntosh effectively describes his role in the
SDS as the passive conduit of tasking requests from senior officers outside
the SDS to the undercover officers. This can be contrasted with the account
given by Geoffrey Craft who, whilst agreeing that targeting and tasking
Ibid., para 157
Ibid., para 42 and 57
691 See WS HN34 para 16-17
692 WS para 40
693 Ibid., para 45
689
690
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decisions were taken at a superior rank to those managers serving in the
SDS, recalls a level of liaison and discussion about this tasking between SDS
management and Superintendents from S Squad and C Squad which
appears to be missing from McIntosh’s account.694
98.12. Angus McIntosh states that whilst a lot of Special Branch work was
connected with the Security Service they rarely liaised with any member of
Special Branch of lower ranking than a Superintendent during his period at
the SDS.695 However, we note that there is evidence that McIntosh attended
meetings with the Security Service in 1979 where the senior police officer in
attendance appears to have been a Detective Chief Inspector.696 There is
some documentary evidence of meetings or direct contact between Security
Service personnel and SDS managers prior to McIntosh’s posting to the SDS
and this became increasingly frequent from the late 1970s. A Security
Service Note for File dated 17 August 1979 regarding a meeting between
Security Service personnel and Mike Ferguson and Angus McIntosh reads
‘SDS are very ready to accept general briefs from F7, both on organisations
and individuals and to attend specific meetings were F6 [redacted] and to
respond to specific feedback from reports’. This appears to indicate a more
direct correspondence between the SDS and the Security Service than that
recalled by McIntosh.697
98.13. Angus McIntosh had weekly meetings with undercover officers and also
arranged to meet them individually.698 Meetings would take place to discuss
any practical problems, for example any potential compromise of their
undercover identity, their welfare and to receive an update on their activity.
He states that his primary concern was with the undercover officers’ welfare
and in ensuring that each maintained a connection to the wider MPS and to
their private family lives.
98.14. Information obtained by Angus McIntosh from undercover officers during
meetings would be passed on to Dick Scully in the SDS back office and be
drafted up into information reports.699 If the information concerned an
imminent event or demonstration it might be shared informally over the
telephone with the uniformed branch. If it concerned a Special Branch
operation he would speak to the Superintendent over the telephone. He did
not assess the utility of the information obtained by the UCOs nor did he
assess the quality of the information; assessment was a matter for the
See WS HN34 para 27 and 69
WS para 41
696 UCPI0000030893; UCPI0000028810
697 UCPI0000030893
698 WS para 46
699 Ibid., para 49
694
695
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requesting parties.700 In his view the SDS were conduits for providing
information requested and played no role in assessment or quality control,
nor did they have any knowledge as what use the information was put: ‘It was
very much the case that the SDS did what we were told, and didn’t question
it. If the SDS was given a target, the order was not queried. It was
actioned.’701
98.15. Angus McIntosh believes that four years was the optimum period of service
for an undercover officer because any longer period would place a burden on
the individual’s family life and career progression and also risk the possibility
of the officer ‘going rogue’. This was the policy that was followed during the
period he was involved in the SDS although he cannot speak to what may
have been approved by other SDS management teams.702
98.16. Dealing with specific areas of reporting during his period as an SDS manager
Angus McIntosh observes as follows:
98.16.1. He does not believe that there was reporting on the Blair Peach
justice campaign because the campaigners sought to discredit or
were critical of the police but because these individuals were
identified as being active on the public order scene.703 He
understood that the purpose of identifying those at Blair Peach’s
funeral was to update records and for Security Service vetting and
identification or tracing.704
98.16.2. Information on Trade Unions would have been reported if relevant
to a deployment or requested by the Security Service or Special
Branch. He did not know to what use this information would be
put by the Security Service or elsewhere in Special Branch.705
The SDS did not infiltrate Trade Unions during the time that
McIntosh was in the SDS. Special Branch had their own
informants in the Trade Unions and so the SDS would only have
reported on Trade Unions if additional if additional information was
sought.706
98.16.3. He was aware that the SDS knew that it may be required to
infiltrate the extreme right wing but such action was never
approved or ordered in his time at the SDS and he believed that
this was a policy decision707.
Ibid., para 50
Ibid., para 196
702 Ibid., para 93
703 Ibid., para 96
704 See also WS HN307 para 95
705 WS para 192
706 See also WS HN34 para 148
707 WS para 91
700
701
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98.17. Commenting on a selected range or reporting which was contemporaneous
with his period as a manager in the SDS he states that this information was
reported because it had come to light during the course of the undercover
officer’s reporting and therefore as a result of targeting from a requesting
party. He observes that ‘it is inevitable that within a wider information
gathering exercise there will be some which will be more useful, some which
is less useful, and some which may seem irrelevant out of context.’. He
claims that the SDS would not have been in a position to assess the utility of
any report in the public order context of the 1970s.708
98.18. There would be liaison between the Special Branch and the force in the
relevant area if an undercover officer was to travel outside the Metropolitan
police district and there was any likelihood of public disorder.709 Occasionally
when there were concerns over the safety of a UCO travelling outside the
Metropolitan police district an SDS manager would also travel to the area.710
98.19. Although Angus McIntosh’s period of service in the SDS overlapped with that
of HN13 “Barry Loader” he does not recollect him being arrested and
believes that one of these arrests took place during a period he was absent
from the SDS undergoing training at Bramshill and was not informed of it.711
His advice to undercover officers was that the commission of criminal
offences was not permitted whilst deployed undercover (‘it was made
abundantly clear that they could not indulge in criminal activity’) although this
would exclude peaceful protest activities such as bill posting or leafletting and
he would have expected officers to use their own judgement as to what
behaviour fell within the acceptable range.712 McIntosh believed that if an
officer was arrested and charged the prosecution would proceed for two
reasons: to protect the officer and to enhance his cover.713
98.20. Angus McIntosh’s period of service overlapped with that of HN21, HN155
“Phil Cooper”, HN300 “Jim Pickford”, HN354 Vincent Harvey and HN297
Richard Clark. He states that he was unaware of any sexual contact HN21
Ibid., para 191. See UCPI0000010719; UCPI0000017523; UCPI0000017563; UCPI0000010996;
UCPI0000011086; UCPI0000011602; UCPI0000011874; UCPI0000011874; UCPI0000011924;
UCPI0000011275; UCPI0000021782; UCPI0000011389; UCPI0000013062
709 WS para 109 also see MPS-0730729, a letter from the Lancashire police headquarters thanking the
Deputy Assistant Commissioner for the assistance of HN244 and HN368.
710 WS para 94 and 109 see also MPS-0730728 which indicates that HN244 travelled to Blackburn to
safeguard the SDS officers who were attending demonstrations there with their cover groups
711 WS paras 113-114 and MPS-0526784. In his WS at para 21 HN244 states that he was engaged in
training at Bramshill between 21 February 1977 and 18 March 1977 and between 22 June 1977 and 23
September 1977. HN13 was arrested on 17 September 1977 and on 15 April 1978. HN13’s first appearance
at court in respect of the first arrest was on 21 September 1977, two days before HN244 returned from his
training at Bramshill. HN34 attended court on this day but left the SDS shortly thereafter and was succeeded
in post by Ken Pryde. The case was not finally disposed of until 12 April 1978.
712 WS para 163, 169
713 Ibid., para 116
708
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and Richard Clark may have had with any activist.714 He was never informed
of any officer having sexual contact with any person whilst operating
undercover.715 He does not recall Jim Pickford falling in love with an activist
and denies having any involvement with managing this situation which, had it
happened, he states would have given rise to serious welfare and operational
difficulties.716
98.21. Angus McIntosh was HN297 Richard Clark’s manager for a period of months
in 1976. He states that he had no concerns about his deployment or the
roles that he held within his target group.717 It was considered beneficial from
an intelligence point of view to have someone embedded in the inner circle of
the group they had infiltrated. Undercover officers did not require permission
to take up positions of responsibility within their target groups but such
decisions would be discussed at regular meetings between the officer and
the SDS managers and if deemed undesirable the undercover officer would
have been so advised.718 He cannot recall undercover officers being given
specific advice regarding the assumption of positions of authority.
98.22. He cannot recall that he gave any specific guidance to officers about sexual
contact whilst operating undercover but states that the guidance for all
serving officers was that it would be an offence under the Police Regulations
to have a sexual liaison whilst on duty. Because he was unaware of any
sexual contact by officers operating undercover, he states that he had no
reason to think that’ the guidance needed to be made stronger or expressed
differently’.719 McIntosh states that he was aware, however, that SDS
officers found their lack of girlfriends difficult when dealing with female
members of their target groups because it became increasingly hard to
decline their advances without attracting comment. He describes the target
groups as collectives with a common aim which were ‘in many respects
social groups …sexual partners within the group seemed to be part of the life
of the group’. He recalls that his advice (presumably offered informally) was
that to become sexually or emotionally involved with individuals met whilst on
duty would be a disciplinary matter. 720 He states ‘my attitude to sexual
activity between UCOs and civilians they met in their undercover identities
was that it should not have happened. In my view, the consequences of
human relationships are unpredictable and can be devastating’.721
Ibid., para132 and 143
Ibid., para 158
716 Ibid., para 134
717 Ibid., para 148
718 Ibid., para 150-151
719 Ibid., para 158
720 Ibid., para 137-139
721 Ibid., para 161
714
715
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98.23. The SDS Annual Reports were written as a MPS requirement and also
submitted as a basis for seeking Home Office funding for the continued
existence of the SDS.722 Angus McIntosh supplied information for
compilation of the Annual Reports at the request of the Detective Chief
Inspector but did not write them or sign them off. He believes that the Annual
Reports which cover the period of his posting to the SDS fairly report the
activities of the undercover officers who carried out ‘incredible work …[which]
carried a risk to their personal security’.
HN608 Kenneth Donald Bremmer Pryde (deceased). Detective Chief Inspector in charge
of the SDS November 1977 to early 1978
99. Kenneth Pryde is deceased. He joined the MPS in January 1954 and was transferred
to Special Branch in December 1955. He was promoted to Sergeant in 1963 and to
Detective Chief Inspector in June 1974 at which rank he joined the SDS in October
1977. Once month later DCI Pryde was promoted to the position of
Superintendent723. He left the SDS to join S Squad where he served until November
1979. Mike Ferguson took over as head of the SDS in January 1978 and it appears
likely that Pryde was in charge of the unit on an interim basis until he took over more
permanently.
100. Amongst the undercover officers serving with the SDS during the very short period of
time which Kenneth Pryde spent in the SDS were HN353 “Gary Roberts”, HN13
“Desmond Loader”, HN296 “Geoff Wallace”, HN304 “Graham Coates”, HN354
Vincent Harvey (“Vince Miller”), HN80 “Colin Clark”, HN356 “Bill Biggs” and HN126
“Paul Gray”. Of particular note:
100.1. Although Kenneth Pryde’s period of service in the SDS overlapped with that
of HN354 Vincent Harvey, all sexual contact admitted by Vincent Harvey took
place outside Kenneth Pryde’s deployment dates.724
100.2.
Although HN304 “Graham Coates” recalls serving under Kenneth Pryde
(confirmed by Superintendent Pryde writing a section of his 1978 annual
qualification report 725), his evidence suggests that Pryde was not one of the
SDS managers within whose earshot officers joked about sexual liaisons

Ibid., para 81-85
From HN608’s central Record of Service, which is unpublished.
724 The extent of Harvey’s involvement with “Madeleine” was the subject of evidence in Tranche 1 Phase 2
Vince Harvey has also admitted to sleeping with two non-activists while undercover, possibly prior to Pryde’s
SDS service, although his live and written evidence on the likely dates of these encounters is slightly
contradictory.
725 MPS-0747439
722
723
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while undercover, as he does not identify Pryde as a regular attendee at the
SDS meetings.726
101. The letter from Assistant Commissioner Kelland to the Home Office 1977 Annual
Report requesting authority for the continuation of the SDS briefly emphasises what
he seems to consider the most impressive aspects of the unit’s work that year. He
writes that SDS intelligence on the Grunwick dispute and the confrontations between
the “extreme right and left-wing political parties which reached its zenith in the
Lewisham Street battle in August” enabled the Uniform Branch effectively to police
some of the “most violent public disorder in recent times”727. This echoes the report,
in which Pryde identifies Grunwick and clashes between the “extreme left and right”
as the year’s key events728. The final paragraph of the substantive report reveals
Pryde’s attitude to protest activity: “Overriding every demonstration and example of
public disorder quoted above is the wish of the revolutionary parties to demolish the
established order using any available tactic, foremost amongst which must remain
confrontation with the police, and to counteract this the SDS will remain committed to
its primary objective, that is the supply of intelligence unavailable from other
sources.”729
102. The following observations and questions arise from an analysis of the documents in
the bundle.
102.1. A MI5 Note for File from early in Kenneth Pryde’s SDS career shows the
SDS and MI5 making efforts to work in a complementary way, pooling their
resources effectively by deploying UCOs and MI5 agents into separate
groups730. It also indicates that SDS and Special Branch senior management,
rather than MI5, directed the targeting of UCOs, a dynamic which changed
over time.
102.2. Kenneth Pryde dealt with issues arising from undercover officers travelling
outside the Metropolitan Police District. A memorandum to Commander
Operations dated October 1977 attests to Pryde and HN368 Richard Walker
intending to travel to Manchester to liaise with the local Special Branch and
to support the SDS officer attending that weekend’s anti-fascist
demonstration organised by the IMG. It evidences the SDS working with
regional forces and a level of concern for the welfare of UCOs travelling
outside the metropolis in their cover identities731. A memo authored by
See HN304 WS MPS-0742282 paragraphparas 136, 141 and 146.
Letter from Asst. Commissioner to Home Office seeking authority MPS-0730689/1
728 1977 Annual Report MPS-0728981/11 para 18
729 1977 Annual Report MPS-0728981/16 para 34
730 UCPI0000030058/1. Pryde is also referred to as a DCI in MPS-0730698/1 which is dated October 1977
731 MPS-0730698/1
726
727
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Kenneth Pryde seeks authorisation from Commander Ops for HN353 “Gary
Roberts” to drive the IMG van on a ‘Socialist Challenge’ sales tour through
the north of England. One of the reasons he gives for granting authorisation
is the officer being subject to pressure from the IMG to travel to Europe on
their behalf, which is causing him “difficulties”732. Kenneth Pryde states that
the trip involves no public order issue, which shows that senior management
were happy for officers to travel outside of London for the sole purpose of
bolstering their cover.
102.3. The documents show that as Superintendent Kenneth Pryde got personally
involved when the security of the SDS operation and its officers was
perceived to be at risk. In a minute dated 6 January 1978 Superintendent
Pryde refers to the ongoing court proceedings arising from HN13’s (“Barry
Loader”) arrest during a clash outside Barking Police Station between
members of the East London People’s Front (ELPF) and the National Front.
He records telling a court official that one of the defendants (name not given)
was an informant who he was anxious to safeguard from a custodial
sentence. He describes the court official as very cooperative and notes that
he will maintain liaison with him throughout the remainder of the
proceedings.733. The charges against HN13 “Barry Loader” and two of his codefendants (out of 7) were dismissed, but of the remaining 4, 1 failed to
appear, and three were found guilty and fined734.
102.4. Another minute from Pryde in his role as Superintendent shows that he used
a similar strategy after HN13’s second arrest and charge under s.5 of the
Public Order Act 1936 in April 1978, this time following a clash between the
“ultra” left and extreme right during a Brixton by-election. On this occasion,
however, Pryde identifies HN13 “Barry Loader” to the court official as the
“valuable informant”, and Loader is convicted, receiving a fine and a bindover, a disposal described by the Assistant Commander as “useful” for
allowing HN13 to “preserve a somewhat lower profile”735.
102.5. In a memo to DCS Kneale, DCI Ferguson illustrates the risks of SDS officers
taking promotion examinations alongside other MPS officers in police
buildings or buildings leased to the MPS and proposes that they take the
exams at Scotland Yard “possibly with Superintendent Pryde or myself acting
as one of the invigilators”736.

MPS-0730694/1
MPS-0722618
734 MPS-0526784/9
735 MPS-0526784/4
736 MPS-0527310
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102.6. Notwithstanding his move to S Squad Kenneth Pryde signed off the 1977
Annual Report737.
HN2152 Richard Scully - Detective Sergeant in the Special Demonstration Squad from
late-1977 to mid-1979
103. HN2152 Richard Scully was posted to the SDS from approximately late-1977 to mid1979. HN2152 joined the Metropolitan Police Service in 1964 and moved to Special
Branch in 1968 as a constable. Prior to joining the SDS he served on ‘B’ and ‘C’
Squads.738 He served as a Detective Sergeant in the SDS. Richard Scully returned
for a time to ‘B’ Squad after his involvement with the SDS.739 He retired from the
Metropolitan Police Service in 1994.740
104. Richard Scully’s period of service overlapped with the following undercover officers
whose cover names are unrestricted: HN13 “Barry Loader”, HN296 “Geoff Wallace”,
HN304 “Graham Coates”, HN354 Vincent Harvey “Vince Miller”, HN80 “Colin Clark”,
HN356 “Bill Biggs”, HN126 “Paul Gray”, HN20 “Tony Williams” and HN96 “Michael
James”.
105. The following matters arise from a consideration of the witness statement and
documents associated with Richard Scully:
105.1. Richard Scully fulfilled an administrative role, primarily dealing with UCO
reports. He describes himself as the “processing point” for reporting741 collecting, formatting, and ultimately disseminating the reports to the
appropriate recipients.742
105.2. Richard Scully recalls being given paper copies of reports, both handwritten
and typed. He would check names in reports for any associated Special
Branch file numbers and add them where needed. He states that he would
alter the report where it was necessary, for example to fix typos or factual
inaccuracies.743 Information might also be rearranged into a different
order.744 Individual sources would not be identified, but the information

MPS-0728981/16. Given his very recent departure from the SDS and the short period of time Mike
Ferguson had spent as head of the SDS, it would not appear that anything can be inferred from this.
738 First WS of Richard Scully (MPS-0747155), para 6.
739 Ibid., para 8.
740 Ibid., para 81.
741 Ibid., para 25.
742 Ibid., para17.
743 Ibid., para 25, 26.
744 Ibid., para 28.
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number would be qualified with an ‘S’ to indicate ‘S’ Squad.745 HN350 DS
Croyden who succeeded Richard Scully recalls the use of a technique to
occasionally include the cover name of a UCO within the reports.746 He
explains that the reason was to obscure the UCO’s identity to the Security
Service in case they also had an informant in the group. Croyden states that
he learned this trick from Richard Scully.747
105.3. Reports would be typed, then forwarded on where required or put into files.
Richard Scully notes that it would not be for him to determine which reports
were forwarded.748 Reports would be sent from ‘S’ Squad to the operational
Squads in the Branch, and it would be the Chief Superintendent of those
recipient Squads who would determine what action if any should be taken.749
105.4. Reports would also be forwarded to the Security Service, however that
decision would be made a more senior officer.750 Richard Scully describes
the Security Service as “the main beneficiary of SDS reporting”, and notes
that the SDS did get thanks from the Security Service for particular reports.
751 HN2152 Richard Scully had no direct involvement with the Security
Service.752
105.5. Richard Scully had no involvement in directing or targeting UCOs753,
procurement or administration of safe houses, cover accommodation or
vehicles, cover documents or overtime claims.754 He was not involved in
drafting the Annual Reports.755
105.6. Scully states that he was unaware of any training for new undercover officers, but
notes that they had ‘quite a lot’ of lead up time before going into the field. He states
that UCOs “were carefully assessed to see if they were suitable for the role and
then had considerable reading in time before going into the field. They knew what
they were up against and could leave at that point if they wanted. It was very
carefully thought out.”756 Evidence from T1 officers has thus far suggested that
there was no formal training or assessment prior to deployment for UCOs, so it
appears that Richard Scully may be referring to an informal procedure in the SDS
office.

Ibid., para 27.
Ibid., para 24.
747 Ibid., para 24.
748 Ibid., para 31.
749 Ibid., para 33.
750 Ibid., para 35.
751 Ibid., para 35.
752 Ibid., para 74.
753 Ibid., para 37.
754 Ibid., para 39.
755 Ibid., para 39.
756 Ibid., para 23.
745
746
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105.7. Richard Scully operated from Scotland Yard, but recalls attending regular
safehouse meetings.757 He mentions that it was considered important for the
UCOs to meet up and ‘let off steam’: “Often there would also be a meal, and
they would tell us what they thought of us.”758 The openness of
conversations between UCOs and managers is of interest to the Inquiry – for
example, HN304 “Graham Coates” who was deployed at this time suggests
that there was banter about sexual activity in earshot of managers.759
Overall however, Richard Scully states that he had little interaction with the
undercover officers.760
105.8. Richard Scully was not aware of any UCOs committing a criminal offence or
acting as an agent provocateur, engaging in sexual activity while in their
cover identity, being arrested or convicted in their cover identity, or being
involved in public disorder or criminal activity.761
105.9. HN244 Angus McIntosh suggests in his witness statement that Richard
Scully may have been involved in proposing names for new recruits to the
SDS. He states that “[n]ominations would often come through the Detective
Sergeants in the back office (Dick Scully or Richard Walker), as they were
contemporaries of officers at the ranks we would be looking to recruit.”762
105.10. HN308 DS Chris Skey describes Richard Scully as “very quiet; he kept
himself to himself and got on with his work. I would describe him as the type
of man who would not say boo to a goose.”763
105.11. Richard Scully remembers David McNee visiting SDS when he was a new
Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police, stating “I think it was assumed he
should see the SDS because it was so sensitive that it could cause him
grief.”764 He remembers HN34 Geoffrey Craft guiding him through SDS
operations in the SDS office and McNee questioning everyone on their role.
Scully believes McNee also visited the undercover officers in the SDS flat,
though he was not personally present at this visit.
105.12. Exceptionally, Richard Scully ran an informant alongside his work on the
SDS. He explains that he had started with this informant while posted to ‘C’
Squad, and ended up maintaining the contact throughout his time with the
SDS.765 He states that it was quite difficult to keep up as it took a lot of extra
time, and the area of interest covered by the informant did not coincide with
Ibid., paras 43, 44.
Ibid., para 44.
759 HN304 “Graham Coates” transcript p.52 lines 5-8
760 WS, para 59.
761 Ibid., paras 65-69.
762 MPS-0747578, para 34.
763 MPS-0747952, para 48.
764 WS, para 76.
765 Ibid., para 10.
757
758
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DS Scully’s SDS work.766 His experience with the informant did give him
prior understanding of how Special Branch Squads provided A8 uniform
branch with forecasts for public events.767
105.13. Richard Scully reflects in his witness statement on the benefits of undercover
policing as compared to relying on informants.768 He states that while
informants were ‘generally fine’, the only way to find out exactly what was
being planned was with undercover policing. He believed that the scale of
the demonstrations at the time would have meant that “[t]he odd informant
was not enough in the circumstances.” Undercover policing allowed efforts
to be concentrated where needed. He does note however that he “was a bit
surprised we were allowed to do this with undercover policing, but we had
official backing.”769
105.14. Richard Scully explains that his running of this informant ultimately led to
tensions with HN135 Mike Ferguson, to whom he reported directly. Scully
says in his witness statement that he ‘did not click’ with DCI Ferguson, and
felt that DCI Ferguson interfered in the running of his informant.770 This later
escalated over an annual qualification report. Richard Scully states: “I
remember I had a very poor annual report from Mike Ferguson because of
my personal problems with him, such that it was very unfair, and I did have a
word with Derek Kneale out of desperation to explain the work I was doing.
He asked for evidence and I put in a quantity of information. I think I
overheard him taking Mike Ferguson to task over this, even though I was not
asking for that.”771
105.15. Richard Scully states that he enjoyed his work on the SDS, but that the
incident with DCI Ferguson ‘tipped him’ into leaving the Squad.772
HN135 Michael John Ferguson (deceased) Head of the Special Demonstration Squad
January 1978 to February 1980
106. HN135 Michael (“Mike”) Ferguson assumed command of the SDS on or about 26
January 1978773. He had previously served in the SDS as an undercover police
officer (see the Tranche 1 Phase 1 bundle)774. Publication of his cover name is
Ibid., para 11.
Ibid., para 11.
768 Ibid., para 15.
769 Ibid., para 15.
770 Ibid., para 49.
771 Ibid., para 55.
772 Ibid., para 78.
773 The report at UCPI0000011677, dated Thursday 26 January 1978, is the earliest document signed by
Ferguson as an SDS manager.
774 The index for HN135’s T1P1 documents is at IDX0007
766
767
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restricted775. Mike Ferguson was the first former SDS undercover officer to assume
command of the unit. He was promoted to the rank of Superintendent in December
1979776. Ferguson may have remained in command, notwithstanding his promotion,
until late January / February 1980777. HN307 Trevor Butler may then have briefly led
the unit until the arrival of HN218 Barry Moss in February 1980778.
107. Our understanding is that of the SDS undercover officers whose cover identities are
not restricted, Mike Ferguson managed HN13 “Desmond Loader”, HN296 “Geoff
Wallace”, HN304 “Graham Coates”, HN354 Vince Harvey (“Vince Miller”), HN80
“Colin Clark”, HN126 “Paul Gray”, HN356 “Bill Biggs”, HN20 “Tony Williams”, HN96
“Michael James”, HN106 “Barry Tompkins” and HN155 “Phil Cooper”. He may also
have managed HN353 “Gary Roberts” briefly. Of particular note:
107.1. Mike Ferguson was Head of the SDS at the time of HN13 “Desmond
Loader’s” second arrest and when this officer was being prosecuted in both
the Barking and Lambeth Magistrates’ Courts779.
107.2. HN354 Vince Harvey (“Vince Miller”) was involved in sexual activity with 4
women, including “Madeleine”, in his cover identity. On the basis of the
evidence received, the sexual activity with “Madeleine” and another activist
took place whilst Mike Ferguson was Head of the SDS, although Harvey’s
evidence was that he did not tell anyone about this sexual or any other
sexual activity in his undercover identity780. In his oral evidence Harvey
stated that his sexual activity with two non-activists was early in his
deployment (and we observe therefore likely before Ferguson became Head
of the SDS)781. However, we note that Vince Harvey’s written evidence was
both uncertain about timings and hard to reconcile with his oral evidence on
this issue782.
107.3. HN304 “Graham Coates” gave oral evidence to the effect that there was
joking and banter about sexual activity with activists within earshot of
20191029-sds_anonymity-ruling_16_san.pdf (ucpi.org.uk) Restriction order - HN135 (ucpi.org.uk)
MPS-0722826
777 UCPI0000013688 dated 2 January 1980 is the latest intelligence report in the bundle. However, the ILT
has also seen but not published another intelligence report dated 25 January 1980 and Annual Qualification
Reports dated February 1980 all of which were signed by Ferguson.
778 The earliest written evidence that HN218 Barry Moss had rejoined the SDS is dated 11 February 1980 –
UCPI0000013761. The evidence that HN307 Trevor Butler acted up as the unit’s DCI is at p.3, para.6 of the
SDS Annual report for 1980 (although it is unclear whether the promotion there referred to is that of
Ferguson or Moss). Evidence that it was intended that Ferguson should continue to lead the SDS after his
promotion is at para.4 of the Security Service file note dated 22 November 1979 at UCPI0000028812.
779 UCPI0000011984 – report on HN13’s final appearance at Barking Magistrates’ Court signed by Ferguson;
and UCPI0000011356 – report on HN13’s final appearance at Lambeth Magistrates’ Court signed by
Ferguson.
780 The extent of Harvey’s involvement with “Madeleine” was the subject of evidence, which conflicts to some
extent, in Tranche 1 Phase 2.
781 HN354 Vince Harvey transcript p.124 lines 7-24
782 HN354 Supplemented WS, p.48, para. 235 & p.54 para.250
775
776
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107.4.

107.5.
107.6.

107.7.

107.8.

107.9.

managers. He described managers across the board as turning a blind eye
to sexual banter and innuendo783. “Graham Coates” also stated that it was
Mike Ferguson who terminated his posting to the SDS784.
HN80 “Colin Clark” in his witness statement twice refers to Ferguson having
given him specific practical advice on fieldcraft which we note given
Ferguson’s prior service as an SDS UCO785.
Although HN106 “Barry Tompkins’” deployment gives rise to significant
issues they largely arose after Ferguson had left the SDS.
HN126 “Paul Gray” described his two former SDS undercover officers, HN68
“Sean Lynch” and HN135 “Mike Ferguson” as “absolutely brilliant, very
experienced”786.
HN155 “Phil Cooper” is alleged to have confessed to a risk assessor that he
engaged in sexual activity with activists in his cover identity but he does not
appear to have deployed until about the time that the then Superintendent
Ferguson left the SDS. However, “Phil Cooper” does describe having a lot of
questions fired at him by HN68 “Sean Lynch” and Mike Ferguson in order to
prepare him for his deployment787.
Blair Peach died whilst Mike Ferguson was the Head of the SDS and a
number of undercover officers serving with the unit reported on related
events after Blair Peach’s death relating to his funeral, protests against the
police and the justice campaign which followed.
SDS officers produced reports on the SWP, especially but not limited to their
coverage of the SWP’s National Delegate Conferences, that appear to have
been valued by the Security Service during Ferguson tenure788.

108. In respect of the wholly anonymous officers whose service overlapped with Mike
Ferguson’s tenure as the Head of the SDS, significant features of the evidence that
we have been able to publish and which we can confirm occurred whilst Ferguson
was Head of the SDS, include the fact that HN41 attended the Southall
demonstration at which Blair Peach was fatally injured. However, HN41’s evidence
was that he was not with Blair Peach when the latter was fatally injured789.
Furthermore, HN21 attended Blair Peach’s funeral whilst in his undercover identity790.

HN304 “Graham Coates” transcript p.52 lines 5-8
HN304 “Graham Coates” WS p.38, para.129
785 HN80 WS at p.4, para.20 (re. cover nickname) and p.39, para.139 (re. exfiltration plan)
786 See WS and transcript of his oral evidence p.79 UCPI Tranche 1 (Phase 2) Evidence Hearings - Day 15 Transcript See also HN155 “Phil Cooper’s” summarised evidence on the same subject, transcript p.3 lines
18-20 UCPI Tranche 1 (Phase 2) Evidence Hearings - Day 16 - Transcript and his WS p.40 para.140
787 HN155 WS p.5, para.17; p.6 para.19
788 For example, UCPI0000030893
789 MPS-0748063/7
790 MPS-0748062/14-16
783
784
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109. The most notable activities of the SDS, during Mike Ferguson’s tenure as Head of
the SDS, in the eyes of MPS senior management, concerned the provision of
intelligence relating to clashes between the National Front and those who opposed
them, growing anti-nuclear protests and the activities of anarchists. AC(C) Kelland’s
letter of 23 February 1979 to the Home Office seeking formal approval to continue to
operate the SDS includes a paragraph worded as follows:
“Throughout 1978 such intelligence was regularly provided by the SDS in respect of
the numerous National Front / Anti Nazi League confrontations, more particularly
those in the East End. Evidence was also obtained that some organisations are
attempting to exacerbate anti-nuclear protests in this country and detailed
information has been supplied to the provincial police forces concerned. In June
1978, penetration of the anarchist scene enabled police to arrest two members of a
cell wanted for conspiracy to cause explosions”.791
110. The same senior officer’s letter to the Home Office the following year, during which
Blair Peach was killed, almost certainly by a member of the Special Patrol Group,
contained the following paragraphs (which are worded in terms which we note clearly
evidence the author’s particular perspective of events):
“The focal point of much of the extremist activity in 1979 was the General Election
held in May with the extreme Left contriving to take advantage of the National
Front’s election campaign to provoke hostile confrontation whenever possible. The
culmination of the virulent anti-fascist demonstrations was the death of the Anti-Nazi
League supporter Blair Peach and the subsequent campaign against Police.
During this period the Special Demonstration Squad was able to provide useful
information which was invaluable, enabling uniformed officers to be effectively
deployed”.
“The anticipated upsurge in anti-nuclear activity continues and the hard-core
anarchist element within the movement remains a constant threat. Assistance was
provided during the year both to the Metropolitan Police and to various Provincial
Forces, in particular the Lothian and Borders Police in connection with the “Torness
Gathering” organised to protest against the building of a new nuclear reactor”.
111. Mike Ferguson’s own stated view of the SDS’s work in 1978 is recorded in the
concluding paragraph of the SDS’s Annual Report, above his signature, in the
following terms:
“1978 was a difficult year for the Metropolitan Police in the public order arena,
whether it was in connection with race relations or trade disputes, political
demonstrations or football matches, and 1979 promises to present similar
problems, all of which will make extra-ordinary demands on the Force. Successful
791

MPS-0728964
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policing during such times has always depended upon leadership, skilful
deployment of manpower resources, common sense and knowledge of the
intentions of those involved. The first three are accepted parts of the police
armoury, the fourth can only be obtained in difficult, dirty and sometimes dangerous
circumstances. The Special Demonstration Squad was formed for this purpose,
and its continued activity will undoubtedly prove to be of immense value in the
forthcoming months”.792
112. Of note in the body of the 1978 Annual Report is the view recorded about the health
of SDS undercover officers which is at odds with the experience of a number of the
witnesses that the Inquiry has heard from to date and anticipates receiving in future
tranches793. On the basis of a remarkably low rate of sickness absence, the report
states: “..it must indicate at least that the long hours and demanding work in which
they are involved does not have a deleterious effect upon their health” 794.
113. An analysis of the documents relating to Mike Ferguson give rise to the following
observations:
113.1. A feature of the intelligence reports in the bundle which are signed by
Ferguson is that he signs almost all of them in the space allocated on the
form for the Chief Superintendent’s signature and not in the space allocated
for the Chief Inspector’s signature. The latter, where there is such a space,
is left blank. Exceptions to this practice are the earliest reports signed by
Ferguson in the bundle in January 1978: they are countersigned by Chief
Superintendent A Dickinson of C Squad795. This pattern appears to us to be
relevant to the actual level of oversight of the intelligence product of the SDS
by senior officers outside the unit. Further, the signature of a C squad Chief
Superintendent seems to corroborate Geoffrey Craft’s written evidence that
SDS intelligence was routed through C Squad and not routinely considered
by senior officers in S Squad.
113.2. The intelligence reports in the bundle which are signed by Mike Ferguson
show typical SDS intelligence reports crossing his desk. For example, there
are reports on individuals (amongst others, reports which identify child
activists and which record the bank details of SWP members); meetings of
activist groups (including the SWP, Schoolkids against the Nazis, the
Federation of London Anarchists, the Anarchy Collective and the London
Workers Group); a report containing prospective intelligence about a specific
MPS-0728964/17
Compare, for example, with HN304 “Graham Coates’s” evidence about the impact of work as an
undercover officer on him.
794 MPS-0728964/11 at sub-para 4(v).
795 UCPI0000011677; and UCPI0000011692
792
793
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113.3.
113.4.

113.5.

113.6.

demonstration796; a report about a SWP picket797; reports which submit
documents for example, a leaflet issued by the Friends of Blair Peach
Committee; the reports of persons identified as present at the funeral of Blair
Peach798 and reports which submit photographs. Photographs include those
of schoolchildren who are activists799 and a photograph which was taken of
an activist at Blair Peach’s funeral800. The reports confirm that the
photographs are a fair or good likeness of the individuals concerned.
Some of the reports refer to individual core participants including Ken
Livingstone801 and Dave Morris802.
Other reports in the bundle refer specifically to SDS UCOs in their
undercover identity including HN354 “Vince Miller”803, HN96 “Mike James”804,
HN20 “Tony Williams”805, HN80 “Colin Clark”806 and HN356 “William
Biggs”807.
There are two internal memoranda in Mike Ferguson’s section of the bundle.
The first records Ferguson responding to criticism from ‘A’ Department of
Metropolitan Police about information provided to it by Special Branch (as
referred to in our opening statement for Tranche 1 Phase 2)808. The second
is purely administrative.
Seven reports in Ferguson’s section of the bundle emanate from the Security
Service and document significant contact between Mike Ferguson and the
Security Service in his capacity as Head of the SDS. There is evidence of
direct contact between Ferguson and the Security Service on 22 February
1979, 2 October 1979, 6 November 1979 and 21 November 1979. The first
two meetings occurred at the Security Service’s premises. On the last two
occasions the Security Service is described as having called on the Head of
the SDS. Thus, the evidence does not demonstrate regular meetings

UCPI0000013343 – about the Stop the Cuts demonstration planned for 13 September 1979
UCPI0000013653 (picket protesting the involvement of police in the death of Blair Peach)
798 UCPI0000021047
799 UCPI0000011275; UCPI0000021011
800 UCPI0000013539
801 UCPI0000011895
802 UCPI0000021776 (we note that Mr Morris is described in this report as changing his identity following
recent police raids and, in a stereotyped way, as having a “large Jewish nose”); UCPI0000013047;
UCPI0000013474; UCPI13597
803 UCPI0000013040 (chairing an SWP branch meeting)
804 UCPI0000013376 (recording HN96 “Mike James’s” election to an SWP district committee); see also
UCPI0000013803 although this report is signed by DCI Barry Moss.
805 UCPI0000013474 (recording his election to the office of Treasurer of the London Workers Group and
submitting a leaflet that he appears to have written); UCPI0000013597 (recording his move from Treasurer
to Secretary of the LWG).
806 UCPI0000013559 (recording his activity as a member of the SWP’s Lee Valley Committee and his
appointment to the post of Treasurer of Haringey branch of the SWP); UCPI0000013658 (recording him as
an attendee at a meeting of the SWP’s Haringey branch)
807 UCPI0000013688
808 MPS-0726913 See also p.33 para.105 of our opening to the Tranche 1 Phase 2 hearings
796
797
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throughout Ferguson’s tenure as Head of the SDS. Rather, it evidences
contact starting approximately half-way through Ferguson’s posting and
clustered predominantly in the autumn of 1979, towards the end of
Ferguson’s time in the SDS’s management.
113.7. At Mike Ferguson’s first known meeting with the Security Service he is
recorded as having discussed: “the way cooperation between F6 and SDS
could be developed under the following headings:- (a) Identification and
Sources … (b) Targets under Development by the SDS … (c) Joint
Targetting …(d) redacted”. We note, in particular, that on the issue of
targeting DCI Ferguson is recorded as having said that: “…although the WRP
was not considered to be a law and order problem, nevertheless he was
ready to put a source into the WRP if this would legitimately act as a stepping
stone for penetration of an SDS target”809. As well as confirming that the
SDS did not in 1979 consider the WRP to be a law and order concern, this
comment exemplifies a theme in the evidence about the relationship with the
Security Service where, on the one hand, Ferguson seems keen to assist the
Security Service but, on the other, appears to consider it important that there
should be some other justification (in his view) for the deployment of its
undercover police officers. These attitudes appear to be evidenced further in
sub-paragraph (c) of the file note of the meeting held on 22 February 1979.
The Security Service there recorded that: “[SyS] gave Ferguson a copy of our
requirements list and Ferguson said that he would do what he could to place
his sources in areas which we found we did not have coverage. Ferguson
also said that he would welcome “tactical” targeting on those organisations in
which sources were already established since he said that it would provide
added interest for SDS. We went on to discuss how this should be handled
and agreed that [SyS] would act as a focal point both for the Security Service
targeting requests for SDS and also for the handling of feedback on routine
SDS reports.”
113.8. An internal Security Service file note dated 17 August 1979 refers to the
February meeting and summarises developments in the working relationship
between the SDS and the Security Service since then810. It evidences the
fact of monthly meetings at Scotland Yard hosted by HN819 Detective Chief
Superintendent Kneale and HN608 Detective Superintendent Ken Pryde,
both of whom it is specifically noted were themselves ex-SDS. The
document also contains praise for the SDS’s intelligence, particularly its
report on the 1978 SWP National Conference. It also records requests made
by the SDS for assistance from the Security Service on a number of issues.
809
810

UCPI0000028835
UCPI0000030893
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113.9. A Security Service file note dated 4 October 1979 records that Mike
Ferguson had paid a “routine” visit to its office on 2 October 1979811. He is
recorded as having discussed personally giving a training talk to the Security
Service about his “experiences” (see further the loose minute dated 13
November 1979, although there is no evidence that this training was actually
delivered812).
113.10. The same document evidences the provision of photographs by the Security
Service to the SDS in order for SDS undercover officers to identify Maoists
and anarchist activists depicted therein (at 2(d)). The Security Service is
recorded as making some specific requests for intelligence it wanted the SDS
to obtain at the then forthcoming 1979 SWP National Conference: “…if
possible we would be interested in reports on one or two specific resolutions
such as those dealing with Flame, Womens Voice and the organisation of the
Party”.
113.11. The final point of note in the 4 October 1979 file note is a passage which
concerns offences being committed by SDS UCOs: “In general conversation
we touched on the problems of agents being involved in actions of varying
degrees of illegality. Ferguson remarked that certainly for the more trivial
offences this was no real hindrance to their operation since they were often
able to insulate their sources even though this sometimes meant not
prosecuting other offenders”. It is not clear from the document whether the
motive for not prosecuting others was to prevent the officer from being
prosecuted in a false identity, to avoid miscarriages of justice, or both.
113.12. A Security Service document bearing the subheading “Walthamstow” and
dated 6 November 1979 contains detailed questions about SWP activity at
local and district level813. We note first that this is an example of a detailed
request for intelligence made by the Security Service. It also coincides with
the end of HN354 Vincent Harvey “Vince Miller’s” deployment into the SWP
in the Walthamstow area. When read with the file note dated 8 November
1979 we infer that this document may have been prepared by the Security
Service for the purpose of debriefing HN354814 (although see also
UCPI0000029198/7). There are particularly detailed questions about
finance. Whether these are so detailed because the draftsperson knew that
the SDS had access to such information is unclear. The last paragraph of
the document reads: “Some comments along the lines of “day in the life of an
SWP member” would be welcome. How much time/effort is demanded and
given by local members to the cause? How much effort is made by branch
UCPI0000028810
UCPI0000030063
813 UCPI0000029191
814 UCPI0000029198
811
812
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treasurers to extract membership dues according to the letter of the new(ish)
scale of dues payable according to age/income, or do many members get
away with paying less then [sic] they should? How well do “special appeals”
like the appeal fund against the Tories?”
113.13. A loose minute dated 5 November 1979 appears to be a long and detailed
note setting out what F7 in the Security Service wish to know about the SWP
National Conference815. Attached to it, amongst other things, was a
handwritten note for the Security Service’s debrief of an SDS officer
(presumably HN354 Vincent Harvey, although he gave evidence that he did
not meet the Security Service)816.
113.14. The final Security Service document in Mike Ferguson’s section of the bundle
records that the Security Service had called on him on 21 November 1979817.
It contains a number of points of note.
113.14.1. Paragraph 1 evidences the provision by the Security Service of an
assessment of the Maoist scene – an example of intelligence
flowing from the Security Service to the SDS.
113.14.2. Paragraph 2 contains a specific request about whether a civil
servant could be involved with the SWP. The reason for the
request is not recorded but we infer that it might have been for
vetting purposes818.
113.14.3. Paragraph 3 records that a report on the 1979 SWP Conference
was expected soon from Mike Ferguson together with “a large
number of photographs of delegates, and all conference
documents”.
113.14.4. Paragraph 4 records that it was the intention that Mike Ferguson
would continue to lead the SDS for a period notwithstanding his
imminent promotion to Superintendent.
HN308 Christopher Skey - Detective Sergeant in the Special Demonstration Squad from
mid-1978 to early-1982
114. HN308 Christopher Skey served on the SDS as an administrative Detective Sergeant
from approximately mid-1978 to early-1982.819 HN308 became a police cadet in
UCPI0000029198
HN354 Vince Harvey transcript p.205
817 UCPI0000028812
818 It is recorded in Defence of the Realm The Authorised History of MI5 by Christopher Andrew that until the
early 1990s the Security Service kept a record of “rank and file members of subversive organisations” for
vetting purposes. See p.780.
819 HN308 cannot recall his exact dates of service. The Inquiry believes these dates are likely as they fall
between the departure of DS Richard Walker, HN308’s predecessor, and DS Martin Gray, who took over the
role.
815
816
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1958 and joined the Metropolitan Police Service as a Constable in 1960. He was on
duty as a uniformed officer during the 1968 Grosvenor Square demonstration 820, and
ended up applying to join Special Branch that year. He was posted to the Squad
dealing with Irish extremism, where he was promoted to Detective Sergeant. HN308
served in the MPS for 30 years before retiring at the rank of Detective Inspector in
1990.821 He has provided two witness statements to the Inquiry, the first dated 15
December 2020822, and the second dated 8 December 2021823. He has not been
asked to provide oral evidence.
115. Christopher Skey’s period of service overlapped with the following undercover
officers whose cover names are unrestricted: HN304 “Graham Coates”, HN354
Vincent Harvey “Vince Miller”, HN80 “Colin Clark”, HN356 “Bill Biggs”, HN126 “Paul
Gray”, HN20 “Tony Williams” and HN96 “Michael James”, HN106 “Barry Tompkins”,
HN155 “Phil Cooper”, HN85 “Roger Thorley”, HN65 “John Kerry” and HN19 “Malcolm
Shearing”
116. The following observations arise from a consideration of Christopher Skey’s witness
statement and documents associated with him:
116.1. He recalls that he may have been asked to join by HN244 Angus
McIntosh.824 Christopher Skey states that he did not receive any formal
training for the job, but recalls speaking to HN368 Richard Walker who had
filled the role before him as a form of handover.825
116.2. Christopher Skey describes his position as a “purely administrative backoffice role”.826 He lists his primary responsibilities as the processing of
expense claims and liaising with the transport department over the
procurement and disposal of suitable vehicles for the undercover officers. 827
He assisted in procuring a car for the SDS office, and would liaise with
officers and the MPS transport department to ensure that UCO cars were
inspected and met police standards.828 He likewise helped compile transport
costs and expenditure, and is identifiable in the 1980 and 1981 SDS Annual
Reports signing off the transport expenses.829

Second WS of Christopher Skey (MPS-0747592), para 6.
Ibid., para 5.
822 MPS-0747528
823 MPS-0747952. To note, the second statement incorporates the first statement and so will be used as
primary reference.
824 Ibid., para 12.
825 Ibid., para 17.
826 Ibid., para 14.
827 Ibid., para 20; MPS-0747658, para 23; MPS-0747192, para 60.
828 Ibid., para 26.
829 Ibid., para 22; MPS-0728962, MPS-0728985.
820
821
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116.3. Christopher Skey was equally involved in sourcing and looking after the SDS
safehouses, one of which was replaced during his time in the role.830 He was
not involved in the procurement of cover accommodation for the officers, as
this was done by the UCOs themselves.
116.4. Christopher Skey was involved in a limited way with the welfare of UCOs. 831
He states that his role during the regular safehouse meetings would be to
check if the UCOs needed anything. He would also collect receipts for
officers’ expenses claims, and pay out the previous week’s expenses.832
HN308 does not recall seeing any welfare issues at the time833, and believes
officers would have known to let management know if there were
problems834. Indeed, he recalls morale being generally high835, and agrees
with similar comments made in the 1980 SDS Annual Report836.
116.5. Christopher Skey states that he was unaware of any UCOs committing a
criminal offence or acting as an agent provocateur, engaging in sexual
activity while in their cover identity, being arrested or convicted in their cover
identity, being involved in public disorder or criminal activity, reporting legal
privileged information, or reporting on elected politicians or trade unions.837
116.6. When asked by the Inquiry about specific officers, Christopher Skey asserts
that he was unaware of any concerns regarding HN155’s (“Phil Cooper”)
performance838, HN126’s (“Paul Gray”) potential compromises839, or the
incident that arose with HN80 “Colin Clark” that required his family to
relocate840. He likewise was unaware of any suggestion that HN106 “Barry
Tompkins” or HN21 had sexual activity in their undercover identity.841
116.7. Christopher Skey confirms that thought was given my management to protect
officers whose deployment required them to travel outside London. If an
undercover officer was required to travel outside of the MPS district for an
event where there was a risk of arrest or to their safety, back office staff
would liaise with the local police force at their destination. Skey states that
“[o]ften, two of the SDS back office staff would go to that area to liaise with
the constabulary concerned to ensure that if the UCO happened to be
arrested we would be able to deal with the local police immediately.”842
Ibid., para 25.
Ibid., para 28.
832 Ibid., para 37.
833 Ibid., para 37.
834 Ibid., para 28.
835 Ibid., para 70.
836 Ibid., para 9.
837 Ibid., paras 90-97.
838 Ibid., para 79.
839 Ibid., paras 74-76.
840 Ibid., para 82.
841 Ibid., paras 85, 88.
842 Ibid., para 27.
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Christopher Skey himself recalls going to Edinburgh twice, in relation to the
Torness Power Station, and Liverpool once. No incidents arose on these
trips that required intervention.843 The participation of officers in criminality or
public disorder and the level of knowledge and involvement of the
management is an issue to be explored by the Inquiry.
116.8. Christopher Skey would also assist the other administrative staff in the back
office including HN2152 Richard Scully and HN350 Paul Croyden in
processing intelligence reports, though this was not his primary
responsibility.844 He recalls receiving intelligence from UCOs at the twiceweekly safehouse meetings845 and by phone, though he does not recall how
much would have been passed on orally.846 To his memory, all information
that came into the SDS would end up being written down.847
116.9. Christopher Skey states that he would have taken calls while in the SDS
office providing intelligence updates or conveying information too urgent to
write down.848 He recalls having to contact the Duty Inspector of Special
Branch occasionally to pass on urgent intelligence.849
116.10. Christopher Skey played no part in tasking, instructing or steering UCOs to
collect any particular intelligence. He likewise did not decide where
intelligence was to be disseminated. He confirms in his witness statement
that decisions on ultimate dissemination was done by the customer of the
information, for example Special Branch, the Home Office, A8 or the Security
Service.850
116.11. Christopher Skey did not have any direct contact with the Security Service,
but recalls that they would ask for information on certain groups or persons.
He believes that they would have been in touch with officers of
Superintendent rank or above. It was his impression that the Security
Service had a good working relationship with Special Branch.851
116.12. Christopher Skey confirms that intelligence reports would be held in Special
Branch Records. He did not believe the SDS to have its own records
room.852
116.13. In terms of senior oversight, Christopher Skey states that he believes the
Deputy Assistant Commissioner came to visit the SDS once or twice a

Ibid., para 27.
Ibid., para 29, MPS-0747192, para 60.
845 Ibid., para 27.
846 Ibid., para 29.
847 Ibid., para 29.
848 Examples of phone messages taken can be found at MPS-0730134 and MPS-0737185, p.9.
849 WS, para 26.
850 Ibid., para 29.
851 Ibid., paras 112, 116.
852 Ibid., para 32.
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year853, and specifically recalls Colin Hewitt visiting once.854 He also
remembers the Assistant Commissioner Gilbert Kelland visiting once.855 He
does not believe that any external regulatory body visited the SDS during his
time there.856
116.14. After leaving the SDS, Christopher Skey served for several months as the
Special Branch liaison officer with the A8 uniformed public order unit. His
role was to get information from Special Branch and to report orally to A8 on
potentially problematic public order events.857 He believes that the majority
of this intelligence must have come from the SDS.858
116.15. HN308 notes that the liaison officer was not the only means of
communication between branches. He states: “There were other
communications and decisions taking place at other levels and on other
channels and my role was to assist at a more administrative, day-to-day
level. I would put questions and requests to Special Branch on behalf of A8
and pass back the responses and I would receive information from Special
Branch unprompted and feed this to A8.”859
116.16. Christopher Skey did have some direct contact with the SDS in this post. He
confirms that A8 would not have made requests directly of the SDS
considering the covert nature of the Squad - rather requests were made
generally of Special Branch - but as liaison officer he would have known
when a particular answer needed to be sought from ‘S’ Squad or the SDS.860
HN307 Trevor Butler. Second in command of the Special Demonstration Squad between
September 1979 and early 1980 and thereafter Head of the SDS until January 1982.
117. HN307 Trevor Butler joined the Metropolitan Police Service in 1963 and Special
Branch in 1968. He spent time variously over the years that followed on B Squad, E
Squad and C Squad and Ports duty. In 1971 he was promoted to Detective Sergeant
and Detective Inspector in 1977. In September 1979 whilst serving on C Squad as a
Detective Inspector he was posted to the SDS where he took over from HN244
Angus McIntosh and served as Detective Inspector under HN135 Mike Ferguson and
then HN218 Barry Moss. In early 1981 he took over as head of the unit, first as
Acting Chief Inspector and then in July 1981 as Chief Inspector, until January 1982
when HN99 David Short succeeded him. HN68 “Sean Lynch” served as Detective
Ibid., para 37.
Ibid., para 54.
855 Ibid., para 54.
856 Ibid., para 118.
857 Ibid., para 8.
858 Ibid., para 127.
859 Ibid., para 127.
860 Ibid., para 127.
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Inspector under him.861 He has provided a witness statement and will give live
evidence to the Inquiry.
118. Of the SDS undercover officers whose cover identities are not restricted Trevor Butler
managed HN80 (‘Colin Clark’), HN356 (‘Bill Biggs’), HN126 (‘Paul Gray’), HN356
(‘David Hughes’), HN96 (‘Michael James’), HN106 (‘Barry Tompkins’), HN155 (‘Phil
Cooper’), HN65 (‘John Kerry’), HN85 (Roger Pearce) and HN19 (‘Malcolm
Shearing’). Events of particular note regarding these officers are as follows:
118.1. An attempt was made by the KGB to recruit HN106 “Barry Tompkins”; as part
of his deployment with ELWAR HN106 visited and subsequently reported on
victims of racist attacks; HN106 developed such a close relationship with an
activist’s former partner that she was referred to as ‘Barry’s girlfriend’ by
fellow activists. He spent nights in this individual’s house although claims he
slept in a child’s bedroom; a Security Service note from this period862
speculates that HN106 had sexual contact with another individual, a claim
wholly disputed by HN106 and about which there is no further information
available.
118.2. HN155 “Phil Cooper” is alleged to have told a risk assessor that he engaged
in sexual activity with activists in his cover identity;
118.3. HN65 “John Kerry” was recruited as an SDS undercover officer
notwithstanding his criminal conviction for drink driving;
118.4. The death of Blair Peach pre-dated Trevor Butler’s posting to the SDS but he
was in post during the ongoing justice campaign reported on by members of
the SDS;
118.5. The Brixton riots took place between 10-12 April 1981 at a time when Trevor
Butler was the DCI of the SDS. HN356 (‘Bill Biggs’) began reporting from
Brixton soon afterwards863;
118.6. There was extensive infiltration of the SWP involving several SDS
undercover officers.
119. Trevor Butler’s period as manager also overlapped with that of HN21 who admits to a
short-term relationship with an individual he met whilst undercover.
120. The years during which Trevor Butler served in the SDS were characterised by
continued anti-nuclear protests and anti-fascist demonstrations. In addition the SDS
reported extensively on the Right to Work movement in particular the march in 1980
which travelled from Port Talbot to Brighton: ‘the committee responsible for the
First WS of Trevor Butler (MPS-0747658) para 3-6, 17-19, 54
UCPI0000027446
863 For example UCPI0000015441
861
862
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organisation is so effectively penetrated by the SDS that not only were small ‘events’
en route frustrated by advance information passed to local police, but furthermore,
Sussex Police were provided with what amounted to a blue-print of the
demonstration in their area which enable the considerable police requirements to be
well-tailored to the event’.864
121. The Brixton riots are a particular feature of the 1981 Annual Report which had been
reported on the SDS. The riots and SDS intelligence are described in the following
terms:
‘without doubt the most significant event in the public order field was the rioting which
occurred in Brixton during the 10-13th April 1981 when mobs of youths ran amok
committing wanton and indiscriminate damage to property, theft, robbery and assault.
Though in the wake of the riots political extremists made efforts to exploit the
situation with a view to the fomentation of further disorder, intelligence gleaned by the
SDS confirmed that the disturbances were not instigated by known members of
subversive organisations. On the contrary, well placed sources reported that
although a number of anarchists did take part in the riots they were not responsible
for the initiation’.865
122. The following matters are of note from an analysis of Trevor Butler’s witness
statements and associated documents:
122.1. Trevor Butler describes the SDS as the undercover section of S Squad
alongside the surveillance, photographic and technical sections and states
whilst the existence of S Squad was known within Special Branch the fact
that it had this undercover capability ‘was not common knowledge and there
was probably more rumour than detail’. The existence of the SDS was kept
secret to all those outside Special Branch. The need-to-know principle was
so firmly entrenched that Butler recalls that when he joined Special Branch
he was told that he should forget that he was in Special Branch and that his
family and friends should be under the impression that he was a CID officer.
In Trevor Butler’s view Special Branch’s involvement in the ‘True Spies’
programme was an astounding breach of the need-to-know principle.866
122.2. When he first joined the SDS office was at New Scotland Yard but it then
moved to Vincent Square other units of S Squad.867 In Trevor Butler’s view
this had no effect on operational independence of managerial oversight
MPS-0728962
MPS-0728985
866 WS para 9, 11-12
867 He believes the Photographic unit and the Surveillance unit was also housed at Vincent Square but is
unsure.
864
865
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despite the fact that those with a managerial responsibility of the SDS in S
Squad were no longer located on the same corridor. He states that the
senior officers in S Squad did not feel the need to supervise the SDS
management closely and the SDS were trusted to carry out their work
appropriately.868 In fact he states that there was little involvement with the
SDS at any rank above the Chief Superintendent: although Commander
Operations or Commander Administration visited one of the safe houses
occasionally, it is unlikely that they routinely saw any SDS reporting;869 the
Assistant Commissioner (Crime) played a role in securing funding from the
Home Office for the SDS but neither he nor any more senior officer was ever
directly involved in the SDS. He says that ‘beyond going to the S Squad
office to deal with SDS matters face-to-face, we were left very much
alone’.870
122.3. Trevor Butler was recruited to the SDS by Chief Superintendents Kneale and
Pryde who were then in charge of S Squad. It was intended that he would
focus on assisting undercover officers with preparation for promotional
exams and keeping fit.871 He ran regular classes for promotional candidates
which would take place during the course of one of the twice weekly
meetings at the safe house. He would endeavour to meet with each
undercover officer individually once every two weeks for sport and a light
meal.872 This was an opportunity for the officers to raise any issues or to
have a general discussion.873
122.4. Butler states that he viewed his role as a manager of the SDS as a
‘supporting and enabling role in support of the SDS’. His administrative
duties included dealing with the MPS traffic department on the procurement
and disposal of cover vehicles.874 He had no role in identifying potential
undercover officers for service with the SDS but did interview them and meet
their spouse to gain their support and to ensure that all were aware of the
hours involved and the length of service.
122.5. Trevor Butler can recall interviewing HN65 ‘John Kerry’ but does not recall
that his conviction for drink driving was a matter considered during that
process; had this matter given rise to any significant doubt about him it is
unlikely he would have been approached to join the SDS. 875

WS para 51, 81, 88
Ibid., para 93
870 Ibid., para 94
871 Ibid., para 14
872 Ibid., para 25
873 Ibid., para 38
874 Ibid., para 23
875 Ibid., para 30
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122.6. There was no formal training for SDS officers. New recruits would spend
time in the back office preparing their undercover identities and perhaps
assisting with reports and also attend meetings in the safe house.876
122.7. Trevor Butler disavows any role in the invention, development or assessment
of an undercover officers cover identity.877 He is unaware when the practice
of using the identities of dead children as cover identities began. Trevor
Butler considered it a reasonable means of establishing a cover identity at
the time when it was assumed that no relative would become aware of the
practice. He expresses regret for the hurt that exposure of this practice has
caused to those affected.878
122.8. Trevor Butler describes the SDS primary purpose as providing public order
intelligence; undercover officers would maintain a constant flow of
information from their groups covering the essential information as to what
each was planning and doing. The SDS also provided updating reports
which was of assistance to officers working on enquiries.879
122.9. Trevor Butler acknowledges that the reporting from this period in the hands of
the Inquiry may appear to demonstrate a greater SDS focus on countersubversion. He attributes this to his perception that the reporting was
retrieved from the Security Services rather than Metropolitan Police sources
which was where public order reporting had been sent.880
122.10. There is a suggestion in the Security Service documentation that the early
part of Trevor Butler’s posting marked a change in the relationship between
the SDS and the Security Service: in a note dated 24 March 1980 the F6
representative writes ‘I get the impression that MOSS is inclined to be very
much more forthcoming than his predecessor and I think that we can look
forward to mutually useful co-operation’.881 Another Security Service Note for
File notes that both ‘H/SDS and BUTLER stressed the value of receiving
feedback on their reports’.882 Notwithstanding this, Butler contends that any
assistance the Security Service derived from the SDS was incidental to the
undercover officers’ deployment, although officers would try to respond to
requests for information where they could.883 This contention should also be
viewed in the context of the Security Service notes from this period to which
are attached detailed briefs for information sought from SDS sources 884,
Ibid., para 30
Ibid., para 35
878 Ibid., para 107-109
879 Ibid., para 68 and 134
880 Ibid., para 68
881 UCPI0000028813
882 UCPI0000028813
883 WS para 68 and 76
884 See for example UCPI0000029198/2-4; UCPI0000029199
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briefings apparently gratefully received by the SDS885 and
acknowledgements in the Notes that Security Service views would be
welcomed when considering re-targeting undercover officers886.
122.11. Trevor Butler believes that requests for intelligence, save for requests from
the Security Service, were routed through S Squad; the existence of the SDS
was kept secret from those outside Special Branch. He can recall messages
from S Squad seeking information on behalf of A8 about particular events.
However he also states that he met senior officers in S Squad less than once
a week and that S Squad only occasionally requested specific information
about events and largely left the SDS to get on with things.887
122.12. Having been reminded of the frequency of his meetings between the Security
Service and the SDS (about which he expresses some surprise) at the time
of his posting to the SDS, Trevor Butler believes that intelligence requests
from the Security Service were routed through SDS management – he can
recall accompanying HN218 to meetings with the Security Service when he
served under him, meetings he continued to attend as head of the unit.
Security Service notes confirm that during this era meetings between the
Security Service and the SDS were referred to as ‘routine’.888 The meetings
were an opportunity to ‘maximise the coverage possible with both
organisations scarce resources’. He stresses that liaison between the
Security Service and the Metropolitan Police Special Branch was not unusual
and the SDS would co-operate with the Security Service and accommodate
their requests within their policing remit. However, the SDS existed primarily
to service the needs of Special Branch and the Metropolitan Police Service.
He denies that there was any control by the Security Service over the
SDS.889
122.13. Trevor Butler can recall meeting a representative from the Home Office once
a month for lunch. He cannot recall which department he was from or who
this individual was but remembers that he had some involvement with
enabling SDS operations.890
122.14. Trevor Butler explains that targeting decisions were based on where
undercover officers might obtain information regarding demonstrations. The
SWP, which was particularly active in organising and co-ordinating events,
provided a particular focus for public order intelligence. Butler concedes that
there was ‘occasionally some trial and error involved as some groups turned
See UCPI0000029203 ‘Butler told me that he was extremely grateful for all the briefs we have given him
and it has made it very much easier for him to brief his ‘hairies’’.
886 Ibid page 1. See also UCPI0000028819 para 2(b)
887 WS para 44, 88, 135
888 See UCPI0000028816 and UCPI0000028828
889 WS para 23, 27, 44, 48, 153-155
890 Ibid., para 49
885
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out to be of peripheral importance from an intelligence perspective, despite
their own publicity’.891
122.15. Trevor Butler states that undercover officers were left to infiltrate targets of
opportunity within a given target area. He can recall only one officer who
was tasked into a specific group, although he accepts there may have been
others he cannot remember. Deployment of undercover officers was
determined based on geographic coverage so as to ensure that there were
no blind spots.892
122.16. Trevor Butler explains that whilst the SDS main focus was on public order,
during his time in the SDS there was no direction from Special Branch to
target the extreme right wing. Instead the extreme left wing and anarchist
groups were infiltrated because it was these groups that had sufficient mass
to pose a threat to public order. They were targeted due to this capability
rather than because of the operation of any political bias. ‘The extreme right
wing and race-based groups did not attract the numbers or demonstrate the
same level of risk, albeit there might be limited violent disorder on occasions’.
The risk of public disorder was at its highest during confrontations with the
extreme left wing and the SDS coverage of the extreme left wing ensured
that there was forewarning of any counter-demonstration and therefore any
potential public disorder.893
122.17. Commenting on the content of the SDS reports obtained by the Inquiry
generally he proffers the following observations:
122.17.1. The majority of the reporting has been provided by the Security
Service rather than the Metropolitan Police Special Branch
archive. This reporting contains details that would have been of
interest to the Security Service for the purpose of countersubversion and vetting rather than information on numbers, groups
and intentions which the Special Branch supplied to the uniformed
branch to assist in putting together threat assessments in respect
of forthcoming demonstrations.894
122.17.2. There may have been periods of time when the groups infiltrated
were not actively planning events and therefore there was limited
public order intelligence to report and therefore ‘sub-consciously at
least, they felt obliged to ‘earn their keep’ by turning in reports on
membership, start points for further enquiries and the internal
dynamics of their groups…which may have included gossip or
Ibid., para 74
Ibid., para 37, 73
893 Ibid., para 31
894 Ibid., para 32
891
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irrelevance’.895 He never got the impression that the undercover
officers were trying to justify claims to overtime.896
122.17.3. Undercover officers operated largely in isolation and were unable
to assess the value of the information they provided nor were they
provided with any feedback from managers on the value of this
information because managers did not want to discourage them
from providing all the information that came their way in case a
vital piece of information was missed.897
122.18. Commenting on a number of SDS intelligence reports on individuals,898
Trevor Butler observes that each contain relevant and useful information
when viewed in the context that existed at the time they were written: ‘the
difficulty is that you either have state-controlled organisations that keep a
record of potential extremists and activists, or you do not’. In his view the
reports contain the sort of information routinely collected by the Metropolitan
Police Special Branch and the Security Service.899
122.19. Trevor Butler does not believe he ever criticised any officer for collecting too
much information because of the potential latent value of the information
collected.900 The level of oversight of SDS undercover officers by SDS
managers is a matter highlighted in Security Service notes dated 7 October
1981901 and 21 October 1981902 which refer to the failure to obtain
authorisation to take photographs within the SWP headquarters and HN307’s
concession that ‘it was generally left to [the undercover officers’] discretion to
use their own initiative’. Whilst he accepts that some events may have had
less significance in hindsight than they were assigned at the time, ‘some
groups were the victims of their own PR in that they attracted Special Branch
and Security Service interest beyond their actual relevance and
importance’.903
122.20. The assessment of the information was undertaken by the ‘regular desks’
and the Security Service.904
122.21. The intelligence reports were typed up and checked by the Detective
Sergeants and typists in the SDS back office from the undercover officers
Ibid., para 33
Ibid., para 148
897 Ibid., para 34
898 UCPI0000014184; UCPI0000014258; UCPI0000015431; UCPI0000015469; UCPI0000015507;
UCPI0000015625; UCPI0000015652; UCPI0000016729; UCPI0000016738; UCPI0000016823;
UCPI0000017032
899 WS para 128-130
900 Ibid., para 130
901 UCPI0000027529
902 UCPI0000029029
903 WS para 128-132
904 Ibid., para 131
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handwritten notes. Although Trevor Butler states that he only began to sign
SDS intelligence reports when he was promoted to head of the SDS, there
are reports as early as January 1980 signed by Butler in the space allocated
to the Chief Superintendent.905. It does not appear to have been the practice
for a Chief Superintendent to sign off SDS reports during Butler’s time in the
SDS, perhaps supporting his contention as to the lack of involvement by
superior officers outside the SDS. As an SDS manager he claims that he did
not edit the reports or assess the information contained in the reports. His
signature indicated ‘approval only in the loosest sense’.906
122.22. SDS reports were forwarded to S Squad and it was S Squad who decided to
whom the reports should be disseminated, completing the minute sheet
which was attached to the front of each report. Occasionally reports of
particular significance or quality would be forwarded to more senior
officers.907 Trevor Butler believes that public order information was passed to
the A8 uniformed branch through C Squad or, if urgent passed by
telephone.908
122.23. If an undercover officer travelled outside the Metropolitan police district for
more than a day or two, SDS management would consider accompanying
them discretely: on one occasion Trevor Butler can recall that he and Barry
Moss went to East Lothian because an undercover officer was in the Torness
camp which housed 10,000 protestors, on another occasion he travelled to
Merseyside with HN2152 Richard Scully. On these occasions SDS
management liaised with local Special Branch units so that they were aware
that there was Metropolitan Special Branch interest.909
122.24. The death of Blair Peach occurred prior to his posting to the SDS but Trevor
Butler states that neither he nor, to his knowledge, any other manager
encouraged any undercover officer to report on the Blair Peach Campaign
but suggests that if an officer’s target group were involved in the Campaign
then inevitably there would be collateral reporting on it.910 He cannot recall
tasking undercover officers to report on any social justice campaign either
generally or specifically.911
122.25. Trevor Butler states that he did not know and had never been told of any
sexual contact between HN21 and an individual he met whilst undercover nor
of any alleged impropriety by HN106 “Barry Tompkins”, nor does he recall
UCPI0000013727. See also UCPI0000013754 dated 8 February 1980. The reports for the rest of 1980
are largely signed by DCI Moss, then head of the SDS. HN307 resumes signing reports in 1981.
906 WS para 41
907 Ibid., para 42, 90
908 Ibid., para 92
909 Ibid., para 83-85
910 Ibid., para 95 and see UCPI0000013500
911 Ibid., para 141
905
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any relationship, platonic or otherwise with any other individual whom HN106
met in his undercover identity. Had he come to know about it, Trevor Butler
suggests that he would have reminded him of his obligations to his family and
his job. He suggests that HN106 has confused him with another manager.912
Had he been aware of any impropriety he would have caused the undercover
officer to be removed as soon as possible.913
122.26. He cannot recall any conversation on the topic of undercover officers having
sexual relationships in their cover identity during his time on the SDS, had it
been he would have been concerned about the impact on the women
involved, the families of the officers, the compromise of the undercover
officer’s identity and the operation as a whole. Any such relationship, in his
view, far from strengthening the cover identity, would have risked
undermining it.914
122.27. He can recall no discussions within the SDS about how to deflect suspicion
from undercover officers who did not appear to be in relationships and does
not consider that should have presented any difficulty because it was a
matter which should have been adequately catered for in the construction of
the undercover identity.915 He does not believe he was aware of the detail of
HN297 Richard Clark’s compromise and it follows that he did not use this
account as a cautionary tale to subsequent SDS officer as suggested by
HN65 “John Kerry” in his witness statement.916
122.28. Trevor Butler states that undercover officers were encouraged to take up
positions in their target groups which maximised the intelligence they could
obtain without becoming agent provocateur or undertaking tasks which
brought them into direct conflict with the basic policing duty to maintain the
Queen’s peace. They did not require permission from management in order
to do anything that was consistent with their role as police officers but
managers expected that they would be kept informed of any administrative
positions taken up and, if there was any anxiety as to the scope of any such
role, the S Squad office would be involved in any discussions.917
122.29. Trevor Butler cannot recall any instruction, formal or informal, provided to
undercover officers regarding the commission of criminal offences in their
cover identities and observes that these were Metropolitan Police Special
Branch officers who would not have required such instruction. Commenting
on the Security Service note dated 4 October 1979918 in which Mike
Ibid., para 96-98
Ibid., para 103
914 Ibid., para 110, 112
915 Ibid., para 99-100
916 Ibid., para 102-104
917 Ibid., para 105-106
918 UCPI0000028810
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Ferguson is said to have commented that the commission of trivial offences
by undercover officers ‘was no real hindrance to their operation’ Trevor Butler
states that this was characteristic of Mike Ferguson who ‘would not have
been too concerned about possible minor criminality provided their was
intelligence benefit’. Trevor Butler clarifies that he did not adopt ‘wholly the
same approach but there was definitely a balance to be struck that permitted
UCOs to maintain their cover and reach positions where they had better
quality information’. He was not aware of any undercover officer committing
a criminal offence whilst undercover.919
122.30. Trevor Butler explains that the Annual Reports were produced by the
management team in the back office although ultimately approved by the
Chief Inspector of SDS prior to transfer to superior officers. Although his
signature appears on the bottom of those produced from 1979 and 1981
which indicates that he was responsible for the contents he has no memory
of reviewing undercover intelligence reports to compile the information set
out and concludes that his role in the production of the Annual Report was
largely editorial. Whilst he has no direct memory of it, accompanying
correspondence makes it clear that the Annual Reports were part of a
process of seeking Home Office authority for continued funding of the SDS.
Notwithstanding what appears to be his limited role in compiling the
information set out in the Annual Reports he asserts that the reports present
an accurate factual picture of SDS operations and intelligence at the time and
that to ‘put any gloss’ on the document would be ‘un-Branch-like’.920
HN350 Paul Andrew Croyden. Detective Sergeant in the Special Demonstration Squad
from July 1979 to August 1981
123. HN350 Paul Croyden was posted to the SDS as a Detective Sergeant from 30 July
1979 to August 1981. Having joined the Metropolitan Police Service in 1966 he
moved to Special Branch in late 1969. Prior to joining the SDS he served two stints
on Special Branch ‘C’ Squad, the first from March 1971 to December 1973, and the
second from October 1977 to July 1979.921 Paul Croyden returned to ‘C’ Squad
between 1984 and March 1985, following his posting to the SDS. Between 1985 and
1989, HN350 was posted to ‘B’ Squad.922 He retired from the MPS in 1989 at the
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rank of Detective Sergeant. He provided a witness statement to the Inquiry dated 20
October 2020.923 He has not been asked to provide oral evidence.
124. Of the undercover officers whose cover identities are not restricted Paul Croyden’s
period of service with the SDS coincided with that of HN80 “Colin Clark”, HN356 “Bill
Biggs”, HN126 “Paul Gray”, HN20 “Tony Williams”, HN96 “Michael James”, HN106
“Barry Tompkins”, HN155 “Phil Cooper”, HN85 “Roger Thorley”, HN65 “John Kerry”
and HN19 “Malcolm Shearing”. His period of service also overlapped with that of
HN21.
125. Paul Croyden first became aware of the SDS from HN45 “Dave Robertson”, who had
been deployed as an undercover officer some years before his involvement.924 Paul
Croyden recalls knowing the squad was referred to as the ‘Hairies’ and that they did
undercover work, but nothing more.
126. The following observations arise from a consideration of the witness statement and
documents associated with Paul Croyden:
126.1. Paul Croyden was approached in the late 1970s by HN244 Angus McIntosh
to join the SDS. McIntosh had been his Sergeant in Naturalisation, and Paul
Croyden describes it as having been a ‘good working relationship’.925 Paul
Croyden states that he was not told the purpose of the unit prior to joining,
but was told that the role was administrative and primarily involved collating
and arranging reports.926
126.2. Paul Croyden recalls on his first day meeting Angus McIntosh and Mike
Ferguson, then the DCI of the SDS, who explained the purpose and history
of the unit.927 There was no formal training, but there was a handover period
of three to four weeks with HN2152 Dick Scully, whom Paul Croyden
replaced in the back office.928
126.3. Paul Croyden states that his primary role in the SDS was to process reports
from the undercover officers.929 He describes the following notable details of
the process:
126.3.1. Paul Croyden would be given handwritten reports following the
regular meetings in the safehouse, and it would be his
responsibility to read each report and made corrections if

Ibid.,
Ibid., para 8.
925 Ibid., para 10.
926 Ibid., para 11.
927 Ibid., para 14.
928 Ibid., paras 14-15.
929 Ibid., para 22.
923
924
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126.3.2.

126.3.3.

126.3.4.

126.3.5.

needed.930 The corrections would be stylistic, such as fixing
spelling and grammatical mistakes. Information would only be
removed from a report if it was repetitive. Paul Croyden cannot
recall ever amalgamating reports from more than one officer,
though notes that the UCOs may have liaised with each other to
produce a joint report if more than one had attended a large
event.931
Paul Croyden was the individual to add Special Branch and
Security Service file reference numbers to the reports. This was
done by telephoning Special Branch Records (“SBR”) to determine
which individuals had open files, mentions or no trace.932 Paul
Croyden states that he had no direct contact or dealing with the
Security Service during his time on the SDS.933
Paul Croyden notes the use of a technique learned from DS Scully
to occasionally include the cover name of a UCO within the
reports.934 He explains that the reason was to obscure the UCO’s
identity to the Security Service in case they also had an informant
in the group.
A modified report would be handed to an office typist to produce in
duplicate, before being passed to the DCI. The DCI would be
responsible for disseminating the intelligence to the relevant
section of Special Branch.935 HN350 recalls that the
Superintendents on ‘S’ Squad – HN1839/TN47 David Palmer-Hall
and HN608 Ken Pryde at the time – took receipt of the reports.936
If the report concerned public order, a copy would also be sent to
the A8 uniform division via a Special Branch liaison.937 Paul
Croyden states that one copy of the report would be sent to
Scotland Yard and the second stored in a secure room in the SDS
offices at Vincent Square.938
Paul Croyden confirms that most SDS intelligence was written
down either as a report or put into a report after a phone call.
Urgent calls would also have been passed on to the relevant
Squad by telephone. He suspects that a large proportion of public

Ibid., para 23.
Ibid., para 29.
932 Ibid., para 26.
933 Ibid., para 73.
934 Ibid., para 24.
935 Ibid., para 43.
936 Ibid., para 44.
937 Ibid., para 43.
938 Ibid., para 28.
930
931
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126.4.

126.5.

126.6.

126.7.

126.8.

126.9.

order matters were passed on orally in this way.939 The amount of
SDS intelligence that may have not been written down is relevant
to assessing the scale of any gaps in reporting held and published
by the Inquiry.
Paul Croyden notes that the Special Branch photographic unit shared offices
with the SDS in Vincent Square. An album of photographs would sometimes
be taken to safehouse meetings following a demonstration to allow the UCOs
to identify relevant individuals. This is likely how photographs came to be
included in any SDS reports.940
Paul Croyden states that he did not play any part in tasking, procurement of
cover documents, procurement or administration of accommodation or
vehicles, processing overtime claims, or drafting of annual reports.941
Paul Croyden did occasionally receive the daily welfare calls from the
deployed officers. They would be required to ring the office by 11am. Paul
Croyden states that this was equally an opportunity to pick up on any new
information or get clarification on a particular report if needed.942
Indeed, Paul Croyden states that the majority of his interaction with the
UCOs was by telephone, as he would only occasionally visit the safe
houses.943 He would sometimes play sports or have lunch with the UCOs,
but usually the purpose of his attendance at the safe houses would be to
clear up ambiguous text in a report or conduct a welfare visit. The DCI and
DI would be the ones to attend the safehouse meetings regularly. 944
Paul Croyden served with HN135 Mike Ferguson and HN218 Barry Moss,
and HN244 Angus McIntosh, HN68 “Sean Lynch” and HN307 Trevor
Butler945. In his witness statement, Croyden suggests a high level of
supervision and control by the DCI and DIs over the UCOs and the
administrative staff. He notes that he was always supervised by them946, and
confirms that they were responsible for tasking the undercover officers947.
He also suggests that UCOs received feedback on their reporting from the
DCI and DIs at meetings in the safehouse.948
Paul Croyden travelled on two occasions to provide cover for UCOs
attending demonstrations outside of London. He spent two days in Scotland
for a protest against the Torness nuclear power station attended by HN155

Ibid., para 40.
Ibid., para 45.
941 Ibid., paras 33-39.
942 Ibid., para 30.
943 Ibid., para 57, 60.
944 Ibid., para 57, 60.
945 Note that Trevor Butler was promoted to DCI in the latter half of 1981
946 WS, para 17.
947 Ibid., para 37.
948 Ibid., para 38.
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“Phil Cooper”949. Although HN350 cannot remember the year this took place,
it is likely to have been in 1980.950 He likewise travelled to Liverpool to assist
officers in the 1981 SWP Right to Work March.951 On both occasions he was
accompanied by Trevor Butler. Paul Croyden notes that they took an officer
car and kept in contact with the UCOs through the use of pagers.952
126.10. Paul Croyden states that he had no knowledge of any UCOs engaging in
sexual activity whilst in their cover identities.953 This is notable as his time at
the SDS overlapped with that of HN155 “Phil Cooper” and HN354 Vincent
Harvey, two officers who have faced allegations of, and one of whom accepts
engaging in, such activity.
126.11. HN308 Christopher Skey served with Paul Croyden throughout his posting to
the SDS. He states in his witness statement that he would have assisted
Croyden with the calls and processing information from the UCOs, however
his role focused more on managing expenses and administration. He
describes DS Croydon as “diligent”.954
126.12. Paul Croyden left the SDS in August 1981. He states that he was asked to
stay by DCI Butler, but he felt he did not want to be tied to a predominantly
administrative job.955
HN218 Barry Moss. A former undercover officer in the Special Demonstration Squad and
Head of the unit between February 1980 and December 1980.
127. HN218 Barry Moss joined the Metropolitan Police in 1964 and Special Branch in
1968. In the summer of 1968 he was amongst the first Special Branch officers
posted to the newly created Special Demonstration Squad as an undercover officer
to report on the Vietnam Solidarity Campaign.956 Over the next few years he was
Ibid., para 32.
The 1980 SDS Annual Report (MPS-0728962, p.8) states “In East Lothian, the protests continued against
the building of a nuclear power station at Torness Point, and demonstrations were held in May, and on a
smaller scale in August. SDS officers were present on both occasions and the information passed to the
Lothian and Borders Police was useful in preventing serious disorder and damage to property.” See also
MPS-0747546 para 58.
951 The 1981 SDS Annual Report (MPS-0728985, p.9) states “The Socialist Workers Party, under the guise
of the Right to Work Campaign, continued throughout the year to organise pickets, occupations and marches
as protests against unemployment and cuts in public expenditure. Their most note-worthy adventure was a
march on 8-16th October 1981 from Liverpool to the Conservative Party Conference in Blackpool where
some 5,000 persons took part in an ‘anti-Tory’ demonstration. Lancashire police have placed on record their
appreciation of the assistance rendered by the SDS in connection with this event.”
952 MPS-0747192, para 31.
953 Para 65
954 MPS-0747952, para 45.
955 MPS-0747192, para 74.
956 At para 5 of his second WS (MPS-0747797) HN218 recalls serving as a UCO for a period of 6 months. In
his first WS (MPS-0740354 at para 44) however he indicates that he left the SDS to undertake an
accelerated promotion course which began on 6 October 1968.
949
950
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posted to a variety of Special Branch Squads before leaving Special Branch and
serving as a Detective Inspector of the Criminal Investigation Department. He
returned to Special Branch and was promoted to Detective Chief Inspector and head
of the SDS in approximately February 1980. He remained as head of the SDS until
at least December 1980. HN307 Trevor Butler, his deputy at the SDS, succeeded
him in post. In January 1980 he was promoted to Superintendent of S Squad, as
such he was one of a number of SDS managers who went on to perform a
supervisory role over the SDS further up the chain of command. He moved to E
Squad in the following year. In March 1985 he was promoted to Chief
Superintendent in the uniformed branch and in 1990 to Commander. In 1991 he
returned to Special Branch as one of two Commanders in the branch (but with no
supervisory oversight of the SDS) and in 1995 he became Commander Operations.
In 1996 he became head of Special Branch. He retired in 1999.957 He has provided
two statements to the Inquiry, the first dealing with his undercover role, the second
with his management role in the SDS, and will be giving live evidence.958
128. Of the SDS undercover officers whose cover identities are not restricted Barry Moss’s
period as head of the SDS coincided with HN80 (“Colin Clark”), HN356 (“Bill Biggs”),
HN126 (“Paul Gray”), HN356 (“David Hughes”), HN96 (“Michael James”), HN106
(“Barry Tompkins”), HN155 (“Phil Cooper”), HN65 (“John Kerry”)959 HN85 (Roger
Pearce) and HN19 “Malcolm Shearing”. Events of particular note regarding these
officers are as follows:
128.1. Whilst there are significant issues raised by the deployment of HN106 “Barry
Tompkins”, these appear to post-date Barry Moss’s period of service.
128.2. HN155 “Phil Cooper” is alleged to have told a risk assessor that he engaged
in sexual activity with activists in his cover identity;
128.3. HN65 “John Kerry” was recruited as an SDS undercover officer
notwithstanding his criminal conviction for drink driving.
128.4. Whilst the demonstration at which Blair Peach met his death occurred prior to
HN218’s posting to the SDS, there is SDS reporting on the Blair Peach
justice campaign which dates from the period Barry Moss was the DCI.
128.5. There is extensive infiltration of the SWP both in terms of the number of
UCOs reporting upon the SWP and the level of access that they gained to
the inner workings and confidential affairs of that party.
129. Barry Moss’s period as manager also overlapped with that of HN21 who admits to a
short-term relationship with an individual he met whilst undercover.
WS paras 7-10
MPS-0740354; MPS-0747797
959 HN218 has no memory of serving at the same time as HN65 (WS para 63)
957
958
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130. The 1980 Annual Report indicates that the year was punctuated by continued antinuclear protests and anti-fascist demonstrations. In addition the SDS reported
extensively on the Right to Work movement in particular the march in 1980 between
Port Talbot and Brighton: ‘the committee responsible for the organisation is so
effectively penetrated by the SDS that not only were small ‘events’ en route frustrated
by advance information passed to local police, but furthermore, Sussex Police were
provided with what amounted to a blue-print of the demonstration in their area which
enable the considerable police requirements to be well-tailored to the event’.960
131. The following matters are of note from an analysis of Barry Moss’s witness
statements and associated documents:
131.1. Barry Moss was shown three SDS intelligence reports dating from 1971, a
time which post dated his period as an SDS undercover officer but prior to his
SDS management role, which have been counter-signed by him as a
Detective Inspector. He explains that his name appeared on the reports
because it was the convention in 1971 for SDS reports to be submitted,
unsigned, to C Squad and for C Squad to decide on further action and
onward distribution of the reports. As the junior Detective Inspector in C
Squad this was his role which was then approved by Chief Superintendent in
C Squad.961 In his witness statement HN34 Geoffrey Craft agrees that during
his posting with the SDS (between 1974- 1977) SDS reporting was passed to
C Squad.
131.2. The SDS was based in Scotland Yard when he took on his role as the DCI
but moved to premises at Vincent Square during the course of his posting.962
The 1981 Annual Report comments on this move as follows: ‘although as a
result of the move the SDS has become a little remote from the rest of
Special Branch, contact is maintained through frequent visits to CO
[Commissioner’s Office] by members of the office staff’. Barry Moss states
that the physical separation from other Special Branch units had no effect on
the operation of the SDS since all SDS managers were at Vincent Square
which was only 15 minutes walk from Scotland Yard963 He does not
comment on whether the external supervision of the SDS by was affected by
this move.
131.3. Barry Moss received no specific training for his role in the SDS.964

MPS-0728962
WS para 17. MPS-0735902 (and see coversheet); MPS-0735903; MPS-0735904
962 Ibid., para 24
963 Ibid., para 46
964 Ibid., para 19
960
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131.4. Barry Moss describes his responsibilities as the DCI in charge of the SDS as
‘wide ranging’; he was the ‘most senior hands-on supervisor’ and responsible
for the day to day management of the Squad including officer welfare.
Welfare was of particular concern to him because the undercover officer’s job
was, as he saw it, ‘immersive, intense and potentially dangerous’. His
oversight responsibilities were carried out by twice weekly meetings with the
officers in the safe house which all officers were obliged to attend and by
additional one-to-one meetings if required. The SDS senior managers were
available to the undercover officers at any time of day or night. Barry Moss
kept an official vehicle at home so that he could travel to a meeting with
officers if telephoned whilst he was there. Barry Moss recalls that in 1980
and 1981 the SDS held a Christmas lunch in an external venue to which the
wives of the undercover officers were invited. Barry Moss felt this was an
important to create a friendly and collegiate environment for the officers and
their wives whilst they were engaged in such difficult work. Barry Moss also
occasionally met with the wives of undercover officers to provided
reassurance that their husbands were performing an important role.965
131.5. Barry Moss recalls that the twice-weekly meetings with the undercover
officers were relatively informal. The officers would bring their diaries,
expenses and other paperwork. Barry Moss explains the SDS back-office
Sergeants would take in the records and ask for any additional information
which might assist in writing up the reporting. Whilst he states that he and
Trevor Butler spoke to each undercover officer he indicates that this was
primarily focused on welfare and hours worked. There is no description
about how and when undercover officer were tasked or their deployments
managed by SDS management figures.966
131.6. Barry Moss describes external MPS supervision of the SDS as follows:
131.6.1. The Superintendent of S Squad had general oversight of the SDS
and was responsible for liaison with more senior officers in Special
Branch on behalf of the SDS. Any assistance was ad hoc and
provided when there was a specific problem or if authorisations
were required. HN1839/TN47 David Palmer-Hall was the
Superintendent whilst Barry Moss was the DCI in the SDS. He
supervised with a ‘light touch’ and was primarily interested in
welfare and wellbeing. When Barry Moss was promoted to
Ibid., para 22, 23(j) – ((k), 47. In this regard we also note MPS-0726912 which is a SB report signed by
HN218 regarding his investigations into an anonymous letter sent to the Commissioner containing
allegations made against HN126. The letter was traced to HN126’s estranged wife who received a visit from
HN218 and Chief Superintendent Wilson to assure her that her complaint was recognised and in the hope
that this would dissuade her from any further letter writing to either the police or a more public source
regarding an SDS undercover officer.
966 Ibid., para 26
965
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Superintendent, he was more ‘hands on’ than his predecessor,
Palmer-Hall, who had supervised with a light touch and was
primarily interested in welfare. As Superintendent whilst Moss
was not involved in the unit on a day-to-day basis, he knew how it
was run, knew most of the persons involved and therefore may
have had more interest in making sure that the undercover officers
were supported, although he states that it was but one of his
responsibilities and so he did not dedicate much time to it.967
131.6.2. The Chief Superintendent had general oversight of the SDS but
limited involvement, in Barry Moss’s experience. The Chief
Superintendent would make the occasional supervisory visit to the
safe house and would become more involved if a specific problem
arose. They were available for advice and support if necessary,
difficult decisions may referred to them and they were the liaison
link to higher levels of management.968
131.6.3. Dealing with higher levels in the chain of command, Barry Moss
recalls that the Commander SB was rarely involved in the running
or supervision of the SDS although he was available if advice and
guidance were required. The Deputy Assistant Commissioner was
not involved in any decision making in relation to the SDS and in
any event would not have liaised with the SDS directly but only
through the Commander. Barry Moss can recall DAC Hewitt and
Commander Wilson visiting the SDS safe house but this was
‘morale boosting’ rather than supervisory in purpose. DAC Hewitt
also attended the SDS Christmas lunch with his wife. The
Assistant Commissioner received the Annual Report but Barry
Moss is unaware of any other involvement he would have had with
the SDS. Barry Moss has no knowledge of the Deputy
Commissioner or Commissioner having any involvement with the
SDS.969
131.7. Barry Moss’s involvement in the recruitment of new undercover officers was
minimal because he spent only a year in the SDS. The only officer he can
recall interviewing for recruitment to the SDS was HN19 “Malcolm Shearing”.
He believes that it was preferred that undercover officers were married or in a
stable relationship to provide them with an anchor outside their cover identity.
He recalls that following their assessment of HN19 as a suitable candidate,

Ibid., para 50-51
Ibid., para 52.
969 Ibid., para 53-57
967
968
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he and Trevor Butler spoke to HN19’s wife to explain to her the
consequences of such a role on their domestic life.970
131.8. The undercover officers were given no formal training. Any training was
given on the job with ‘advice and guidance’ from Barry Moss, Trevor Butler
and any undercover officers already in the field.971
131.9. Barry Moss states that he had no role in the invention, development and
assessment of SDS undercover officer’s cover identities. Undercover officers
worked out their cover identities on their own with the use of the identities of
deceased children, a practice which been established prior to his managerial
role in the SDS but which had not been employed when he had served time
as an undercover officer in 1968. He is unaware of when the practice had
been authorised. Barry Moss states ‘with hindsight it was regrettable that this
practice was used, but there was no other option at the time in order to obtain
solid support for legends. I think that the SDS believed the operation would
remain secret and that families would not be caused distress by learning
about this practice’.972
131.10. Barry Moss was asked to comment on HN106’s (“Barry Tompkins”, an
undercover officer managed by HN218) description of his tasking: HN106
states that he was directed insofar as the target area of his deployment was
concerned (in his case the far-left wing) but not the specific group. He was
told to look for other groups not well covered by the SDS and he discovered
his target groups by going to meetings and speaking to people. Barry Moss
agrees with this description and explains that he was not involved in ‘micromanaging UCO deployments by providing direction. The direction taken by
individual UCOs, within their target areas, was a matter for their judgment
and discretion’.973 Barry Moss does not recall any role in the deployment of
undercover officers but points out that during his period in SDS management
the SDS was in a stable period in terms of deployment with only one officer
requiring deployment into the field.974 Target groups were decided on the
basis of the risk a group posed to public order. He cannot recall who made
the decision for individual officers, but it would have been made in
consultation with senior Special Branch officers. The general tasking of the
SDS would be led by the needs of Special Branch and the needs of C Squad
since the left wing at that time were most active in public disorder. He recalls
thinking that there was too much of an emphasis on the Socialist Worker’s
Party when he joined the SDS and so when HN19 “Malcolm Shearing” was
Ibid., para 23(a) and (b)
Ibid., para 23(c)
972 Ibid., para 23(f), 65
973 Ibid., para 23(e)
974 Ibid., para 23(i)
970
971
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recruited he was deployed to the Revolutionary Communist Party and the
Communist Party of Britain (Marxist-Leninist). Notwithstanding this latter
observation, he goes on to say that he cannot recall the extent to which he
was the decision maker in this process.975
131.11. The groups targeted by the SDS during Barry Moss’s tenure were chosen
because they were actively demonstrating on the streets of London, although
he adds that some groups were infiltrated opportunistically because they
were representative of the ‘general political spectrum from which disorder
might be expected’. The only policing purpose being served by such
infiltrations was the policing of public disorder and this was served by the
provision of numbers expected, mood, attitude of the participants and an
assessment as to whether they group were likely to adhere to official
arrangements made with the police. Barry Moss believes that the fact that
the deployments spanned various political groups information provided about
them would have assisted the Security Service in countering subversion (the
SDS’s ancillary purpose). Moss understood subversion to be ‘any attempt to
undermine the power or authority of an established system or institution’. He
indicates that he would have viewed the ‘left-wing groups’ subversive on this
definition: ‘left-wing groups espoused revolutionary ideals, and wished to
bring about a socialist or communist state without recourse to the ballot box.
This is not to say that they had the numbers to achieve this aim’.976
131.12. Barry Moss can recall some specific request for information, in particular from
the Security Service. These requests would be routed through C Squad who
he describes as the conduit between the SDS and the Security Service.977
Barry Moss states however that he was involved in relatively regular liaison
with the Security Service and had face-to-face meetings every ‘3 months or
so’.978 Security Service notes for file at the time indicate an increasingly
closer direct relationship between the SDS and the Security Service than that
suggested by Barry Moss.979 In a note for file dated 24 March 1980
recording a meeting between F6 and Barry Moss and Trevor Butler the SDS
managers suggest that the Security Service debrief an undercover officer
shortly to be withdrawn and are said to stress ‘the value of receiving
feedback on their reports’. The note ends with this assessment ‘I get the
impression that MOSS is inclined to be very much more forthcoming than his

Ibid., para 44
Ibid., para 41, 45, 104
977 Ibid., para 23(q)
978 Ibid., para 23(v)
979 UCPI0000028813; UCPI0000028814; UCPI0000028816
975
976
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predecessor and I think that we can look forward to mutually useful cooperation’.980
131.13. Barry Moss states that he had no role in the writing up of undercover officer
reporting which was largely completed by the Detective Sergeants in the
back office, but if an undercover officer telephoned to pass on urgent
information he would call the MPS uniformed unit responsible for public order
(A8) to pass on the information. Such information would usually form part of
a report or memo in due course in any event.981
131.14. Assessment of SDS reporting was undertaken by the individual Squad who
received the reporting. C Squad were responsible for deciding on the further
dissemination of SDS reporting but typically reporting would be sent to C
Squad, the Special Branch records (where the Registry files were stored), the
Security Service and A8.982 A8 would receive a sanitised version of the
reporting as part of a ‘threat assessments’ put together by C Squad which
would include additional general information. A8 were not sent the reports in
their original form because they had not been vetted.983
131.15. The dates of his tenure at the SDS meant that although compilation of the
Annual Report usually fell to the head of the SDS, Trevor Butler was
responsible for the compilation of the 1980 report with input from Barry Moss.
He describes this report providing a fair and accurate picture of what the SDS
undercover officers were doing at the time.984
131.16. Occasionally SDS managers travelled out of the Metropolitan Police District
in order to provide moral support and practical support in case the
undercover officer got into any difficulty and also to provide a conduit from
the undercover officers to local police forces.985 Any travel outside of the
Metropolitan Police District would have to be authorised at Commander level
within Special Branch and such travel would have to be shown to be
necessary. Liaison with local police forces communicating intelligence
regarding activity in other police areas was not uncommon. Local police
forces would not be informed of the existence of the SDS but SDS senior
management would pass on information obtained by the SDS is relevant. 986
UCPI0000028813
WS para 23 (n)
982 Ibid., para 32(o)
983 At para 23(p) HN218 discusses an occasion when it would appear from the report (UCPI0000028816) he
was consulted by the Security Service about onward dissemination of an intelligence report to liaison
partners. He explains that this was unusual situation which arose because of the potential threat to the UCO
involved. HN218 believes that he would have referred the matter to more senior officers in his chain of
command to make the decision.
984 WS para 42
985 The provision of ‘moral support’ is noted in the Security Service Note for File UCPI0000028814. HN218
states that the presence of senior management at demonstrations outside the Metropolitan Police District
had a wider purpose.
986 WS para 48
980
981
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131.17. Undercover officers did not require permission from senior officers before
assuming positions of responsibility in their target groups and were expected
to exercise their own judgment. Neither though, so far as Barry Moss can
recall, were undercover officer provided with any guidance on the assumption
of positions of responsibility. Barry Moss’s view was that taking such
positions may be unavoidable and there was an intelligence advantage in
taking them to enable access to a greater breadth and depth of information
about a given group and intelligence about likeminded organisations which
would widen Special Branch and the Security Service oversight. The ideal
roles were the roles of membership secretary or treasurer which should allow
wide access to intelligence about the group without the danger of taking on
an operational or policy decision making role.987
131.18. Overtime payments were a significant component of the pay for an
undercover officer. These were noted in their individual diaries and then
assessed and approved by managers at the twice weekly meetings. The
payment of overtime had no effect on the length of time an officer remained
in the unit; this was a matter for the DCI and DI, with assistance from the
Superintendent if necessary, with an upper level of four years. Barry Moss
did not gain the impression that overtime payments influenced an undercover
officer to paint an overly optimistic picture of what he was achieving; the
managers were experienced Special Branch officers and would have
identified such behaviour. In addition C Squad were the initial recipients of
the SDS reporting and had an officer been turning in irrelevant and
unnecessary reporting, negative feedback would have been provided by
them or by the Security Service.988
131.19. Barry Moss initiated a standard procedure whereby undercover officers were
exfiltrated from their target groups which involved inventing a reason for the
departure. Every attempt was then made to provide a suitable posting for
these officers out of the public eye for a period of time.989
131.20. Barry Moss states that he was unaware of any suggestion that HN21 or
HN106 had sexual contact with any individual whilst in their cover identity.
Whilst he knew HN297 Richard Clark, his period as head of the SDS
significantly post-dated HN297s deployment dates and he was unaware that
he had ever served with the SDS; he was unaware of any allegations of
sexual contact with activists.990
131.21. Barry Moss neither offered any guidance to undercover officers regarding
sexual contact in their cover identity, nor did he have any informal
Ibid., para 64
Ibid., paras 105
989 Ibid., para 23(m)
990 Ibid., para 59-60, 63
987
988
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conversation with any undercover officer on this topic nor was he aware of
any other manager providing any such advice. He simply made the
assumption that there would be no sexual contact between undercover
officers and civilians. As Superintendent of S Squad he blocked the
recruitment of a potential SDS officer because he was engaged in a
relationship with a member of Special Branch civilian staff whilst in a long
term relationship with another. Barry Moss feared that it he were prepared to
behave in this manner in his real identity he could have no confidence that he
would not do so in his undercover role.991 This indicates perhaps an
appreciation of the limitations of strict supervision of undercover officers and
the risk that undercover police officers might engage in sexual activity with
people they met in their undercover identity.
131.22. Barry Moss does not believe he ever provided any instruction or guidance as
to the participation in crime whilst operating undercover. He thinks it likely
that the commission of minor offences such as fly-posting came up in
conversation whilst at the safe house but does not believe his permission
was ever sought to participate in such activity and indicates that he would
rather the role taken was one of look-out rather than perpetrator. He states
that, notwithstanding the lack of any instruction, order, advice or guidance
about their participation in crime the undercover officers would have been
aware of the constraints of their role and would have known, from their
general MPS training, that they must not act as agent provocateur. He was
not aware of any undercover officer participating in or encouraging crime
whilst he was a DCI in the SDS.992
131.23. Barry Moss never provided any guidance to undercover officers about what
they should do if they were arrested. In his view it was a matter of common
sense that they would allow themselves to be processed at a police station in
their cover identity and then communicate with SDS management at the first
opportunity. He believes he may have given informal advice about appearing
in court in a cover identity but no formal guidance. His template for this
guidance was the arrest of HN68 “Sean Lynch” when he was an undercover
officer at the same time as Barry Moss in 1968. HN68 was advised to enter
a guilty plea so as to avoid providing false particulars.993 It is not entirely
clear how a prosecution in a false name avoids this particular pitfall. It is also
noteworthy that by 1980 undercover officers were using the real identities of
deceased children as their cover identities.

Ibid., para 66-71
Ibid., paras 72-7
993 Ibid., para 79-82
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131.24. Barry Moss never provided any guidance about how to identify or deal with
LPP material, how to treat reporting on the activities of elected politicians or
in engaging in violence whilst undercover.994
131.25. Barry Moss was asked to comment on a number of SDS intelligence reports
dating from his time as a senior manager. Whilst emphasizing that the SDS
undercover officers reported all the information they came across because it
was not part of their role to assess what may have been relevant information,
this was a matter for the recipients of the SDS intelligence, he provides
justification for reporting on mental health (the SDS information customers
would have wanted the full picture as possible),995 sexual relationships996 and
marital breakdown997 (may affect the group dynamic), sexual orientation (may
have affected an activist vetting status)998 and bank details999 (information
recorded and therefore reported).1000
131.26. Barry Moss states that there was no targeted reporting on the Trade Union
movement during his tenure at the SDS, any reporting of Trade Union
affiliation or activity was merely collateral to general reporting.1001
131.27. There is some SDS reporting on the Blair Peach justice campaign dating
from the period of Barry Moss’s tenure at the SDS.1002 Moss states that Blair
Peach’s death occurred prior to his posting to the SDS and he never
encouraged or sought any reporting on any campaigning in his name.1003
However he believes that the campaign had been utilised by the SWP for
publicity purposes and individuals involved in the campaign would have been
reported on because they, or the groups to which they were affiliated posed a
threat to public order rather than to discredit their criticisms of the police
regarding the policing of the demonstration at which Blair Peach met his
death.1004
131.28. Barry Moss indicates that the regular reporting on group membership,
attitudes of members and the interests of target groups would all help to build
up a picture which informed the assessment of the risk of public disorder in
any given demonstration. Intelligence on forthcoming demonstrations was

Ibid., para 83-94
UCPI0000013871
996 UCPI0000014258
997 UCPI0000016128
998 UCPI0000015145
999 UCPI0000013818
1000 WS para 95
1001 Ibid., para 96
1002 UCPI0000013961, UCPI0000014149
1003 WS para 56
1004 Ibid., para 100
994
995
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very valuable to the MPS to enable the appropriate targeting of policing
resources.1005
131.29. SDS undercover officers were asked to identify photographs of activists
taken by the Special Branch photographic unit.1006 Barry Moss indicates that
this may have been of assistance to arresting police officers or simply to build
up a complete picture of an activist. He also states as follows: ‘Negative
reporting is also of use; it may help someone in later life, for example in
relation to vetted jobs. Someone might have been active as a student,
settled down and distanced themselves from the activist scene’.1007
HN474 Wilf Knight – deceased
132. Wilf Knight is deceased. Even though Wilf Knight is described in episode one of
‘True Spies’ as HN135’s ‘handler’1008, there is no contemporaneous evidence to
suggest that he was in the SDS. No reports and/or policy documents obtained by the
Inquiry bear his name. The secondary evidence is vague. Of the officers who link
Knight to the SDS, none recall working with him; HN326 states only that he was in
the SDS1009; HN336, that he ‘thinks’ he was in the unit but they did not overlap1010;
Roy Creamer states that he knew of him but ‘doubts they were on the unit at the
same time1011’. Some officers recall him but not from the SDS1012 and others do not
recall him at all (or do not mention him)1013. Accordingly, it seems possible that the
‘True Spies’ programme makers made a mistake and that while HN474 served in
Special Branch, he was not in the SDS.
133. This raises a question about how Knight knew about HN135’s infiltration of antiapartheid groups and of his deflecting suspicion by accusing a hapless group
member of being a Special Branch spy1014. Does this suggest that Mike Ferguson’s
undercover exploits were common knowledge around Special Branch, and does it

Ibid., paras 97-98
See UCPI0000013727 for an example of this type of report
1007 WS para 102
1008 UCPI0000031845 page 13
1009 HN326 WS MPS-0738584 para 186
1010 HN336 WS MPS-0739316 para 157
1011 HN3093 WS para 84
1012 See, for example, HN340’s WS para 124: ‘…while I remember Wilf Knight and Rodger Matthew (sic), I
do not associate their names with the SDS’.
1013 HN330’s WS para 56: ‘I don’t recall a Wilf Knight’; HN103 does not mention him but was not asked about
him specifically.
1014 ‘True Spies’ transcript, page 14: “Mike passed that information on [demonstrators to throw flare bombs,
smoke bombs, and metal tacks onto the pitch]” and “Later on at a meeting Peter Hain felt quite that there
quite rightly was a spy in the room and there was one poor devil that Mike Ferguson looked down the room
and said I think it’s him’
1005
1006
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perhaps follow that, within Special Branch at least, the existence of the SDS was not
a particularly closely guarded secret?
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